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Abstract. The primary purpose of this paper is to give a complete classification of

all finite simple groups with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. We shall prove that

any such group must be isomorphic to one of the groups L3(q) with q= — \ (mod 4),

U3(q) with q=\ (mod 4), or Mu. We shall also carry out a major portion of the

corresponding classification of simple groups with Sylow 2-subgroups isomorphic to

the wreath product of Z2n and Z2, n g: 2.
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Chapter I. Introduction

The object of this paper is to carry out a complete classification of simple groups

with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and a major portion of the classification of

simple groups with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. Recall that a group of order

2n+1, «3:3, defined by generators z, s and relations

Z2   =  52n  =   J ^  =  5-l+2n-l;

is called quasi-dihedral, while a group of order 22n+1, «St2, defined by generators

z, s, t and relations

Z2  =  52»   =   t2"   =   1; sz  =   u tz  =  s> st  =   ö>

is said to be wreathed.

The only simple groups known with such Sylow 2-subgroups are L3(q)

(=PSL(3, q)\ U3(q) (=PSU(% q)) for q odd and Mu. More specifically,

-1    (mod 4),

1       (mod 4),

L3(q),

U3(q),

M11
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have quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, while

L3(q),       q s 1       (mod 4),

Ua(q),       q= -1    (mod 4),

have wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups.

The methods used to study simple groups in this paper are primarily of two

kinds : local group-theoretic and character-theoretic. It happens that it is possible

to give a unified approach to the group-theoretic material for both the quasi-

dihedral and wreathed cases. On the other hand, the character-theoretic results

which are needed require separate analysis for each case. Therefore, we shall deal

with both types of Sylow 2-subgroups simultaneously in the group-theoretic

arguments. In this paper we shall present the character theory only for the quasi-

dihedral case. Many of the analogous results in the wreathed case have already

been established, while work on the remaining ones is in progress. These results

in the wreathed case will all appear in a separate paper by one of the authors. We

shall therefore proceed to outline and explain the contents of this paper as pertains

to groups with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. We shall also make comments

concerning the group-theoretic results in the wreathed case which we obtain and

concerning the character-theoretic results in that case already established but not

included in this paper.

The primary end of this paper is the establishment of the following results :

First Main Theorem. If G is a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-

subgroups and x is an involution of G, then C(x) is isomorphic to a quotient of either

GL(2,q),       q m -1    (mod 4)
or

GU(2, q),       q=\    (mod 4)

by a central subgroup of odd order d.

Since all the involutions in such a simple group are conjugate, the number q

depends only on G ; it is called the characteristic power of G. Similarly, the number

d depends only on G.

Second Main Theorem. If G is a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-

subgroups, of characteristic power q andq = e (mod 4), e= + 1, then either

\G\=-dq\q* + e){q2-l)

or

\G\ = 7920.

Third Main Theorem. If G is a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-

subgroups and of characteristic power q, then one of the following holds :

(i) q= — 1 (mod 4) and G is isomorphic with L3(q) or Mn;

(ii) q= 1 (mod 4) and G is isomorphic with U3(q).
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With respect to the wreathed case, we shall discuss later in this chapter how far

this paper goes towards proving the analogous main theorems.

We shall now present a brief outline of the contents of the paper, dealing with

the chapters in turn. We shall then show how the results achieved in those chapters

lead directly to the three main theorems. Finally, we conclude with a list of some

nonstandard notation.

Chapter II is devoted to a study of groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups are iso-

morphic with a section of a quasi-dihedral or wreathed 2-group. This is in prepara-

tion for the local group-theoretic analysis to be applied to the proper subgroups of

the simple group G under study. Moreover, in this chapter we go only so far as

previous classification theorems and extension theory allow us. The subgroups of

G fall into four types: there are groups which have normal 2-complements and

there are what we shall call D-groups, Q-groups, and QD-groups. For example, if

if is a group of the last sort, then H has quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups and has exactly one conjugacy class of involutions and no normal

subgroup of index two. It follows that H/0(H) has a normal simple subgroup of

odd index. Here, as throughout the paper, 0(H) denotes the largest normal

subgroup of odd order of the group H.

Moreover, in this chapter, we shall derive some preliminary information about N=

C(x), where x and G are as in the First Main Theorem. In fact, N/(x} is a group

with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups so that the classification theorem of Gorenstein-

Walter [22] may be applied. This yields that N has a series of normal subgroups

N 2 L => O(N) 2 1

with the following properties :

(i) 0(N) is the largest normal subgroup of odd order in N;

(ii) LjO(N) is isomorphic to 5L±(2, q) with q= — 1 (mod 4) (the group of

matrices of determinant +1 or — 1) or to SU*(2, q) with q= 1 (mod 4) (the group

of unitary matrices of determinant +1 or —1);

(iii) N/L is cyclic of odd order.

In particular, L/0(N) has a normal subgroup S(N)/0(N) of order two with

S(N) = (0(N), x> and it has a normal subgroup L0/O(N) of index two. Moreover,

the quotient LJS(N) is then isomorphic to L2(q). This is all best understood by

means of the following diagram :

<? N

SLH2, q)
or

S£/±(2, q)

L

Lo

S{N)

0{N)

1

)
odd

i z2

}    L2(q)

)  z2

}   odd
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The First Main Theorem simply states that N=L and that 0(N) is central in N

and cyclic of order dividing q + e, where q = e (mod 4), s= ± 1.

In any case this result gives us an important invariant of G, namely the number q

which we shall call the characteristic power of G. It is an invariant of G as G does

have just one class of involutions.

The same result also is achieved in the case of wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups ; in

fact, if G is a simple group of such type, x is an involution of G and N= C(x), then

iVhas a series of normal subgroups N^L^O(N)^l, where \N:L\ and \0(N)\ are

odd and L/0(N) is isomorphic to the subgroup of matrices, whose determinant has

order a power of two, of GL(2, q), q= 1 (mod 4), or GU(2, q), q= — 1 (mod 4). In

this case the center S(N)/0(N) of L/0(N) is cyclic of order 2n, if the Sylow 2-

subgroups of G have order 22n+1.

The characteristic power can be defined for many subgroups of G. For example,

if H is a gD-subgroup of G (as described above) and K/0(H) is the normal simple

subgroup of odd index in H/0(H), then K/0(H) has a characteristic power, as we

may see by applying the above arguments. We call this the characteristic power of

H; it may also be described by looking directly at the centralizer of involutions in

H.

The third chapter develops the basic character-theoretic results for the case of

groups G with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. As noted above, most of the

analogous results have been proved for the wreathed case as well and will appear in

a subsequent paper.

As applications of this knowledge we classify all the simple groups G with

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of characteristic power three or five ; we deal

with these two special cases separately since the general group-theoretic arguments

break down in these particular circumstances.

Furthermore, in this chapter, there is developed the usual type of group order

formulae which express the order of G in terms of the structure of the centralizer

of an involution and the degrees of certain characters of G.

Another important concept is also introduced ; we describe it now. Let H be any

ßO-subgroup of G (in particular, even G itself). Let x be an involution of H, T &

four subgroup of H, N=CH(x) and C=CH(T). If H has characteristic power q and

p is the prime divisor of q, then we say that H is regular provided that

\H\P(\C\P)2 ^ (\N\pf.

The groups L3(q), q=-\ (mod 4), and U3(q), q= 1 (mod 4), are regular, while Mn

is not. Thus if G satisfies the conclusions of the Main Theorems and q^'i, then G

is regular.

This concept can now be used in several ways. First, if G is simple and regular

then the degrees of the characters appearing in the group order formulae can be

determined ; they are polynomials in q. In particular, the order of G is then com-

pletely determined by the structure of the centralizer of an involution.
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Second, the following basic result is proved :

Theorem A. If H is a regular QD-subgroup of the QD-group G and H and G

have the same characteristic power, then G is regular and 0(H) = H n 0(G).

We shall use this when G is simple so that 0(G) = 1. This yields a fundamental

restriction on the nature of the local subgroups of G.

The next two chapters are devoted to the bulk of the group-theoretic arguments

and achieve a proof of the following :

Theorem B. Let G be a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and of

characteristic power q greater than five. If every proper simple section of G with

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups satisfies the conclusions of the Main Theorems and

N is the centralizer of an involution of G, then

(i) 0(N) = AB, where A is a cylic subgroup of order dividing (q + e)/2 (q = e

(mod 4), £= ± 1), B is an abelian subgroup and O(N) is a Frobenius group with

complement A and kernel B provided A ̂  1 and B=£l.

(ii) Any noncentral involution ofN inverts B and centralizes some conjugate of A.

(iii) The extended centralizer C*(u) lies in N for any nonidentity element u of

0(N).

This result also has as a consequence that L0, as defined above, is the direct

product of 0(N) and a subgroup isomorphic with SL(2, q) if q ̂  9, in which case

there is another possible structure for L0 as SL(2, 9) has a nontrivial central

extension by a group of order three.

For the case of a simple group G with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups the analogous

result is proved provided one also assumes that the obvious analogue of Theorem A

holds for G. In these two chapters we deal with both types of Sylow 2-subgroups at

the same time.

The sixth and final chapter is devoted to the proof of the last basic theorem. We

use the above notation.

Theorem C. Let G be a simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and

of characteristic power q greater than five. If moreover, G fulfills all the conclusions

of Theorem B, then

(i) N=L;
(ii) B=\;

(iii) G is regular;

(iv) Ifq = 1 (mod 4), then d=(q + \,3) and G is doubly transitive of degree q3+l

such that the subgroup H fixing a letter has a normal subgroup Q of order q3, which

acts regularly on the set of remaining q3 letters, with H/Q cyclic of order (q2 — l)/d.

The proof of this theorem is primarily character-theoretic, but does involve

some purely group-theoretic arguments.
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We shall now prove that the three Main Theorems hold provided we assume that

all the other results stated above are valid. Let G be a simple group with quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. We may assume without loss of generality that the

Main Theorems hold for any simple group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups

whose order is less than that of G. We let q be the characteristic power of G. If q

is three or five, then by the results of Chapter III, G is isomorphic with L3(3), Mn

or U3(5) and so the Main Theorems hold for G, as is easily verified.

On the other hand, if q is greater than five, then the hypotheses of Theorem B are

fulfilled by G inasmuch as every proper simple gZ)-section of G has lower order

than G and so G satisfies all the conclusions of that result. Thus, the hypotheses of

Theorem C are fulfilled and so G also satisfies the conclusions of that theorem. In

the notation of these results, 0(N) is a central cyclic subgroup of order (q+e)/2d,

for some odd number d, and N/0(N) is isomorphic with SL±{2,q) or SU±(2,q),

as the case may be. By results of Chapter IV, mentioned just after the statement of

Theorem B, it follows that yV is the direct product of a group isomorphic with

N/0(N) and the subgroup A. However, this is precisely the statement of the First

Main Theorem.

As for the Second Main Theorem, G is regular by Theorem C, so by the results

of Chapter III discussed above, there is a formula for the order of G in terms of the

structure of N. However, we also know that N=L and B=\, so the parameters

e, a, b of that formula satisfy e=l, a=M|, and ¿»=1 and the Second Main

Theorem is valid.

We now verify the Third Main Theorem. If q= — 1 (mod 4), then the hypotheses

of a theorem of Brauer [8] hold since G does satisfy the First Main Theorem. Thus,

G is isomorphic with L3(q) or /V/n by the results ofthat paper. On the other hand,

if q= 1 (mod 4), part (iv) of Theorem C shows that G fulfills all the hypotheses of a

theorem of O'Nan [24*] and it follows from his results that G is isomorphic to

PSU(3, q)= U3(q). In the case d= 1, this result was previously obtained by Suzuki

[28].
In order to prove corresponding results in the wreathed case, it will be necessary

to publish the theorems which are the analogues of most of the results of Chapter

III as well as to complete the proof of the analogue to Theorem C.

The notation used is standard, with the following exception. If X and Y are

subgroups of the group H and p is a prime then

Ha(Jf, Y;p)

is the collection of all elements of V\H(X; p) (which is the set of/^-subgroups of H

intersecting X trivially and normalized by X) which are also permutable with Y.

The set of maximal elements of V\H{X, Y ; p) is denoted by M *(X, Y; p).

It will also be convenient to introduce the so-called "bar" convention: If H is a

homomorphic image of the group H and if A' is a subgroup, subset, or element of

H, then X will always denote the image of X in H.
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Finally, we repeatedly use the fact that a group of odd order is necessarily

solvable, without making explicit reference to the theorem of Feit and Thompson

[15].
We add a word concerning the numbering system to be used in the paper:

Lemma x of section y of Chapter z is designated as Lemma x throughout the given

section y, as Lemma y.x in all subsequent sections of Chapter z, and as Lemma

z.y.x in all subsequent chapters. A similar convention applies for propositions,

theorems, and corollaries with the exception of Theorems A, B, and C which are

denoted only in this one way.

Chapter II. Groups with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups

1. Fusion of 2-elements. In this section we shall give a complete analysis of the

possible types of fusion of 2-elements in a group G with quasi-dihedral or wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups. Apart from the case that G has a normal 2-complement, it

will turn out that the fusion pattern in G can be of any one of exactly three distinct

types. Corresponding to each of these, we shall introduce the concept of a QD-

group, a Q-group, and a D-group. These three types of groups will play an essential

role throughout the paper. In succeeding sections of this chapter we shall derive

a very large number of properties of these groups which we shall need for the proof

of the Main Theorems.

Let us first indicate by a simple table the four possible types of fusion of 2-

elements in a group G with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S. As we

shall see, S has exactly one conjugacy class of both maximal noncyclic abelian

subgroups and of quaternion subgroups. If [/and V denote representatives of these

two conjugacy classes respectively, the fusion of 2-elements is completely deter-

mined by the structure of N(U)/C(U) and N(V)/VC(V). In the following table,

Z2 and E3 denote respectively a cyclic group of order two and the symmetric

group of degree three.

Number of Conjugacy Classes     Sylow 2-Subgroup of G'

in G of Involutions

N(U)/C(U)    N(V)/VC(V)   Quasi-Dihedral      Wreathed    Quasi-Dihedral       Wreathed

Cyclic Cyclic

Generalized

Quaternion

Generalized

Quaternion

Dihedral Noncyclic

Abelian

1 Quasi-Dihedral Wreathed

In Propositions 1 and 2 below we shall give a more detailed description of the

fusion in each of these four cases. We note that in the first case, G will have a
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normal 2-complement. Cases two, three, and four will lead to what we shall call

respectively a g-group, a D-group, or a QD-group.

Before establishing these results, we shall give three lemmas which list a large

number of basic properties of quasi-dihedral and wreathed 2-groups which will be

used throughout the paper. However, only a portion of these are needed for the

specific problem of analyzing fusion of 2-elements.

Lemma 1. If S is quasi-dihedral of order 2n + 1, then the following conditions hold:

(i) S has two conjugacy classes of involutions and of elements of order 4.

(ii) S has one conjugacy class of four subgroups and of quaternion subgroups. If

T is a four subgroup or a quaternion subgroup of S,  then CS(T)=Z(T) and

\NJT):T\=2.
(iii) S possesses precisely three maximal subgroups, respectively cyclic, generalized

quaternion^), and dihedral.

(iv) S' = ®(S) is cyclic of order 2"_1.

(v) Z(S) has order 2 and S/Z(S) is dihedral.

(yi) &!(S) is dihedral of order 2".

(vii) A proper normal subgroup of S is either maximal or is cyclic and contained

in S'.

(viii) If D is a dihedral subgroup of S of order at least 8, then the maximal cyclic

subgroup of D is contained in the maximal cyclic subgroup of S.

Proof. These results follow directly from the definition of S given in §1.1. The

details are left to the reader. Compare also Theorem 5.4.3 and Exercise 7.6 of [19].

We list the analogous properties for wreathed 2-groups in a more explicit form.

Let then S be a wreathed 2-group, given by generators s, t, z satisfying the relations

of the Introduction. We first introduce some additional notation:

u = st,   r = st'1,   x = xj = u2"-1 = r2"-1,   x2 = s2"'1,   x3 = r2""1,   d = x2z,

U = O, f>>    T = <Xi, x2, x3},   T0 = <x1; z>,    Y = </, d}.

With this notation, we have

Lemma 2. If S is wreathed of order 22n + 1, then the following conditions hold:

(i) S has three conjugacy classes of involutions, represented respectively by

x, x2, and z.

(ii) U is an abelian maximal subgroup of S of type (2n, 2") and is the unique

abelian subgroup of its order in S.

(iii) T=£11(U) is a four group and is normal in S.

(iv) T0 is a four group and is not conjugate to T. Every four subgroup of S except

T is conjugate to T0.

(v)  Y is generalized quaternion of order 2n + 1, Y is normal in S and is the unique

generalized quaternion subgroup of its order in S.

(4) We use the term generalized quaternion to include the quaternion group of order 8.
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(vi) 5" = <r> is cyclic of order 2\

(vii) Z(S) = <m> is cyclic of order 2" and S/Z(S) is dihedral.

(viii) Q1(S) = TY andS/a^S) is cyclic.

(ix)  Y is the normal closure of <i/> in S.

(x) (szf = uandS=(Y, sz>.

(xi) If X isa proper subgroup of S with X^> Y, then X= YZ(X) and X contains T.

(xii) If X is a nonabelian subgroup of S, then Z(X)<^Z(S).

(xiii) If X is a subgroup of S invariant under a cyclic subgroup A of S of order 2n

with A disjoint from X, then either X is cyclic or S=XA.

Proof. These properties of S are a straightforward consequence of its definition

and are left to the reader to verify.

Our last lemma, whose proof is also left to the reader, will be used in the analysis

of 2-fusion which is to follow.

Lemma 3. If S is a wreathed 2-group of order 22n + 1 and X is a subgroup of S such

that CS(X)^ X and Aut (X) is not a 2-group, then

(i) Either X= U or X is isomorphic to a central product of a quaternion group

with Z(S).

(ii) \NS(X):X\=2.
(iii) S possesses only one conjugacy class of subgroups which are isomorphic to X.

There are several alternate methods for analyzing the fusion of 2-elements for

arbitrary groups with a given Sylow 2-subgroup S; in particular, the focal sub-

group theorem (Theorem 7.3.4 of [19]), Griin's theorem (Theorem 7.4.2 of [19]) or

Alperin's fusion theorem (the main theorems of [1] or Theorem 7.2.6 of [19]). The

case that S is quasi-dihedral is very similar to that in which S is dihedral, the latter

case being completely described in Theorem 7.7.3 of [19]. Moreover, the results are

given in Exercise 7.7 of [19]. Hence we shall content ourselves in the quasi-dihedral

case with a statement of the results. On the other hand, we shall give a detailed

analysis in the case that S is wreathed. Because the use of Alperin's fusion theorem

is the least familiar of the above-mentioned methods, we shall use it in our proof.

Proposition 1. Let G be a group with a quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S and let

T, Q be representatives of the conjugacy classes of four subgroups and quaternion sub-

groups respectively of S. Then one of the following four statements holds:

(i) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugacy class of involutions

and one of elements of order 4, \N(T):C(T)\=6 and \N(Q): QC(Q)\ =6.

(ii) G has a normal subgroup K of index 2 with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-

subgroups, K has no normal subgroups of index 2, Z(S) is weakly closed in S with

respect to G, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions and one of elements of order 4,

\N(T):C(T)\ =2 and \N(Q):QC(Q)\ =6.
(iii) G has a normal subgroup K of index 2 with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, K has

no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugacy class of involutions and two of

elements of order 4, \N(T) : C(T)\ = 6 and \N(Q) : QC(Q)\ = 2.
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(iv) G has a normal 2-complement, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions and

two of elements of order 4, \N(T):C(T)\ =2, and \N(Q): QC(Q)\ =2.

In deriving the corresponding result for groups with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups,

we shall use Alperin's fusion theorem in the following form : If G is a group with

Sylow/»-subgroup S and if v, w are elements of S conjugate in G, but not in S, then

there exists a Sylow 2-subgroup R of G with the following properties :

(a) S n R is a tame intersection of Sylow 2-subgroups.

(b) Cs(SnR)^SnR.

(c) veSr\R.

(d) v is conjugate in N(S n R) to an element w0 of S n R with v and w0 not

conjugate in S.

Indeed, we recall that by definition S n R is a tame intersection if NS(S n i?)

and JV^S n /?) are each Sylow /»-subgroups of N(S r\ R). To see that the above

conditions actually hold, we apply the second form of the main theorem of [1]

together with Theorem 5.2 of [1] and conclude that there exist elements vu v2,...,vn

in S with v1 = v and vn = w and Sylow /»-subgroups R2, R3,..., Rn of G such that

each S n R¡ is a tame intersection and such that either vt = vl+1 or vt and vi+1 are

in S n Ri+1, Vt and vi+1 are conjugate in N(S n Ri+1), and QSoAh.!)

çSnj?j+1. We now choose /' maximal such that v1,v2,...,v{ are conjugate in S.

Since v and w are not conjugate in S, we have / < n. Let u be an element of S such

that p"=p, set R=Rf+1 and tPo^sf+i. Then one sees at once that R and w0 satisfy

the required conditions (a)-(d).

We note also that in the above situation, N(S n R)/C(S n R) is not a 2-group.

Indeed, suppose this is the case and set K=N(S n R). Since S n K=NS(S n Ä) is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of #, it follows that K= C(S n Ä)(5 n K). But then if w0 = vk,

k e K, we can write A: = be, where 6 e C(5 n i?) and c e 5 n Í, whence w0 = y60 = rc

as b centralizes v, contrary to the fact that w0 is not conjugate to v by an element of

S.

Proposition 2. Let G be a group with a wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S of order

22n *1, let U be the unique abelian maximal subgroup of S and let Vbea representative

of the conjugacy class in S of central products of quaternion groups with Z(S). Then

one of the following four statements holds:

(i) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugacy class of involutions,

\N(U):C(U)\ =6, and \N(V): VC(V)\ =6.
(ii) G has a normal subgroup K of index 2" with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-

subgroups, K has no normal subgroups of index 2, every subgroup ofZ(S) is weakly

closed in S with respect to G, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions,

\N(U):C(U)\ =2 and \N(V): VC(V)\ = 6.
(iii) G has a normal subgroup K with Sylow 2-subgroup U, K has no normal

subgroups of index 2, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions, \N(U):C(U)\ =6,

and \N(V):VC(V)\=2.
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(iv) G has a normal 2-complement, G has three conjugacy classes of involutions,

\N(U):C(U)\ =2, and \N(V): VC(V)\ =2.

Proof. Let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G such that 5T> R is a tame intersection

satisfying conditions (a)-(d) for some element v of S. Then, as we have seen,

N(S n R)/C(S n R) is not a 2-group and consequently either S n R = U or S n R

is a conjugate of V by an element of S by Lemma 3. We shall see that the fusion of

2-elements in G is completely determined by the structure of N(U) and N(V).

Suppose U is such a tame intersection. Since the Frattini factor group of U is

abelian of type (2, 2) and S^N(U), it follows that N(U)/C(U) is isomorphic to the

symmetric group of degree 3 and so has order 6. Moreover, a 3-element of

N(U) — C(U) has no fixed points on C/# and consequently UçN(U)'. For the same

reason the three involutions x=xu x2, x3 of U are conjugate in G. On the other

hand, if U is not such a tame intersection, then N(U) = SC(U) and \N(U):C(U)\=2,

since otherwise \N(U)/C(U)\ =6 and N(U) would possess a second Sylow 2-

subgroup S* of G such that Sn5'*=(/. But then t/ would be the tame intersection

of S and S*.

Next consider /V(F). Any element h of N(K) — C{V) of odd order centralizes

Z(S) as Z(S) is a cyclic characteristic subgroup of V and so h acts non-

trivially on V/Z(S), which is elementary abelian of type (2, 2). Thus /?3 centralizes

K. Furthermore, if V^S* for some Sylow 2-subgroup S* of G, then Z(V) =

Z(S)^Z(S*) by Lemma 2 applied to S* and its nonabelian subgroup V. Since

|Z(5)| = \Z(S*)\, we have, in fact, Z(S)=Z(S*). But now Lemma 3 applied to S*

and F yields that \NS.(V): VCS.(V)\ =2. Since we can choose S* so that NS.(V) is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(V), it follows that \N(V):VC(V)\=2. Our argument

thus shows that N( V)/ VC( V) is either of order 2 or is isomorphic to the symmetric

group of degree 3 and is of order 6. As with U, the latter case occurs if and only if V

is a tame intersection. Continuing this analysis, suppose now that V is a tame

intersection. Since S has only one conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic to V by

Lemma 3, we can assume without loss by replacing V by an appropriate conjugate

by an element of S that K=<r2""2, d, Z(5)>. Since N(V) in this case contains a 3-

element which cyclically permutes the involutions of V/Z( V) and since U n V has

index two in V, we see that the involution c1 = du2"'2 is conjugate in N(V) to one

of the involutions x¡ of U. But x1 is conjugate only to itself in N(V), so i=2 or 3.

Moreover, by Lemma 2, cx is conjugate to z and x2 to x3 in S. We conclude there-

fore that z and x2 are conjugate in G.

With this preliminary information, we can now establish the proposition.

Suppose first that both U and V are tame intersections satisfying (a)-(d). Then our

argument shows that \N(U):C(U)\ = \N(V):VC(V)\=6 and that the three con-

jugacy classes of involutions of 5", represented by x, x2, and z are all fused in G.

Furthermore, the focal subgroup F of S contains both U and x2 1z and so F= S.

Hence G has no normal subgroups of index 2. Thus (i) holds in this case.
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Suppose next that U, but not V, is such a tame intersection. In this case no

element of S— U can be conjugate to an element of U, whence U=F. Thus G has a

normal subgroup K with Sylow 2-subgroup U and such that K has no normal sub-

group of index 2. Since x and x2 are conjugate in G, while x and z are not, G has two

conjugacy classes ofinvolutions. Moreover, \N(U): C(U)\ =6 and \N(V):VC(V)\=2

in this case, so all parts of (iii) hold.

Now assume that neither U nor V is such a tame intersection, in which case two

elements of S conjugate in G are necessarily conjugate in S. This implies that

F=S' and so G possesses a normal subgroup K with Sylow 2-subgroup S' and such

that G/K is a 2-group. But as 5" is cyclic, K has a normal 2-complement by Burn-

side's transfer theorem. Since 0(K) char K, we have 0(K) normal in G and hence

G has a normal 2-complement. Furthermore, G has three conjugacy classes of

involutions and \N(U):C(U)\ = \N(V): VC(V)\ =2, so (iv) holds in this case.

Finally consider the case that V, but not U, is such a tame intersection. Then with

F generated as above, we see that V contains exactly three cyclic subgroups of order

four which do not lie in Z(S); namely, </2"~2>, (r2"~*dy, and (d'y. Hence these

must be cyclically permuted by a 3-element h of N(V). Since (ry = S'^F, it

follows that (r, dy^F. On the other hand, the only tame intersections containing

Z(S) in the present case are the conjugates of V by elements of S. But (r, i/> is

normal in S by Lemma 2 and so contains every conjugate of d in S. Since the focal

subgroup is completely determined by the set of all tame intersections containing

Z(S), we conclude that (r, dy=F. In this case G possesses a normal subgroup K

of index 2n with Sylow 2-subgroup F. Furthermore, the element h above of N(V),

being a 3-element, lies in K. By the action of h on <r2"-2, dy, we see that de K'.

Since K' is characteristic in K and K is normal in G, it follows that the normal

closure of (dy in S lies in K'. But this normal closure is (r, dy=Fby Lemma 2 and

so F^K'. Thus F is the focal subgroup of K and therefore K has no normal sub-

groups of index two.

Observe next that Z(S)=Z(V) and hence Z(S)=Z(VS) for any s in 5. Thus any

subgroup Z0 of Z(S), being characteristic in Z(S) as Z(S) is cyclic, is normal in

N( Vs) for any 5 in S. Since fusion of 2-elements in the present case is determined by

the conjugates of V in S, it follows that a generator u0 of Z0 is not conjugate in G

to any element of S—Z0. In other words, Z0 is weakly closed in S with respect to

G. For the same reason, x is not conjugate in G to any other involution of S and so

G has two conjugacy classes of involutions. Finally \N(U):C(U)\ = 2 and

\N(V): VC(V)\ = 6 in the present case, so all parts of (ii) hold and the proposition

is completely proved.

2. g-groups, D-groups, and g£>-groups. There exists a close parallel between

the conclusions of corresponding parts of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2. Because of the

importance of these groups in the analysis to follow, we shall give them special

names. Thus we make the following definitions :
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Definition 1. A group G with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S

will be called a

QD-group if G satisfies condition (i) of Proposition 1.1 or 1.2;

Q-group if G satisfies condition (ii) of Proposition 1.1 or 1.2;

D-group if G satisfies condition (iii) of Proposition 1.1 or 1.2.

In particular, then, a g D-group G has no normal subgroups of index two and

has exactly one conjugacy class of involutions. Furthermore, a g-group G has a

normal subgroup K with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups and with no

normal subgroups of index two, K is of index 2 in G if S is quasi-dihedral and of

index 2n in G if S is wreathed of order 22n+1, and every subgroup of Z(S) is weakly

closed in S with respect to G. Moreover, a D-group G has a normal subgroup K of

index two with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups if S is quasi-dihedral and with

abelian Sylow 2-subgroups of type (2n, 2n) if S is wreathed of order 22n+1.

Note that if S is wreathed of order 22n+1 and G is a g-group, then the index of K

in G depends upon the integer n. Likewise the order of Z(S) depends on n. Hence it

will be convenient to have a term for this integer. Thus we make the following

definition :

Definition 2. If S is a wreathed 2-group of order 22n+\ n ̂  2, we say that 5 is of

height n. For completeness, we say that 5 has height 1 if S is quasi-dihedral. More-

over, if G is a group with S as Sylow 2-subgroup, we say that G is of height n if S

has height n.

Thus if S is quasi-dihedral or wreathed of height n, it follows in all cases that

Z(S) is cyclic of order 2n and that if G is a g-group with Sylow 2-subgroup S, then

G possesses a normal subgroup K of index 2n in G having generalized quaternion

Sylow 2-subgroups and no normal subgroups of index two.

We shall have some occasion in our work to consider groups of the same general

form as g-groups or D-groups, but with Sylow 2-subgroups which are isomorphic

to a proper subgroup of a quasi-dihedral or wreathed 2-group. For this reason we

enlarge the definitions of these concepts.

Definition 3. Let S be a quasi-dihedral or wreathed 2-group and let R be a

subgroup of S containing the unique generalized quaternion subgroup Y of

maximal order in S. Then a group G with Sylow 2-subgroup R will be called a

Q-group provided G contains a normal subgroup K of index a power of 2 with

Sylow 2-subgroup Y and no normal subgroups of index 2 and if every subgroup of

Z{R) is weakly closed in R with respect to G.

Thus if S is quasi-dihedral, either R = S or R = Y; and if S is wreathed, then by

Lemma 1.2, either i? = S or R = YZ(R) and Z(R)^Z(S). In either case, R = Y if

and only if R contains at least two involutions and hence if and only if R contains a

four group. In particular, if R => Y and S is wreathed, then R contains the unique

normal four subgroup of S by Lemma 1.2.

Definition 4. A group G will be called a D-group if either G has quasi-dihedral

or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups and is a D-group in accordance with Definition 1
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or if G has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and does not possess a normal 2-

complement.

A complete classification of g-groups and £>-groups can be given in terms of

known classification theorems. The pertinent results which we shall need will be

derived in §§3, 4, and 5. In this section we shall establish some basic properties of

g/>groups and shall then present some standard examples of g/>groups,

g-groups, and Z)-groups.

Our first result shows the significance of g-groups in the study of gD-groups and

is fundamental for the entire paper.

Proposition 1. If G is a QD-group and x is an involution ofG, then C(x) is a g-

group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups.

Proof. By definition of a gD-group, G has only one conjugacy class of in-

volutions and so xeZ(S) for some Sylow 2-subgroup 5 of G. Thus S^N=C(x)

and so N has quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup. Moreover, if V is the

central product of a quaternion subgroup of S with Z(S), Propositions 1.1 and 1.2

show that \N(V): VC(V)\ = 6. But clearly (xy = ü1(Z(V)) and so <jc> is normal in

A^K), whence N(V)^N. Thus \NN(V): VCN(V)\=6. Hence applying Propositions

1.1 and 1.2 to N, we see that N is either a g-group or a QD-group. However, x,

being central in N, is conjugate only to itself in N. Since S contains an involution

other than x, it follows that N has more than one conjugacy class of involutions and

we conclude therefore from Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 that N is a g-group.

We can also derive the following general structure theorem for gö-groups :

Proposition 2. If G is a QD-group, then G/0(G) contains a simple normal

QD-subgroup of odd index.

Proof. By definition, a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G is quasi-dihedral or wreathed

and G has no normal subgroups of index 2. Hence the same holds for G = G/0(G)

and so G is also a QD-group. Since 0(G) = 1, the proposition follows by induction

on \G\ if 0(G)=£ 1. Hence we can suppose that 0(G) = 1.

Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of G, so that L is characteristically simple.

If L is solvable, then L is an elementary abelian /»-group for some prime p and, as

0(G) = 1, we must have /» = 2. Hence L has even order in any case. By Propositions

1.1 and 1.2, G has only one conjugacy class of involutions and so all involutions of

S must lie in L. In particular, Q.1(S)^L. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, Qi(S) is non-

abelian and S/Q^S) is cyclic. In particular, L is nonabelian and so L is nonsolvable.

Furthermore, S/S n L is cyclic and so G = G/L has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups.

But then if \G\ were even, G and hence also G, would have a normal subgroup of

index two by Burnside's transfer theorem, which is not the case. Thus \G\ = \G/L\

is odd.

Finally L, being nonsolvable and characteristically simple, is the direct product

of isomorphic nonabelian simple groups. Since no nonabelian simple group has
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cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, each simple factor of L

contains a four subgroup. Therefore if L had more than one simple factor, L and

hence also S, would contain an elementary abelian subgroup of order sixteen,

which is clearly not the case. Thus L is simple and the proposition is proved.

In this paper we shall require only one other noncharacter-theoretic property of

gD-groups. The hypotheses for this result will arise out of our inductive proof of

the Main Theorems and will be applied to the proper gD-subgroups of a minimal

counterexample to those theorems. Since the Main Theorems have been stated only

for groups with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, our result is limited to this case.

However, in proving the corresponding Main Theorems for groups with wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups, the following result and its proof will hold without change.

Proposition 3. If G is a QD-group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups whose

unique nonsolvable composition factor satisfies the conclusion of the First Main

Theorem, then for any involution xofG and any Sylow 2-subgroup S ofC(x), we have

[S,0(C(x))]<=0(G).

Proof. By Proposition 2 and the solvability of groups of odd order, G possesses

a unique nonsolvable composition factor L which is a simple normal gD-subgroup

of G = G¡0(G). Since 0(C(x)) = 0(C(x)), we need only prove that 5 centralizes

0(C(xJ). Since 0(G) = 1, we can assume without loss to begin with that 0(G) =1

and then prove that S centralizes 0(N), where N=C(x).

Let L be the simple normal gD-subgroup of G. By Proposition 2, \G:L\ is odd

and so S^L, whence [S, 0(N)]^L n 0(/V). Since L n 0(N) is normal in 0(N)

and is S-invariant, it follows that S normalizes L n 0(N). Thus it suffices to show

that S centralizes L n 0(N), for then S will stabilize the chain : 0(N)5Ln 0(N) 2 1

and, as S and 0(N) have coprime orders, this will imply that S centralizes 0(N).

Clearly L n 0(N)=L n 0(C(x))^0(CL(x)). But by assumption L satisfies the

conclusion of the First Main Theorem and so CL(x) is isomorphic to a homo-

morphic image of the matrix groups GL(2,q) or GU(2,q) for some odd q by a

suitable central subgroup of odd order. However, 0(GL(2, q)) and 0(GU(2, q))

consist of scalar matrices in GL(2, q) and GU(2, q) respectively. It follows therefore

that 0(CL(x)) is contained in the center of CL(x). Since S^L r\ N=CL(x), S

centralizes 0{CL(x)) and so centralizes L n 0(N), as required.

We turn now to some standard examples of gD-groups, g-groups and D-groups.

As is well known (cf. [13] and [14]), the matrix groups GL(2, q), q odd, have

quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups of height n, where 2n is the exact

power of 2 dividing q — 1 (in particular, their Sylow 2-subgroups are quasi-dihedral

if q= — 1 (mod 4) and wreathed if q= 1 (mod 4)); while the matrix groups GU(2, q)

have quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups of height n, where 2" is the

exact power of 2 dividing q+1 (in particular, quasi-dihedral if q= 1 (mod 4) and

wreathed if q= — 1 (mod 4)). Moreover, their centers consist of their scalar matrices

and so are cyclic of orders q—\ and q +1 respectively.
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We shall be interested in certain specific subgroups of GL(2, q) and GU(2, q), q odd,

which we proceed to describe. The determinant of an element X of GL(2, q) is a

nonzero element of GF(q) and so has order dividing q— 1, while the determinant of

an element X of GU(2, q) is a nonzero element of GF(q2) of order dividing q+\.

Hence in either case, if the determinant of X has order 2m, then 0^m^n, where 2"

is correspondingly the highest power of 2 dividing q— 1 or q+\. We define, for

O^m^n, the subgroups SLm(2,q) and SUm(2,q) of GL(2,q) and GU(2,q) re-

spectively consisting of those elements whose determinants have orders dividing
2m.

Thus SL0(2, q) is the special linear group SL(2, q) and SU0(2, q) is the special

unitary group SU(2,q), while SLj{2,q), S 1/^2, q) are the subgroups SL±(2,q),

SU±(2,q) respectively consisting of the elements of determinant ±1. It is clear

from the definition that for l^m^n, SLm(2, q) contain SLm_¿2, q) as a subgroup

of index two and that SUm(2, q) contains SUm. i(2, q) as a subgroup of index two.

We now prove

Lemma 1. The following conditions hold:

(i) SLJ2, q) and SUn(2, q) are Q-groups with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow

2-subgroup S of height n.

(ii) The center of S is contained in the center ofGL(2, q) or GU(2, q) respectively.

(iii) SLm(2, q) and SUm(2, q) are Q-groups for 0 ¿ m á n.

(iv) SLm(2,q) and SUm(2,q) are characteristic in GL(2,q) and GU(2,q) re-

spectively for O^m^n.

(v) SLm(2, q) and SUm(2, q) are the central product of a cyclic group of order

2m + * with SL0(2,q) and SU0(2,q) respectively for0^m<n.

(vi) SL0(2, q) and SU0(2, q) are isomorphic.

Proof. The groups SL(2, q) and SU(2, q) are known to be isomorphic, to have

generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups and to have no normal subgroups of

index 2 (cf. [14]). In particular, (vi) holds.

We have \GL(2,q)\=(q2-l)(q2-q) = (q-l)\SL(2,q)\ and \GU(2,q)\ =

(q2-l)(q2+q) = (q+\)\SU(2,q)\. Since 2n is the highest power of 2 dividing q-1

or 9+1 respectively and since \SLn(2,q):SL(2,q)\ = \SUn(2,q):SU(2,q)\=2n, we

see that SLn(2, q) and SUn(2, q) contain a Sylow 2-subgroup S of GL(2, q) and

GU(2,q) respectively. By the remarks preceding the lemma, 5 is either quasi-

dihedral or wreathed of height n. We have also noted that the center Z of GL(2, q)

or GU(2, q) is cyclic of order q— 1 or q +1 respectively. Hence by definition of the

integer 2\ Z n S is cyclic of order 2". Clearly Z n S^Z(S). On the other hand,

Z(S) is cyclic of order 2" by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, so Z n S=Z(S). In particular,

Z(S) is in the center of GL(2,q) or GU(2,q), as the case may be, so (ii) holds.

Moreover, every subgroup of Z(S) is weakly closed in S with respect to SLn(2, q) or

SUn(2,q) respectively and we conclude from the definition that SLn(2,q) and

SUn(2, q) are g-groups, so (i) also holds.
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Again with S a Sylow 2-subgroup of SLn(2, q) or SUn(2, q), correspondingly

S n SL0(2, q) or S n SU0(2, q) is the unique maximal generalized quaternion

subgroup Y of S. Hence if we set correspondingly R = S n SLm(2, q) or

R = S r\ SUm(2,q) for any m,0Smáíi, then Ä2 7 and hence by Lemmas 1.1 and

1.2, we have Z(R)QZ(S). In particular, every subgroup of Z(R) is weakly closed.

Since SLm(2, q)^SL0(2, q) and SUm(2,q)^SU0(2,q), we conclude again from the

definition that SLm(2,q) and SUm(2,q) are g-groups, O^m^n, proving (iii).

One can verify directly that SL0(2, q) and SU0(2, q) are the derived groups of

GL(2,q) and GU(2,q) respectively. Since the corresponding factor groups are

isomorphic to subgroups of the multiplicative group of GF(q) or GF(q2) respect-

ively, they are cyclic and so each of their subgroups is characteristic. Since the

derived group of a group is characteristic, we conclude that SLm(2,q) and

SUm(2,q) are characteristic in GL(2,q) and GU(2,q) respectively for all m,

O^m^n, proving (iv).

It thus remains to prove (v), so assume m < n. The arguments are the same for

both SLm(2,q) and SUm(2, q); for simplicity we treat only the former. Since

SLm(2, q) is characteristic in GL(2, q), R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SLm(2, q). The

remarks preceding the lemma imply that SLm(2, q) contains SL0(2, q) as a subgroup

of index 2m; so, in particular, SLJ2, q) = SL0(2, q)R. But R= YZ(R) by Lemmas 1.1

and 1.2 as m <n. Since F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of SL0(2, q), this yields SLm(2, q)

= SL0(2,q)Z(R). But as we have shown above, Z(R)^Z(S) and Z(S) is in the

center of GL(2,q). Moreover, Z(R) n SL0(2,q)=Z(R) n Y=Z(Y) and so is of

order two. Since \SLm(2,q):SL0(2,q)\ =2m and SLJ2, q) = SL0(2,q)Z(R), it

follows that Z(R) has order 2m + 1. Since Z(S) is cyclic, so also is Z(R) and we con-

clude that SLm(2, q) is the central product of a cyclic group of order 2m +1 with

SL0(2, q). Thus (v) also holds and the lemma is proved.

It was shown by Schur in [26] that the group SL(2, q) (which is isomorphic to

Si/(2, q)) for q odd and q > 3 possesses only trivial central extensions except in the

case qr=9, the group SL(2, 9) having a unique nontrivial central extension by a group

of order three. We shall denote this covering group by SLT{2, 9). It can be shown

that this extension lifts to each of the groups SU-S2, 9) and SLm(2, 9), 1 ̂ m^3.

However, it turns out that in the course of our analysis, only the first of these groups

needs to be considered. We shall therefore limit our discussion to this one group.

Lemma 2. The nontrivial central extension SLT~(2, 9) of SL(2, 9) by a group of

order 3 lifts uniquely to the group Sl/^2, 9) and we denote this extended group by

SU i (2, 9). Furthermore, the following conditions hold:

(i) SUi(2, 9) is a Q-group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

(ii) SUi(2, 9) contains SZT(2, 9) as a subgroup of index 2.

(iii) The center ofSU?(2, 9) has order 2.

Proof. Let K=SL(2, 9), L*SUji2, 9), and let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of K.

We first argue that NL(P)=PR, where R is cyclic of order 16, CR(P) = ii^R) =Z(L),
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and R/il^R) acts regularly on P. Indeed, as q= 1 (mod 4), a Sylow 2-subgroup S

oïL is quasi-dihedral. Since \L\ =(92-1)(92 + 9), |S| =32. Setting L =L/Z(L), K is

isomorphic to PSL(2, 9), \L:K\=2, and S is dihedral of order 16. Hence by Lemma

9 of [21], I is isomorphic to PGL(2,9). But then by Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22],

NL(P)=PR, where R is cyclic of order eight and PR is a Frobenius group. Hence

NL(P)=PR, where 1^1 = 16, R=>Z(L), and R=R/Z(L) acts regularly on P. Since

Z(L)^Z(R) and Ä is cyclic, we also have that R is abelian. Since the Sylow 2-

subgroups of L are quasi-dihedral and since a quasi-dihedral group does not

contain a noncyclic abelian subgroup of order sixteen, R is necessarily cyclic.

This proves the assertion. We note also that Ng(P)=Pü1(R) by Lemma 3.1 (vi) of

[22] and hence NK(P)=Pü1(R).

Now P is elementary abelian of order nine. Hence P is the homomorphic image

of an extra-special group P of order twenty-seven and exponent three. Furthermore,

it can be shown directly that the action of R on P lifts to P and that in this action a

generator of R inverts Z(P). We leave the verification to the reader. In particular,

Ü 1(/î) centralizes Z(P). Moreover, P is disjoint from its conjugates in L by Lemma

3.1 (vi) of [22]. Since NK(P)=PV1(R) and NL(P)=PR, it follows now from a

result of Cartan-Eilenberg (Theorem XII, 10.1 of [12]) that the extension of P to P

lifts to the groups K and L, the extension of K being central. We denote the corre-

sponding extended groups by k\ and L. Since Ñ. is a nontrivial central extension of

SL(2, 9) by a group of order three, Ñ. is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9) by Schur's results

and so we can identify R with SLT(2, 9). Finally the results of Cartan-Eilenberg

show also that N¿(P) = PA, where A is cyclic of order sixteen and a generator of A

inyerts Z(P). This last condition implies that Z(P) £Z(L) and hence that \Z(L)| = 2.

Thus L is an extension of Sl/^2, 9) by a group of order three, contains SL~(2, 9)

as a subgroup of index two, and has a center of order two. In addition, A and hence

also K, has generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups and no normal subgroups of

index two. Moreover, the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of L js obviously weakly

closed. Hence L is also a g-group and so satisfies all the conclusions of the lemma.

Thus to complete the proof, we need only show that any group L* which con-

tains SLT(2, 9) as a subgroup of index two and which is an extension of 5i/1(2, 9)

by a group of order three is isomorphic to L. Without loss we can assume that R is

a subgroup of index two of both L and L* and that L is the image of both L and

L* by Z(P) = 0(R) = 0(Z(R)). Since L has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and K

is a subgroup of L with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, L contains an

involution not in K and so L=KA, where \A| =2 and K n A = 1. Since the Sylow

2-subgroups of L, L*, and R map isomorphically onto those of L, L, and K re-

spectively, it follows that L contains a subgroup Â of order two and L* a subgroup

Â* of order two, both of which map onto A. In particular, L = k\Â, L* = k\*Â*

and £ni=£n i* = 1.

We set Â=(ây, Â* = (â*y and let <f>, <j>* be the automorphisms of .£ induced by

conjugation by â, â* respectively. Since the images of <f> and <f>* determine the same
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automorphism of K as Â, Â* both map onto A, it follows that the image of

^ = 0-i0* acts trivially on K and hence that [>/>, £]qZ(P). Since Z(P)^Z{K), this

yields [>/-, It, it]= 1. But 7? is perfect as K' = Ka.nà Z(P)^P'^R'. Hence [£<£] = 1

by the three subgroup lemma and so </j is the identity on K. Thus â and â* induce the

same automorphism of K and we conclude that L and L* are isomorphic, as

required.

We turn now to some examples of D-groups. The following result is well known

(cf. [21] and [22]).

Lemma 3. The groups PSL(2, q), q odd, PGL(2, q), and the alternating group A-,

are D-groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

There also exist D-groups with quasi-dihedral and wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups.

To describe the first type, we consider the group G=PYL(2, q), q odd, which is the

quotient of the group TZ.(2, q) by its center. Here TL(2, q) denotes the semidirect

product of GL(2, q) with a cyclic group of automorphisms induced by the Galois

group of the field GF(q). By Lemma 3.3 of [22], if q=pr, p a prime, then G=LE,

where L=PGL(2, q) is normal in G, E is cyclic of order r, and L n E= 1. Moreover,

L contains K=PSL(2, q) as a subgroup of index two. Thus when r is even, \E\ is

even and G possesses three distinct subgroups Gx, G2, G3 each containing K as a

subgroup of index two. We can take Gx to be L and G2 to be of the form K(G2 n E).

The remaining group G3 has been analyzed in Lemma 2.3 of [20] and it has been

shown there that it has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. As in [20], we denote

this group by PGL*(2, q). It exists whenever q is an odd square. Since PGL*(2, q)

contains K=PSL(2, q) as a normal subgroup of index two and since PSL(2, q) has

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and no normal subgroup of index two, we have by

definition of a D-group :

Lemma 4. The groups PGL*(2, q), q an odd square, are D-groups with quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

To describe D-groups with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, we consider the direct

product U of two cyclic groups, each of order 2n, n ä 2. It is possible to construct

the semidirect product of U with the symmetric group of degree 3 (equivalently

with PGL(2, 3)) in such a way that an element of order 3 acts regularly on U and a

Sylow 2-subgroup of the resulting group is wreathed of height n. Moreover, such

an extension of U is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. We leave these easily

verified facts to the reader. By analogy with PGL{2, 3), we denote the resulting

group by PGLn(2, 3). Clearly PGLn(2, 3) contains a normal subgroup K of index 2

such that U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K and U is contained in the derived group of

K. We thus have

Lemma 5. The groups PGLn(2, 3), n^2, are D-groups with wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups of height n.
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For completeness, we set PGL&, 3)=PGL(2, 3), so that PGLX{2, 3) is a Z)-group

with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order eight.

Finally we have the following well-known examples of simple g/J>-groups

together with a few of their basic properties (cf. [13], [14], [24*]).

Proposition 4. The following results hold:

(i) The groups PSL(3, q) andPSU(3, q), q odd, are simple QD-groups of height n,

where 2" is the highest power of 2 dividing q— 1 andq+l, respectively.

(ii) The Mathieu group M±1 is a simple QD-group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-

subgroups of order 16.

(iii) The centralizer of an involution in PSL(3, q) or PSU(3, q) is isomorphic to a

homomorphic image ofGL(2, q) or G Î7(2, q) by a central subgroup of order d, where

d=(q— 1, 3) or d=(q+1, 3), respectively.

(iv) The centralizer of an involution in Jl/U is isomorphic to GL(2, 3).

3. The characteristic power of g-groups, D-groups, and gö-groups.   As we

shall see, there is associated in a natural way with each g-group with quasi-dihedral

or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, with each 7>group (except for those involving A7),

and with each gZ)-group an odd prime power which will be called its characteristic

power. This integer will play a very important role in our analysis of g/J-groups.

To define the characteristic power of a g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups, we first derive a basic property of arbitrary g-groups.

Proposition I. If H is a Q-group with Sylow 2-subgroup S, then

H=0(H)CH(Z(S)).

Proof. If H=H/0(H), it will suffice to prove that Z(S)çZ(H). Indeed, assume

this is the case. Since 0(H) has odd order, CH(Z(S)) maps onto CB(Z(S)). But

Z(S)=Z(S), as S maps isomorphically onto S, and Cn(Z(S)) = Hby our assumption.

Thus CH(Z(S)) maps onto H and consequently H= 0(H)CH(Z(S)), as required.

We claim next that H is a g-group. Indeed, the Sylow 2-subgroup S of H is

isomorphic to S. Furthermore, if K is a normal subgroup of H of index a power of

2 having no normal subgroups of index 2 and with S n K generalized quaternion,

then K has the corresponding properties in H. Hence we need only show that any

subgroup Z of Z(S) is weakly closed in S with respect to H. But if Z*ç 5 for some

h in H, then Zh^O(H)S, where A is a representative of h in H. Since S is a Sylow

2-subgroup of 0(H)S, there thus exists an element w in 0(H) such that Zhw^S.

But then Zhw=Z as every subgroup of Z(S) is weakly closed in S with respect to H.

Since w=l, the required conclusion ZK=Z follows. Thus H is a g-group, as

asserted, and so it will suffice to prove the proposition for H. Since 0(H) = 1, we

can therefore assume without loss to begin with that 0(H) = 1.

Let Z0=Z(S) r\Z(H) and suppose, by way of contradiction, that Z0cZ(5).

Let Z be a subgroup of Z(S) containing Z0 as a subgroup of index two. Setting

H=H/Z0, we have that Z is a subgroup of Z(S) of order two and that S is a Sylow
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2-subgroup of H. Suppose Z^e s for some h in H. Then Zhs S, where A is a repre-

sentative of h in H, whence Zh=Z and so Zn=Z. Thus Z is weakly closed in S with

respect to H. Since 0(/T) = 1 and Z0£Z(7/), we also have that 0(H) = 1. It follows

therefore from a theorem of Glauberman [18] that Z^Z(H). Thus Z is normal in

H and also H stabilizes the chain Z^Z0^ 1, whence H/CH(Z) is a 2-group. But also

S£CH(Z) as Z^Z(S). Since S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of //, we conclude that

H=CH(Z) and hence that ZeZ(yY), contrary to our maximal choice of Z0. There-

fore Z(S)^Z(H), as asserted.

We now prove

Proposition 2. If H is a Q-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups in which 0(H) = 1, then H possesses a normal subgroup L0 isomorphic to

SL(2, q)for some odd prime power q. Moreover, the subgroup L0 and the integer q are

uniquely determined.

Proof. Let 5 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and let its height be n. Since TV is a

g-group, //contains a normal subgroup A'of index 2" with no normal subgroups of

index two and with S n K generalized quaternion. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, Z(S)

is cyclic of order 2n and S/Z(S) is dihedral. Moreover, since S n K is normal in

K and since Z(S n K) is of order two, we also have that Z(S) n K=Z(S n A") and

so is of order two.

Since 0(H) = \, it follows from the preceding proposition that Z(S)^Z(H). We

set H=H/Z(S). Since |Z(S)nA"|=2, |y7:A:|=2n and |Z(S)|=2n, we conclude

that \H:K\=2. Furthermore, Sis dihedral by the preceding paragraph. Since Sis

a Sylow 2-subgroup of H, it follows now from the main structure theorem for groups

with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups [22] that H is isomorphic to a subgroup of

PYL(2, q) containing PSL(2, q) for some odd prime power q.

Let L0 be the normal subgroup of H isomorphic to PSL(2, q). If q > 3, L0 is

simple and is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H, while if q=3, H is iso-

morphic to PGL(2, 3) and so L0 is the unique normal subgroup of index two in H.

In either case it follows that L0 is the only normal subgroup of its form in H, so

L0 and q are uniquely determined. Since L0 has no normal subgroups of index two,

we also have that L0^K.

If H0 denotes the inverse image of LQ in H, it follows that H0çZ(S)K and that

H0 is a central extension of Z(S) by L0. If this extension were trivial, S n H0 would

be the direct product of Z(S) and a dihedral group isomorphic to S n L0, in which

case S would contain an elementary abelian subgroup of order eight. However, a

quasi-dihedral or wreathed 2-group contains no subgroup of this form. Thus H0 is

a nontrivial central extension and therefore by the results of Schur [26], H0=Z(S)L0,

where L0 is isomorphic to SL(2, q), L0 is normal in H0, and \L0 n Z(S)| =2. But

then L0 has no normal subgroups of index two and so L0 = O2(H0). Thus L0 is

characteristic in H0 and, as H0 is normal in H, we conclude that L0 is normal in H.

Suppose finally that Lx is a normal subgroup of H isomorphic to SL(2, r) for
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some odd r. Then Z(LX) is normal in H and so Z(L1)^Z(S). But then L1 is a normal

subgroup of H isomorphic to PSL(2, r). Hence by the uniqueness of L0 we must

have Ly=L0. Since L0 maps onto L0 and H0=Z(S)LQ, it follows that L1^HQ and

that also H0=Z(S)L1. But then L1 = O2(H0) and so L1=L0. We conclude that L0,

and therefore also q, is uniquely determined and the proposition is proved.

Remark. The proposition is not true without the assumption that H has quasi-

dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. Indeed, if H is the nontrivial central

extension of A7 by a group of order two, then H is a. g-group with generalized

quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups of order sixteen and with 0(H) = 1, but H does not

contain a normal subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, q) for any odd q. However, as we

shall prove in Lemma 2 below, such a group H cannot occur as a subgroup of a

gD-group.

Now if H is an arbitrary g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups, we have seen in the proof of Proposition 1 that H=H/0(H) is also a

g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups and, in addition,

satisfies 0(H) = 1. Hence by Proposition 2 H possesses a unique characteristic

subgroup L0 isomorphic to SL(2, q) for some odd prime power q.

Definition 1. If H is a g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups and H/0(H) possesses a characteristic subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, q)

for some odd prime power q, we call q the characteristic power of H. If q =/»r,

p a prime, we call /» the characteristic of H.

By the definition and the discussion preceding it, we have

Lemma 1. If H is a Q-group of characteristic power q, then H/0(H) is also a Q-

group of characteristic power q.

We have already shown in Proposition 2.1 that if//is a gD-group, then CH(x) is

a g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups for any involution

x of H. Hence CH(x) has a characteristic power q and a characteristic/». Moreover,

the integers q and p are determined independently of the choice of the involution

x as a gD-group has only one class of involutions. Thus we have

-Definition 2. If H is a gD-group and x is an involution of H, then the character-

istic power and the characteristic of CH(x) are called the characteristic power and the

characteristic of H.

As a direct consequence of these definitions and the preceding results, we have

Lemma 2. If H is a QD-group of characteristic power q, then any Q-subgroup K

of H has a characteristic power r and rfíq.

Proof. Let K be a g-subgroup of H and let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. By

Proposition 1, we have K=0(K)M, where M=CK(Z(R)). This clearly implies that

M is a g-group, that 0(M)^0(K) and that K/0(K) contains a normal subgroup

isomorphic to SL(2, r) if and only if M/0(M) contains such a normal subgroup.

Hence by definition of the characteristic power of a g-group, it will suffice to show

that M/0(M) does possess such a normal subgroup and that r^q.
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Now Risa. Sylow 2-subgroup of M. By definition of a g-group and Lemmas 1.1

and 1.2, R is either quasi-dihedral or is a subgroup of a wreathed 2-group S, Z(R)

is cyclic, and R/Z(R) is dihedral. Setting M=M/0(M)Z(R), we have that R is

dihedral and is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M. Moreover, 0(M) = 1. Indeed, if A'denotes

the inverse image of 0(M) in M, then X=Z(R) x O(X) as Z(R)^Z(M) and Z(R) is

a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. Hence X=0(M)Z(R) and so 0(M)=l. Since M is a

g-group, M does not possess a normal 2-complement and so neither does M.

Applying the main structure theorem for groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups

to M, [22], we conclude that either M is isomorphic to A-, or else M possesses a

normal subgroup L0 isomorphic to PSL(2, r) for some odd prime power r.

We argue next that the second case must occur and that r^q. Indeed, if x is the

involution of Z(R), then A/ç N= CH(x) and so we need only show that N does not

involve A7 or PSL(2,r) for any r>q. Indeed, by definition of the characteristic

power of a gD-group, N is a g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroup S of characteristic power q. Hence N/0(N) contains a normal subgroup

isomorphic to SL(2, q). Furthermore, the proof of Proposition 2 shows that

0(N)Z(S) is normal in N and that N=N/0(N)Z(S) is isomorphic to a subgroup of

PTL(2, q) containing a normal subgroup L isomorphic to PSL(2, q). By the structure

of PYL(2, q), as described in Lemma 3.3 of [22], N/L is abelian. Since 0(N)Z(S) is

solvable, while A7 and PSL(2, r) for r>3 are simple, we need only show that L

does not involve A7 or PSL(2, r) for any r>q. However, the first conclusion is a

consequence of Lemma 3.1 (viii) of [22], while the second follows at once by a

comparison of orders. We conclude that M possesses a normal subgroup L0

isomorphic to PSL(2, r) for some odd prime power r.

Finally using the results of Schur, as in the proof of Proposition 2, it follows that

M/0(M) possesses a normal subgroup of the form L0/O(M) with L0/O(M) iso-

morphic to SL(2, r) and with L0 mapping onto L0 in M. Thus MjO(M) contains

a normal subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, r) and the proof is complete.

Before turning to D-groups, we shall derive a result which considerably sharpens

the conclusion of Proposition 2. Here the group TU(2, q) denotes the semidirect

product of GU(2, q) with a cyclic group of automorphisms induced by the Galois

group of GF(q2). We note also that in view of Proposition 2 and Lemma 2, the

hypotheses of this proposition hold for HjO(H) for any g-group H which has

quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups or which is a subgroup of a gD-

group.

Proposition 3. If H is a Q-group in which 0(H) = 1 which contains a normal

subgroup L0 isomorphic to SL(2, q)for some odd prime power q, then H is isomorphic

to a subgroup of one of the groups TL(2, q) or TU(2, q). More precisely, we have

(i) H=LE, where L is normal in H, E is cyclic of odd order, L n E=\, and

(ii) L is isomorphic to SLm(2, q) or SUm(2, q) respectively for some m.
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(iii) The action of E on L is induced from the Galois group of the field GF(q) or

GF(q2), respectively.

(iv) E=0(CH(S))for some Sylow 2-subgroup S ofL.

Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup oîH. By definition of a g-group and Lemmas

1.1 and 1.2, S is either quasi-dihedral or is a subgroup of a wreathed 2-group S*

and contains the unique maximal generalized quaternion subgroup Y* of S*,

Z(S) is cyclic, and S/Z(S) is dihedral. Since S n L0 is generalized quaternion,

\Z(S n L0)\ =2 and so Z(S n L0)=Z(L0). Since Z(L0) is characteristic in L0, it is

normal in Hand, as Z(L0) is of order two, Z(L0)^Z(H). In particular, Z(L0)^Z(S)

and hence Z(S) n L0=Z(L0).

By Proposition 1, Z(S)^Z(H). Setting H=H/Z(S), it follows that S, which is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of H, is dihedral and that L0 is a normal subgroup of H iso-

morphic to L0/Z(L0) and hence to PSL(2, q). Hence by the structure theorem for

groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, H is isomorphic to a subgroup of

PTL(2, q). We set L = SJL0. Since L has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, the proof of

Lemma 9 of [21] shows that either L=L0 or that \L:L0\=2 and L is isomorphic to

PGL(2, q). Since Sc¿, it follows correspondingly that Z(S)(S n L0) has index one

or two in S. Furthermore, we know from the structure of PTL(2, q) that

PrL(2, q)/PSL(2, q) is abelian, so L is normal in H. Moreover, since SL(2, q) is

isomorphic with SU(2, q), so also is PSL(2, q) with PSU(2, q) and PFL(2, q) with

PTU(2, q) modulo its center. (Since PYU(2, q) is defined to be the factor group of

TU(2,q) by its subgroup of scalar matrices, it is easily checked that

\Z(PTU(2, q))\ =2.) Since \H:L\ is odd, we can thus identify H with a subgroup of

PTL(2,q) or PTU(2,q) according as q= — 1 (mod 4) or q=l (mod 4). We con-

clude, again by the structure oí PFL(2,q), that H=LE, where L—PSL(2,q) or

PGL(2, q) if q= -1 (mod 4) and L=PSU(2, q) or PGU(2, q) if q= 1 (mod 4), E is

a cyclic group of automorphisms of L induced correspondingly from the Galois

group of GF(q) or GF(q2), and I n £= 1.

The next step in the proof is to show that Z(S)L0 is isomorphic to SLr(2, q) or

SUr(2, q) for a suitable r. Consider first the case that S is a subgroup of the wreathed

2-group S* and contains the unique maximal generalized quaternion subgroup Y*

of S*. By definition of a g-group, H possesses a normal subgroup K of index a

power of two in H such that K has no normal subgroups of index two and has Y *

as a Sylow 2-subgroup. Hence K has index a power of two in H and K has no

normal subgroups of index two, so K= 02(H). But L0 has no normal subgroups of

index two, \E\ is odd, and L0E is normal in H of index at most two, so also

L0E= 02(H). Thus K=L0E. Since Y* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of AT and L0 is normal

in K of odd index, F* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L0 and 7*çZ(S)(S n L0), the latter

group being the central product of the cyclic group Z(S) and the generalized

quaternion group S n L0. Since Y* is itself generalized quaternion, it follows from

the structure of Z(S)(S n L„) that y*sSni0. But F* = SnZ0 as  F* is a
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Sylow 2-subgroup of L0 and we conclude that Y* = S n L0 and hence that Y*

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L0.

Therefore if q=e (mod 4) and 2" is the highest power of 2 dividing q - e, we have

| Y*\ =2n + 1 as |L0| =q(q-e)(q + e). It follows therefore from Lemma 1.2 that S*

is wreathed of height n and that Z(S) has order 2r+l with 0 ^ r ^ n -1. On the other

hand, by Lemma 2.1, SLr(2, q) or SUr(2, q) is the central product of a cyclic group

of order 2r + 1 with SL(2, q) according as £= + 1 or e= -1 for O^r^w-1. Since

Z(S)L0 is also such a central product, it follows that Z(S)L0 is correspondingly

isomorphic to SLr(2, q) or SUr(2, q).

On the other hand, if S is quasi-dihedral, then |Z(S)| =2 and so Z(S)=Z(L0).

Hence in this case, Z(S)L0 is isomorphic to SL0(2,q) or SU0(2,q) according as

e= — 1 or e= +1. Setting r=0, the desired assertion follows in this case as well. We

shall identify Z(S)L0 with its image SLr(2, q) or SUr(2, q).

We now let L be the inverse image of L in H. We shall argue next that L is iso-

morphic to SLm(2, q) or SUm(2, q) for some m. If L=L0, then L=Z(S)L0 and the

desired conclusion holds with m — r. Hence we can suppose without loss that

£=>£(,, in which case \S : Z(S)(S n L0)\ =2. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply now that

S is either quasi-dihedral or is wreathed of height n. Correspondingly we have

r = 0 or r = n— 1 above.

If S is quasi-dihedral, set L* equal to SLX(2, q) or SUX(2, q) according as e= — 1

or e= +1 and if S is wreathed, set L* equal to SLn(2, q) or SUn(2, q) according as

e= + l or e= — 1. For simplicity, correspondingly set m = 1 or m=n. Lemma 2.1

implies that L* has quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups of height m. Note

that because of our identification L* contains Z(S)L0 as a subgroup of index two.

Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, Z(S)sZ(L*). Since |Z(S)| =2m, it follows that Z(S) is

the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of L*. Hence, by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we have

that L*/Z(S) has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Since L*/Z(S) contain Z(S)L0/Z(S)

as a subgroup of index two, the latter group being isomorphic to PSL(2, q), it

follows from Lemma 9 of [21], as with L above, that L*/Z(S) is isomorphic to

PGL(2, q). Hence without loss we can identify L*/Z(S) with L.

We now prove that L* and L are isomorphic. Suppose L and L* have quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Then Z(S)L0=L0 has generalized quaternion Sylow

2-subgroups and so not every involution of L or L* lies in L0. Hence L=L0A and

L* =L0A*, where A = <a> and A* = <a*> have order two and L0 n A =L0 n A* = 1.

On the other hand, suppose L and L* have wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. Lemma

1.2 implies that S contains an element a such that <a2>=Z(S) and S=(Y*,a}. Since

Z(S)Y* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Z(S)L0, a $ Z(S)LQ. Hence if we set A = <a>, we

have L=Z(S)L0A and Z(S)L0 r\ A =Z(S). A similar reasoning applied to L* shows

thatL* =Z(S)L0A*, where A* = (a*} is cyclic, (a*2} =Z(S) and Z(S)L0 n A*=Z(S).

Replacing a* by an appropriate power, we can assume in all cases that a*2 = a2.

Since a2 = a*2 and a, a* each centralizes Z(S), to prove that L and L* are iso-

morphic, it will suffice to show that a and a* can be chosen to induce the same
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automorphism of L0. For then they will induce the same automorphism of Z(S)L0

and the desired isomorphism will follow. Note also that if q=3, one can verify

directly that L and L* are isomorphic; in fact, each is isomorphic to GL(2, 3) in the

quasi-dihedral case and to GU(2, 3) in the wreathed case. Hence we can assume

without loss that q > 3, in which case L0 is perfect.

Since a2 and a*2 lie in Z(S) in all cases, while a and a* do not, and taking into

account our identification of L*/Z(S) with L, it follows that ä, ä* are each in-

volutions of L—L0. But the Sylow 2-subgroup S of L, being dihedral, has three

conjugacy classes of involutions, two of which lie in L0. Hence à and ä* are con-

jugate in L and so replacing a* by a suitable conjugate in L* (which does not affect

a*2 as a*2 eZ(S)£Z(L*)), we can also assume without loss that ä=ä*. But then

if <j> and <f>* are the automorphisms of Z(S)L0 determined by conjugation by a and

a* respectively and if ^=<£*<£_1, our conditions imply that ip acts trivially on

L0/Z(L0) inasmuch as L0 maps onto L0. Hence [</>,L0,L0]^[Z(L0),L0] = \. Since

L0 is perfect, the three subgroup lemma now yields that <// is the identity on L0, so a

and a* induce the same automorphism of L0, as required. Thus L and L* are iso-

morphic in all cases.

We can therefore identify L and L*. Thus L=SLm(2, q) or SUm(2, q), as the case

may be. Now by Lemma 2.1 the subgroups SLm(2, q) of GL(2, q) and SUm(2, q) of

GU(2,q) are normal in TL(2,q) and TU(2,q) respectively and so are left in-

variant by the cyclic group F* of automorphisms of GL(2, q) or GU(2, q) induced

from the Galois group of GF(q) or GF(q2) respectively. Since H=LE, where E is a

cyclic group of automorphisms of L induced from the Galois group of GF(q), it

follows that there exists a subgroup E* of F* which induces the same group of

automorphisms of L/Z(L) (which has been identified with L) as E induces on L.

Setting H*=LE*, we can therefore regard H as the homomorphic image of H*

with kernel Z(L) in such a way that E* = E. Moreover, we have Lt~\ E* = \.

Now consider H. Since E is of odd order, the inverse image of E in H is of the

form Z(S) x E, where E is isomorphic to E. Since H=LE and L n E= 1, it follows

that H=LE and that L n E=\. We shall argue finally that H and H* are iso-

morphic and that for a suitable choice of E, we have E— 0(CH(S)). Since H* is a

subgroup of one of the group TL(2, q) or TU(2, q), all parts of the proposition will

be established.

By Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22], E=0(Cn(R)) for some Sylow 2-subgroup of L.

Replacing £ by a suitable conjugate we can assume that R = S. Thus E normalizes

S and stabilizes the chain S^Z(S)^l. Since \E\ is odd, E centralizes S and so

E=0(CH(S)). Similarly E* = 0(C„(S)).

Since E and E* have the same images E in H, we can choose generators e, e* of

E, E* respectively such that ë=ë*. If £, £* denote the corresponding automorphisms

of L, it follows as with iji=<f>*j>~i- above that, when q>3, t,*^-1 is the identity on

L0 and hence that e, e* determine the same automorphism of L0. The same holds

when q=3 as then E=E* = 1. But S^L and L=SL0. Since E and E* centralize S,
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we see that e and e* determine the same automorphisms of L. Since E and E* are

disjoint from L, we conclude that H=LE is isomorphic to H* =LE* and the prop-

osition is proved.

To define the characteristic power of a D-group, we first prove a result analogous

to Proposition 3 :

Proposition 4. If H is a D-group in which 0(H) — 1, then H is either isomorphic

to PGLn(2, 3) for some n, to A7, or to a subgroup ofPYL(2, q)for some oddq. In the

latter case, we have

(i) H=LE, where L is normal in H, E is cyclic of odd order, and L C\ E=\.

(ii) L is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q), or PGL*(2, q).

(iii) The action of E on L is induced from the Galois group of the field GF(q).

(iv) E centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup ofL.

Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. By definition of a D-group, S is

either dihedral, quasi-dihedral, or wreathed and H contains a normal subgroup K

having no normal subgroups of index two with \H:K\ ^2 and with S n A" re-

spectively dihedral, dihedral, or abelian of type (2\ 2n) for some n ̂  2. Since 0(K)

is characteristic in K, it is normal in H and so 0(K)= 1 as 0(H) = 1.

First consider the case that S is wreathed. Then the Sylow 2-subgroup U— S n K

of K is abelian of type (2n, 2") with n S: 2. Since 0(K) = 1 and K has no normal

subgroups of index two, a theorem of Brauer (Theorem 1 of §VI of [6, II]) implies

that U is normal in A of index three and CK(U) = U. Thus a Sylow 3-subgroup P of

K acts regularly on U. Furthermore, H— UNH(P) by the Frattini argument. Since

[Nu(P),P]çUnP=l, we have /Y^gQf) and so Nu(P)=l as P acts

regularly on U. Since \H: U\ =6, it follows that \NH(P)\=6. If NH(P) were abelian,

then S would be normal in H. But then P would centralize S by Lemma 1.3, which

is not the case. Thus NH(P) is nonabelian and we conclude that H is the semi-

direct product of U and NH(P), the latter group being isomorphic to PGL(2, 3). As

remarked in §2, the action of NH(P) on U is uniquely determined and so H is iso-

morphic to PGLn(2, 3).

We can therefore assume henceforth that S is dihedral or quasi-dihedral, in

which case the Sylow 2-subgroup U=S n K of A" is dihedral. Since 0(K) = 1, the

main theorem of [22] implies that K is isomorphic to A7 or to a subgroup of

PYL(2,q) containing PSL(2,q) for some odd q. Since 0(H) = I, the same con-

clusions hold for H if S is dihedral. As in the proof of Proposition 3 above, it

follows with the aid of Lemma 9 of [21 ] that K (and also H if S is dihedral) is of the

form L0E, where L0 is normal in A" (or H), L0 is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) or PGL(2, q),

E is cyclic of odd order, L0 n E= 1, and the action of E on LQ is induced from the

Galois group of GF(q). Moreover, ¿Tcentralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of L0 by Lemma

3.3 (i) of [22]. In particular, all parts of the proposition hold (with L0=L) if S is

dihedral.
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It remains to consider the case that S is quasi-dihedral. Since K has dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroups and \H:K\ S2, we must have \H:K\ =2 in this case. Further-

more, AT cannot be isomorphic to A-,, for then //would be isomorphic to either the

symmetric group S7 or to the direct product of A7 and a group of order two,

neither of which has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Thus K=L0E, where L0

and E are as in the preceding paragraph. In the present case, L0 must be iso-

morphic to PSL(2,q). Indeed, otherwise, L0 would be isomorphic to PGL(2,q)

and K would contain a normal subgroup Lx isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and of index

two in L0. But then KIL1 would have a Sylow 2-subgroup of order two and so

would contain a normal subgroup of index two. Therefore K would also contain

such a normal subgroup, which is not the case.

If # = 3, then E= 1 ; while if q> 3, then PSL(2, q) and hence L0 is simple. In either

case, L0 is characteristic in K and so is normal in H. Thus L=L0S is a group and

LQ is of index two in L. Moreover, H=SK—SL0E—LE. Since \E\ is odd and

LQ n £= 1, we also have L n E=\.

Since S is quasi-dihedral, no involution of H centralizes L0 and hence CH(LQ) has

odd order. Since CH(L0) is normal in H and 0(H) = 1, it follows that CH(L0)= 1.

Thus H is isomorphic to a subgroup of AutL0- But AutL0 is isomorphic to

PTL(2, q) and so we can identify, not only K, but also H with a subgroup of

PYL(2, q). In particular, L0=PSL(2, q) and E is induced from the Galois group of

GF(q). Furthermore, L is normal in H as PTL(2, q)jPSL(2, q) is abelian.

Now L is not equal to PGL(2, q), for then the Sylow 2-subgroup S of L would be

dihedral. This forces q to be a square, since otherwise the cycjic subgroup F of

PYL(2, q) induced from the Galois group of GF(q) would have odd order and

consequently PGL(2, q) would be the unique subgroup of PVL(2, q) containing

PSL(2,q) as a subgroup of index two. Thus q = r2 for some odd prime power r.

lfL=L0A, where A = (ay^Fand \A\ = 2 then a is induced from an automorphism

of GF(q) whose fixed subfield is GF(r). Hence a centralizes those elements of L0

which are the images of elements of SL(2, q) whose matrix entries lie in the subfield

GF(r) and so CLo(a) contains a subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2, r). Since CLo(a)

contains a four subgroup and a $ L0, it follows that L contains an elementary

abelian subgroup of order eight, contrary to the fact that L has quasi-dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroups. Hence L is not of this form. Since we have excluded two of the

three possible subgroups of PYL(2, q) which contain PSL(2, q) as a subgroup of

index two, we conclude that L is necessarily equal to PGL*(2, q). Therefore all

parts of the proposition hold in this case as well, and the proof is complete.

If H is a D-group, then clearly so also is H=H/0(H). Since 0(H) = I, the

proposition applies to H. In particular, H is either isomorphic to A-,, to PGLn(2, 3)

for some n, or contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to PSL(2, q) for some odd

prime power q. Thus we have

Definition 3. If H is a D-group and H/0(H) possesses a normal subgroup

isomorphic to PSL(2, q) with q =/»", p an odd prime, we call q the characteristic
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power of H and p the characteristic of H. Furthermore, if H/0(H) is isomorphic to

PGLn(2, 3) for some n, we say that H has characteristic power 3 and characteristic 3.

On the other hand, if H/0(H) is isomorphic to A7, we do not define the character-

istic power or the characteristic of H. Finally it will be convenient to say that H is

of linear type whenever H/0(H) contains a normal subgroup isomorphic to

PSL(2, q) or is isomorphic to PGLJ2, 3).

We conclude this section with a specialized property of groups whose Sylow 2-

subgroups are isomorphic to subgroups of a wreathed 2-group.

Lemma 3. Let H be a group and R a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and assume the

following conditions hold:

(a) R is isomorphic to a subgroup of a wreathed 2-group of height n.

(b) H contains a normal subgroup K such that H=KA, where A is cyclic of order

2n andKc\A = \.

Under these conditions, either H has a normal 2-complement or K is a Q-group with

generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.

Proof. Without loss we may assume that A^R and R^S, where S is a wreathed

2-group of height n. Setting X=R n K, our conditions imply that X is normal in

R, X is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, R = XA, and X C\ A = 1. By Lemma 1.2 (xiii),

either X is cyclic or R = S. In the first case, K has a normal 2-complement by

Burnside's transfer theorem, whence H does as well and the lemma holds. We can

therefore assume that R = S.

Thus H is a group with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S and H possesses a normal

subgroup A" of index 2" with n £ 2. In particular, H is not a gD-group or a D-group

and consequently, by Proposition 1.2, either H has a normal 2-complement or H

is a g-group. Since the lemma holds in the first case, we can also assume that H

is a g-group, whence H contains a normal subgroup L of index 2n with generalized

quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, and L has no normal subgroups of index 2. Hence

to complete the proof, we need only show that K=L, for then A will be a g-group.

We know that H possesses a unique normal subgroup 02(H) which is minimal

subject to the condition that H\02(H) is a 2-group. Our conditions clearly imply

that L = 0%fï) and that A"2 02(/Y). Therefore A2L. Since \H:K\ = \H:L\ =2\ we

conclude at once that K=L, as required.

4. g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. In this section

we shall establish a number of basic properties of g-groups with quasi-dihedral or

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups that we shall need for the paper. It will be convenient

to fix the notation once and for all that we shall use throughout the section.

Thus H will denote an arbitrary g-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups and we set:

S=Sylow 2-subgroup of H,

n = height of S,
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<^>=n1(Z(5)),

T= a four subgroup of S with T normal in S if S is wreathed,

Xu x2, x3 = the involutions of T with Xi=x and x2=z if S is quasi-dihedral,

D = NS(T),

y=an element of order 4 in S",

d= an element of order 4 in D - CS(T),

N=CH(x),

C=CH(T),

E=0(CH(S)),

L0 = the subgroup of N containing 0(H) n N whose image in H'/0(H) is the

normal subgroup of H/0(H) isomorphic to SL(2, q),

Z,=the subgroup of N containing 0(H) n A/ whose image in H/0(H) is the

normal subgroup of H/0(H) isomorphic to one of the groups SLn(2, q) or SUn(2, q),

q=the characteristic power of //,

e= ± 1, where q=e (mod 4),

S= + 1, where 8= + 1 if n = l and 8= -1 if n>l.

A number of comments are in order. First, by definition of the height of S, we have

S is quasi-dihedral if n = 1 and wreathed if « > 1.

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 have several implications. First, Z(S) is cyclic of order 2n,

so Cl1(Z(S)) = (x') for some involution x. Thus x e Tand hence we can number this

involution of T so that x=xx. In addition,

D is dihedral of order 8 if n = 1 and D = S if n > 1.

Furthermore, S' is cyclic of order at least four and if «=1, then S' n D has order

four. Hence in all cases y exists and y e D. Moreover, x e S' and so y2=x.

Setting U=CS(T) for the moment, we have U=T if n = \ and U is the unique

abelian maximal subgroup of S if n> 1. In the latter case, S'zU. Hence

y e D - CS(T)   if and only if n = 1.

Hence when w = l, d is either y or y1. We normalize the notation by setting

d=y if «=1. Since deS— U when «> 1, it follows that

¿/ = y   if and only if n = 1.

In addition, when «> 1, Lemma 1.2 implies that S—U contains an element d of

order four and that d2eZ(S). Hence in all cases, d2 = x and (x2d)2 = l. Finally

since D normalizes T, we also have that C is D-invariant.

Observe next that if n = 1, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C, since otherwise // would

contain a noncyclic abelian subgroup of order eight, which is not the case when S

is quasi-dihedral. On the other hand, if «> 1, D = S and so S normalizes C. Since

C/£C and T£Z(S), it follows that U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. Thus we have

CS(T) = CD(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,

Cs(r) is a noncyclic abelian subgroup of >S* of maximal order,

CS(T) = Tifn = l and CS(T) is the unique abelian maximal subgroup of S if n > 1.
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We claim next that C has a normal 2-complement. Indeed, T=Q1(U) and U is

abelian. Hence any element of C of odd order which normalizes U necessarily

centralizes it. Since U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C, the assertion follows from

Burnside's transfer theorem. Thus we have C=0(C)Cs(T).

Since JsS, this clearly implies that E<=0(C).

Since 0(C) is characteristic in C, it also yields that 0(C) is D-invariant.

By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, S' is contained in the unique abelian maximal subgroup

of S and S' n Z(S) has order two. Since S' is cyclic and y is an element of order

four in S', it follows that <j0> is normal in S and that Cs(y) is abelian of index two

in S. Since S normalizes CH(y), we conclude as with T above that Cs(y) is a Sylow

2-subgroup of CH(y). But Cs(y) is either cyclic or abelian on two generators and

so any element of CH(y) of odd order which normalizes Cs(y) necessarily centralizes

it. Another application of Burnside's theorem yields that CH(y) possesses a normal

2-complement. Hence

CH(y) = 0(CH(y))Cs(y),

0(CH(y)) is S-invariant, and

Cs(y) is abelian of index 2 in S.

Since CH(S)^ CH(y), it follows from the structure of CH(y) that also CH(S) has a

normal 2-complement. Since E=0(CH(S)) by definition of E, this yields

C„(S) = ExZ(S).

Observe next that H=0(H)CH(Z(S)) by Proposition 3.1. Since xeZ(S) and

N=C„(x), this implies H=0(H)N.

We turn now to the groups L0 and L. By Lemma 2.1 H=H/0(H) is a g-group

with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S. Hence by Propositions 2.2

and 2.3, H possesses normal subgroups L0 isomorphic to SL(2,q) and L iso-

morphic to SLn(2, q) or SUn(2, q) with S^L. More precisely,

L is isomorphic to SLn(2, q)ifqs=—8 (mod 4) and

L is isomorphic to SUn(2, q) if q= 8 (mod 4).

Since H=0(H)N, N=H and consequently TV does contain subgroups L0, L

with the given properties and we have

L0 and L are normal in N, S<=L.

By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, S' is contained in the unique generalized quaternion

subgroup y of S of maximal order. Moreover, the proofs of Propositions 2.2 and

2.3 show that y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of L0 and that Z(S) Y is of index two in S.

Hence

S o L0 is the unique generalized quaternion subgroup of maximal order in S,

and

Z(S)(S n L0) is of index 2 in S.

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 also imply that S= YCS(T), that T£ Y if n=l, and that

Js yZ(S) if n> 1. Thus we also have

L = L0CS(T),       L = L0T if n = 1,   and   T £ L0Z(S) if « > 1.
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Moreover, yeS'^Y. In addition, as d inverts a generator of S', (S',dy is

generalized quaternion, so <5", dy = Y as Y is the unique generalized quaternion

subgroup of its order in S. Hence we also have

y e L0   and   d e L0.

By Proposition 2.3 and the fact that CH(S) maps onto Cn(S), we have that

H=LO(CB(S))=LE and LnE=l, whence

H = 0(H)LE,       N = LE   and   EnL^ 0(H) n /Y.

Since L maps onto L, which is normal in H, we have O(L) normal in H and hence

O(L) s 0(/7) = 1. Thus 0(L) S 0(AO. Likewise OÍA7) is normal in /7 as N maps onto

77, whence 0(N)^0(H) and therefore 0(N) = 0(H)nN. On the other hand,

clearly 0(H) n A7^ O(L) as 0(//) niV is a normal subgroup of L and so

0(N)^0(L). We conclude that

O(A0 = 0(/_) = 0(H) n JV.

Throughout the paper these basic properties of g-groups with quasi-dihedral

and wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups will often be used without explicit reference.

Finally H is solvable if and only if q=3 inasmuch as 0(H) is solvable and SL(2, q),

q odd, is solvable if and only if q=3. As a result, the case q = 3 is somewhat ex-

ceptional. In our general analysis of gD-groups of characteristic power q, we shall

treat the cases q = 3 and q = 5 by a totally separate argument, primarily involving

modular character theory. As a consequence, the properties of g-groups that we

shall need will be limited almost entirely to the case q > 5. For simplicity we shall

assume throughout this section that q>3. Moreover, in a few specific lemmas we

shall make the additional assumption that q > 5. On the other hand, we note that

any property of g-groups of characteristic power three that may be required can

easily be verified by direct inspection.

We begin with some specialized lemmas in the case that 0(H) = I. In this case

H=N and, by Proposition 3.1, Z(5')sZ(//). However, Z(H) is a 2-group as

0(H) = 1, so Z(S)=Z(H)=Z(L). In addition, Z(S) n L0 has order two. Moreover,

H has the structure given in Proposition 3.3 and also H—H/Z(H)=LE has di-

hedral Sylow 2-subgroups, L is isomorphic to PGL(2, q), and the action of E on L

is induced from the Galois group of GF(q). Thus many of the properties of H can

be read off from properties of H, especially those given in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 of

[22]. Throughout Lemmas 1-11, H will denote H/Z(H).

Lemma 1. If 0(H) = 1, then

(i) \L\=2nq(q-\)(q+\)and \H\ = \L\ \E\.

(ii) The Sylow p-subgroups of L are cyclic if p divides q±\ and are elementary

abelian of order q if p divides q.

(iii) CH(L0)=Z(H).
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(iv) L0Z(H)/Z(H) is simple and is the unique minimal normal subgroup ofHJZ(H).

(v) H'çL0 and H/L0 is abelian.

Proof. Lemmas 3.1 (i), (iii), and (vi) of [22], applied to L, the image of L in H

yield (ii) and the first assertion of (i) inasmuch as Z(H) has order 2" and L is

isomorphic to PGL(2, q). As we have noted at the beginning of the section, H=LE

and in E^O(H) n N. Since 0(H) = I, the second assertion of (i) also holds.

Furthermore, Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22] implies that Cn(L0) = 1, whence CH(L0)=Z(H),

proving (iii). Since q> 3 by assumption, L0 is simple by Lemma 3.1 (ii) of [22], and

is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H by Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22], proving (iv).

Finally as Y = S n L0 is the unique generalized quaternion subgroup of S of

maximal order, S/ Y and hence also L/L0, is cyclic by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. But also

E is cyclic and E centralizes L/L0 as E centralizes S. Since H=LE, it follows that

H/L0 is abelian. Thus H'^L0 and so (v) also holds.

Our next set of lemmas gives more detailed information concerning the subgroup

structure of H.

Lemma 2. If 0(H) = I, then

(i) 0(C) = WE, where W=0(C) n L is normal in 0(C), W is cyclic or order

(q+8e)/2n, W is centralized by CS(T), W is inverted by d, W is a Hall subgroup ofL,

and for any non trivial subgroup W0 of W, NL( W0) = WD.

(ii) C r\L0 contains W and is cyclic of order q +he.

(iii) For any prime p, no p-element of 0(C) - (0(C) n L) centralizes 0„-( W).

(iv) C0(C)(0(C)')=W.

(v) IfP is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(C), either Z(P)^WorP^E.

(vi) If E0 is a subgroup of E of order e0, then CLo(E0) is isomorphic to SL(2, q0)

with q=qo°-

Proof. First of all, J=<jc2> is of order two. If n = \, then L=L0T and so

x2 eL—LQ. Moreover, in this case, CS(T) = T, D is dihedral of order eight, D is a

four group, and S= + l. Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and 3.3 (i) of [22] imply that CR(x2)

= CL(x2)E with CL(x2) being dihedral of order 2(q+e) and containing D. Thus

W= 0(CL(x2)) is cyclic of order %(q + e) as q = e (mod 4) and, in addition, W is

inverted by any element of D — T. Furthermore, W is a Hall subgroup of L and

NL(W0) = WD for any nontrivial subgroup W0 of W by Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22].

Since CH(T) maps onto CB(x2), all parts of (i) and also (ii) follow in this case.

Suppose now that n> 1, in which case TqZ(S)L0, D = S, Cs(T) is the unique

abelian maximal subgroup of S, and 8 = — 1. In particular, x2 e L0 and so Lemmas

3.1 (iii) and 3.3 (i) of [22] yield in this case that CB(x2) = CL(x2)E with CL(x2)

dihedral of order 2(q — e). Hence by definition of n, W= 0(CL(x2)) is cyclic of order

(q-e)/2n. Again Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22] yields that W is a Hall subgroup of L and

that NL(W0)= WD for any nontrivial subgroup W0 of W. Furthermore, Ss CL(x2)
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as T= (x2y is normal in S. Since Ct(x2) is dihedral, W centralizes a cyclic subgroup

U of index 2 in 5 and is inverted by any element of S—U. Moreover, if U denotes

the inverse image of Ü in S, then \S:U\=2 and Ü= U/Z(S). Since Ü is cyclic, U

is abelian and so U= CS(T) is the unique abelian maximal subgroup of S. Again all

parts of (i) and also (ii) hold.

Now W is abelian and W is normal in WE. Hence (iii) will follow if we show that

no /»-element of E# centralizes Op( W). Since WE is isomorphic to WE, we need

only prove that no /»-element of E* centralizes Op(W) for any prime /». But this

is one of the assertions of Lemma 3.3 (ii) of [22].

We now prove (iv). If E= 1, then 0(C) = W is cyclic and 0(C)' = 1, so (iv) holds

trivially. We can therefore assume that E^ 1, in which case 0(C)=> W. If a is a />-

element of 0(C)-W, then [Op,(W), a\±\, by (ii). Since \Op.(W), a, a] =

[Op(W), a]^\, it follows that a does not centralize [Op.(W), a]. But [Op(W), a]

ç 0(C)' and so a does not centralize 0(C)'. This implies that 0(C)' centralizes no

element of 0(C) — W as p and a were arbitrary. On the other hand, as E is cyclic

and W is normal in 0(C)= WE, we have 0(C)'^ W. But then W, being cyclic,

centralizes 0(C)' and we conclude that C0(C)(0(C)') = W, proving (iv).

Since D normalizes 0(C), D normalizes a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(C) for any

prime /», so P exists in (v). Now d inverts W by (i) and d centralizes E as S centralizes

E. Since 0(C) = WE, it follows that Cmc)(d) = E. Furthermore, as W is normal in

0(C), P n W is a Sylow /»-subgroup of W, CP(d)çE, and P n W =[P, d]. But

P=[P,d]CP(d) by Theorem 5.3.5 of [19] and so P=(P n W)(P n £). If

p n W= 1, then P^E, while if P n E= 1, then Ps W. In either case, (v) holds.

Thus in proving (v), we can assume that both P n W+1 and P n E^ 1 and argue

that Z(P)S W.

Let a be an element of order p in P n E. Since P n E and in If are cyclic and

P=(Pn W)(Pr\E), it will suffice to show that a does not centralize P n W.

Setting K=Ci(a), we therefore need only prove that P n W=P n W is not con-

tained in K. Let |P n W| =/>", so that p" is the highest power of/» dividing 9 + Se.

Thus we need only show that \K\p<p". Now by Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22], K is iso-

morphic to PGL(2,q0), where q=ql and KC\L0 is isomorphic to PSL(2,q0).

Furthermore, we know that x2 e K n L0 if and only if «> 1, hence if and only if

8= — 1. Since/» is odd, we also have q0= q (mod 4) and so q0 = e (mod 4). Applying

Lemma 3.1 (ii) of [22], it follows that Cg(x2) is dihedral of order 2(<70 + Se).

On the other hand, ä centralizes Ci^P n W) which lies in Cs(x2) and so /»

divides q0 + Se. Since q=q% and/»6 is the highest power ofp dividing q+8e=q% + Se,

we conclude that/»6 does not divide <¡r0 + Se. However, by Lemma 3.1 (i) of [22],

\K\P is a divisor ofq0 + 8e. Thus \K\p<pb and the proof of (v) is complete.

Finally if E0 and e0 are as in (vi), Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22] implies that Ci0(E0) is

isomorphic to PSL(2,q0), where q=qh°. Since CLo(E0) maps onto CLo(E0) and L0

has generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups, we conclude that CLo(E0) is

isomorphic to SL(2, q0), proving (vi).
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Lemma 3. If 0(H) = 1, then

(i) 0(CH(d))= VE, where V=0(CH(d)) n L is normal in 0(CH(d)), V is cyclic

of order (q — e)/2m, where 2m is the highest power of 2 dividing q — e, andx2 inverts V.

(ii) For any prime p, no p-element of 0(C) —(0(C) n L) centralizes 0P(V).

(iii) CH(D)=Z(D)xE.

Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is entirely similar to the proof of (i) and (iii) of the

previous lemma. We know that deL0 and that d2 = x, so dis an involution of L0.

Hence applying Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and 3.3 (i) of [22], as above, we have that

C„(d) = CL(d)E, CL(d) is dihedral of order 2(q-e), and 0(CL(d))=V is cyclic of

order (q — e)/2m, where 2m is the highest power of 2 dividing q — e. Furthermore, as d

normalizes T and T= <x2> is of order two, 3 centralizes x2, so x2 e CL(d). But

x2 t¿ d as d $ T. Since Ci(d) is a dihedral group, it follows that x2 inverts V. Since

CH(d) maps onto Cg(d), all parts of (i) now follow.

Since V is abelian and is normal in VE, (ii) will follow if we show than no p-

element of E* centralizes Op(V). But this is one of the conclusions of Lemma 3.3

(ii) of [22].

Finally CH(S)=Z(S) x E, so (iii) holds if S is wreathed. Assume then that S is

quasi-dihedral, in which case D is dihedral of order eight and T is a Sylow 2-

subgroup of C. Since CH(D)^C, it follows that Z(D) = (xy is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CH(D). Hence by Burnside's transfer theorem, CH(D) is the direct product of

Z(D) and 0(CH(D)). On the other hand, d=y e D in this case and so 0(CH(D))

ç 0(CH(d)) = VE. Since x2 inverts V and D centralizes E, we conclude that

0(CH(D))=E and (iii) is proved.

Lemma 4. // 0(H) = 1, then

(i) E normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup P of L, where p is the characteristic of L.

(ii) CH(P) =Z(H)P for any such Sylow p-subgroup P ofL.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 (vi) and 3.3 (iii) of [22], L possesses an -E-invariant Sylow

/^-subgroup P and CB(P)=P for any such Sylow /^-subgroup P. Passing to L and

H, we obtain (i) and (ii) at once.

Lemma 5. If 0(H) = 1 and K is a nonabelian subgroup of L of odd order, then

(i) K is a Frobenius group with kernel and complement of orders dividing q and

q—\ respectively.

(ii) If ' K is T-invariant, then there is a unique T-invariant Frobenius complement in

K and it is contained in C.

Proof. We have Aç/_0 as |A| is odd and \L:L0\ is a power of two. Hence if V

denotes the natural vector space of dimension two over GF(q) on which L0 acts,

then K is faithfully represented on V. If |A"| is prime to q, the minimal degree of a

faithful representation of A over GF(q) is at least three as |A"| is odd and K is

nonabelian. Hence/; divides |A"|, wherep is the characteristic of L. If Op(A") = l,

Theorem B of Hall-Higman (Theorem 11.1.1 of [19]) implies that the minimal
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degree of a faithful representation of A over GF(q) is at least p and hence at least

three. Hence Op(K) # 1 and so V0 = Cv(Op(K)) is a one-dimensional subspace of V.

But V0 is A-invariant as Oj,(A) is normal in A and so A is contained in the stabilizer

of V0 in L0. But this stabilizer is the normalizer in L0 of a Sylow /»-subgroup P of

L0 and has the form PA, where P is elementary abelian of order q, A is cyclic of

order q—\, and A/Z(L0) acts regularly on P. Since A"is a nonabelian subgroup of

PA of odd order, A necessarily has the structure asserted in (i).

Suppose now that A is T-invariant. Since KT is solvable, it possesses a Hall

/»'-subgroup R with T^R. Since A" is normal in KT, R n K=A0 is a Hall /»'-sub-

group of A and hence is a Frobenius complement in A. Moreover, A0 is T-invariant.

If P0 is the Frobenius kernel of A, then P0 is characteristic in A and so P0 is also

T-invariant. Since P0££, CPo(T)^0(C) nL, which is cyclic of order dividing

q + 8e, by Lemma 2. Since CPo(T) is also a /»-group and /» divides 9, this forces

CPo(T) = 1. But T= (x, x2y and x centralizes P0 as x e Z(H). We conclude that x2

inverts P0.

Suppose now that x2 inverts an element a of A0. Then x2 inverts the group

P0<a>, which is therefore abelian, and so a centralizes P0. Since A is a Frobenius

group, this is possible only if a=l. Thus x2 inverts no element of A% and con-

sequently x2 centralizes A0. Since x centralizes A0, it follows that A0^C=CH(T).

Our argument shows that A0 = CK(T). Since any two T-invariant Frobenius com-

plements of A are conjugate by an element of CK(T) = A0, we conclude that A0 is

the unique such complement, proving (ii).

Lemma 6. Assume 0(H) = 1 and let X be a nontrivial subgroup ofL which satisfies

one of the following conditions:

(a) IXI is odd dividing q—Be;

(b) |JST| is odd dividing q+8e and [X, T] = X;

(c) \X\ is odd dividing q and Se = +1 ;

(d) X is isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

Then

(i) (W0, Xy has even order for any nontrivial subgroup W0 of 0(C) n L.

(ii) (C n L, Xy=L with the following single exception: q = 5, 8=— 1, and X

satisfies condition (a) or (d), in which case (C O L, Xy contains S and is isomorphic

to SUX(2, 3).

Proof. Set K=(W0, Xy and suppose K has odd order, in which case A and A

are isomorphic as are A n C and Kr> C. Setting W=0(C) o L, Lemma 3.1 (v) of

[22] implies that Wis a cyclic Hall subgroup of L and is disjoint from its conjugates

in L. Since W1 = W n K contains W0 and W0 ̂  1, it follows that W± is a cyclic Hall

subgroup of A and that W1 is disjoint from its conjugates in A. Furthermore, it is a

direct consequence of Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and (v) of [22] that NL(W-¿) is a dihedral

group and that W= 0(NL(W1)). Thus NK(W1)= Wr\K= Wt, But now Frobenius'

theorem (Theorems 2.7.7 and 4.5.1 of [19]) implies that either K= W-^ or A" is a
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Frobenius group with complement W±. Since Kn C and K n C are isomorphic,

the inverse image Wx of Wx in W lies in K and we conclude that either K= Wx or

that A" is a Frobenius group with complement Wx.

If A"= Wx, then Xç ^ as K=<W0, X}. However, T centralizes Wx and \WX\

divides q+8e by Lemma 2. But now we see that X cannot satisfy any of conditions

(a), (b), (c), or (d). Thus A" must be a Frobenius group with complement Wx.

Hence by the preceding lemma, |A"| divides (q— \)q and \WX\ divides q—\. Since

\WX\ divides q+8e, this forces 8e = — 1, whence \K\ is prime to q — 8s=q +1. Thus

X cannot satisfy condition (a), (c), or (d) and so X satisfies (b). In particular, X is

T-invariant and hence so also is K= < W0, X} as T centralizes W0. Since r centralizes

the complement Wx of K, it follows that [A", T] is contained in the kernel Px of K.

Since X= [X, T], this yields X^PX. But |Pj| dividesq, while \X\ dividesq+8e under

assumption (b). This contradiction completes the proof of (i).

We turn now to (ii). Set A = <C n L, X}. We shall argue that R does not have a

normal 2-complement, so assume the contrary. Then certainly (d) does not hold. Thus

| X | is odd and so < W, X} s 0(R). But then if W+1, (i) is contradicted and so W = 1.

By Lemma 2, | W\ =(q+8e)/2n, whence q+8e=2n. Since q>3 by assumption,

this forces n> 1 and hence also S= — 1. Thus q=2"+e is either a Mersenne or a

Fermât prime or else q — 9. Setting U=CS(T), we know that U is abelian of type

(2n, 2") and that t/£ Ä. Since Z(S) is cyclic of order 2n and Z(S)£ £/, t7 is cyclic of

order 2" and x2=y is the unique involution of U. By Lemma 3.1 (iii) of [22],

Cz(y) = S under the present conditions and so y inverts 0(R). Hence 0(R) is

abelian and consequently by Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vi) of [22], 0(R) has order

dividing q orq+e. However, in the latter case, NL(0(R)) is dihedral by Lemma 3.1

(iii) and (v) of [22] as O(Ä)/1, in which case 0(R)U is either cyclic or dihedral,

contrary to the fact that U is cyclic of order 2" with n > 1 and the involution y of

Ü inverts 0(R). Hence 0(R) has order dividing q. Moreover, if q=9, \U\ =8 and,

as y inverts 0(R), 0(R) must be of order nine. Thus \0(R)\ =q in all cases. Since

X^O(R), it follows that condition (c) holds. Hence by Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22],

NL(0(R)) is a Frobenius group of order (q— Y)q. Since U^NL(0(R)), we conclude

that 2n divides q—\. Since 2" =q+ 8e, this is possible only if Se = — 1, contrary to

the assumptions of (c). Thus R does not have a normal 2-complement, as asserted.

Since R has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, it is thus a D-group. Since L=L0CS(T),

R^L0 and so R contains a normal subgroup of index two. Hence by Lemma 3.1

(viii) of [22], R is isomorphic to PGL(2, 3), PGL(2, 5) or PGL(2, q0) for some q0

dividing q. But, as we have seen in Lemma 2, Lemma 3.1 (iii) of [22] implies that

C n L is cyclic of index two in CL(x2) and that C£(Jc2) has order 2(q+8e). By the

same lemma of [22], CR(x2) is dihedral of the respective order 4, 12, or 2(q0+e0) if

x2 eL—L0 and the respective order 8, 8, or 2(q0 — e0) if x2 e£0, where e0= ± 1 and

q0=e0 (mod 4). Since CnL^R, C n L is a cyclic subgroup of CR(x2) of order

q+8e. Since the latter group is dihedral, we conclude that q+8e must, in fact,

dividei|Cs(x2)|.
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Suppose first that q>7. Since q+8e^.q— 1 and q+8e divides i|Cs(x2)|, the only

possibility is that R is isomorphic to PGL(2,q0) and that q+8e=q0±e0, whence

q=q0. Thus \R\ = \L\ and, as MsZ, it follows that Jf=JL Since Z(S)^CnL^R,
the desired conclusion R=L holds in this case.

Assume next that q = l, but that R^L, whence R<=^L and so R is isomorphic to

PGL(2,3) or PGL(2, 5). We have q+8e = 6 or 8, as q=l. Since q+8e divides

i|Gfl(x2)|, A must be isomorphic to PGL(2, 5) and so 5 divides \R\, contrary to the

fact that 5 does not divide \L\ = 336.

Suppose finally that q=5, but that /?<=/_, whence R<=L and .R is isomorphic to

PGL(2, 3). Since e= 1 in this case, our conditions force 8= — 1, \C O L\ =4, and

|Cfi(x2)| = 8. Furthermore, since AV1 and X^R, Zis not of odd order dividing

q = 5 or q+8e=4. Thus X satisfies condition (a) or (d). Since q is a Fermât prime

and x2=j in the present case, Q(;c2) = S, as we have seen above, and so | Ci(x2) | = 8.

Since |Cs(Jc2)| = 8, it follows that CB(x2) = S. But Z(S)^R and so 5cJR. We

conclude at once now from the structure of R that R is, in fact, isomorphic to

S,C/1(2, 3). Thus (ii) holds in this case as well and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 7. IfO(H) = \, then

(i) Z(S)=Z(H).

(ii) CH(L0) = CH(L)=Z(H).

(iii) If K is a subgroup of H containing L0, then 0(K) = 1.

(iv) [L0, X] has even order for any nonidentity subgroup X of H of odd order.

Proof. First, (i) has been noted already at the beginning of the section. In

addition, we know that S (~\ L0 is the unique generalized quaternion subgroup of

L0 of maximal order and so CS(S n L0)=Z(S) by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. Since

Z(S)=Z(H) and since CS(L0) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(L0), it follows that

Z(H) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(L0). Hence CH(L0) has a normal 2-complement

R by Burnside's transfer theorem. But CH(L0) is normal in H as L0 is normal in H.

Since R is characteristic in CH(L0), it follows that R £ 0(H) = 1. Thus CH(L0)=Z(H).

Since Z(H)çCH(L)çC„(L0), we also have that C„(L)=Z(H), so (ii) also holds.

Next if A is as in (iii), then L0 is normal in A as L0=K and L0 is normal in H. But

then [L0, O(K)]zL0 n 0(A) = 1 and so L0 centralizes 0(A), whence 0(A) = 1 by

(i) and (ii), proving (iii).

Finally if X is as in (iv) and if we set F= (L0, Xy, then [L0, X] is normal in F.

Hence if [L0, X] were of odd order, it would lie in 0(F). But 0(F) = 1 by (iii) and so

[L0, X] = 1. Thus X centralizes L0 and so X = 1, again by (i) and (ii), a contradiction.

Thus (iv) also holds.

Lemma 8. If 0(H) = 1 and K is a Q-subgroup ofL, then the following conditions

hold:

(i) If K has no normal subgroups of index two, then K is isomorphic to SL(2, r),

where r = 3, r = 5, or r divides q.

(ii) If K contains C n L and q>5, then K has characteristic power q.
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Proof. Without loss we may assume that S n K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A".

Since S=S/Z(S) is dihedral, S n A" is either dihedral or cyclic. However, A" does

not have a normal 2-complement, as otherwise A" would have one, contrary to the

fact that A is a g-group. Hence S n A is not cyclic, otherwise A" would have a

normal 2-complement by Burnside's transfer theorem. Thus S n K, which is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of A, is dihedral and so A" is a D-group. Now Lemma 3.1 (viii)

of [22] implies that A is isomorphic to PSL(2, r) or PGL(2, r), where r = 3, r = 5, or

r divides q.

Assume now that A" has no normal subgroups of index two, in which case neither

does A". Since PGL(2, r) contains a normal subgroup of index two, A" must be

isomorphic to PSL(2, r). Moreover, A"çZ0 as L0 has index a power of 2 in L. But

now it follows from the results of Schur [26] that A is isomorphic to SL(2, r),

proving (i).

Suppose next that A" contains C nL and q>5. By Lemma 2, C C\L=UW,

where U=CS(T) = CD(T) is abelian of type (2n, 2n) and W=0(C) n L is of order

(9+Se)/2n. Since Z(S) is cyclic of order 2", it follows that \CnL\=q+8e. But

C n LçA", so CnLgC^(f). On the other hand, f =<Jc2> is central in D as Tis

normal in D and J3<=- D as Z(S) c [/<= D. Since Í/ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C n L,

we conclude that

ICKJtfl ̂ 2(?+&0.

However, by Lemma 3.1 (iii) of [22], we have

|Cjr(*a)| S 2(r±e0),
where e0= ± 1.

Suppose r divides q. Since Se= + 1 and q is an odd prime power, the above

inequalities force r=q. In the remaining cases, r = 3 or 5. Since q>5, there is only

a single solution of these two inequalities: namely, q = l, 8e= — I, r=5, and e0=l.

However, in this case \L\ = |PGZ,(2, 7)| =336 and so is prime to 5, contrary to the

fact that 5 divides |A| and K^L. We conclude that A", and hence also K, is of

characteristic power q. Thus (ii) also holds.

The next three lemmas give information concerning various signalizers in H.

Lemma 9. If 0(H) = 1, then

(i) If p is the characteristic of H, then V\L(D;p) is trivial and any element of

V\H(D;p) is contained in C.

(ii) Any element of V\H(D) of odd order containing 0(C) n L lies in 0(C).

(iii) Any element of \AH(0(C) n L) of odd order lies in L.

Proof. If S is quasi-dihedral, D is a four group, while if S is wreathed, D = S is

dihedral of order 2n + 1. In either case, V\L(D;p) is trivial by Lemma 3.1 (vii) of [22]

and this yields at once that HL(D ; p) is trivial. Furthermore, if X e V\H(D ; p), then

so also does [X, D]. But [X, D]£L, as DsL, so [X, D] e \AL(D;p), which we have

just shown is trivial. Hence [X, D] = 1 and so D centralizes X. Thus X^ C and both

parts of (i) are established.
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Next set W= 0(C) n L and let X be an element of HH(D) of odd order con-

taining W. Then by the same lemma of [22], X^ CB(i) for some involution i of

Z(D). If S is quasi-dihedral, both d and dx2 invert W and W^ 1 by Lemma 2.

Hence ¿7 and dx2 do not centralize X, as X^ W, and so t=x2. Thus ^£0(0 and

hence X£ 0(C). On the other hand, if S is wreathed, T= <x2> is in the center of

D as r is normal in D and T has order two. However, D is a nonabelian dihedral

group, as n^2, and so |Z(D)|=2. But then Z(D) = T and hence i=x2, giving the

same conclusion X^ 0(C) as in the preceding case. Thus (ii) also holds.

Finally let X be an element of V\H(W) of odd order. Then WXnL= W(X n L)

is normal in WX. But PF is a Hall subgroup of L by Lemma 2. Hence if we set

Y=NX(W), it follows from the Frattini argument that WX= W(Xn L)NWX(W)

= H^(^nL)(lf y)= ^(ZnL)F. Thus to prove (iii), it will suffice to show that

Y^L. To establish this, we need only prove that Y^O(C). Indeed, assume this is

the case. We have [W, y]£ W n Xas y normalizes Wand W normalizes X, which

contains Y. But WnX=l as XeV\H(W). Thus Y centralizes W. However,

by Lemma 2 no element of 0(C)—W centralizes W. Hence Y^WqL, as

required.

We may also assume W^ 1 ; otherwise as in Lemma 6, q is a Mersenne or

Fermât prime or q=9, whence H=L by Proposition 3.3, in which case clearly

Y^L.

Now CL(W) is dihedral and W=0(CL(W)) by Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and (v) of [22]

as W±\. Hence CL(W)=WU, where U=CS(T), by Lemma 2. But Y normalizes

WU as it normalizes both L and W. On the other hand, U is abelian of type

(2n, 2n), ZÍS) is cyclic of order 2n with Z(S)c [/, and 7 centralizes Z(S) as Z(5)

=Z(//). It follows at once that Y centralizes UW/W and hence that UWY/W

is the direct product of UW/Wand Wy/W7. Thus [/stabilizes the chain WY^. W^ 1

and so {/centralizes WY. Since 7£ [/and C=CH(7') has a normal 2-complement,

we conclude that y£ 0(C) and (iii) is proved.

Lemma 10. If 0(H) = 1 and V\H(C;p) is nontrivial, p an odd prime, then the

following conditions hold:

(i) 8e= — 1 and p is the characteristic ofL.

(ii) There are exactly two maximal elements P andP* in V\H(C), each of which is

a Sylow p-subgroup ofL.

(iii) C n L/Z(H) and C n L0/Z(L0) act faithfully and irreducibly on P and P*

regarded as vector spaces over GF(p).

(iv) P and P* are permuted under conjugation by d.

(v)L0 = (P,P*y.

Proof. As usual, set W= 0(C) n L and U=CS(T). By Lemma 2, ff centralizes

[/, d inverts W, C n /_= WU, and either W+1 or n> 1. Applying Lemma 3.1 (iii)

and (v) of [22], we conclude as usual that CL(x2)= WD= WU(dy is dihedral and

that for any z^ 1 in WU, we have CL(z)<^ CL(x2). We use these facts in proving (i).
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Let P be a nontrivial element of V\H(C;p). Since p is odd by assumption, P^L

by the preceding lemma. Hence by the preceding paragraph, CP(z)Q WD for any

¡?j4 1 in WU. Since | CF(z)\ is odd and W is normal of index a power of two in WD,

we have, in fact, CP(z)^W^CnP. But CnP=l, as Pe\AH(C), and so

C n P= 1. Thus WU acts regularly on P and so WÜP is a Frobenius group. If

W^ 1, then WP is a Frobenius group and it follows from Lemma 5 that p is the

characteristic of L and that | W | divides q-1. Since | W\ =(q+ 8e)/2n by Lemma 2,

this forces Se= —1. Since |£/| = 2\ \WÜ\=q — 1, whence |P|=<7, P is a Sylow p-

subgroup of L, and WU acts faithfully and irreducibly on P regarded as a vector

space over GF(p). Since C n L0 = H^f/ n L0 is cyclic of order q — 1 and L0 n Z(/i)

has order two, it follows directly from this that (C n L0)Z(H)/Z(H) also acts

faithfully and irreducibly on P. In particular, (i) and (iii) hold.

On the other hand, if W= 1, we have shown in the course of the proof of part (ii)

of Lemma 6 (with P in the role of X), that 8 = — 1, that q=2n + eis either a Fermât

of Mersenne prime or q=9, that \P\ =q, that PÊ7 is a Frobenius group of order

q(q— 1), and that £=1. Thus 8e= — l,pis the characteristic of L, P is a Sylow />-

subgroup of £, and [/= WU acts faithfully and irreducibly on P. In particular, (i)

and (iii) hold in this case as well.

It remains to establish (ii), (iv), and (v). We know that D normalizes C, C

normalizes P, and CnP=l. Hence if we set P*=Pd, we have that C=Cd

normalizes P* and CnP* = l, so P* e V\H(C;p). Furthermore, P*^P, since

otherwise D = (U, d} would normalize P, contrary to Lemma 9. Thus P and P*

are distinct Sylow/»-subgroups of L0 and consequently L0 = (P, P*> by Lemma 3.1

(vi) and (viii) of [22]. Thus L0 = <P,P*>. Since d2 e U and U normalizes P, d

permutes P and P* under conjugation and we conclude that (iv) and (v) hold.

Finally let X be an arbitrary element of MH(C; p). We know already that X is a

Sylow /^-subgroup of L. To prove (ii), we must show that either X=P or X=P*. In

any event, we have X"=P for some b in L and so Ub normalizes P. But as

NL(P)=PWDby Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22], we have NL(P)=PWU, whence Ub^PWU.

It follows that Ubc^ WU for some c in P. Since Xbc=Pc=P, we can assume without

loss to begin with that £/6ç WU. Since WU= Wx U and U is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of WU, we conclude that Ub= U. But 7'=Í21(Í/) and so b e N„(T). But as H is a

g-group, NH(T) = CH(T)Ns(T) = CD = C(d~). Since ¿2 e i/sC, £> lies in one of the

two cosets C or dC of C in CD. Since P is C-invariant, it follows correspondingly

that X=P or X=P*, thus proving (ii).

Lemma 11. If 0(H) = 1, then any subgroup of H of odd order permutable with C is

contained in CP for some element P of HH(C; p), p an odd prime.

Proof. Let Ibea subgroup of H of odd order permutable with C. Again let

U= CS(T). Then U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of XC and so U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

XC. Since U is cyclic, XC has a normal 2-complement by Burnside's transfer

theorem and so XC has one as well. Since C has a normal 2-complement of the
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form WE, where W=0(C)r\L, we see that O(XC) = XWE. Since H=LE, it

follows that 0(XC) = (XWnL)E. Setting Y=XWr\L, we see that y is normal

XC, WÇ Y, and XC= YE= YC. Furthermore, Yn C=CY(T)çO(C) n L= W.

Consider first the case W=\, in which case YC\ C=\ and so x2 inverts Y. But

then y is abelian and hence any Sylow /»-subgroup P of y is normal in XC. Since

P n C= 1, this implies that P s V\H(C; /»), whence p is the characteristic ofL by the

preceding lemma. Thus the prime /» is uniquely determined and consequently

P=Y. We conclude that X^PC, as required.

Suppose next that W±1 and y is abelian. By Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22], CL(W)^ WD

and hence F£ WD. But then F£ Wand we conclude that Y= W. Thus XC= YC=C

and so X£ C, in which case the lemma clearly holds.

Assume finally that Y is nonabelian. By Lemma 5, y is a Frobenius group with

kernel P of order dividing q and complement of order dividing q—\. Since

| W | =(q+8e)/2n, and Wq Y, it follows that 8e= -1 and that W is a Frobenius

complement in Y. Hence Y= WP and P is normal in XC as P is characteristic in

y. Thus P is C-invariant and Z£ yC=PlfC=PC. Since YnC^W, we also have

that PnC=l, soPe HH(C;/») and the lemma holds in this case as well.

We turn now to some results which do not involve the assumption 0(H) = 1.

Lemma 12. IfH=SU?(2, 9), then

(i) \0(H)\ =3 and 0(H) is inverted by x2.

(ii) 10(C)|= 5 = «?+««).

Proof. Since SLT(2, 9) has index 2 in Si/f (2, 9), 0(H) has order three. Moreover,

x2 inverts 0(H) by Lemma 2.2 and so (i) holds.

Setting H=H/0(H), we have that H is isomorphic to SU-S2, 9) and so S has

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Hence 8 = 1, n = \, e=l, and (<7 + 8e)/2n=5.

Thus by Lemma 2, 0(CH(f)) has order five. But C n 0(//) = 1 by (i) and so 0(C)

maps isomorphically onto 0(Cr(T)), whence |0(C)| =5 and (ii) is proved.

Our next set of lemmas give some general properties of g-groups that will be

used considerably in the paper. We make a few preliminary comments. By

Proposition 3.1, H=0(H)CH(Z(S)) and so 0(H)Z(S) is normal in //. Since

H/0(H) is a g-group of the same characteristic power as H and with isomorphic

Sylow 2-subgroups, but with no nontrivial normal subgroups of odd order, the

proof of Proposition 3.3, applied to H/0(H), shows that H=H/0(H)Z(S) has

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, that L and L0 are isomorphic to PGL(2,q) and

PSL(2, q) respectively and, as q > 3, that L0 is simple and is the unique minimal

normal subgroup of H. In particular, S(H) = \. Since 0(H)Z(S) is solvable, it

follows also that S(H) = 0(H)Z(S).

Lemma 13. If K is a subgroup of H, then the following results hold:

(i) If K covers HjO(H) and K contains x, then K covers N/0(N).

(ii) IfK covers L0S(H)/S(H), then K covers L0O(H)/O(H).
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Proof. Setting H=H/0(H) we have that K=H as A" covers H/0(H). But also

N=Has H=0(H)N, whence also xeZ(H). Thus Ñ=K=CK(x). However, 0(H)

has odd order and xeK, so CK(x) = K n N maps onto Cg(x) = N. Hence

N=(KnN)(0(H)nN). But 0(H)nN=0(N), as we have noted at the be-

ginning of the section, so N=(K n N)O(N) and A" n N covers N/0(N), proving (i).

Setting A"o = A" n L0S(H), we haveL0S(//)g: K0S(H), as Kco\ersL0S(H)/S(H).

Since S(H) = 0(H)Z(S), as noted above, it follows therefore, if H=H/0(H), that

Z0Z(S)ÇÂoZ(S). Since H=0(H)CH(Z(S)), we also have that Z(S)eZ(/7). But

L0 is perfect as L0 is isomorphic to SL(2, q) and q> 3. Hence

U = [£o, £0] s [£0z(s), ZoZ(î)] s [££($), A^0z(S)] = [£0, K0] s #0.

Thus L0O(H)^K0O(H). Since A"0£ A", we conclude that A"covers L0O(H)/O(H), so

(ii) also holds.

Lemma 14. The following conditions hold:

(i) H= 0(H)N and 0(N)^0(H).

(ii) S(H) = 0(H)Z(S).
(iii) [#,x]çO(tf)-

Proof. We have remarked at the beginning of the section that H= 0(H)N. But

then 0(H)0(N) is normal in H and of odd order, so 0(H)0(N)<=0(H), whence

0(Ar)sO(//), proving (i). Furthermore, (ii) has just been noted above. Finally, as

N centralizes x, we have

[H, x] = [0(H)N, x] = [0(H), x] ç 0(H),

so (iii) also holds.

Collecting the various observations preceding Lemma 13, we also have:

Lemma 15. The following results hold:

(i) H/S(H) is a D-group of linear type of characteristic power q with dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroups.

(ii) L0S(H)/S(H) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and is the unique minimal normal

subgroup ofH/S(H).

(iii) LS(H)/S(H) is isomorphic to PGL(2, q).

Lemma 16. IfCH(0(H)) is not contained in S(H), then L0=JO(H), where

(i) Either J is isomorphic to SL(2, q) or q = 9 and J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9).

(ii) J is normal in L0.

(iii) jn 0(H) = 0(J). In particular, LQ=JxO(H) ifq¥=9.

(iv) / centralizes 0(H).

Proof. We know that L0 is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H- H/S(H).

Hence if A"= CH(0(H)) and K£ S(H), then A" is a nontrivial normal subgroup of

H as K is normal in H and consequently A"2L0- Thus K covers L0S(H)/S(H) and

so K covers L0O(H)/O(H) by Lemma 13. Therefore 0(H)K contains L0. However,
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in the present case O(//)£L0- Indeed, S n AV1 as 5" n A"is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

K and A is a normal subgroup of H not contained in S(H). Since S n K is normal

in S, it follows that Z(5) n A# 1. But Z(6") is cyclic and x is the unique involution

of Z(S), so x e A and hence 0(//) centralizes x. Thus 0(//)£ A/. Since Z-0 contains

0(//) n N by its definition, the desired assertion O(H)^L0 is verified. Since

L0=0(H)K, we conclude therefore that L0 = 0(H)(K n L0).

Set R = KnL0. Then L0 = O(H)R and so O(R)<=O(L0) = O(H). Since

R^K=CH(0(H)), it follows that 0(A)£Z(A). Thus A is a central extension of

0(A) by R/0(R), the latter group being isomorphic to L0/O(H) and hence to

SL(2,q). The results of [26] now yield that R=JO(R), where / is isomorphic to

SL(2, q) or to SLT(2, 9) with ̂  = 9. Since / is perfect and 0(A)£Z(A), J=R'. Thus

J is characteristic in R. But A = A n /_0 is normal in L0,soJ is normal in L0. Further-

more, L0 = RO(H)=JO(R)0(H)=JO(H) as 0(R)<=0(H). In addition, J n 0(H)

£0(/). Since 0(7) =1 if ?^9, we have L0=JxO(H) in this case. Finally 7

centralizes 0(//) as /£ A = CH (0(//)) and all parts of the lemma are proved.

For our final general property of g-groups, we drop the requirement that S be

quasi-dihedral or wreathed.

Lemma 17. If H is an arbitrary Q-group, then no subgroup of H is a D-group or a

QD-group.

Proof. Proposition 3.1 still yields that H=0(H)CH(Z(S)). Moreover, S is not

abelian, since otherwise S=Z(S) and CH(S) would have a normal 2-complement

by Burnside's transfer theorem and it would follow that H had a normal 2-

complement, contrary to the definition of a g-group. Thus S is nonabelian and

now Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 yield that Z(S) is cyclic.

Suppose now that H contains a subgroup A which is either a D-group or a gD-

group. By Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 and Definition 2.1, A contains a four subgroup

Tsuch that |y4K(7')| is divisible by three. Replacing A by a conjugate, if necessary,

we can assume without loss that 7£ S. But S is a subgroup of a quasi-dihedral or

wreathed 2-group S * and Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply that C11(Z(S*)) = C11(Z(S))^T.

Finally since \AK(T) | is divisible by three, A contains a 3-element a which cyclically

permutes the involutions of T. But then if H=H/0(H), à cyclically permutes the

involutions of T. However, Z(S) is central in H as H=0(H)CH(Z(S)). Since Z(S)

is cyclic, ä thus fixes the unique involution x of Z(S). But (xy = Q.(Z(S))<^T

and so x e T, contrary to the fact that ä fixes none of the involutions of T.

The final lemma of the section gives some properties of the representations of

SL(2,q).

Lemma 18. If H'= SL(2, pm), p an odd prime, is faithfully represented on a vector

space V over GF(p), then

(i) dim V^2m.

(ii) If dim V=2m, then dim Cv(P)—m for any Sylow p-subgroup P of H.
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Proof. The irreducible representations of H on a vector space V over GF(p) of

dimension at most 2m are described by Fong and Wong in (IE) of [16]. Their results

prove, in particular, that dim V— 2m, so (i) holds. Moreover, if dim V= 2m, they

show that V acts faithfully and irreducibly on V and that if U= V 0 F, where F

is an algebraic closure of GF(p), then as an //-module, Uis the direct sum of m two-

dimensional submodules C/¡, iúiíkm, one of which is the natural module for H,

and the remaining are the distinct algebraic conjugate modules. But then if P is a

Sylow /^-subgroup of H, we have dim CV.(P) = 1, 1 ̂  i ̂  m, whence dim CU(P)=m.

This implies that dim Cv(P) = m and so (ii) also holds.

5. D-groups. We now establish those properties of D-groups which we shall

need for the paper. Throughout the section H will denote an arbitrary D-group and

T a four subgroup of //.

It will be convenient to say that H is a D-group with respect to T whenever

|y4H(7^| is divisible by three. If H contains no normal subgroups of index two, then

//has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups by definition of a D-group. In this case Theorem

7.7.3 of [19] implies that His a D-group with respect to any four subgroup Tof H.

Lemma 1. The following results hold:

(i) H is a D-group with respect to T if and only ifTçH'.

(ii) If H is not a D-group with respect to T, then H/0(H) contains a normal

subgroup of odd index isomorphic to either PGL(2, q)for some oddq or to PGLn(2, 3)

for some n.

Proof. If H=H/0(H), then NH(T) and CR(T) are the images of NH(T) and

CH(T) respectively. Moreover, TsH' if and only if T^H''. Thus it will suffice to

prove the lemma for H. Since H is clearly also a D-group and 0(H) = 1, we can

therefore assume without loss that 0(H) = 1.

If H is isomorphic to A7, then Ts//' and H is a D-group with respect to T, so

the lemma holds in this case. On the other hand, if H is isomorphic to PGLJ2, 3),

(ii) certainly holds and (i) is immediate from the structure of //. Hence we can

assume that H is of neither of these forms. But now Proposition 3.4 yields that

H=LE, where L is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q), or PGL*(2, q) for some

odd q, E is cyclic of odd order, L n E= 1, and E centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup

of L. Thus T<^L and L contains a normal subgroup L0 of index at most two

isomorphic to PSL(2, q). If T<^L0, then L0, and hence also H, is a D-group with

respect to T. Furthermore, T<=L'0 as L0 has no normal subgroups of index two.

Thus the lemma holds in this case.

Suppose, on the other hand, that T£L0, in which case L is isomorphic to

PGL(2, q) or PGL*(2, q). However, in the latter case L has quasi-dihedral Sylow

2-subgroups and so by Lemma 1.1 has only one conjugacy class of four groups.

Since L0 is normal in H and contains a four group, we have T<=L0, contrary to

assumption. Thus L is isomorphic to PGL(2, q). Furthermore, L0 is normal in H

and H=LE=L0TE, so T is normal in H=H/L0 = TE. Since T is of order two, we
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have H=TxE, so T$H' and hence T$H'. Clearly this implies that \AH(T)\ is

not divisible by three and so the lemma holds in this case as well.

Lemma 2. If H is a D-group with respect to T and p is an odd prime, then

T<= 0P,(H) if and only if Op.(H) $ 0(H).

Proof. If T^Op.(H), then obviously Op,(H)<£0(H). Suppose, on the other

hand, that Op(H) $ 0(H), in which case Op(H) has even order as Op(H) is normal

in H. But then if S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing T, S n Ov(H)j=\.

Since S n Op(H) is normal in S, it follows that Z(S) n Op(H)^ 1. But S is either

dihedral, quasi-dihedral, or wreathed and so by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 and the

structure of dihedral 2-groups, D1(Z(5'))£7;. Thus Tn Op,(H)ï\. But \AH(T)\ is

divisible by three as H is a D-group with respect to Tand so H contains a 3-element

which cyclically permutes the involutions of T. We conclude therefore that

T£Op(H), as required.

A similar result is the following :

Lemma 3. Let A be a normal subgroup of H. Then

(i) Ij CH(K)£0(H), then CH(K) contains a four group.

(ii) If K is inverted by an involution of H, then CH(K)£0(H).

Proof. Set A = CH(K) and H= H'/0(H). Then A is normal in H as A is normal in

H, so A is normal in H. If A ̂  0(H), then A and hence also A, has even order.

Since H is a D-group in which 0(H) = 1, we can apply Proposition 3.4 to H and it

is immediate from that result that any nonidentity normal subgroups of H contains

a four group. Thus, A and hence also A, contains a four group, proving (i).

Suppose next that A is inverted by an involution of //, in which case the extended

centralizer A* = C£(A) of A in H is not contained in 0(H). But A* is normal in

H and so A* contains a four group as in the preceding paragraph. Hence also A*

contains a four group. However |A*: A| =2 and so A must have even order. Thus

R$0(H) and (ii) also holds.

Lemma 4. //A e \AH(T) with A of odd order and [T, A] = A, then K/K n 0(H) is

cyclic.

Proof. Setting H=H/0(H), we have Äe V\R(T), K is of odd order, and

[T, A]=A and we need only prove that A is cyclic. It will suffice to prove the

lemma for H and so without loss we can assume that 0(H) = 1 and establish that

K is cyclic.

If H is isomorphic to An, the maximal elements of V\H(T) are of order three,

while if His isomorphic to PGLn(2, 3), \AH(T) is trivial, as is easily verified. In either

case it follows that A must be cyclic. Hence we can suppose that H is not of this

form, whence H=LE, where L and E are as in Proposition 3.4. Since L is normal in

H and E has odd order, 7£Landso K=[T, A]£L. Let L0 be the subgroup of index

at most two in L isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Then A£L0. If L is isomorphic to

PGL*(2, q), it follows as in the proof of Lemma 1 that T<=L0. Since L is isomorphic
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to PSL(2, q), PGL(2, q), or PGL*(2, q), we conclude at once that L0T is isomorphic

to PSL(2,q) or PGL(2,q). But now Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and (vii) of [22] imply that

every element of \ALo(T) is cyclic. Thus K is cyclic, as required.

Lemma 5. H does not involve a Q-group.

Proof. Suppose H involves a g-group K. Then by Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 and

the definition of a g-group, A" contains a quaternion subgroup g such that

Mjt(Ô)| is divisible by three. This implies that gs A' and hence that //' involves a

quaternion group. But then so does //', where H=H/0(H). On the other hand,

Proposition 3.4, applied to //, yields that a Sylow 2-subgroup of //' is either

dihedral or is abelian of type (2n, 2n) for some n. In either case it follows that H'

does not involve a quaternion group. This contradiction establishes the lemma.

By analogy with Lemma 3.13 we have

Lemma 6. If H¡0(H) is isomorphic to PSL(2,q) with q>3 and q=£9 and if

C„(0(H)) $ 0(H), then H=Jx 0(H), where J is isomorphic to PSL(2, q).

Proof. Set K=CH(0(H)), so that K is normal in H and 0(H)K^O(H). Since

q > 3, H/0(H) is simple and hence 0(H) is a maximal normal subgroup of H, thus

forcing 0(H)K=H. This implies that 0(K)^0(H). Since A" centralizes 0(H), it

follows that 0(A")cZ(A). Since q^9 and q>3, the results of [26] now yield that

K=JxO(K), where J is isomorphic to PSL(2,q). Since J is simple and 0(K) is

solvable, J is characteristic in A" and so J is normal in H. Moreover, [/, 0(H)]

çO(/)=l. We conclude that H=KO(H)=JO(K)0(H)=JO(H)=JxO(H) and

the lemma is proved.

The next two lemmas list some properties of D-groups H of linear type with

dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups in which 0(H) — \. The structure of

such a group is given in Proposition 3.4 and we have H=LE, where L and /s are as

in that proposition. In particular, E centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup S of //, which

without loss we may assume contains T. We also set D = NS(T), so that D = T if

S=rand Dis dihedral of order eight if S=> T. In addition, weletxf, 1 ̂ i'^3, be the

involutions of T with xx e Z(D), we let L0 be the normal subgroup of H of index at

most two in L isomorphic to PSL(2, q), and we set e= ± 1, where q = e (mod 4).

Lemma 7. If H is of linear type with dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S

and with 0(H) = 1, then

(i) Ifxi eL0, then CLo(xt) is a dihedral group of order q — e.

(ii) If Xi i L0, then CLQ(xt) is a dihedral group of order q+e.

(iii) CH(T) = TxEand CL(T) = T.

(iv) Every element of V\H(T) is contained in CH(x¡) for some i, 1 ̂  / ̂  3.

(v) If D^>T, then every element of V\H(D) is contained in CH(xx).

(vi) IfL is isomorphic to PGL*(2, q), then all involutions of H are contained in L0.

Proof. First, if L is isomorphic to PGL*(2, q), we have argued already in Lemma

1 that L0 contains every four subgroup of L. Since any involution of H lies in L and
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is clearly contained in a four subgroup of L, we see that (vi) holds. Furthermore,

this argument shows that L0T is isomorphic to either PSL(2, q) or PGL(2, q). But

now (i) and (ii) are a consequence of Lemma 3.1 (iii) of [22], while (iii) follows from

Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and 3.3 (i) of [22] and (iv) follows from Lemma 3.1 (vii) of [22].

Finally if D^T, then D = (T, T*y for some four subgroup T* of D. But then,

as with T, we have that L0D is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) or PGL(2, q). Hence if

A e V\H(D), then A £ CH(x¡) n CH(x*) by (iv), where x* is an involution of T*, so

(v) holds if Xt or x* is x1. Since TTi T'* = <x1>, it follows in the contrary case that

(xu x*> = D, whence A£ CH(D) = £ by (iii) as Ais necessarily of odd order. Thus

A£ CH(X)) in this case as well, so (v) holds.

Lemma 8. If H is a D-group with respect to T of linear type with dihedral or quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S in which 0(H) = 1 and E0 is a subgroup ofE of order e0,

then

(i) CLq(E0) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q0), where q=q&.

(ii) CLo(E0) is a D-group with respect to T.

Proof. First, (i) is a consequence of Lemma 3.3 (i) of [22]. Furthermore, T^H'

by Lemma 1 and it is immediate from the structure of H that L0 = H'. Hence

r<= CLo(E0). Since CLo(E0) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q0) with q0 odd, it has no normal

subgroups of index two and so is a D-group with respect to any of its four sub-

groups. Thus (ii) also holds.

The following properties of the groups A-¡ and PGLJ2, 3) are easy to check:

Lemma 9. The following conditions hold:

4i) If H is isomorphic to An, then a maximal element of \AH(S) has order 3 and

centralizes a four subgroup of S.

(ii) If H is isomorphic to PGLn(2, 3) for some n, then V\H(T) is trivial.

We conclude this section with a specialized result concerning the representations

of D-groups.

Lemma 10. Assume H is a D-group satisfying the following conditions:

(a) H is of linear type with dihedral or quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and

characteristic power q>5.

(b) There is an involution x of H with x$ H'.

(c) H is faithfully represented on a vector space V over GF(p), p an odd prime.

(d) dim K=l+dimCv(x).

Under these conditions, x inverts an element u of H of odd prime order r withr+p and

such that Cv(x) n Cv(u) is nontrivial.

Proof. It will suffice to prove that x inverts an /--element u#l for some odd

prime r^p. Indeed, if this is the case, we can take u to be of order r. Setting

x' = u~1xu, we then have that u e (x, x'> as x inverts u and u has odd order. But

x', being a conjugate of x, also centralizes a subspace of V of codimension one.
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Hence V0 = Cv((x, x'}) has codimension at most two in V and both x and u

centralize V0. Thus the lemma holds if V0 is nontrivial. However, in the contrary

case, dim V^2. But H, being a D-group, contains a four subgroup T0 such that

|-4j/(r0)| is divisible by three. Clearly then NH(T0) cannot be faithfully represented

on a two-dimensional vector space over GF(p), p odd. Thus we need only prove the

existence of the required /--element u.

Setting H= H¡0(H), we have that H is a D-group of linear type with dihedral or

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of characteristic power q > 5 and x $ //'. Proposi-

tion 3.4 together with Lemma 7 imply that H=LE, where £ is isomorphic to

PGL(2,q), £ is normal in H, and £is cyclic of odd order. It will clearly suffice to show

that x normalizes, but does not centralize, an r-subgroup R of £ for some odd prime

r=£p. Indeed, then the inverse image R of R in //has odd order and is x-invariant,

so x normalizes some Sylow r-subgroup R0 of R. Since R0 = R, x does not centralize

R0 and consequently x will invert some element w^l of Ä0 by Lemma 10.4.1

of [19]. We argue by contradiction and so assume that no such subgroup R exists.

Let £0 be the subgroup of index two in £ isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and let x0 be

an involution of £0 centralizing x. As usual, Lemma 3.1 (iii) of [22] implies that

CL(x0) and CL(xx0) are dihedral groups of orders 2(q — e) and 2(q + e) respectively,

where q=e (mod 4) and e= ± 1. Now a dihedral group (of order greater than four)

possesses a unique central involution, which in the present cases will be x0 and xx0

respectively. It follows at once from this that x inverts both O(Ci(x0)) and

O(CL(xx0)). Since no odd prime divides both q — e and q + e, our conditions force

one of these numbers to be a power of 2 and the other to be divisible only by the

primes 2 and p; otherwise x would invert a Sylow r-subgroup R^ 1 of O(Cz(x0)) or

O(CL(xx0)) for some odd prime r^=p, contrary to our assumption. We conclude

therefore that q is either a Mersenne or Fermât prime or q = 9 and that either q +1

or q — 1 is of the form 2pa for some a. Moreover, a £ 1 as q > 5 by assumption and

consequently the characteristic t of £0 is distinct from p. But then we must also

have e=l, since otherwise Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22] would imply that x inverts a

Sylow r-subgroup P of £0 and we could take t = r and P=R. Thus q is, in fact, a

Fermât prime or 9 and q+1 =2pa.

To treat this case, it will suffice to prove the existence of conjugates zx, z2 of x

in H such that <x, zl5 z2> maps onto £. Indeed, assume this is the case and set

A"=<x, zl5 z2>. By assumption (d), Cv(zi) has codimension one in V, 1 ̂ î'^3, and

hence V0 = Cv(x) n Cv(z1) n Cv(z2) has codimension at most three in V. Thus

V=V/V0 has dimension at most three. Furthermore, K0 = CK(V) stabilizes the

chain K2 F020. Since A"is faithfully represented on Fand Fis a vector space over

GF(p), it follows that A"0 is a/7-group. But KjO(K) is isomorphic to K=L which has

no nontrivial normal/^-subgroups and so A"0ç: 0(A). Hence if K=K/K0, we conclude

that Á^is faithfully represented on Fand that K/0(K) is isomorphic to PGL(2, q).

But now as Â is a D-group and V is of dimension at most three over GF(p),

Lemma 3.5 (iii) of [22] implies that q = 5, 1, 9, or p. However, in our case q¥=p,
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q¥=5, and q is not a Mersenne prime, so we must have q=9. But also q+1 = 2/»a and

so /» = 5. Thus À is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3, 5). However, this is im-

possible as K involves PGL(2, 9) and so has order divisible by nine, while |GA(3, 5)|

is not divisible by nine.

Thus it remains to prove the existence of the required conjugates zh z2 of x.

Clearly we need only prove the existence of conjugates z1; z2 of x such that

<jc, ¡i, z2y=L. Now CL(x0) and CL(xx0) are dihedral groups of order 2(q-l)=2m

for some integer m and 2(q+ l)=4/»a respectively and x is not in the center of either

group. We can therefore determine conjugates zx and z2 of x by an element of

CL(x0) and CL(xx0) respectively such that <Jc, Zj> and (x, z2> are dihedral groups of

order 2m_1 and 2/»a respectively. Setting K=(x, zl5 z2>, we shall argue now that

K=L and this will suffice to complete the proof.

We note first that m 2:4 as q ̂  9. In particular, this implies that eight divides

\K\ and that x0 e (x, zx>, whence also x0 e K. Furthermore, if P is the Sylow />-

subgroup of (x, z2y, then |P| =pa, P is inverted by Jc, and P is centralized by xx0.

Consider first the case that K has a normal 2-complement. Then P£ 0(A) and

xx0 is the only involution of the four group (x, x0y which centralizes P. However,

0(K)e \AL((x, x0y) and hence Lemma 3.1 (iii), (v), and (vii) of [22] yields that

O(K)^CL(xx0) and that NL(0(K)) = CL(xx0). Since Ä£L, it follows that

Ä£C£(Jcic0). But eight divides \K\ and does not divide |Ci(xJc0)|. This contradiction

shows that A"does not have a normal 2-complement. Thus Ais necessarily a D-group.

Finally A has a normal subgroup of index two as x e K. Moreover,

|C^(x0)| ^¿7-l=2m~1ï:8 as (x, z1>£Ä:. In particular, A is not isomorphic to

P6L(2, 3) or PGL(2, 5). Since 9 is either 9 or a prime, we conclude therefore from

Lemma 3.1 (viii) of [22] that Äis isomorphic to PGL(2, q). Since Ä£L, this forces

A=L and the lemma is proved.

6. /»-constraint and /»-stability. The concepts of/»-constraint and /»-stability will

play an important role in the paper. However, we shall require certain variations of

the standard notions. We begin with constraint.

Recall that by definition a group H is p-constrained, p a prime, provided

C„(P)^ Op.yP(H), where Pis a Sylow/»-subgroup of 0PtP(H) (§8.1 of [19]). However,

it may or may not be the case that Op(//)£0(//) or that Op(H)çS(H). Thus H

may very well be /»-constrained without CH(P) being contained in 0(H) or S(H).

We make the following definition :

Definition 1. A group H will be said to be /»-constrained within 0(H) or within

S(H), p a prime, provided H is /»-constrained and O „(H) is contained, respectively,

in 0(H) or S(H).

Our discussion of/»-constraint depends upon the following general lemma:

Lemma 1. // the 2-group S acts on the group K of odd order and if P is an S-

invariant Sylow p-subgroup of K, then S centralizes P if and only if it centralizes

P n Ov.,p(K).
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Proof. Set g=P r\ Op.,p(A), so that K is an S-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of

Op->p(A). If S centralizes P, then obviously S centralizes g. Suppose conversely

that S centralizes g. Setting H=KS and H=H/Op-(K), we have that S centralizes

g = Op(A") and it will suffice to show that S centralizes P. Hence without loss we

can assume to begin with that Op(A) = 1.

But then if C=CH(g), we have S^C. On the other hand, A is /7-constrained as

A, being of odd order, is solvable. Since Op-(A)=l, it follows that C n K=

CK(Q)^Q- Since [S, P]sCn A"sg and since S centralizes g, S stabilizes the

chain P2 g 2 1 and so S centralizes P, as required.

Lemma 2. If H is a Q-group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S

of characteristic power q^S and P is an S-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H) for

some prime p, then

(i) H is p-constrained within S(H) if and only ifCz(S)(P) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CH(P).

(ii) H is p-constrained within 0(H) if and only if CH(P) is of odd order.

Proof. We shall first reduce to the case that Op(0(H)) = 1. Indeed, setting

H=H/Op.(0(H)), we have that OjH) = 0(H), S(H) = S(H), P is an S-invariant

Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H), S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and is isomorphic to S,

and H is a g-group of the same characteristic power as H. Moreover, since

Op(0(H)) has order relatively prime to 2 andp, CZ(S)(P) maps onto CZ(S)(P) and

a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(P) maps onto a Sylow 2-subgroup of Cn(P). Thus

CZ(S)(P) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(P) if and only if CZiS)(P) is a Sylow 2-

subgroup of Cn(P) and C„(P) is of odd order if and only if CB(P) is. In addition,

it follows at once from the definitions and the fact that S(H) = S(H) and

0(H) = 0(H) that H is /»-constrained within S(H) or 0(H) if and only if H is

/^-constrained within S(H) or 0(H) respectively. We conclude that the lemma

holds for //provided it holds for H. Since Op(0(H))= 1, we can therefore assume

without loss to begin with that Op.(0(H)) = \.

Set Q = Op(0(H)), S0 = CS(Q), and S1 = CS(P). Then S normalizes g as g is

normal in H and S normalizes P by hypothesis, so S normalizes both CH(Q) and

CH(P) and consequently S0, Sx are Sylow 2-subgroups of CH(Q) and CH(P)

respectively. Moreover, S1çS0. We now apply the preceding lemma with 0(H) in

the role of K and S0 in the role of S. Since g = 0PtP(0(H)) n P in the present case,

we conclude from the lemma that S0 centralizes P, whence S0 = Si. Thus CZ(S)(P)

will be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(P) if and only if CZ(S)(g) is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CH{Q) and CH(P) has odd order if and only if CH(Q) does. Therefore it will

suffice to prove that H is /»-constrained within S(H) or 0(H) if and only if

CZ(S)(g) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(g) or CH(g) has odd order respectively.

Now by Lemma 4.14, we have S(H) = 0(H)Z(S) as q^5. Consider first the

case that Op-(//)çS(//). Set X=Ov.(H). Since Op-(0(//)) = l, it follows that
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X^Z(S) and that Op.¡v(H) = Op.¡p(S(H)). Since 0(H) centralizes X, we see that

Op-p(H) = Xx Q and hence that g is a Sylow/»-subgroup of Op>p(H). Moreover,

S(H) is/»-constrained as S(H) is solvable and so CS(W(g) = XZ(Q)çOp.,p(S(H))

= 0P'tP(H). Hence His /»-constrained in the present case if and only if CH(Q)^S(H)

and so if and only if it is /»-constrained within S(H). However, if CH(Q)^S(H),

then X is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(g). Thus Ar=CZ(S)(g) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

CH(g). Suppose, on the other hand, that CH(Q)£S(H). Since CH(Q) is normal in

H as Q is normal in //, CH(g) is therefore nonsolvable. This implies that a Sylow

2-subgroup of CH(Q) is not cyclic, since otherwise CH(Q) would have a normal 2-

complement by Burnside's transfer theorem and so would be solvable as all groups

of odd order are solvable. Since Z(S) is cyclic by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, we conclude

that CZ(S)(g) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(g). Therefore (i) holds in this case.

Furthermore, if H is /»-constrained within 0(H) in the present case, then

Ch(Q)^S(H) and Op-,p(//)£0(//). The latter condition implies that X= 1 and so

CH(Q)=Z(Q) is of odd order. On the other hand, if CH(g) is of odd order, then

X=\ as X centralizes g, so Op.-p(//)= g£0(//). Moreover, CH(Q)çO(H) as

CAQ) is normal in //. Hence H is /»-constrained within 0(H) and so (ii) also holds.

Finally consider the case that X= Op(H)<£S(H). Since X is normal in H, this

implies as above that a Sylow 2-subgroup of X is noncyclic. Since X centralizes g

and Z(S) is cyclic, it follows that CZ(S)(g) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(Q). We

shall argue that His not/»-constrained within S(H) or 0(H) and this will establish

(i) and (ii) in the present case.

Let gi be a Sylow /»-subgroup of Op<jP(//) and let S1 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of

X. Since Xis normal in XQX and Xis a/»'-group, it follows by the Frattini argument

that Nxq^Si) contains a Sylow/»-subgroup of XQX. But Q1 is a Sylow/»-subgroup of

XQlf so by Sylow's theorem a conjugate of gi by an element of X normalizes Si.

Hence, replacing S1 by a suitable conjugate, we can assume without loss that gi

normalizes Si.

It will suffice to prove that p > 3. Indeed, assume this is the case. Since Si is a

subgroup of a quasi-dihedral or wreathed 2-group, no section of Si is elementary

abelian of order exceeding four, as is easily checked. Since p>3, this implies that

gi centralizes every section of Si that it normalizes and so Q1 centralizes Si. But

as we have shown above, St is not cyclic. Since S(H) = 0(H)Z(S) and Z(S) is

cyclic, we conclude that C^gO^SC//) as Si£CH(gi). However, if H were /»-

constrained within S(H), then by definition CH(gj)£ 0PiP(H) and Op,p(//)£ S(H),

whence CH(gi)£S(//)i which is not the case. Thus H is not/»-constrained within

S(H) and so certainly is not /»-constrained within 0(H).

However, as X$S(H), the image X of X in H=H/S(H) is a nontrivial normal

subgroup of H, so X contains the normal subgroup of H isomorphic to PSL(2, q)

by Lemma 4.15. But PSL(2, q) has order divisible by three for all odd q and hence

X also has order divisible by three. Since Xis a /»'-group, we conclude that/»> 3, as

required, and the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 3. Let H be a D-group with respect to the four group T and let P be a T-

invariant Sylow p-subgroup ofOp^p(0(H)) and assume that Op(H)^0(H). Then we

have

(i) If H is p-constrained within 0(H), then CT(P) = \.

(ii) If H is not p-constrained within 0(H), then CT(P)=P.

Proof. Arguing as in the preceding lemma, we conclude easily that it suffices to

consider the case that Op(0(H))= 1. Since Op(H)^0(H) by hypothesis, it follows

that Op(//) = l and that Op->p(//) = Op-,p(0(//)), whence P=Op.¡p(H). Since 0(H)

is solvable, it is/»-constrained and so Com(P)=Z(P)^Op.%p(H). It follows there-

fore from the definition that H is /»-constrained if and only if CH(P)^0(H). Since

Op.,„(//)£ 0(H), we see that, in fact, H will be /»-constrained within 0(H) if and

only if CH(P)QO(H).

If CH(P)^0(H), then obviously Cr(P) = l, so (i) holds. Suppose, on the other

hand, that C„(P)£0(H). If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing T, then

So = CS(P) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(P) as CH(P) is normal in H and so S0 ¥= 1.

Since S0 is normal in S, it follows that S0 n Z(S)^ 1. However, by definition of a

D-group, S is either dihedral, quasi-dihedral, or wreathed. One checks in each case

that any four subgroup of S necessarily contains üi(Z(S)). But S0 n Qx(Z(S)) /1

as S0 nZ(S)^l and so S0 n TV 1. Thus Cr(P)^l. On the other hand, the in-

volutions of T are cyclically permuted by a 3-element of H as H is a D-group with

respect to T. Furthermore, this 3-element leaves P invariant as P is normal in H.

Since some involution of T centralizes P, we conclude that T itself centralizes P

and (ii) is proved.

Recall next that a group H in which 0P(H) ^ 1, p an odd prime, is said to be /»-

stable provided for any nontrivial /»-subgroup P of H such that Op-(H)P is normal

in //, we have
ACHICA?) £ Op(N„(P)ICH(P))

for every /»-subgroup ^ of NH(P) for which [P, ^4, /i] = 1. (Actually this definition

differs slightly in form, but not in basic content from that given in §8.1 of [19] and

removes an error in the former definition. However, it is the present definition which

is, in fact, used in the proof of Glauberman's ZZ-theorem (Theorems 8.2.10 and

8.2.11 of [19]).)

We now introduce a slight extension of this concept:

Definition 2. Let H be a group in which Op(H)^\, p an odd prime, and let R

be a /»-subgroup of H such that

(a) R n 0PiP(H) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Op.p(H).

(b) Either R is normal in a Sylow /»-subgroup of H or RK/K contains Op(H/K)

for every normal subgroup K of //.

Under these conditions, we say that H is p-stable with respect to R provided for

any nontrivial subgroupP of R such that Op(H)Pis normal in H, we have

ACH(P)IP £ Op(NH(P)ICH(P))

for every subgroup A of R for which [P, A, A] = 1.
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Note that if A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of //, then automatically A n Op.iP(H) is a

Sylow/»-subgroup of Op.tP(H) and AA/Ais a Sylow/»-subgroup of Op(H/K) for any

normal subgroup A of H. Moreover, if A is a /»-subgroup of NH(P), then /!*£ A for

some x in NH(P), as A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of NH(P) ; and [P, A, A] = 1 if and

only if [P, Ax, Ax] = l. In addition, AC„(P)/CH(P) lies in Op(NH(P)/CH(P)) if and

only if AXCH(P)/CH(P) does. Hence in this case we see that H is /»-stable with

respect to A if and only if it is /»-stable in the usual sense.

We shall be interested, for certain g-groups and D-groups H, in the /»-stability of

H with respect to A, where A is a maximal element of V\H(D;p) and D is an

appropriate 2-subgroup of H. More precisely, we assume for the balance of the

section that one of the following conditions holds for some odd prime /» :

(a) H is a g-group with quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-groups of characteristic power

q > 5, Op(//)£S(//), and D is a dihedral subgroup of H of order 8;

(b) H is a g-group with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups of characteristic power

q>5, Op.(H)^S(H), and D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H;

(c) H is a D-group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order at least 8 or

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, Op(H)^0(H), and D is a dihedral subgroup

of H of order 8 ;

(d) H is a D-group with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, 0„(H)qO(H), and D is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of H.

We also let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing D and fix this notation.

To analyze /»-stability in H with respect to a maximal element of \AH(D;p) in

each of these cases, we need the following lemma :

Lemma 4. If R is a maximal element of V\„(D;p), then

(i) A n 0(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H).

(ii) A n Op>p(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup ofOp%p(H).

(iii) Either R is normal in a Sylow p-subgroup of H or RK/K^ Op(H/K)for every

normal subgroup K of H.

Proof. If His a g-group, Op(//)£S(//) by assumption and so Op >P(//)£S(//).

But S(H) = 0(H)Z(S) by Lemma 4.14 as q> 5. Hence, if (i) holds, A n S(H) will

be a Sylow/»-subgroup of S(H) and hence A n Op>p(//) = A n Op-,p(S(//)) will be

a Sylow/»-subgroup of A n Op,p(H). Similarly if H is a D-group, Op(//)£0(//)

by assumption and so Op~iP(H)^0(H). Hence, if (i) holds, A n Op>p(//)

= A n Op,_p(0(H)) will be a Sylow /»-subgroup of A n Op.,p(//). Thus (ii) will

follow from (i), which we proceed now to verify.

Set H=H/S(H) or H=HjO(H) according to whether H is a g-group or a D-

group. If His a g-group, then S(H) = 0(H)Z(S) by Lemma 4.14, and 77 is a D-

group of characteristic power ^ with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups by Lemma 4.15.

Furthermore, D is a four group if S is quasi-dihedral and 75=S is a Sylow 2-

subgroup of H if S is wreathed. On the other hand, if H is a D-group, then so is

H and D is either dihedral of order eight or S is wreathed and D = S. Let X be a
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maximal element of V\B(D; p) containing R and let A'be the inverse image of Zin

H. Since Z(S) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of X and Z(S) is cyclic, X has a normal 2-

complement. Hence R^O(X) and, as O(X) is D-invariant, X possesses a D-

invariant Sylow/» subgroup g with g2 A. But then g e HH(D; /») and so g = A by

the maximality of R. Since 0(H) is normal in O(X), it follows that R n 0(//) is a

Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(//), proving (i). We note also that R = X as X is a/7-group

and so Ä is, in fact, a maximal element of V\n(D;p).

It remains to prove (iii). Let A" be a normal subgroup of H and suppose first

that As S(H) if H is a g-group and Ac 0(//) if // is a D-group. If y denotes the

inverse image of Op(H/K) in H, then correspondingly Y^S(H) or Y^O(H).

Since y is normal in //, it follows in either case from the above argument that

An y is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Y, whence AA"/A"2 Op(H/K). Thus (iii) holds in

this case and so we can assume correspondingly that K$ S(H) or K£ 0(H).

Suppose next that H is isomorphic to A7, in which case H is D-group. Since K is

a nontrivial normal subgroup of H, we have K=H and so H=KO(H), whence

Op(H/K) is the image of a /»-subgroup of 0(H). Again (iii) follows from (i). Now

assume that H is isomorphic to PSL(2, 3) or to PGLJ2, 3) for some «^1. Since

q>5 if H is a g-group, // must be a D-group in any of these cases and so

H=H/0(H). Since R n 0(//) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(//), we see that A is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of H if /» # 3, while A is of index /» in a Sylow /»-subgroup of H

if /» = 3. In either case, A is normal in a Sylow /»-subgroup of H and so (iii) holds in

this case as well. We can therefore assume that H is of none of these forms.

Hence by Proposition 3.4, H is isomorphic to a subgroup of PrL(2, q) containing

PSL(2, q) for suitable odd q^5 and H=LE, where £, Eare as in that proposition.

Since q ä 5 and K is nontrivial, K contains the unique minimal normal subgroup

£0 of H isomorphic to PSL(2, q). Since |£:£0| Ú2, it follows that \H:KË\ ^2 and

hence that AT contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of //. It will suffice to prove that

KR/K contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of KE/K, for then KR/K will contain a Sylow

/»-subgroup of H/K and consequently will necessarily contain Op(H/K), which will

establish (iii) in this final case.

As we have noted above, R is a maximal element of V\H(D;p). By Lemma 3.3 (i)

of [22], E centralizes some Sylow 2-subgroup of £, which without loss we may

assume to be S. Since D^S and D is dihedral, Lemmas 3.1 (iii) and 3.3 (i) of [22]

imply that R^Cn(x) for some central involution x of D and that CB(x) = Ci(x)E

with CL(x) being dihedral. This in turn implies that CB(x) has a normal 2-comple-

ment V=0(CL(x))E. Thus As F and F is D-invariant as DsCH(Jc). Hence D

normalizes some Sylow /»-subgroup of F containing R. Since Â is a maximal

element of V\R(D;p), we conclude that R itself is a Sylow/»-subgroup of F. On the

other hand, clearly V^L0E^KE. Since £s Fand R contains a Sylow/»-subgroup

of F, it follows therefore that KR/K contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of KE/K, as

required.

We now prove
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Proposition 1. The following results hold:

(i) //" H is a Q-group and p is not the characteristic of H or if H is a D-group,

then H is p-stable.

(ii) If H is a Q-group of characteristic p or if H is a D-group and if R is a maximal

element of \AH(D;p), then H is p-stable with respect to R.

Proof. Clearly H is /»-stable or /»-stable with respect to A if and only if

H=H/Op(0(H)) is/»-stable or /»-stable with respect to A, as follows directly from

the definition of/»-stability and /»-stability with respect to A. Hence without loss we

can assume that Op(0(H)) = \. Since Op(//)£S(//) by assumption if H is a g-

group and since S(H) has a normal 2-complement by Lemma 4.14, it follows that

Op(H) = Op(0(H)) and hence that 0P(H) = \. The same result holds if H is a D-

group since Op(H) = Op(0(H)) in this case as Op-(H) £ 0(H) by assumption. Thus we

are reduced to verifying the proposition in the case that the subgroup P, appearing

in the definition of /»-stability and /»-stability with respect to A, is normal in H.

By the preceding lemma, A satisfies conditions (a) and (b) in the definition of

/»-stability with respect to A. For uniformity, in proving (i), we let A be a Sylow

/»-subgroup of H and again the same conditions (a) and (b) hold, as we have noted

above. Thus under any of the various hypotheses on H, we must show that if A is

any /»-subgroup of A such that [P, A, A] = 1, then

AC/C £ Op(H/C),
where C=C„(P).

Let P=Pi=>P2^ • • •=Pn+i = l be an //-invariant normal series of P such that

each Pi=Pi/Pj+i is elementary abelian and such that H acts irreducibly on P(,

l^i^n. Let A¡ be the kernel of the representation of H on P¡, so that Ht = H/KK

acts faithfully and irreducibly on P¡, whence also Op(77j) = 1, l£i<¡n. It will suffice

to prove that ^£ A¡ for all /, for then AçK= r)f=x K¡. But A stabilizes the chain

P=Pi=>P2z> • • • zr>P„+i = l and also K contains C. Since K/C is a subgroup of

Aut (P), P. Hall's theorem (Corollary 5.3.3. of [19]) implies that K/C is a/»-group.

Since Ais normal in Hand A^ K, we obtain the desired conclusion AC/C1— Op(H/C).

We can suppose that the image At of A in H¡ is nontrivial for some i. Clearly

[T5,, At, At] = l. Since 0P(77¡)=1, the representation of Ht on P¡ is therefore not

/»-stable. Hence by Theorem 3.8.3 of [19], 77j involves SL(2,p). But 77¡, being a

homomorphic of H, is itself either a g-group or a D-group or else has a normal

2-complement. Since SL(2,p) is a g-group, Lemma 5.5 implies that H¡ is not a

D-group and since SL(2,p) does not have a normal 2-complement, neither does

Hi. Hence Ht must be a g-group, which is possible only if//itself is a g-group and

A"j£0(//). In particular, the proposition holds if H is a D-group.

Since A,£0(//), //¡ has the same characteristic power q as H and the image D¡

of D is isomorphic to D. The image At of A in H¡ is obviously a Sylow /»-subgroup

of Ht if A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of H. Moreover, we claim it is a maximal element

of MHl(D¡;/») if A is a maximal element of V\H(D;p). Indeed, if Xt is a maximal
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element of Hj7((D¡;/») containing A-¡ and X denotes the inverse image of X{ in H,

then As X and X has odd order as X/Ki = Xi and both Kt and Xt have odd order.

Hence X contains a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup A* with A£ A*. But then

A* e \AH(D;p) and so A = A* by the maximality of A. Thus A is a Sylow />-

subgroup of Xand therefore X=K¡R as Xt is a/»-group. We conclude that Ri = Xl

and hence that A¡ is a maximal element of H^Dj ; />), as asserted.

Since we shall be concerned in the balance of the proof solely with the action of

Hi on Pt, no confusion will arise if for simplicity we drop the subscript / and the

"bars." Thus we assume that our g-group H is faithfully and irreducibly repre-

sented on the vector space P over GF(p), so that, in particular, Op(H) = 1. Moreover,

we must derive a contradiction under the appropriate hypotheses on H from the

assumption that [P, A, A] = 1.

Set X=Op.(S(H)) and suppose first that A0 = CA(X)cA. Then A0 is normal in

AX and Op(AX/A0) = \. Since XA0 = XxA0, Theorem 5.3.4 of [19] implies that X

is faithfully represented in P0 = CP(A0). But A leaves P0 invariant and, as

Op(AX/A0)= 1, it follows that AX/A0 is faithfully represented on P0. However,

[P0, A, A] = \ and a Sylow 2-subgroup X is cyclic as X^S(H) = 0(H)Z(D) and

Z(D) is cyclic. Thus the Hall-Higman theorem (Theorem 11.1.1 of [19]) is con-

tradicted. Hence A0=A and so A centralizes X. On the other hand, since

Op(S(H)) = 1 and S(H), is solvable, Theorem 6.3.2 of [19] implies that Csm(X)ç X.

We therefore also conclude that Y = CH(X) £ S(H). Since Y is normal in H and

O(Y) is characteristic in Y, O(Y) is normal in H, whence 0(Y)çO(H). But now

0(Y)<= Xas C0W)(X)^X. Thus we also have that 0(Y)^Z(Y).

Since Y$S(H), the image of yin H/S(H) contains the unique minimal normal

subgroup of H/S(H) isomorphic to PSL(2, q) and this implies that Y contains a

normal subgroup YQ with O(Y)^ Y0 such that Y0/O(Y) is isomorphic to SL(2,q).

Application of Lemma 4.16 now yields that Y0=JO(Y), where J is normal in Y

and either J is isomorphic to SL(2, q) or to SZT(2, 9) with q=9.

To treat this case we shall apply the results of §3.8 of [19] in a more precise form

than above. The proofs of Theorems 3.8.1, 3.8.2, and 3.8.3 of [19] together with

Dickson's theorem (Theorem 2.8.4 of [19]), in fact, establish the following result:

For any a in A*, there exists a conjugate b of a in Y such that F=(a, Z>> is not a

/»-group and, furthermore, for any such choice of b, F contains a normal subgroup

F0 such that F/F0 is either isomorphic to SL(2, pm) for some m or to SL(2, 5) with

/» = 3. In particular, if F/F0 is not isomorphic to SL(2, 3), we have that a e F'. How-

ever, Fs y and, as y is a g-group, Y/Y0 is abelian by Lemma 4.1. Thus a e Y0in

this case. Furthermore, O(Y) is abelian as 0(Y)cZ(Y) and 0(Y) is normal in H

as we have noted above. Since Op-(H) = l, this implies that O(Y) is a/»'-group. But

y0 =JO( Y) with J normal in Y0. Since a is a /»-element, we conclude therefore that

aej whenever F/F0 is not isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

We argue next that the same conclusion holds if F/F0 is isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

In this case, we necessarily have/» = 3. Since 0(J)^0(Y) and O(Y) is a/»'-group,
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we see that J cannot be isomorphic to SL~(2, 9) and so J is isomorphic to SL(2, q).

Suppose, by way of contradiction that a$J, in which case a<£JO(Y). Setting

7= Y/Z(J)0( Y), we have that ä $ J, that J is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), and that F

is isomorphic to a subgroup Pr/_(2, q). Now ä normalizes some Sylow 3-subgroup

g of 7 and g^ 1 as \J\ is divisible by three. Thus ä normalizes V=N}(Q). If 3

divides q— 1 or^+1, Lemmas 3.1 (v) and 3.3 (ii) of [22] imply that Fis dihedral of

order q— 1 or q+1 respectively and that ä does not centralize 03(0(V)). But then

a does not centralize 03(0(V)), where V is the inverse image of V in Y, whence

[P, a, a]^=\, again by the Hall-Higman theorem. Since \J\ =%q(q-i)(q+l), this

forces 3 to divide q. In this case, V= gi/ is a Frobenius group of order \q(q—\)

with complement Í7 of order \(q— 1) by Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22]. Since U is a Hall

subgroup of V and V is normal in < V, ay, it follows by the Frattini argument that

we can write â = âiâ0, where äx normalizes U and â0 e g. Since ä$J, we have

äiT^l and again by Lemmas 3.1 (v) and 3.3 (ii) of [22], ax does not centralize

03-(0(U)). Choose ü in 03.(0([/)) not centralized by 5\. Then (ä, ö°> is not a

3-group and is of odd order. Hence for an appropriate representative u of ü in Y,

we have found F* = (a, auy is not a 3-group and that a Sylow 2-subgroup of F* is

contained in Z(J). However, this is impossible as the preceding argument shows

that SL(2, r) is a homomorphic image of F* for some odd r. We conclude that

A^J in all cases.

Now let a, b, F, F0 be as above. Since J and F/F0 have generalized quaternion

Sylow 2-subgroups, F0 must have odd order and so F is a g-group. Since F is

generated by its /»-elements, F has no normal subgroups of index two. Hence by

Lemma 4.8, applied to J/0(J), we conclude that F0çO(J) and that F/F0 is iso-

morphic to SL(2, 3), SL(2, 5) or SA(2, qQ) for some divisor q0 of q. But we know

that F/F0 is isomorphic to either SL(2,pm) for some m or to SL(2, 5) with/» = 3.

Thus in the first case, if pm>5, we must havepm=q0 and so/» is the characteristic

of //. Under the hypotheses of the proposition, this implies that A is necîssarily a

maximal element of \AH(D;p). Since ^£A and A<=,J, we see that \AH(D;p) is

nontrivial. Moreover, in the present case J is not isomorphic to SIT(2, 9), for then

it-would follow that/» = 3 and that 0(Y) would not be a/»'-group, a contradiction.

Thus J is isomorphic to SL(2, q). But by assumption D is dihedral of order eight if

S is quasi-dihedral and D = S if S is wreathed. In either case Lemma 4.9, applied

to the g-group JD, yields that \A,(D\p) is trivial. This contradiction shows that

both parts of the proposition hold when pm > 5.

It remains therefore to treat the cases in which F/F0 is isomorphic to SL(2, 3)

or SL(2, 5). In the first casep = 3 and in the second case p = 3 or /» = 5. Furthermore,

we reach the same contradiction as in the preceding paragraph if/» is the characteristic

of //. Hence we can also assume that the characteristic t of H is distinct from p.

Since/» divides |J|, it follows that/» divides q— 1 or q+l. We claim that, in fact,/»

divides q+ 1. Indeed, assume the contrary. Then by Lemma 3.1 (i) and (vi) of [22],

A normalizes some Sylow i-subgroup g of J and QA is a Frobenius group. But
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then A acts regularly on some Sylow i-subgroup g of J. Since t^=p, the Hall-

Higman theorem implies that [P, A, A]=£\, a contradiction. Thus/» divides q+ 1,

as asserted.

We first consider the subcase q > 11. In particular, / is isomorphic to SL(2, q).

We identify J with its natural representation by 2 x 2 matrices over GF(q). Now

Acj and hence if a is an element of order/» in A, then a can be represented by the

companion matrix

for suitable a e GF(q). If u is the element of J represented by

(o     a)'

where A is a primitive element of GF(q), and if we set b = au, then the element

u~1aua = ba~1 lies in F=(a, ¿»> and a direct computation shows that it is repre-

sented by the matrix

/A2   0   \

\0     H

Since A has order q-1, it follows that ba'1 has order %(q— 1). Moreover, q^ 13 as

/» dividesq +1 and/» = 3 or 5, and soq^ 17. If q=\l, then |¿»a_1| = 8; ifq=l9, then

\ba~1\=9; and if q>l9, then \ba~1\> 10. But SL(2, 3) and SL(2, 5) contain no

elements of order 8, 9, or exceeding 10. Since ba'1 sF, we see that F is not iso-

morphic to SL(2, 3) or SL(2, 5). On the other hand, we know that F/F0 is isomorphic

to SL(2, 3) or SL(2, 5) and that F0 s 0(J). But 0(J) = 1 as q > 11, so F0 = 1 and F is

isomorphic to SL(2, 3) or SL(2, 5), a contradiction. Thus q^ 11.

If q = 11, then /» = 3, as /» divides q +1, so a can be represented by the matrix

(-Î -!)•
Taking b = au with u represented by

(J >
we compute that ba is represented by

which shows that ¿»a has order 22 and yields the same contradiction as in the

preceding paragraph.

By assumption, q>5. Furthermore, q^l asp divides ^+1 and/» = 3 or 5. Thus

we are left with the single case q=9. In this case, /» = 5 and F/F0 must be isomorphic

to SL(2, 5). Setting J=J/Z(J), we have that J is isomorphic to PSL(2, 9) and F to
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PSL(2, 5). In particular, F contains no elements of order four. We shall argue, to

the contrary, that for a suitable choice of b, F contains an element of order four,

which will dispose of the case q = 9 and complete the proof of the proposition.

As is well known, PSL(2, 9) is isomorphic to A6. We shall use the latter repre-

sentation for the elements of J. Since ä is of order five, we can assume without loss

that ä is represented by the cycle (12345). Now A6 has only one conjugacy class of

cyclic subgroups of order five. Moreover, for a suitable choice of b=au with uinJ,

we can make </5> any preassigned conjugate of the group <o>. Hence we can choose

u so that (by contains an element represented by the cycle (23465). For such a choice

of u, F=(ä, By contains an element represented by (12345)(23465) = (1365)(24) and

so F contains an element of order four, giving the desired contradiction.

Remark. We note that the groups SL2(2, 5) and SUX(2, 5) are not 3-stable, for

they are isomorphic to subgroups of GL(2, 9) and GL(2, 81) respectively. However,

in the natural representation of these latter groups, every nontrivial 3-element has

a quadratic minimal polynomial. Thus the assumption q > 5 in Proposition 1 is

essential in the case/» = 3.

7. An extension of Glauberman's Z/-theorem. An important tool in the paper

will be Glauberman's so-called Z/-theorem (Theorem 8.2.11 of [19]) which for the

sake of clarity we restate now.

Theorem 1. If G is a group with 0P(G)^ \,p an odd prime, which is p-constrained

and p-stable and if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then

G = Op.(G)N(Z(J(P))).

"In some situations we shall need a slight extension of this theorem, which is

implicitly contained in its proof, namely :

Theorem 2. If G is a group with Op(G)^ 1, /» an odd prime, which is p-constrained

and is p-stable with respect to the p-subgroup P of G, then

G = Op,(G)N(Z(J(P))).

Proof. To establish this result, one has only to examine the proofs of Theorems

8.2.10 and 8.2.11 of [19] to see that they carry through under these slightly more

general circumstances. Indeed, following the notation of those theorems, but with

P as in the present theorem, we outline the argument. First of all, /?£P as P

contains a Sylow/»-subgroup of Op<p(G) by definition of/»-stability with respect to

P. Now one reduces by induction in the same way as in [19] to the case that

Op(G) = 1 and that B has the structure required for application of Glauberman's

replacement theorem (Theorem 8.2.7 of [19]), which we note does not involve

conditions on /»-stability. Furthermore, because G is /»-stable with respect to P, we

again obtain the conclusion AC/C^Op(G/C), where C=CG(B), which in turn

implies that AL/L^ Op(G/L), where L is the largest normal subgroup of G leaving

Z(J(P)) n B invariant. Let A be the inverse image of Op(G/L) in G. Again by the
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/»-stability of G with respect to P, either PL/L2 Op(G/L) or P is normal in a Sylow

/»-subgroup of G. Since K/L is a /»-group and A" is normal in G, it follows in the first

case that K=L(P n A") and in the second case that K^LN(P). Since both P n K

and ./V(P) normalize Z(J(P)) n B as Z(J(P)) is characteristic in P and 5 is normal

in G, we conclude in either case that K normalizes Z(J(P)) n 5, whence A"=L by

our choice of L. Thus Op(G/L)=\ and so A sL. But now the balance of the proof

of Theorem 8.2.10 of [19] applies without change.

Since P contains a Sylow/»-subgroup of Op¡p(G), the proof of Theorem 8.1.3 of

[19] shows that Z(/(P))çOp-,p(G). But now the proof of Theorem 8.2.11 of [19]

carries over without change and so Theorem 2 is valid.

Combining Theorems 1 and 2 with the results of the preceding section, we have

the following two basic propositions which we shall prove simultaneously:

Proposition 1. Let H be a Q-group of characteristic power q>5 with quasi-

dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup S such that Op(H) ± 1 and H is p-constrained

within S(H) for some odd prime p. If p is not the characteristic of H, let R be a

Sylow p-subgroup of H and ifp is the characteristic ofH, let Rbe a maximal element

of V\H(D;p), where D is a dihedral subgroup of S of order 8 if S is quasi-dihedral and

D = S if S is wreathed. Under these conditions, we have

H = Op.(H)NH(Z(J(R))).

Proposition 2. Let H be a D-group with Sylow 2-subgroup S which is either

dihedral of order at least 8, quasi-dihedral, or wreathed such that Op(H)^= 1 and H is

p-constrained within 0(H) for some odd prime p ; and let A be either a Sylow p-

subgroup of H or a maximal element of V\H(D;p), where D is a dihedral subgroup of

S of order 8 if S is dihedral or quasi-dihedral and D = S if S is wreathed. Under these

conditions, we have

H = Ov.(H)NH(Z(J(R))).

Proof. If H is a g-group, then H is /»-constrained and Op.(//)çS(//) by defini-

tion of/»-constraint within S(H), while if His a D-group, then H is /»-constrained

and Op-(//)sO(//) by definition of/»-constraint within 0(H). Thus we see that H

satisfies one of conditions (a), (b), (c), or (d) of the preceding section and so

Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 can be applied to H to yield that H is /»-stable when A is

defined to be a Sylow/»-subgroup of Hand that H is /»-stable with respect to A when

A is defined to be a maximal element of V\H(D;p). Correspondingly we see that the

hypotheses of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 are satisfied and now both prop-

ositions follow from these two theorems.

8. Miscellaneous results. Our arguments will frequently involve the action of

an involution or of a four group on a group of odd order. We collect here some

basic well-known properties concerning this situation.
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Lemma 1. If K is a group of odd order acted on by an involution a, then

(i) A"= FI— IF, where F= CK(a) and I is the subset of A whose elements are

inverted by a.

(ii) If K is of prime power order and A=> A, then C¡(F)^l.

Proof. First, (i) is proved in Lemma 10.4.1 (i) of [19]. As for (ii), we have

Ax <oc> acting on A, which is a /»-group for some odd prime /». Since A=>F, a acts

nontrivially on A. Hence by Theorem 5.3.4 of [19], a acts nontrivially on C= CK(F),

whence C^An C. But C is a-invariant as Ais, and consequently C=(An C)(I n C)

by (i), applied to C. Thus Cn/^l and so C,(A)/1, proving (ii).

The following basic result is proved in Lemma 4 of [21] (cf. also Lemma 10.5.1

of [19]).

Lemma 2. If K is a group of odd order acted on by a four group T with involutions

<*!, a2, a3, then

K = Cír(ai)Cí:(a2)Cíf(o!3).

If Ais a group of odd order acted on by a four group Twith involutions cej, <x2, a3,

set A^Crfo), l£/¿3, and K0 = CK(T). Clearly A0£A¡ for each /, l^/^3.

Furthermore, since at centralizes A¡, both involutions of T— <af> induce the same

automorphism of A,. Moreover, if j¥=i, then CKi(a¡) = CKi((at, ay» = CKi(T), as a,

centralizes A(. Since A0£A¡, it follows that CKi(aj) = K0 for all i,j, lit,

jú3, i^j. Hence if A/ denotes the subset of A", inverted by a} for j=£i, we conclude

from Lemma 1 that

Kt = K0K't = A¡'A0,       1 í i S 3.

But now combining these relations with the conclusion of Lemma 2, we obtain the

basic equalities:

(8.1) A = KXK2K3 = K0K[K2K3.

We shall refer to (8.1) as the T-decompositions of A. Throughout the paper we

shall use this notation for T-decompositions whenever we have a group of odd

order acted on by a four group T.

We also need the following elementary result of a different nature.

Lemma 3. Let X and Y be permutable subgroups of relatively prime orders of a

group G.IfN is a normal subgroup of G, then

(i) X and Y c\ N are permutable;

(ii) Xnormalizes YnNifX(~\N=l.

Proof. Suppose that xe X and ye Y n N, so that there is x' e X and y' e Y

with xy=y'x'. Thus, y' =xyx''1 e XNX=XN, so y'eN as XN/N has order

prime to the order of Y. Hence, y' e Y r\ N and (i) is proved. Moreover, x=x'

(mod A7), so that x=x' if X n N=l. This in turn yields that xyx~1=y' and so

y n N is normalized by X if X n N= 1, as required. This proves the lemma.
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Our next result is a slight extension of Theorem 3.4.3 of [19].

Lemma 4. Let H be a Frobenius group with abelian kernel K and cyclic complement

A. If H is faithfully and irreducibly represented on a vector space V over a field F,

then V is free as an A-module.

Proof. If F is an algebraic closure of F and we set V=F <g) V, then as an F(H)-

module, F is the direct sum of algebraically conjugate irreducible submodules.

Since Fis a faithful /^-module, so also is each of these submodules. Furthermore, it

will clearly suffice to prove that each of these submodules is free as an ^-module.

Hence without loss we can assume to begin with that F is algebraically closed.

Let F¡, 1 ̂  i^ n, be the Wedderburn components of F with respect to the normal

subgroup A" of H. Since H=KA and K leaves each F, invariant, it follows from

Clifford's theorem (Theorem 3.4.1 of [19]) that A induces a transitive permutation

of the F. In order to show that F is free as an /4-module, we need only prove that

this transitive permutation representation of A is, in fact, the regular representation

of A. Clearly the latter result holds if and only if the number of Wedderburn

components is exactly the order of A.

However, this last conclusion is proved in Theorem 3.4.3 of [19] under the

stronger hypothesis that A is an elementary abelian ^-group for some prime q. But

an examination of the argument shows that it holds without change, as do

Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of [19] which are used in its proof, if A" is an arbitrary

abelian group, inasmuch as F contains a primitive |A|th root unity under our

present assumptions.

We shall next prove a pair of lemmas concerning incidence and covering

properties of sections:

Lemma 5. Suppose that H, Hx, H2 are subgroups of a group G, Kt is a normal

subgroup of Hu /= 1, 2, and the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) H1/K1 and H2/K2 are incident sections;

(b) H covers Hx/Kx ;

(c) HX^H2.

Under these conditions, H covers H2\K2.

Proof. Since H1/K1 and H2/K2 are incident sections, we have H2 = (H2 n HX)K2

by definition of this concept, so H2 = H1K2 as HX^H2. But H covers HJKX, so

HX^HKX. Thus

H2 = HXK2 £ HKXK2.

However,  again  because  of our  incidence  assumption,  we  also  have  that

Kx n //2£A"2, so KX^K2 as A"1£//1ç//2. Thus,

H2 £ HKXK2 = HK2,

and so H covers H2/K2, as asserted.
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Lemma 6. If Hx is a subgroup of the group H2, A¡ is a normal subgroup of Ht,

i'=l,2, HJKx and H2/K2 are isomorphic and K2 n //i£Kx, then //i/Ai and H2/K2

are incident sections.

Proof. The projection of A2 into Hx/Kx is just Kx as A2 n //i£Ai and the

projection of H2 is Hx as Hx £ H2. Hence, by the Zassenhaus lemma (p. 58 of [30]),

the projection of //i/Ai into H2/K2 is a section isomorphic with Hx/Kx. But

\Hx/K1\ = \H2/K2\ as //i/Aj and H2/K2 are isomorphic by assumption. Hence

H2/K2 itself is the projection of HJKX into H2/K2 and so the sections A^j/Aj and

H2/K2 are, in fact, incident.

Lemma 7. Lei H be a group of odd order acted on by a 2-group T and let P be a

T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of H for some prime p. Suppose that for every odd

prime q^p, [P, A]£Op(Pg) for some T-invariant Sylow q-subgroup Q of H per-

mutable with P. Under these conditinos, [P, A]£Op(//).

Proof. Since H is of odd order, HT is a solvable group and so a J-invariant

Sylow ^-subgroup g of H permutable with P does, in fact, exist for each odd prime

q^p-

To prove the lemma, set H=H/Op(H) and observe that 05(//)£g for each

prime q as g is a Sylow ^-subgroup of H. Hence,

[[P, T], Oq(H)] £ Op(Pg) n Oq(H) = 1,

and so [P, T] centralizes Oq(H). Moreover, this holds for each odd prime q^p

dividing \H\. Since Op(H)=\, we conclude that [P, T] centralizes the Fitting

subgroup F(H) of //. However, H is solvable and therefore [P, T] £ F(H) by

Theorem 6.1.3 of [19]. Since F(H) is a /»'-group, this yields [P, A]=l and con-

sequently [P, r]£Op(//), as asserted.

Lemma 8. Let K be a group of odd order acted on by a 2-group S and assume that

K=XY, where X and Y are S-invariant subgroups of K and X is a Hall subgroup of

K. Then CK(S) = CX(S)CY(S).

Proof. Let -n be the set of primes dividing \X\, so that Xis a Hall -"--subgroup of

A. Since A is of odd order, A and hence also Y is solvable, and so Y contains a

S-invariant Hall ^'-subgroup Z. But | Y\ is divisible by |ATj/|A"| as K=XY. Since

\K\/\X\ is relatively prime to \X\, it follows that \Z\ = \K\/\X\. Since X and Z are

of coprime orders, we conclude that K=XZ and Xc\Z=\. Since Z£ Y, it will

therefore suffice to prove that CK(S) = CX(S)CZ(S). Since obviously CX(S)CZ(S)

£ CK(S), we need only demonstrate the reverse inclusion.

Let ceCK(S) and let a e S. Since K=XZ, we have c — xz, where xe X and

zeZ, whence also ca = xaza. But c" = c and so xz = x"za. Thus (xa)~lx = z"z~i

e X r\Z=\, so x = xa and z=za. Since a is arbitrary in S, it follows that x e CX(S)

and z e CZ(S). Since c is arbitrary in C,r(S), we conclude that CK(S)<=, CX(S)CZ(S),

and the lemma is proved.
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Chapter III. Character theory of groups with quasi-dihedral Sylow

2-subgroups

1. Introduction. In Chapter III, we consider finite groups G with quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups S=<j, z>,

of order 2n+1, «^3. In particular, we are interested in the groups G which do not

have a normal subgroup of index 2. In the terminology introduced in Definition

2.2.1, these are the QD-groups. Since we wish to include the groups which are

centralizers of involutions along with gD-groups, we also consider Q-groups G.

We recall that among the groups G with Sylow 2-subgroup S, the gD-groups and

g-groups together can be characterized by the fact that the elements of order 4 lie

in a single conjugate class. In a gD-group, there is only one class of involutions

while in a g-group, there are two such classes(5). Similar ideas can be used for the

study of the two other types of groups G with Sylow 2-subgroup S, but this will not

become necessary for us.

The structure of the principal 2-block 50(2, G) of gD-groups and g-groups has

already been discussed in [6, III, §8]. Since these results are basic for us, we sum-

marize them in §2 without proofs. Actually, it will become necessary for us later to

generalize these results for the case of certain other 2-blocks of full defect. However,

the proofs there are more difficult. We have postponed this discussion and give it in

§§5, 6, and 7. Since these later results include those stated in §2, our present paper

is, in fact, independent of [6, III, §8]. §2 also contains a few supplementary results.

In §3, the notion of a regular gD-group is introduced. We then proceed in §4 to

prove Theorem A as stated in Chapter I. We have already mentioned the contents

of §§5, 6, and 7. In §8, we discuss gD-groups of small characteristic power q. We

determine explicitly all simple gD-groups with q = 3 and q=5. This allows us to

assume q ̂  7 in all the following chapters. This is a necessary assumption since a

number of the local group-theoretic arguments in Chapters IV and V break down

for these low values of q. We remark that Theorem A together with the classification

of simple gD-groups of characteristic power q=3 and q=5 are the only results of

Chapter III which are needed in Chapters IV and V.

In §8, we also prove some partial results for the cases q=l and q=9. These are

needed in Chapter VI.

One of the major aims of the whole paper is to show that a gD-group of charac-

teristic power q=£3 is necessarily regular. With this in mind, we give in §9 sufficient

(5) Some of the elementary remarks are also given in [6, III, §8]. With the notation used

there, we could define the characteristic power q of G as the absolute value of m, cf. Proposition

2.7 below. However, it would then not be clear that q is a prime power.

Of course, only results of Chapter II concerned with groups with quasi-dihedral Sylow

2-subgroups are needed in the present chapter.
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conditions for the regularity of gD-groups. We also derive some other results

concerning the structure of gD-groups which are needed in Chapter VI.

In general, we follow the notation introduced in §§1 and 4 of Chapter II. Thus

x=s2"'1, so that x is the central involution of the Sylow 2-subgroup S of our

group G. We have T=(x, z>, N=C(x), C=C(T), E=0(C(S)), and y=s2"2. We

know that C=Tx 0(C) and we set C0 = O(C). We also set S0 = <s>. If G is a gD-

group, Proposition 2.1.1 implies that there exists a 3-element t in N(T) which

cyclically permutes the three involutions of T. Replacing / by its inverse, if necessary,

we may assume that t maps

(1) t: x —>-xz ̂-z-> x

under conjugation. We note also that N(T) = (C,y, r> and that N(T)/C(T) is

isomorphic with a symmetric group on three letters. Thus

(2) tysyr1   (modC).

In addition, L0, L denote respectively the normal subgroups of N containing

O(N) such that L0/O(N) is isomorphic to SL(2, q) and L/0(N) is isomorphic to

SL±(2,q) or SU±(2,q) according as the characteristic power q of G and of N is

congruent to — 1 or +1 modulo 4. In particular, N=LE and N/L is cyclic.

2. The principal 2-block. As stated in §1, G will always be a finite group with

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S. We state without proof some of the results of

[6, III, §8](6), adapting the notation to that used in the preceding chapters.

Proposition 1. If G is a QD-group or a Q-group and if the Sylow 2-subgroup S of

G has order 2n + 1, the principal 2-block B0 = B0(2, G) consists of4 + 2n~1 irreducible

characters. Exactly four of these characters have odd degrees.

A great deal of information is available concerning the values of these characters.

One of the characters of odd degree is the principal character xo= 1- The remaining

three characters of odd degrees will be denoted by xi, x2, X3 and the 2n~1 characters

of even degrees by Xi, xa) Wlth

(1) j = ±1, ±3,...,±(2"-2-l);       2,4,...,2-*-2.

Let j be a fixed element of order 2" in S and let £ be a fixed primitive 2"th root of

unity. If this notation is chosen in a suitable manner, we have the following results.

Proposition 2. Let w be an element of G whose order is divisible by 4. If the 2-

factor of w is conjugate to sh, then

Xi(w) = S1,       X2(w) = 52(-l)> + 1,       xs(w) = S3(-l)h + \

Xi(w) = 0,       y<»(H>) = 8x(^ + (-0-lh).

Here, 8X, S2, 83 are signs, exactly two of which are —1.

(6) We have corrected some misprints in [6, III(8A)] where the range of j was given er-

roneously and where the formula for xtUo) and the congruence for <I>{(1) have to be changed.

In (8D), the second congruence should read x2= — S2m.
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The group N= C(x) is a g-group and the preceding results apply to N instead

of G. We shall denote by >/> the character of N in the principal block A0(2, N) which

plays the role Xl here(7).

Proposition 3. Let w be an element of G which is conjugate to xr, where r is a

2-regular element of N. Then

Xl(w) = Sl£./i(r),       X2(w) = -82e</j(r),       X3(w) = -83,

Xi(w) = 82(ej,(r) -1),       x«>(w) = ( - mx{«Kr) +1).

Here, e is a sign such that

0(1) = >fi(x) = e + 2"-1   (mod 2n).

We shall see below (Proposition 7) that </>(\)=q is the characteristic power of G

(Definition 2.3.2). It will then be clear that e has the same significance as in Chapter

II.

In the case of a gD-group, every element u of even order is either of the type

treated in Proposition 2 or Proposition 3. In the case of g-groups, one can give

analogous formulas for the remaining elements of even order, but these will not be

needed.

Proposition 4. For elements r e G of odd order,

1 + Sixi(r) = 8lX">(r) = -82X2(r)-83X3(r),

all xu\r) being equal, and

1 + S2x2(r) = 82Xi(r).

In particular, this holds for r=\ and if we set

(2) /» = X«(D,       /=XW)(1),

then (as SiS2S3=l),

(3) 1 + Si/i + S2/2 + S3/3 = 0,       Si +/i = /,       S2 +/2 = u

Proposition 5. If G is a Q-group, then S3=—1, Sx=—82. For reG of odd

order, Xl(r) = X2(r), xs(r)=i and, in particular, f=f2,f3=\.

The next proposition will be formulated only for the case of gD-groups. We

anticipate here the result already mentioned that >/j(\) coincides with the character-

istic power q of G (cf. Proposition 7).

Proposition 6. Let G be a QD-group of characteristic power q. Then

U\ o-      irl - \N\Z /iCA + gi) g+*  - W /a(/a+8a) 9~e
W 8      '   '       \C\2(fx-e8iq)2   q \C\2(f2 + e82q)2   q   '

(7) In the notation of [6, III], this character was \i- For 2-regular p e N, we have

0(p)=8í¿í(p)-8*, S* = e in the notation of [6, III].
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where the f, 8¡ are as in Proposition 4. Also,

(5) A/a = q%.
Finally,

(6) /i s 8i(2-ef),       f2=-82eq,      f3=-83 + 2n   (mod2" + 1).

Corollary 1. In the case of a Q D-group, the odd degrees \,fx,f2,f3 are distinct.

The degree fi is divisible by 2n_1 ̂ 4 while f =2 (mod 4).

The first statement is immediate from (6) since q=e+2n~1 (mod 2n). The other

statements also follow from (6).

Corollary 2. The characters xo, Xi> X2, X3> Xi and x<2" 2) ia^e on^y rational values.

Proof. An algebraic conjugate of a character in the principal block B0 always

lies in B0 again, cf. [6, I, §111, Lemma 2]. In the case of gD-groups, it is now

evident that each of xi, X2, X3> Xi is algebraically conjugate only to itself. In the

case of x<2" ~2\ this is still true as can be seen from Proposition 2. If we also use

Proposition 3, we see that Corollary 2 holds for g-groups, too.

We add some supplements. As already mentioned, we wish to show

Proposition 7. // G is a QD-group or a Q-group and if q is its characteristic

power, then in the notation of Proposition 3, ip(\)=q.

Proof. We determine the four odd degrees in the principal 2-block A0(2, TV) of

N= C(x). These remain the same if TV is replaced by N=N/0(N), cf. [6,1, Theorem

1]. According to Proposition 2.3.3, N has a normal subgroup £ such that

£/<x>~PGL(2, q) and such that Ñ/L is cyclic of odd order e.

The principal 2-block B0(2,L) of £ contains that of L/(x}~PGL(2,q) (if, of

course, characters of £/<x> are interpreted as characters of £). As is well known,

the group PGL(2, q) has exactly four irreducible characters of odd degree and these

degrees are 1, \,q,q, cf. [27]. These degrees then occur in B0(2, L). If for a moment

the notation of Proposition 2 is used for the g-group £, then by Proposition 5,

/8='>/i=/s=9 and 8X= —82. By Proposition 2, xi and X2 have opposite values

for elements of order 2n and consequently, they are not associated in N. Each of

them then has e extensions to irreducible characters of N. In the terminology

introduced in [7,1, §4], the principal 2-block -B0(2, ̂ 0 covers the principal 2-block

A0(2, £). It follows that _B0(2, Ñ) contains two irreducible characters of degree q

in addition to two characters of degree 1 and this implies the statement.

We use a similar argument to prove a lemma that will be needed in §4.

Lemma 1. Let G be a QD-group with the characteristic power q. The principal

2-block B0(2, N) (with N=C(x)) contains exactly one modular irreducible character

(j) different from the principal modular character. If<j> is as in Proposition 3, then for

r e N of odd order, we have formulas

(7) -£(r) = d0 + dx<f>(r),
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where d0 ̂  0 and dx>0 are integers (decomposition numbers) which do not depend on

r. Here, <f>(l), d0 and dx are determined by q alone and do not depend otherwise on G.

Proof. If H is a g-group and if we restrict the characters of A0(2, H) to the set

of 2-regular elements, Propositions 4 and 5 show that at most two of these re-

strictions are linearly independent. Hence the number / of modular irreducible

characters in A0(2, H) is at most equal to 2. If we had /= 1, then H would have a

normal 2-complement [9, §29]. This is not true, since in a g-group all elements of

order 4 are conjugate while the Sylow 2-subgroup has two conjugate classes of

elements of order 4. Thus 1=2. Of course, one of the two modular irreducible

characters is the principal modular character of H which we shall denote by lH.

In particular, this applies for the g-group H= N in Lemma 1 and this yields the

first part of the lemma including the existence of the equation (7). We have

¿i > 0, since otherwise i/i would be constant on the set of 2-regular elements of N.

By Propositions 4 and 5, the same would be true for all other irreducible characters

in B0(2, N). This is impossible as we have 1=2.

By Theorem 1 of [6, I], i/i can be considered as an irreducible character of

7V = N/0(N) and then >/i e B0(2, N). Likewise, <p can be identified with the modular

irreducible character different from lw in B0(2, N). The proof of Proposition 7

shows that </i\L is irreducible and, in fact, </>|L is one of the two irreducible characters

of degree q in A0(2, L). Let \L and </>* denote the two modular irreducible characters

in the principal 2-block of the g-group //=£. Clearly, they are not associated in

Nand each of them is only associated to itself in N. Since N/L is cyclic of odd order

e, both \i and </>* have e extensions each to modular irreducible characters of N.

Since B0(N) covers B0(L), it follows easily from [7, I, (4A)] that </> is one of the

extensions of </>*. In particular, <p(l) = <p*(l). By (7), d0 and dx are the decomposition

numbers of the character <p\L e B0(2, L) of degree q. Note that by Proposition 5,

both characters of degree q coincide for 2-regular elements and hence both have the

same pair (d0, dx) of decomposition numbers.

Since L~SL±1(2, q) for q= -1 (mod 4) and L~SU±1(2, q) for q = 1 (mod 4),

the group L is uniquely determined by q and so are then <p*(l) = <p(l) and (d0, dx).

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

We conclude this section with the proof of some inequalities for the degrees in

B0(2, G).

Proposition 8. Let G be a QD-group with the characteristic power q. Let fi, 8¡

have the same significance as above,

(i) If81 = l, then f2 < q2 and if we set

(8,) f2=q2~h,        0<h<q2,

we have

(Q,                         f       q\q2-h-\)          ,       (q2-h)(q2-h-\)
(90 A = --h-'        /a = --h-
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(ii) If82=\, thenf<q2 and if we set

(8U) f = q2-h,       0<h<q2,

we have

q2(q2-h-\) _ (q*-h)(q2-h-\)
\7U) J2   —   -^-' /3   —  -J¡-

(iii) // 83 = 1 and if

fx = Min (fx,f2),      fu = Max (fx,f2)

then q2 </* < 2q2 and if we set

(8ui) A = q2 + h,       0<h<q2,

we have

(Q v ,      q2(q2 + h-l) , _ (q2 + h)(g2 + h-l)
VyUÜ Ju   —  -^-' /3   — -^

In each case, h divides q2(q2—l).

Proof, (i) If 8i = 1, then 82 = S3 = -1 and, by (3) 1 +f =f2 +f3. On account of (5),

q2+q2fi = q%+q% = q%+fj* > q2+fU

Hence ff2<q2fi, i.t.f2<q2. If we set f2=q2-h, we have

q2+q2fi=q2(q3-h)+Mq2-h)

which yields the first formula (9)^ The second formula then is obtained from (5).

(ii) The case 82 = 1 is treated in an analogous manner with/i and/2 interchanged,

(iii) If S3 = 1, then S1 = S2= — 1. Here,

l+Á=fl+f2=Á+Á,

q2+M> = q2+q% = q2(fx+f) ¿ 2q%.

This implies fK<2q2 and we sztfK=q2 + h with —q2<h<q2. Now

q2Hq2 + h)fu=q2(q2 + h)+q%,

whence hfß =q2(q2 + h — 1). Since q2 + h — 1 ä 0, we have h 2:0. Actually, h = 0 would

lead toq\q2 — 1)=0 which is absurd. Thus, h>0 and 0<h<q2. We also obtain the

first equation (9)1U. The second equation then follows from (5).

In the case (i), the numerator of/i must be divisible by h and this shows that h

divides q2(q2— 1). A similar argument applies in the cases (ii) and (iii).

We prove one more corollary of a different nature.

Corollary 3. If G is a QD-group and if x is a character in the principal block

B0(2, G), then for x^Xo, the kernel Kofx is 0(G).
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Proof. By [6, I, Theorem 1], we have A20(G). If we have inequality, then

|A":0(G)| is even and hence A" contains all involutions of G. Thus x e K, s2x e K

and hence s2 e K. Since x0)# 1 by Corollary 1, it follows from Proposition 2 that

X^Xi> X2-, X3> Xi- If X = X(,) f°r some/', necessarily/= 2. Proposition 3 shows that

eq+1 = ± 2 and hence q=3. It follows from Proposition 4 that/i = 3, 8X = — 1. Now,

(6) leads to a contradiction. Thus, K= 0(G).

3. Regular gD-groups. Let G be a gD-group of characteristic power q. Then

q is a power of a prime /», the characteristic of G.

Definition 1. The gD-group is regular, if /» occurs in \G\ with at least the same

exponent with which it divides |/V"|3/|C|2.

Here, N and C have the same significance as before.

Proposition 1. If G is a regular QD-group, then with the notation introduced in

§1, we have one of the following two cases:

Case I. e=l, S1 = l, S2 = S3=-1, fx=q\ f2=q2-q+l, f3 = (q2-q+\)q,

fi=q2-q,f=q3+Y

Case II. e=-\,  S3=l,   S1 = S2=-1, f1=q*, f2=q2+q+l, /3 = (<72+?+l)<7,

Proof. Let v(h) denote the exact exponent with which the prime /» divides an

integer h. Set v(fà-<H> "(fi + ^)=ßi 0'= U 2), K/i-«S1ç)=yi, K/2 + ̂ 2í)=y2. Then

by (2.4), for i=l, 2,

v(g) = 3K|iV|)-2K|C|)+«i+Ä-2y4-Ki).

If G is regular, by definition v(g)^3v(\N\)—2v(\C\) and hence

(1) «,-i-ft à 2y(+v(?).

By (2.5), we have oí! + a2 2: 2v(q). We can therefore choose /= 1 or 2 such that

a^v(q). This implies ft=0 and yt^v(q). Hence by (1) aj^SK?) and q3 divides/¡.

If j" is the index 1 or 2 different from i, by (2.5) q\f3 and by (2.3) a¡-=0.

We now distinguish the three cases in Proposition 2.8.

(i) If 8X = 1, we have f2 < q2 and hence i — 1, i' = 2. If we set /i = q3f*, by (2.9j),

92-A-l = tf/l/*.

Then h = — 1 (mod #), say A = h0q — 1 with integral h0 > 0. Thus,

?-Äo = (M-l)/*-

Iff* ^2, we find

q-h0^2(h0q-l) ^2(q-\)>q,

which is impossible. Thus/* = 1 and then q — h0 = h0q—l, which implies A0 = l,

h=q — 1. Now, the Proposition 2.8(i) yields

/i = <73,       Á = 12-q+h       /a = (q2-q+l)q-
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In particular, f1 = e3 = e (mod 4). Since by (2.6) A = Si (mod 4) in the present case,

e=l. The values of A and/can be obtained from (2.3) and this establishes the

statements for Case I.

(ii) If S2 = 1, an analogous argument yields

f = q2-q+l,       f2 = q3,       f3 = (q2-q+l)q.

By (2.6), (as Si =-1)

q2-q+\ = eq-2   (mod2n + 1).

In particular, 2-e=-l (mod 4), whence e=-l. But then <72=-3 (mod2n+1),

which is impossible as q2 = 1 (mod 8). Thus, the case (ii) does not arise.

(iii) If S3= 1, then in (2.8m), A is not divisible by q3, we have i=¡i and i" = A. Set

here fu=q3f*. By (2.9m),

qhf* =q2 + h-\

and h = 1 (mod q), say, h = 1 +qh0 with integral h0 2:0. Actually, as q and A\ are odd

h in (2.8U1) is even and h0 ä 1. Now,

(l+qh0)f* =q + h0.

Clearly, f*<2, i.e. /* = 1. This yields h0=\, h=q+\. Now, Proposition 2.8(iii)

gives/Ä=^2+^+ l,/M=^3,/3 = (^r2+^+1)^. Since then

f3 = q3+q2+q =l+2q= l+2e   (mod 8),

the congruence (2.6) with 83 = 1 shows that e= — 1. If we had A = 1, by (2.6)

q2 +q + 1 = - (2 +q)   (mod 2" + x),

i.e. (q+l)2= — 2 (mod 2n + 1), which is absurd. Thus, A=2, /n=l. This shows that

the values off,f2,f3, e, 8U 82, 83 are as given in the Case II of the proposition. The

values of A and fare again obtained from (2.3).

Proposition 2. If G is a regular QD-group of characteristic power q, then

_   N3q2-eq+\

M ~   C 2    (q-e)2   '

In particular, p divides \G\ with exactly the same exponent with which it divides

\N\3/\C\2.

This is immediate from Proposition 1 and (2.4).

By Lemmas 2.4. l(i) and 2.4.2(i), we have

(2) \N/0(N)\ = 2q(q-l)(q+l)e,   where e = \N/L\ = \E/E n 0(N)\

and

(3) \C/CnO(N)\ =2e(q+e).
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We now set a= \C n 0(N)\ and b=\0(N) : C n 0(/V)|. Then by equations (2)

and (3), we have

(4) \N\ = 2abeq(q-l)(q+l)   and    \C\ = 2ea(q + e).

Hence in this notation, Proposition 2 can be expressed as follows :

Proposition 2*. For a regular QD-group of characteristic power q, we have

\G\ = 2ab3eq3(q+l)(q-l)(q2-eq+l).

Proposition 3. Let G be a QD-group of characteristic power q. Each of the fol-

lowing three conditions is necessary and sufficient for the regularity of G.

0) <73|/i-
(ii) f2=q2-eq+1.

<8Qi|/»(fc/i)»»l.

Proof. The necessity of each of these conditions is clear from Proposition 1.

If q3\fx, the factor

/iCA + Qi) g + «
(A-^xq)2   q

in (2.4) contains p with a nonnegative exponent and then G is regular by definition.

The conditions (iii) imply (i) by (2.3) and (2.5).

Finally, if f2=q2-eq+1, by (2.6)

2 — eq= — e82q   (mod 8),

whence 82= — 1. If 82= — 1, the second form of \G\ in (2.4) shows that G is regular.

This completes the proof.

We add a corollary.

Corollary 1. The Q D-groups G and G ¡0(G) are regular at the same time.

This is a consequence of the fact that the principal 2-blocks of G and of G/0(G)

can be identified, cf. [6, I, Theorem 1].

4. Proof of Theorem A.   The theorem has already been stated in Chapter I.

Theorem A. Let G be a QD-group and assume that G contains a regular QD-

subgroup H of the same characteristic power q as G. Then G is regular and

0(H) = 0(G)r\H.

Proof. We use the same notation for G as before while in the case of //, asterisks

will be added. Thus, BQ(2, H) consists of the characters x* = 1, x*> X*> ■ ■ ■ • Since H

is regular, the degrees are

fi*=q\       f2*=q2-eq+l,       f3* = q(q2-eq+l)

ft=q2-eq,       f* = q3 + e;
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and the corresponding signs are

8* = 1,        8* = 8* = -1       fors = 1,
(2) 12 3

S* = S* = -1,        S* = 1       fors = -1.

Since q=e+2n~1 (mod 2n), the value of n is determined by q and it is the same for

G and H. In this section,/' will always range over the values in (2.1).

Since xt\H is a character of H, (i= 1, 2, 3), we may set

(3) Xi\H= ¿«ttXJf+I^+S,-
A = 0 j

Here, the a(A and ¿»iy are nonnegative integers and S¡ is a character of H whose

irreducible constituents do not belong to the principal 2-block B0(2, H).

We first note that it will suffice to prove that

(*) X2\H = xt

Indeed, then f2=f2*=q2 — eq +1 and Proposition 3.3 shows that G is regular. By

[6,1, Theorem 1] x* is trivial on 0(H) and so is then x2- Now Corollary 2.3 implies

that 0(H)^0(G) n H. Since the reverse inclusion is obvious, Theorem A will then

be established.

We now come to the proof of (*). Let r range over the 2-regular elements of

CH(s). Substituting u = sr in (3) and applying Proposition 2.2 both to G and to H,

we obtain

(4) 8, = 2 a"8* + 8* 2 W + (- 0"0 + Hf(sr)
A = 0

(i'= 1, 2, 3). Here, we set SJ = 1. As always in this section, j ranges over the vaues

(2.1).
It follows from the main result of [5, II] that we may set E((sr) = 9t(r), where 0, is

a linear combination of 2-modular irreducible characters of CH(s), none of which

lies in 50(2, CH(s)). Since then 1 and 0¡ are linearly independent, (4) implies 0t=O.

Thus

(4*) sf = 2 <>iX + sf 2 W+i-Q-**
v = 0 j

Here, j ranges over the values (2.1). Since £ is a primitive 2nth root of unity, we

have (T-1=-l,(r~*+(-0~v"=0 and

£> + (-0-'= _(t->+(_0-<-»)   (/odd),

{?+<-{)-' = _(fa»-1-'+(-ö-(*,-1-'0   (jeven).

Now (4*) can be written in the form

r s

S( =
2 al,8* + 8t2{bi,r-bi.-rW+(-Q-r)

+sí 2 (v-^^-rxr+(-o-o,
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where y" ranges over the values 1, 3, 5,..., 2"~2-l and where/'" ranges over the

values 2, 4, ...,2n"2-2.

Since 1, £,..., £2" " ' "1 are linearly independent over the field g of rational

numbers, so are

/C\ £-2"-2 + 1    £-2" "2 + 2 £2»-2

On comparing coefficients of powers of £ in our equation, we have

3

(6) 8, = 2 <*iv8*,
v = 0

hr-K-r for/ = l,3,...,2"-2-l,

bi,r = K*-1 -r   for/' = 2, 4,..., 2""2-2.

We next substitute u = s2r in (3), where r now ranges over the 2-regular elements

of CH(s2). An analogous argument yields

(ai0 + aiX8* -ai28*-ai38*

(8) ±8t =

Í
+sf2M£2;'+r2o,

where we have the + sign on the left for i= 1 and the — sign for i=2 and 3. The

term with j=2n~2 in the sum is — 26J2«-2. For all other /, we have formulas

£2,= ± £k, £~2,' = ± £' with ik and £' occurring in (5) and being different from 1. On

using this in (8) and comparing the coefficient of 1, we find

(9) aiQ + aix8*-ai28*-ai38*-2bU2n-28* =

8X,       (i = 1)

52, (i = 2)

53, (i = 3).

We shall later apply the same method once more using elements w = xr with

2-regular r e CH(x), but it is better to postpone this.

We now separate the cases e = — 1 and e = 1.

Case e= — 1. If 8x = l, by Proposition 2.8(i), f2<q2. Since here 82= — 1, (6) for

i=2 reads
— 1 = a20—a2X—a22 + a23,

cf. (2). Hence a2X + a22 >0. By (l),fx>q2,f*>q2. Neither xf nor x2 can occur as a

constituent of X2^ of degree less than q2, so we have a contradiction with (3).

Likewise, if S2 = l, we haveZ-Cijr2. Here, 8X = — 1 and (6) for i=l shows that

axx+ax2>0. Again, (3) leads to a contradiction since fx>q2,f2>q2.

Thus, 83 = 1 and then 81 = 82= — 1. Here, (9) for /= 1 reads

010-011+^12-013 + 201,2""2  =   -1,

cf. (2). Then an + ai3>0, i.e. xil^ contains x* °r X* as constituent. By (1)

f* >/* ==93- Since then/ ^q3, in Proposition 2.8(iii), we must have ¡¿= 1, A = 2 and

f2=q2+h,    q2(q2 + h-l) = hfxihq3.
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It follows that hq^q2+h-l. Thus, h é q +1 and so

(10) f2úq2+q+\.

Again, by (6) with i = 2, a2i + a22>0, i.e. x* or x* occurs as constituent of X2W.

However,  by (1) A*  is  larger than f2 and  X2\H cannot contain  xí-  Since

f*=q2+q+U (10) shows that necessarily X2\H=x*, ¡-e- that (*) holds. As re-

marked, this establishes Theorem A in the Case e = — 1.

Case e=\. For i= 1, the equation (9) reads here

(11) a10-\-a11+a12+a13-2b1.2*-2 = 8U

cf. (2). By (6) for ¡ = 1,2, 3,

(12) «io + aii-ûi2-«i3 = Si-

It follows from (11) that if Si = -1, necessarily /31>2"-2>0. Since f*=q3 +1 by (1),

it follows from (3) with i = 1 that

(13) A âî3+l    (for Si = -1).

In particular, this is true in the case S2 = l. However then Proposition 2.8(H)

yields A <q2, a contradiction. Thus 82= — 1 and hence Sj = l or 83 = 1.

If S3= 1, (13) applies. Now Proposition 2.8(iii) shows that A=2, ¡x= 1 and that

A = q2 + h,        hfi = q2(q2 + h-l),        0<h<q2.

It follows from (13) that hq<q2+h—l. Then h<q+\ and

(14i) A<<72+<7+!    (forS3 = l).

If Si = 1, we can apply Proposition 2.8(i) and find

(142) A < q2   (for Sx = 1).

Since S2= —1, the equation (12) shows that a22 + a23 = 0. On account of (14),

X* of degree q(q2 — q +1 ) is not a constituent of x21H. Hence a23 = 0 and a22 > 0. This

means that f=X2¡H—x* is a character of H. By (14),

m) =A-A* < q2+q+l-(q2-q+l) = 2q.

It follows that I cannot contain any irreducible constituent in A0(2, H) except

possibly x*> cf. (1). In particular, a22=l and then (12) shows that a20 = 0. Thus,

X* is not an irreducible constituent of f either. In other words, in (3) for ¡ = 2, S2

coincides with £, we have

(15) x2|// = xl + s2.

We shall need some more relations between the coefficients of (3). Substitute

u = xr in (15) where r is a 2-regular element of CH(x) = N n H. As we have e= 1,

82 = Sf = - 1, Proposition 2.3 yields X2(xr) = ^(r), x*{xr) = ^*(r), where </>* plays the
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same role for H asi/i does for G, i.e. where </>* is an irreducible character of degree q

inB0(2, CH(x)) = B0(2, N n //).

On the other hand, the main result of [5, II] shows that E2(xr) = 6'2(r), where 9'2 is

a linear combination of 2-modular irreducible characters of N n H which do not

lie in A0(2, N n H). We then have </,(r)=J,*(r) + 6'2(r) for all 2-regular r in N n H.

Apply now Lemma 2.1 to both G and H. As before, let <f> be the nonprincipal

2-modular irreducible character in A0(2, N). Let </>* be the nonprincipal modular

irreducible character in B0(2, N n //). Since G and H have the same characteristic

power q, the lemma shows that

(16) ¿(1) = ¿*(1)

and that we have formulas i/t(r) = d0 + dx<f>(r), t/i*(r)=d0+dx<t>*(r) with the same

integers d0 3:0 and dx > 0 in both. These integers do not depend on r. Then

<f>(r)=<f>*(r) + (l/dx)0'2(r) for all 2-regular r e H n N. Since <j>\N n H is a modular

character of N r\ H, it follows now that (\/dx)0'2 is the sum of the constituents of

</>\N n H which do not belong to A0(2, AT n //). Hence (\/dx)6'2 is a modular

character of N n H and since (16) implies that (l/^i)02(l) vanishes, we conclude

that (\/dx)6'2 vanishes. Hence

(17) i>(r) = rir)

for all 2-regular r in N n H.

Apply again Proposition 2.3 to G and H. Firstly, we have

Xi(xr) = Sis^r) = Sx</.*(r).

Then, if we substitute u=xr in (3) for /= 1, we find

Si«A*(r) = aio+au^W + ai^W + aia-a^i^C-)-!)

+2(-1)'èi^*w+1)+si(*r)-
t

Again Sx(xr) = d'x(r), where 6[ is a linear combination of modular irreducible

characters of N n H which do not lie in A0(2, N n //). Then 1, </>*, B\ are linearly

independent and since >p*(r) = d0+d1<l>*(r) with dx^O, we can compare the co-

efficients of 1 and of <j>* in the equation. This yields

(18) aio+ai3+ûi4+2(-1)% = 0,
i

(19) ûii + ûi2-ai4 + 2(-1)% = Si-
i

We next wish to improve (14i). Assume then that 8X= —1. Suppose first that

A <4q3. Since f*=q3 +1, it follows from (3) that

(20) 2^<4-
i
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By (11), ¿»li2«-2>0 and (18) shows that the sum of the Z»w with odd/'is at least 1.

By (7), this sum is even. On account of (20), it has the value 2. Moreover /Ji,2"-2 = 1,

while all other bXj with even y vanish. Now, (11), (12), (18) and (19) read

aio+aii+oi2+ûi3 = 1>       aX0+axx—aX2—aX3 = — 1,

010 + ^13 + ^14 = 1> axx+ax2-aXi = 0.

Hence axo=axx=0 and either

aX2 = 0,       aX3 = 1,       fl14 = 0   or   ax2 = 1,       aX3 = 0,       aXi = 1.

In the former case, (3) yields

/ ^ q(q2-q+l) + 3(q3+l) = 4q3-q2+q + 3

and, in the latter case,

/ ^ (q*-q+l) + (q*-q) + 3(q3+l) > 3q3 + 2q2-2q.

Since q3 ̂  3q2, it is now clear that in all cases

fx > 3q3 + 2q2-2q.

This is also true in the case / ^ 4q3, which was at first excluded.

Apply now Proposition 2.8(iii). We must have A=l, ¡j.=2 since fx>2q2. Then

f2=q2+h, hfx=q2(q2+h-l) and we find q2(q2+h-l)>h(3q3+2q2-2q), whence

q*-q2 > h(3q3+q2-2q) = hq(3q-2)(q+l).

Thus, h<q(q— l)/(3q—2)<$q, and this implies that, for Sx= — 1,

(2i) h < q2+iq-

On account of (142), this is also true for 8X = 1.

Now, (15) and (21) imply that

(22) S2(l) =/2-/*<^+^-(^_9+1) < 49/3.

If S2 = 0, then (15) shows that (*) holds and we are finished.

The proof of Theorem 1 will be complete if we can show that the assumption

H2^0 leads to a contradiction. Suppose then that E2^0. Set

(23) H2 = Cxr¡x + C27]2 +■■ ■+ Cm7jm,

where r¡x, r¡2,.. .,r¡m are distinct irreducible characters of //, where the c¡ are

positive integers and where w^ 1.

Since we have e = l and S2 = 8|= — 1, it follows from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3

applied to G and H, and from (17) that X2(w)=x*(w) f°r all 2-singular elements w of

H. Thus,

(24) H2(w) = 0

for these w.
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Assume first that some ->?„ in (23) has 2-defect 0. Then r¡v can be interpreted as a

chief indecomposable character of H (for the prime p = 2). It follows that^^ is a

sum of principal indecomposable characters of H amongst which the principal

indecomposable character OJ belonging to the modular irreducible character 1 of

H occurs (cf. [9, §§23 and 24]). Hence, by (22),

*î(l) ík 7?v(l)2 ú \6q2/9.

Here, <Pj may be considered as an ordinary character of H. One of its irreducible

constituents is x*, which occurs with the multiplicity 1. All irreducible constituents

of (P? belong to A0(2, //). Since

l6q2/9 < q3-q2+q < q3,

it follows from (1) that xî, X* and the x0>* cannot occur as constituents of ®*.

For q^9, at most one of xl, x* can occur since

2(q2-q) £ 16<72/9.

Moreover, the multiplicity of the constituent x* or X* must be 1. Hence

<&o=X* + X* or $? = x* + xf- Accordingly, <t>*(l)=q2-q + 2 or <S>*(l)=q2-q+l.

However, this is impossible since Í>*(1) is divisible by the order 2"+1 of a Sylow

2-group of H, while q2— q + 2 = 2 (mod 4) and q2—q+l is odd.

If q<9, then as e=l we have # = 5. Here A* = 21, A* = 20, and <D*(1)^44. It is

seen easily that this also leads to a contradiction.

Hence none of the r¡v in (23) has 2-defect 0. This implies that none of the iyv

vanishes for all elements of S—{1}. Now (23) and (24) show that m S 2. Moreover,

if u ranges over all 2-singular elements of H, we have

-cmym(u) =  2 cKr¡K(u)
K=l

and hence

_ m-l _

-Cmrjm(u}tjm(Ü) =   2   CKr¡m(Ü)r¡K(Ü).
K=l

If we add over all 2-singular ueH, the left hand side is negative. By the ortho-

gonality relations for group characters, the right hand side can be written in the

form

m-l

- 2 c« 2 Vm^TÁr),
K= 1 r

where r ranges over all 2-regular elements of H. It follows that for some k ̂  m — 1,

we have 2r ^mOO^OO^O- Then, for some irreducible constituent x* of i?m^, the

sum 2r X*(0 does not vanish. If we express x*(r) by the modular irreducible

characters, it follows from the orthogonality relations for modular characters [9,
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§8] that x*eB0(2, H). Here x*#X? since « + m. Now (1) shows that x*(l)^?2-#

and hence q2-q^r]m(\)r¡K(\). By (22) and (23), r,K(l)<4f/3-ijm(l). Thus,

q2-q < vAWqß-vM)) S (2q/3)2.

Since this implies q<9/5, we have a contradiction. Thus, the case S2^0 cannot

arise and the proof of Theorem A is complete.

5. Subsections associated with a 2-block of full defect. As before, let G be a gD-

group or a g-group. We shall discuss the 2-blocks of full defect n + 1 applying the

general results of [7]. The fixed prime /» will always be taken as 2. The 2-section of a

2-element u of G will be denoted by £f(u). This is the set of all elements w of G

whose 2-factor w2 is conjugate to u.

We first note that

(1) N(S) = SC(S) = SxE;E = 0(C(S)).

Here, Eis a subgroup of odd order. The 2-blocks of G of full defect are in one-to-one

correspondence with the irreducible characters 6 of E. We may consider 6 as an

irreducible character of A^S), which is trivial on S, i.e. for which 6(u) = 6(l) for

« e S. If be is the block of A^S) containing 6, the corresponding block of G is

be. This block will be denoted by Be. Thus, our correspondence is given by

(2) 6 -> Be = bae.

If 6 = 1 is the principal character of E, then Be is the principal block B0(2, G) of G.

By a subsection (u, b) of a section ¿f(u), we mean a pair consisting of a 2-element

« of G and a 2-block b of C(u). The subsection is associated with the 2-block B

of G, if ba = B. It suffices to take u in a fixed set of representatives for the conjugate

classes of 2-elements of G. In particular, we shall always take u e S.

Our first aim is to determine the subsections (u, b) associated with a fixed 2-

block Be of full defect. In other words, we wish to characterize the 2-blocks b of

C(u) for which

(3) bG = Be

for a given irreducible character 8 of E. We first show:

Proposition 1. Let u be an element of S of order more than 4. There exists a

unique subsection (u, b) of ¿^(u) associated with Be. Here, b is the unique block bu of

C(u) covered by bseQW (in the sense of [7,1]). The defect group of bu is the cyclic

subgroup S0 = <j> of S of order 2n.Ifue S0 has order 4 and if bu is defined in the

same way, then (u, bv) is the only subsection of ¡f(u) of defect more than 2 associated

with Be. The defect group ofbu in this case is still S0.

Proof. Let (u, b) be a subsection associated with Be and let Dx be its defect

group. Since <w> is normal in C(u), we have ue Dx [5,1,(9F)]. If u s S0 has order at
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least 4, then S0 is a Sylow 2-group of C(u) and we may choose Di£S0. Of course

Di is cyclic and in the cases considered in Proposition 1, its order is at least 8.

Set M=N((uy). It is clear that SC(u) is contained in M and that M/C(u) is a 2-

group. Hence M=SC(u), \M:C(u)\=2. Since C(Dx)çC(u), the block bM of Mis

defined [5, II, (2E)]. Let D22Di be a defect group of bM. We have

(¿M)G = bG = B$

This implies that D2 is contained in a defect group of Be, i.e., in a quasi-dihedral

group. It follows that the cyclic subgroup Dj of order at least 8 is characteristic in

D2. Then <w> is also characteristic in D2 and hence

N(D2) £ N((uy) = M.

Now, the first main theorem on blocks [5,1, II] shows that D2 is a defect group of

(¿>M)G=5e. Then |D2|=2n+1 and D2 can be chosen as the Sylow 2-subgroup S of

M. Since N(S) £ M, the first main theorem implies

bM = b%.

It follows from [7,1,(4D)] that the block b of C(u) is covered by the block bf of M.

Conversely, let b be a block of C(u) covered by be- Since bf has the defect group

S and since C(S)£C(w), bf is regular with regard to C(u) and we conclude that

b"=bM [7,1,(4D)]. This implies (3). Moreover, as b% has full defect, it contains an

irreducible character x* of odd degree. Since \M:C(u)\=2, x*|C(w) is irreducible.

As it lies in b, b is unique and b also has full defect, i.e. the Sylow 2-subgroup S0 of

C(u) is a defect group of b. This completes the proof.

Proposition 2. The subsection (x, bx) with bx = b% is associated with Be and its

defect group is S. It is the only subsection of ¿f(x) associated with BB whose defect

group is not elementary abelian of order 4.

Proof. It is clear that N(S)^N and then (b%)a=b'¿ = Be. The first statement is

now obvious.

Conversely, assume that the subsection (x, b) is associated with Be and let Di

denote its defect group. We may assume that Dx belongs to the Sylow 2-subgroup

S of N. Since x e Dx, we see that either x is the unique involution in the center of

Dx or that Di is elementary abelian of order 4. If the latter case is excluded, <x> is

characteristic in Dx and hence

N(Dx) £ N((xy) = N.

It then follows from the first main theorem on blocks that bG=B„ has the defect

group Dj. Thus, Dx = S, and then b = b% as we wished to show.

We now study the cases not covered by the first two propositions. We use the

method developed in [7,1, §6]. We summarize some of the results.
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Let Dx be a 2-subgroup of G and let bx be a 2-block of Fx = DXC(DX) with the

defect group Dx. We construct a sequence

(4) Dx,D2,...,Dh

of 2-subgroups of G and of 2-blocks b¡ of F¡ = DjC(D,) with the defect group D, as

follows. Suppose that, for some j£ 1, the group D; and the block b} of F¡ have

already been obtained.

Case 1. There exists a subgroup H^Fj of N(D,) with |//,-:Py| =2 such that ¿>,

is stable in H¡.

Choose Dj+ x as defect group of the (well-defined) block b"i of H¡ and choose

¿>;+1 as a block of Fj+X = Dj+1C(Dj+1) with

(5) ftfi = fefia

(which is possible).

Case 2. No group Hj+X with the required properties exists.

Then we terminate the sequence (4) with D„ i.e. we take h =j.

Our conditions imply that

(6) D,cDt+i,       |Di+1:Dy|=2,

and that

(7) Ht = Dj+xC(Dj),       Di+X nF,= D„       Hf/F, ~ D,+ 1/D,

for 1 fíj<h. We have the result that bx has full defect, if and only if Dh is a Sylow

2-subgroup Sw of G, w e G. If this is so, we have ¿»?=/?<, if and only if bh=b\°. We

are using here the fact that because of (1), we have

N(Sr = (SC(S)r = DhC(Dh) = Fh;

and that therefore bf is the only block B* of Fh with (B*)a = Bg.

In general, if Dx and Dh are 2-subgroups of G, if Z»! is a 2-block of DXC(DX) with

the defect group Dx and if bh is a 2-block of DhC(Dh) with the defect group Dh, we

say that bx and ¿»ft are linked, if there exist groups Dy and blocks bt for l^j^h

for which the conditions above are satisfied.

We can now study subsections (x, b) associated with Be which are not given by

Proposition 2, i.e. which have defect 2. In the terminology of [7], they are minor

subsections. In some of the later developments the occurrence of such minor

subsections will play an important role.

We first introduce some notation. With S=<s, z> as before, set

(8) sj = s2"->,       T,~ <s„z>,       (lújún).

Thus, if has order 2', sn=s, sx=x, s2=y. Also, \Tj\=2i+1, Tn = S, and TX = T is

elementary abelian of order 4. For \<j<n, Tf is dihedral. As is seen without

difficulty,

(9) N(Tf) = Ti+XC(T¡)   forl < j < n.
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If G is a g-group, this is still true for j= 1. However, if G is a gD-group, then

t as defined in §1, equation (1) lies in N(T). Also, y e N(T). Since N(T)/C is iso-

morphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on 3 letters, we now see easily that

(10) N(Tx) = (<C'y}> &*Qw)
\(C,y,ty,      (G a QD-group).

We next prove two lemmas.

Lemma 1. If D^T is a subgroup of order 2i+1 of S (1 újún), then Df=T}.

This is obvious, since z e Dj and since \Df n S0| ^2y, whence s, g D¡.

Lemma 2. There exists a unique block bc of C which is linked with the block be of

SC(S). We have (bc)y = bc.

Proof. Since the Sylow 2-subgroup T of C is normal in C, the group T is the

unique defect group of any block ¿>j of C. Likewise, S is the unique defect group of

be. If ¿>i and be are linked and if we use the same notation as in the definition of

linkage, we have DX = T, Dh = Sand, necessarily, |D,| =2i+1, h=n. It follows from

Lemma 1 that Dj = Tf for 1 ̂ j^n.

Conversely, if we choose Dj=Tj, Fi = DjC(Dj) for 1 g/'gn and Hi = Dj+1C(Dj)

for j<n, the relations (6) and (7) hold.

Suppose that bJ+1 is a block of Fj+1 with the defect group Dj+1, j<n. Since

C(DJ+i)£Ai+i, the block B* = bj+1 of AT, is defined. A suitable defect group

contains Dj+1 and, as Dj+1 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H}, the group Dj+1 itself is a

defect group of B*. Since C(D; + 1)£C(D;)£A/, it is now clear that B* is regular

with regard to A, and that there exist blocks b¡ of A, with

b?, = B* = bflx,

cf. [7,1,(4B), (4D)]. Moreover, B* covers b¡. Since B* has full defect in H,, there

exists an irreducible character x* £ B* of odd degree. Then all irreducible con-

stituents of x*I^V have odd degree and as some of these constituents lie in b„ the

block b¡ has full defect. Clearly, D¡ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, and it is now clear

that Dj is a defect group of b¡. Since B* has larger defect than b¡, it follows from

[7,1,(5C)] that bj is stable in H}. In particular, b¡ is the only block of A, covered by

B*. This implies that b¡ is uniquely determined by bi+1.

If we start with bn = be and apply our argument successively for j—n— 1,

n — 2,..., 1, we obtain a block bx = bc of C which is linked with be. Moreover, we

see at the same time that bc is unique. Since bc is stable in /A and since y e T2, we

have bvc = bc and the proof is complete.

We now show:

Proposition 3. If G is a Q-group, there do not exist minor subsections (x, b)

associated with Be. The same is true in the case of QD-groups, if and only ifbc = bc
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for the block bc defined in Lemma 2. Ifbc^=bc, there exists a unique minor subsection

(x, b) associated with Be. Here, b = (bc)N ; the defect group is T.

Proof. Suppose that (x, b) is a minor subsection associated with Be. Proposition

2 shows that the defect group Dx is elementary abelian of order 4. Since Dx can be

replaced by a conjugate in N, we may take Dx = T. There exist then blocks bx of

Fx = C(DX) = C with the defect group T such that

(11) 6? »6.

Since b and bx have the same defect, the stabilizer of bx in N(T) n N has odd index

over C, [5, II(2F)]. In particular, this implies

(12) b\ * bx.

Apply now the construction above using the same notation as before. Since

bGx = BB by (11) and (3), the group Dh is a conjugate Sw of S, w e G. As \D¡\=2i + \

we have h=n. We also note that bn = be and that by (6), (7)

(13) Ff c Hf £ N(D,),       \Hf'.Ff\ = 2.

For;'=l, FX = C and Hx/Fx is a subgroup of order 2 of N(T)/C. If G is a Q-

group, (10) shows that Hx = <C, y}. However, since bx is stable in Hx, this leads to a

contradiction with (12). This case is impossible and we have already proved the

first statement of the proposition.

Suppose then that G is a gD-group. Now (10) shows that N(T) has exactly

three subgroups <C, y}, <C, y1}, <C, y*'1} which contain C as subgroup of index 2.

Since y $ Hx on account of (12), we must have //j = <C, / >, where t' = t±1. Since

í ' and y normalize T, the group Hx has the Sylow 2-subgroup (T, y1"} = <T, y}1' = T2.

As |D2| =8 = \1%\, we may choose the Sylow 2-group 7^' as defect group D2 of the

block bxi. Suppose that we have already shown for some y'^ 2 that we can take

Df=Tf. It follows immediately from (13) and (9) that

H, = NÇI)') = 77+1C(7T)

and that we may choose Dj+X as the Sylow 2-subgroup Tf+X of Hf.

Hence we can assume that D¡ = Tf for ally. In particular, Dn = S!' and the element

w can be taken as t'.

The blocks bx and bn = be= be' are linked. If we transform all D¡, F¡, H¡ and the

blocks bf by (r')~\ we see that the block èf'"1 of C"0"1^ is linked with be.

Now, Lemma 2 yields bf}~1=bc. Thus, bx = btc or 61 = Z»ic"1. Both choices for r^

yield the same b in (11) since bl = bc and, by equation (2) of §1,

(bc)N = (bir = (.btc'lvr = ((bc'yy = (¿nw-

Hence we may take bx = bc, b = (bc)N. The stabilizer of bc in N(T) includes <C, y).

If the stabilizer was not <C, y} itself, it would be N(T) and then (12) would be
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false. In other words, if blc = bc, we have a contradiction and no minor subsection

(x, b) can exist.

On the other hand, if blc ̂ bc, the stabilizer of bc in N(T) is (C, yy and the stabi-

lizer of b1=btc is <C, y>. Then ¿>i has the stabilizer C in N(T) n Nand, by [7,1,(5C)],

b = bx has the same defect group T as bx. Since

ba = b1 = (bh)a = (h® = b% = Be,

the subsection (x, b) is associated with Be, its defect group is T. This completes the

proof.

A similar argument can be used to discuss if there exist subsections (y, b) of

defect 2 associated with Bg. We shall need only the following result:

Proposition 4. If(y, b) is a subsection of defect 2 associated with Bg, the analogous

statement is true, if G is replaced by N and Be = be is replaced by B* = bB.

Proof. Suppose that the subsection (y, b) is associated with BB and that it is not

the subsection obtained in Proposition 1 for y=u. Then b has defect 2 and since its

defect group Dj contains y, we have Dx = <>>>. We use again the construction above

with Dx = (yy, bx=b. Again, Dh must be a conjugate of S and h=n. It is seen

easily that D2, D3,..., Dn are nonabelian groups with the center <x>, [7, 1,(7A),

(7B)]. It follows that the groups D}, A,, //, lie in N and that the whole construction

remains the same, if G is replaced by N. It is now clear that the subsection (y, b) of

N is associated with B*=bB. Of course, its defect group remains (yy.

If G is a gD-group, all conjugate classes of 2-elements of G contain elements

u e S0. If u has order 4, we can choose u=y. Hence our propositions give informa-

tion concerning all 2-singular subsections associated with BB. In the case of g-

groups, there is one other class, that of z.

Proposition 5. If G is a Q-group, there exists a unique subsection (z, ¿>3) as-

sociated with Be. Here, bz = (bc)clz), where bc is defined in Lemma 2. The defect

group is T.

Proof. If G is a g-group, the Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z) is T. If (z, b) is associated

with Be, the defect group Dx of b can be chosen as a subgroup of T. Since z e Dx

and since Dj = <z> is impossible, Dx = T. Then there exists a block bx of C with

b1^=b. Again, we use the construction above. Since G is a g-group, N(T)

= (C, yy by (10). Then we must have Hx = (C,yy and we can choose D2 = T2. It

follows successively that we may take D¡ = T¡ for/'=3, 4,..., n. Hence bn=be and

Lemma 2 shows that ¿>i = bc. Then, b = ¿>g<2). Conversely, if b is this block, then

(z, b) is associated with Be.

6. Continuation. Blocks of full defect of type (*) and the corresponding de-

composition numbers. In continuing the work in §5, we shall now study the

decomposition numbers belonging to a 2-block Be of full defect. It will suffice for
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our purpose to consider only characters 8 of N(S) which satisfy the following

condition :

(*) 9 is the restriction to N(S) of a character 9N of degree 1 of N such that 9N is

trivial on S.

Of course, then 9 is trivial on S as required in §5. If the condition (*) is satisfied

we shall say that Be is a block of type (*). Clearly, the principal 2-block B0(2, G) of

G is of type (*).

If 8 satisfies (*) and if M is a subgroup of N we set

(1) 9M = 9N\M.

If A0(2, M) is the principal 2-block of M and if we multiply all the irreducible

characters in B0(2, M) with 9M, we obtain the characters of a block of M which we

denote by 9MB0(2, M). It is clear that 8MB0(2, M) has full defect and that it con-

tains the linear character 8M. We prove a lemma.

Lemma I. If 8 satisfies the condition (*) and if M is a subgroup ofN which contains

N(S), then 8MB0(2, M) = (be)M, where be (as in §5) is the block of N(S) = SxE

which contains 8.

Proof. Since 9MB0(2, M) has the defect group S and since NM(S) = SxE, there

exists an irreducible character 8X of SxE which is trivial on S such that

(2) 8MB0(2, M) = (b0l)M.

We claim that if p is a suitable prime ideal divisor of 2, then for r e E, we have

(3) 9M(r) EE 8x(r)   (mod p).

Indeed, we can apply [7, II,(2D)] to the character 9M e (bBl)M. Since here

Nm(S) = SC(S), the residue system A can be taken as {1}. The canonical character

in bBl is 8X. Since 8M has height 0, the rational number A¡ in [7, II,(2D)] can be

written with odd numerator and denominator and we obtain (3).

Since E has odd order, the congruence (3) implies that 8M\E= 8E and 8X\E have

an .irreducible constituent in common. Since both are irreducible, they are equal.

Since 8 and 8X are trivial on S, then 8=8X, and the statement is obvious from (2).

For blocks BB of type (*), we can now supplement Proposition 5.1.

Proposition \. If Be is a block of type (*), no subsection (y, b) of defect 2 is

associated with Be.

Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 5.4 that it suffices to prove this

in the special case where G=N. The lemma with M=N shows that then

Be = bGe - bS « 8NB0(2, N).

If the proposition was not true, there would exist a block b of C(y) of defect 2

for which
¿>" = 8NB0(2, N).
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If b* is the block of C(y) obtained by multiplying the characters in b with 6^, it

follows that

(b*)N = B0(2, N).

However, since b* also has defect 2 and not full defect in C(y), this is incompatible

with [6,1, Theorem 3]. This establishes the proposition.

We can also characterize the block bc in Lemma 5.2 in a more explicit form.

Proposition 2. Let BB be a block of type (*). The block bc in Lemma 5.2 is the

block of C which contains 9C as its canonical character. In particular, there exists a

minor subsection (x, b) associated with Be if and only if G is a QD-group (not a Q-

group) and if 9lc^9cfor the element t in §1, (1). Then, b = (btc)N.

Proof. We choose again Fj = TjC(Tj), Hj = Tj+1C(Tj). Let bf denote the block

of Ay which contains the character 9F¡, 1 újún. Then bf has full defect and the

Sylow 2-subgroup T¡ of F¡ is a defect group of bf. Since 9N is trivial on S, 9F¡ is

trivial on T¡. It is now clear that 9Fj is the canonical character of bf. It is also clear

that for j<n, 9Fj and hence bf are stable in H}. Moreover

^c{T^\C(Tj+x) = 9C(X¡ + i).

It now follows from [7,1,(6D)] that

(bf+1)H> = (bf)Hi.

In the terminology introduced in §5, the block bf of C is linked with the block

bf of N(S) = SC(S). Since 9 = 9NiS) belongs to b%, we have b$ = bB. Now Lemma

5.2 shows that bf = bc. Hence 9Fl = 6C is the canonical character of bc. The re-

maining statements in Proposition 2 are immediate consequences of Proposition

5.3.

We review some developments given in [6]. If A is a /»-block, we consider

columns A of complex numbers whose length is the number of irreducible char-

acters x e B. We use these x as row indices for the column A. Thus, for each x e B,

we have a coefficient Rx of A. If all Rx are rational integers, we speak of an integral

column. The (unitary) inner product (A, A') of two columns is defined as

(A, A') = 2 «,

with x ranging over the irreducible characters of B.

If w is a fixed element of G, we can form the column A with Rx=x(.w)- This

column will be denoted by X(w), (X(w))x=x(w).

If w is a /»-element of G and if </> is a modular irreducible character of C(u), we

can form the column D(u)<£ whose entry for x e B is the generalized decomposition

number diu)(x, </>) belonging to x and </>. The main result of [5, II] asserts that

D(u)(</>) is the zero column 0, except when <f> belongs to a /»-block b of C(u) with
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b° = B, i.e. when the subsection (u, b) is associated with B. This implies that if r is a

/»-regular element of C(u), we have

(4) iw = 22ß(*ww,t>   <t>
where b ranges over all /»-blocks of C(u) for which (u, b) is associated with B. For

each b, </> ranges over the modular irreducible characters of b. If u' is also a /»-

element of G and <f>' a modular irreducible character of C(u'), then

(5a) (D<»>(0, D^'W)) = 0

if u and u' are not conjugate in G. On the other hand, if u = «', we have

(5b) (D<«mo(u)(f)) = c(^,f),

where c(<¿, <£') is the Cartan invariant of C(u) belonging to the modular irreducible

characters <f>, </>' of C(u). In all these considerations, we can replace the set of

modular irreducible characters of a block b of C(u) by an arbitrary basic set for b

[6,1, §V].
We return now to the particular case of groups G considered in this paper. The

following lemma is obvious from Chapter II or from [6, III, §VIH].

Lemma 2. Let G be a QD-group or a Q-group. Form the sets

Yx ={±1, ±3,...,±(2"-2-l)},        72 = {2,4,...,2"-1-2}.

The elements s" with a e Y2 form a set of representatives for the conjugate classes of

G consisting of elements of an order 2" with 2 ̂  ¡x ̂  n — 1. //¡e elements se with

ß e Yx form a set of representatives for the conjugate classes of G consisting of

elements of order 2". Set m = 2n~1. Then two powers s' ands' of s are conjugate in G

if and only ifj=i or j=i(m — 1) (mod 2n).

In the rest of §6, Yx, Y2 and m will always have the same significance as in Lemma

2. We shall reserve the letters a, a for indices ranging over Y2 and the letters

ß, /J'.for indices ranging over Yx.

Propositions. Let Be be a fixed block oftype (*). For each u=s' with je Yxyj Y2,

we have a column R(u) such that, for each 2-regular r s C(u), we have X(ur) = R(u)9N(r).

Moreover, the columns R(u), R(u') belonging to different elements u, u' of the form s1

with j 6 Yx u Y2 are (unitarily) orthogonal, while (R(u), R(u)) = 2".

Proof. It follows from Propositions 5.1 and 6.1 that there exists a unique sub-

section (u, bu) associated with Be. Here, bu is the block of C(u) covered by (be)SC(u).

Since S0S C(u), it is clear that \SC(u):C(u)\ =2. On account of Lemma 1, we have

(be)sc™ = 9sciu)B0(2, SC(u)).

It is now clear that this block covers the block 8C(U)B0(2, C(u)). Thus,

K = 0C(u,£o(2, C("))-
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Since C(u) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup S0, it has a normal 2-complement. This

implies that the only modular irreducible character in B0(2, C(u)) is the modular

1-character [9, §29] and then our formula for bu shows that the only modular

irreducible character <f>u in bu is 0C(U) or, rather the restriction of 0C(U) to the set of

2-regular elements of C(u). Moreover, since bu has defect n, the Cartan invariant

c(<¿u, </>u) is 2n, e.g. by [5,1,(6C)]. If we set R(u) = DM(<f>u), the proposition is im-

mediate from (4) and (5).

Consider next the case u = x. Here, C(u) = N. By Proposition 5.2 and Lemma 1,

the major subsection (x, bx) associated with N is given by

(6) bx = bS = eNB0(2, N).

Set N=N/(xy. The principal 2-block A0(2, N) can be considered as a subset of

A0(2, N). Since <x> is a 2-group, both blocks A0(2, N) and A0(2, N) contain the

same modular irreducible characters, [5]. Hence a basic set for A0(2, N) can serve

as a basic set for A0(2, N). The Cartan invariants in the latter case are twice those

for B0(2, A7).

The Sylow 2-subgroup S of A7 is dihedral of order 2n. The central involution in S

is the image y of y. It is clear then that y is not conjugate in A^ to the involution

z 6 S. On the other hand, since G is a gD-group or a g-group, the elements y and

sz of order 4 are conjugate in G. Since both elements have the square x, they are

conjugate in C(x) = N. It follows that the images y and sz in S are conjugate in Ñ.

It is now clear that in N, we have the situation discussed in [6, III, §VII]. In the

notation employed there, we have Case II. As shown there, A0(2, N) contains

exactly four irreducible characters of odd degrees. Two of these degrees are 1, the

other two have the same value q0¥=i- [We shall see later by the argument used in

the proof of Proposition 2.7 thatg0=^.] Both characters of degree q0 have the same

restriction </i to the set of 2-regular elements of N. We can then choose

(7) ¿o = l,        #i = l+«**

as basic set for B0(2, N). Here, s* is a sign which can be fixed by the condition

(8) q0 = -/-(l) = e* + 2n"1    (mod 2")

or, equivalently, by

<l>x(l) = 2+2"-1   (mod 2").

The corresponding Cartan matrix(8) is

i 4 -2    v
\-2       2"-2 + l/

(8) Cf. [6, III,(7J)]. In the notation used there, e* is 8j. Also, e*<£i is the restriction of the

character denoted there by x(1) to the set of 2-regular elements.
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As already remarked, then 1 and </>x (considered as functions defined on N) form

a basic set for B0(2, N). The Cartan invariants are twice those obtained for

B0(2, Ñ). Then (6) shows that

8N<j>0 = 8N, 9N</>X

form a basic set for bx. It is seen easily that the Cartan invariants are the same as

for <f>0, <f>x. (For instance, we can use [9, (21)].)

Form now the columns U0 = Dix)(9N), Ux = Dix)(9N<j>x). In applying (4), we have

to observe that there may exist a minor subsection (x, b) associated with Be. We

obtain

Proposition 4. There exist two integral columns U0 and Uxfor Be which belong to

the major subsection (x, bx) associated with Be. We have

(i/0, £/0) = 8,       (U0, Ux) = -4,       (Ux, Ux) = 2""1 + 2.

Moreover, these columns are unitarily orthogonal to the columns R(u) of Proposition

3 and to the columns X(r0) for 2-regular r0 e G. For 2-regular r e N, we have

X(xr) = U09N(r)+Ux<f>x(rWÁr) + X*(xr).

Here X* is the contribution to (4) of the minor subsection (x, b) if such a minor

subsection exists, and X*=0 otherwise.

Our aim is to determine explicitly the columns R(u) of Proposition 3 and U0, Ux

of Proposition 4. We shall apply a method used already in [6].

Let r¡ denote a generalized character of S0. We form the column

(9) ^) = 2-"2*(»>M
u

where u ranges over S0. Since A(rj)x = (x\S0, n) for x e B0, it is clear that A(-n) is an

integral column.

Lemma 3. Ifr¡x andr¡2 are two generalized characters ofS0 which vanish for 1 and

x, then
(A(r]x), A(t)2)) = (r)x, 172 + ijl),

where the inner product on the right is the usual inner product of generalized characters

ofS0.

Proof. We have

22"(^i), a(V2)) = 2 m«), *(t/)Ko«r),
u,u'

where u, u' range over S0. It suffices to take u and u' different from 1 and x. It

follows from Proposition 3 and (5a) that (X(u), X(u')) vanishes if u' is not conjugate

to u in G, i.e. if u' ^ u, uz. If u' is conjugate to u, then (X(u), X(u')) = 2n. We obtain

2"(A(Vx), A(V2)) = 2 *(»)»)+W»
U

and the lemma becomes evident.
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If £ is a fixed primitive 2nth root of unity, we denote by A the linear character of

S0 for which A(s) = £. It follows from the orthogonality relations for group char-

acters and (9) that

(10) X(u) = Y A(X<)X<(u)
i = 0

for u e S0. Clearly, A' remains unchanged if í is changed (mod 2n). Since u and

um'1 (with m = 2n~1) are conjugate in G, we have

2M(A<) = 2 X(u)\-\u) = 2 X^-^X-Xu)
u u

= 2 AXiAA-'iy1-1) = 2M(A«"1"1>).
u

Thus,

(11) A(X<) = A(X«m~»).

We now form the columns

(12) VB = A(\ - Xs) for ß e Ylt        V, = A(\ - A>) for j e Y2 and j = m.

Of course, Vx is the zero column 0.

We note that the generalized characters A — X", I —Xa, 1 —Am vanish on {1, x}.

Hence Lemma 3 can be applied. We find

Lemma 4. For a, a' e Y2 and ß, ß' e Yx -{1} we have

(Va, Va.) = 2 + 8a,a,,   (Vß, Vt.) = 1 + 8,,,.,    (Va, VB) = 0,

(Vm, Vm) = 4, (Vm, Va) = 2, (Vm, Vß) = 0.

We note next

Lemma 5. The columns Va, Ve, Vm, U0, i/x are rational integral. Each V¡ is unitarily

othogonal to each U¡. Moreover, if re G is 2-regular, each Vt and each U, is unitarily

orthogonal to X(r). No linear combination of columns V¡ and U¡ can contain a single

nonzero coefficient. With the exception of Vx = 0, each of the columns Vt, U} has both

positive and negative coefficients.

Proof. Since as remarked above the columns A(r¡) are rational integral, so are

the columns Vt. Since x is an involution, the generalized decomposition numbers

for the section ¿f(x) are integers in the field of the second roots of unity, i.e. in the

rational field. This remains true if basic sets are used. Hence U0, Ux are rational

integral columns. The definition of the columns F¡ in conjunction with (9) shows that

each Vt is a linear combination of columns X(u) with u e S0 — {1, x}. Now all the

orthogonality relationships stated in the lemma are immediate consequences of

(5a). Since X(l) has only positive coefficients, no column A orthogonal to A^l) can

have a single nonzero entry. If T has real coefficients and is not zero it has both
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positive and negative coefficients. It follows from Proposition 4 and Lemma 4

that Ut and V¡ withy'/1 do not vanish.

We also need the following lemma :

Lemma 6. If h is a member of Yx u Y2, then

X(s») = -2 K,(£«+(-£)-«)-Km£mft,
i

where j ranges over the elements of Yx U Y2. Moreover,

X(x)s -22va + 22ve-Vm
(mod2n-1)

= U0+2UX.

Proof. If m g S0, then on account of (11), the formula (10) can be written in the

form

X(u) = A(l)+A(Xm)Xm(u)+2 ^(Aa)(A"(M) + Xaim" "("))
a

+2 A(Xß)(\ß(ü) + A«m - "(w)).
ß

If we introduce the K( from (12), we find

X(u) = ,4(1) 2 *k(u)+A(X) 2 A'(n)- VmX"(u)
k I

-2 ^(Aa(M) + Aa(m-»(w)-2 F,(A'(k) + A«" -»(«)),
a e

where k ranges over the even indices with 0 S k < 2n and where / ranges over the odd

indices with 0á/<2".

If u=sh, then X(u) = £h is a 2nth root of unity. If u ̂  1, x, we have A(w) ̂ ± 1. The

sums

(n) 2 A"(")>   2 A'(")
k I

can be computed easily as sums of geometric progressions. Both sums (13) vanish

and we obtain the first part of the lemma.

For u=x, Xk(u) = 1 for even k and A'(«)= — 1 for odd /. Hence the sums (13) are

equal to ±2n~1 and we obtain the first congruence for X(x). On the other hand, we

can apply Proposition 4 with r= 1 and find

X(x)= U0+Ux<f>x(i) + X*(x)-

Here, ^x(l) = 2 (mod2n_1). If no minor subsection (x, ¿>) is associated with

B0, X* = 0 and we obtain the last part of the lemma. If a minor subsection (x, b)

occurs, then b has defect 2 by Proposition 5.2. Then the degree of a modular

irreducible character in b is divisible by 2" "1. This means that in (4) for u = x, the
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degrees <f>(\) are divisible by 2"  x for all <f> which do not belong to the major

subsection (x, bx). Since the coefficients of Dlu)(<j>) are algebraic integers, we find

**(*) = 0   (mod2n"1)

and the last part of the lemma holds in this case too.

We can now state the basic result of this section.

Proposition 5. Let G be a QD-group or a Q-group and let B0 be a fixed block of

type (*). Then BB consists o/4 + 2n"1 irreducible characters. These can be denoted by

Xo, Xi> X2, X3> X4, X<a) with a e Y2, x{e) with ß e Yx in such a way that the columns

vm, ya with ae Y2, Ve with ße Yx~{l}, U0, Ux are as follows:

Vm Vs,(ß*l) Uo Ux

Xo

Xi

X2

X3

So

Si

S2

Sa

°0

Si

0

0

0

0

0

0

So

-Si

s2

-s3

0

Si

-s2

0

X4 284 -S4

„(a) o   •■• -s •••   o 0    •••    0    ■••    0 0 8

„<i> 0    •••    0    ••■    0 8    •••    8    •••    8 0        -8

X(i),03#l) 0    ■■•    0    •••    0 0   ••• -s •••   o 0        -8

Here, S0, S1; 82, S3, 84 and 8 are signs ±

Remark. The characters x¡, x<a)> Xm and the signs S¡, 8 depend on 0. If necessary,

this will be indicated by adding 0 as a superscript.

Proof. Since (Vm, Vm) = 4, the column Vm has four nonzero coefficients and

these are necessarily all ± 1(9). Since Vm=U0 (mod 2) by Lemma 6, U0 has odd

coefficients in the rows for which Vm has coefficients ± 1 and even coefficients in

the other rows. Since (U0, U0) = %, one of these even coefficients is ±2, the others

(9) The results of Lemmas 4 and 5 as well as the values of the inner products given in

Proposition 4 are used constantly throughout the proof. No explicit reference will be made.
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are 0 and the four odd coefficients are ±1. Finally, as (Vm, UQ) = 0 we see that we

can choose characters xo, Xi> X2, X3> Xi m Be and signs 80, 8X, 82, 83, 84 such that the

columns Vm and U0 have the form given in the proposition. We shall denote the

coefficient of a column A for a character xt by A(. Likewise, if in the following, a

character of Be is denoted by x°\ the corresponding coefficient of A will be denoted

by A<».

If a e Y2, we have (Va, Va) = 3, and hence Va has three nonzero coefficients each

of which is ± 1. Since (Va, Vm)=2, (Va, Uo)=0, we find

S0(Ka)o + S2(Ka)2 + 84(Ka)4 = 8x(Va)x + 83(Va)3-8i(Va)i = 1.

If here (Fa)4 = 84, necessarily 8x(Va)x = 83(Va)3 = l and then (Va)0 = (Va)2=0. It

follows that Vm—U0 — 2Va has a single nonzero coefficient, which is impossible.

Likewise, if (FJ4= -84, we obtain 80(Ka)0 = S2(^)2 = l and then (Va)x = (Va)3=0.

Again, this is impossible, since Vm+U0—2Va would have a single nonzero

coefficient.

Hence (Ka)4=0 for all a e Y2. It follows that

(Va)0 = 80,       (Va)2 = 0    or    (Va)0 = 0,       (Va)2 = S2,

and

(Va)x = 8X,       (Va)3 = 0    or   (Va)x = 0,       (Va)3 = 83.

Moreover, there must exist a character x in Be different from xo> Xu • • • > Xi f°r which

Va has a coefficient ± 1. Let x<a) designate this character and set ( Ka)<0) = — 8<a) = ± 1.

Since we can interchange xo and X2 and also xi and X3, we can assume that for

a ="2, we have the first alternative in both cases above. If we set 8 = 8<2), then V2 has

the form stated in the proposition.

Suppose that for some a g Y2, we do not have (Va)0 = 80, (Va)x = 8X. Since Y2 for

« = 3 consists of 2 only, necessarily «>3 and | 72|=2n_2 —1 ̂ 3. The above dis-

cussion applies to Va. Since ( V2, Va)=2, we see easily that we have one of the cases :

Case (a). ( Va)0 = 80, ( Va)3 = 83,( Fa)<2> = - 8,

Case (b). ( Va)x = 8X, ( Va)2 = 82, ( Va)™ = - 8,

while all other coefficients of Va vanish. Choose now a' g Y2 different from 2 and

a. If we do not have (Va-)0 = 80, (Va-)X = 8X, then for Va. we must have Case (a) or

Case (b) and then we could not have (Va, Va.) = 2. On the other hand, if (Va.)0 = 80,

(Va.)x = 8X then (Va, Va)=2 implies that (Ka.)<2)= - §■ It then follows that Va.= V2.

This is impossible, since (V2, V2— Va-) = \.

Thus, for all a g Y2, we have ( Va)0 = 80, ( Va)x = 8X. Since ( Va, Va-) = 2 for a, a e Y2

with at¿a, the characters x(a) with a g Y2 are necessarily distinct. If a column A

is orthogonal to all Va, we have

(14) SoAo + SjAj-S^A^ = 0.

This implies 8(2)A(2) = 8<a)A(a). If we take here A = A'(l), we see that all 8(a) are equal.

If we set 8 = 8(a\ the columns Va have the form stated in the proposition.
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If a column A is orthogonal to Vm, we have

(15) 80R0 + SxRx + 82R2 + 83R3 = 0.

If A is orthogonal to Vm and U0, then

(16) S0A0 + S2A2 + S4A4 = 0.

In particular, (14), (1;5), (16) hold for R=Ve with ß e Yx -{1}. Since (Vß, Ve) = 2,

each V6 has two nonzero coefficients, one of which is +1 and the other — 1. It

follows first that A4 = 0, since for A4^0, the second nonzero coefficient would be

A0 or A2 and then (15) could not hold. Thus A4 = 0 and 80R0=-82R2. If A0^0,

then Ai=0, A(a) = 0 and (14) would not hold. Hence A0 = A2 = 0. Again, if Ax^0,

then A3^0 and hence A(a) = 0. Hence (14) could not hold. Thus, Ai=0 and this

now implies A3 = 0, A(a) = 0. We now see that the nonzero entries of VB occur for

characters of BB different from xo, Xi> • • •> X4> Xw-

Suppose first that n > 3. Then 3 e Yx- Since(K_!, V3) = \, there exists a character

XU)e BB such that (V_x)m = (V3)m = 8*, where S* is ± 1. We also must have two

characters in BB to be denoted by x<_1) and x<3) such that (F_i)<_1)=-8*,

K33»= -S*. Consider now any ß¥= 1, -1, 3 in Yx. Since (VB, K_i) = (K„ K3) = 1, it

follows easily that (Ve)a) = 8*. Moreover, there exists a character xm e BB for which

(Ve)w=-8*. It is also clear that the 2n~2 = \Yx\ characters xm are distinct. Let

Vf denote the columns given in the proposition for Vß. It is now clear that

VB = 88*Vf (i.e. we shall have to show 8 = 8* eventually).

For n = 3, Fi={±l}. It is here clear that we can choose x(1), x<_1) such that K_i

has the value given in the proposition. We may assume 8 = 8* in this case.

In order to find t/1; we apply the congruence in Lemma 6. Using the values

obtained for the columns Va, Ve, Vm, U0, we obtain easily that

(Ux)0 = o,  (Ux)x = Si,  (Ux)2 = -s2,  (Ux)3 = o 2n
(mod 2n-2).

(Ux),= -S4,    (Ws8,    (Ux)w= -8*

If there exist x e B„ different from Xo.Xi, X(a>. XW)> then (Ux)x = 0 (mod 2n"2). It

follows that Ux has exactly

3 + |y2| + |ri| = 3 + (2"-2-l) + 2n-2 = 2n"1 + 2

odd coefficients. Since (Ux, Ux) = 2n~x + 2, the odd coefficients of Ur are ± 1 and the

even coefficients are 0. If « ̂  4, it is now clear that our congruences for the co-

efficients of Ux are actually equalities.

We claim that this is still true when n = 3, where Yx={± 1}, F2={2}. Our argu-

ment shows that (£/i)0 = 0, (£/i)3 = 0 and that if characters xe^e different from

Xo, Xu . • -, X*. X(2), X(±1) exist, then (^)x=0. Since (Ux, U0+ Vm)= -4, we have

2S2(i/i)2 + 2S4(C/1)4 = -4

and as (Ux)2= ± 1, (£A/4= ± h this implies that (Ux)2= -82, (U1)i= -84. It now
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follows from (Ux, Vm)=0 that (UX)X = 8X. Since (Ux, V2) = 0, we find (Ux)™ = 8.

Finally, as (Ux, V-x)=0, we have

í/í1>=t/í-1>= ±1.

If we have Ui^ = 8*, we interchange x(1) and x(_1> which is permitted for n = 3.

Then 8* is replaced by —8* while U^ remains the same. Hence we have

U[Í)=UÍ'1)= —S* after the interchanging. This shows that our result concerning

Ux still holds for n = 3.

Consider a column A which is orthogonal to all Va, Vm, Ve, U0, Ux. Then (14),

(15), (16) hold, all A(a) are equal, all AW) are equal and

81A1-S2A2-84A4 + (2n-2-l)8A(a)-2'1-28*AW) = 0.

Add here (16) and use (14). We obtain

(17) 8A(a) = 8*AW)       (a eY2,ße Yx).

If we take here A= X(l), we find 8 = 8*. It now follows that the columns Ve and Ux

have the form stated in Proposition 5. The proof of the proposition will be complete

when we can show that Be does not contain any character x different from

Xo, ■ • •, X4> X(a\ XW)- If sucn X existed, we would have

(U0)x = (Ux)x = 0.

However, this is impossible on account of Theorem [7, II,(4C)] since the de-

composition number d(x, <f>) would vanish for each modular irreducible character

<f>e bx and since (x, bx) is a major subsection associated with Bg.

We now give some consequences of Proposition 5 and the lemmas used in the

proof of the proposition. We have already noted that if a column A is orthogonal

to the columns Va with a g Y2, V¡¡ with ß g Yx, Vm, U0, Ux the equations (14), (15),

(16) and (17) hold and that 8 = 8*. If r is a 2-regular element of G, we can take

A = A'(r). This yields

Corollary 1. If r is a 2-regular element of G, we have

8oXo(r) + 8xxx(r) + 82X2(r) + 83x3(r) = 0,

ZoXo(r) + 8xXi(r) = hia\r) = 8x«»(r),

for a g Yx, ß g Y2 and

*oXo(r) + 82X2(r) + 8iXi(r) = 0.

In particular, we may take r= 1.

Corollary 2. All x<0° and xW) have the same degree f If x¡ has degree f for

0 S i ̂  4, we have

So/o + Si/i + S2/2 + S3/3 = 0,

So/o + Si/i - ¥ = 0,        80/0 + 82f2 + 84/4 = 0.
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If u=sh has order at least 4, we can compute X(u) from Lemma 6 and Proposition

5. If reC(u) is 2-regular, by Proposition 3, we have X(ur) = X(u)9N(r). In this

manner the following result is obtained without difficulty.

Corollary 3. Let u=sh be an element of S0 of order at least 4 and let r be a

2-regular element of C(u). Ift, is afixed2nth root of unity, then

SoXo("0 = 8lXl(ur) = 9N(r),       82X2(ur) = 83X3(ur) = (- l)h + 19N(r),

X^ur) = 0,       x°V0 = 8Uih + (-Q-ih)

forje yxu Y2.

We have already used [7, II,(4C)] in the proof of Proposition 5. Actually, this

theorem shows that the exact power of 2 dividing the degree x(l) of a character

X e BB is the same as the exact power of 2 dividing (U0)x+(Ux)x</>x(l). If we sub-

stitute the values obtained in Proposition 5 and use (8), we find

Corollary 4. The degrees f0, A, A> A ore odd. We have fi = 2n~1 (mod 2") and

/=2(mod4).

In other words, xo> Xi> X2, X3 have "height" 0, X4 has the maximal possible

height n— 1 and the x(a) and xm have height 1.

It will be convenient to separate now the case that BB has a minor subsection

(x, b) and the case that no minor subsection exists.

Corollary 5. Let Be denote a fixed block of type (*) such that no minor sub-

section (x, b) is associated with BB. Let <¡i denote either one of the two irreducible

characters of odd degree different from 1 in the principal block B0(2, N/(xy) and

define the sign e*= ± 1 by the condition </i(l)=.e* (mod 4). Ifr is a 2-regular element

of N, we have

Xo(xr) = 809N(r),       Xl(xr) = 8xe*if^r)9N(r),

X2(xr) = - 82e*</>(r)9N(r),       X3(xr) = - 839N(r),

Xi(xr)= -84(«*W)-l)**(r),

XuXxr)=8(-iy(e*í(r)+WÁr)

forje YxU Y2.

This is immediate from Propositions 4 and 5 and (7). Note that here A'*=0.

Corollary 6. Let G be a QD-group. Let BB be a block of type (*) without minor

subsection. Then the degrees fi satisfy the following congruences (mod 2n + 1):

So/o^l, 8xfx=2-e*m, S2A= -*W), S3/3=-l+2n. In particular, f0,fx,f2,f3

are distinct.

Proof. If x is a character of G, we have 2x(M)—0 (mod 2n + 1), where u ranges

over S. Since G is a gD-group, every u ̂  1 is conjugate to an element s", se, or x

and then x(") can be obtained from Corollaries 3 and 5. If we substitute these
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values, we obtain the congruences stated in Corollary 6, since e*i/j(l) = l+2n~1

(mod 2n). It is now seen easily that f0,fx, f2,f3 are distinct.

Assume next that a minor subsection (x, Z») is associated with Bg. Then b is a

block of N of defect 2. Since b corresponds to a block b of Ar/<x> of defect 1, b

contains a single modular irreducible character 4># and the Cartan invariant

c(<f>b,$b) has the value 4. Since b has defect 2, <¿#(l) = 2n_1 (mod 2"). If we set

R = D{x)((j>#), the column A is orthogonal to the columns X(r) for 2-regular r g G

and the columns Va, Vt, Vm. It also follows from (5b) that A is orthogonal to

U0, Ux. Finally, (A, A)=4. Hence A has four nonzero coefficients. These have the

values ± 1 and both signs occur. As in the proof of Corollary 1, we see that

A<a> = A<« for all a g Y2, ß g Yx. Also,

SqAo + S^! = SA(a> = -S2A2-83A3,       80A0 + 82A2 + S4A4 = 0.

If A<aV0, we would have at least five nonzero coefficients, which is impossible.

Hence A(a) = A<A) = 0. Since an even number of A0, A1( A2, A3 are different from 0,

they are all different from 0 and A4 = 0. If we set 80A0 = 8#, then 8# = + 1 and

A0 = 808#,       Rx = -8X8*,       R2 = -S28#,       R3 = 838#.

If r is a 2-regular element of G, the relation (A, X(r))=0 now yields

^oXo(r)-8xxx(r)-82x2(r) + 83x3(r) = 0.

Then, by Corollary 1,

SoXoW + SaXsOO = 0,       8xXx(r) + 82X2(r) = 0.

If we first take r=l, we find 80=—83, 8x=—82. Then, for arbitrary 2-regular

elements r e G
Xo(r) = Xsi/X       XiOO = X2(r)-

In particular, for r=l, we have f0 =f3, fx =f2. The same results hold in the case

that G is a g-group. Here, we have an additional subsection (z, b¿) associated and

bz has defect 2, cf. Proposition 5.5. Since b¡¡ corresponds to a block of defect 1 of

C(z)/(z} and we have unique modular irreducible character in bz, its Cartan

invariant is 4. There is then a column A belonging to this subsection and we have

the same consequences as in the other case. Thus

Proposition 6. Let Be be a block of type (*). Assume that either there exists a

minor subsection (x, b) associated with Be or that G isa Q-group. Then in Proposition

5, we have 80= -S3, 8X= -82 and, for 2-regular reG, Xo(/) = XsM, Xi(r) = X2(r)- In

particular, for r=\,f0 =f3, fx =f2.

Our results show again that in the case of a g-group G, no minor subsection

(x, b) is associated with Be. Moreover, in the case of a gD-group, we can have at

most one such minor subsection. Indeed, if this was not so, we would have two

columns belonging to different subsections which are linearly dependent. This is

impossible by (5b), cf. also Proposition 5.3.
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Proposition 4 now yields

Corollary 7. Suppose that BB is a block of type (*) such that a minor subsection

(x, b) is associated with BB. Then there exists a unique modular irreducible character

</># in b. There exists a sign 8#= +1 with the following property: If r is a 2-regular

element of N, we have

Xo(xr) = 80(9„(r) + 8#j>#(r)), Xl(xr) = 8x(e*^(r)dN(r) - 8*</,*(r)),

X2(xr) = - 82(e*i(r)eN(r) + 8#<f>(r)),       X3(xr) = - S3(0„(r) - 8#<f>#(r)).

For Xi(xr) and x(l)(xr) the same formulas hold as in Corollary 5. We have <f>#(l) = 2n~1

(mod 2"),

Our method can also be applied to elements in the 2-section ¿?(z).

Corollary 8. Let G be a Q-group and let BB be a block of type (*). Let (z, bz)

denote the subsection of Proposition 5.5 associated with BB. Then bz contains a unique

modular irreducible character </>U). There exists a sign y = ± 1 with the following

property: If r is a 2-regular element of C(z), we have

Xo(zr) = 8oy^\r),       Xl(zr) = -8iyf*>(r),

X2(zr) = 8iy^\r),       xÁ^r) = -S0y<p>(r),

while Xi(zñ and all xin(zr) vanish.

Our results apply when BB = B0(2, G) is the principal block. Here, 0^ can be

taken as the principal character of N and hence BB is of type (*). By [6,1, Theorem 3],

no minor subsection (x, b) is associated with BB. Of course, the principal character

of G is one of the characters of G. Corollaries 3 and 5 show that this must be the

character xo in the notation of Proposition 5 ; f0 = 1, 80 = 1. It now follows from

Corollary 2 that 8 = 8l5 8X +A =/, S4 = - S2, 82 +f2 =A- Proposition 5 and the

corollaries yield now Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 with the following

exceptions :

(i) In the case of a gD-group and of a block BB without minor subsection, we

still have to show that exactly two of the signs 8^ 82, 83 are — 1.

(ii) We still have to show e = e*, ifi(l)=q.

(iii) In the case of a g-group, we have to show that we cannot have A =A —fa —fa

in the case of the principal block A0(2, G).

(i) will be treated in §7, where we also prove the Proposition 2.6. The other two

statements can be handled easily. We first note that the proof of Proposition 2.7

can now be applied and we find ifi(l)=q. Since ^(1) = £* (mod 4), we have e=e*

(mod 4). Thus e = e*. We state this as a corollary.

Corollary 9. Let G have the characteristic power q. In Corollary 5, we have

i/,(l)=q, e = s*.
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Suppose next that BB is a block of type (*) and that we have f0 =fx =f2. Then

Corollary 2 implies that/=/4 = 2/0. However, this is impossible since/// by

Corollary 4. This takes care of (iii).

7. Formulas for the order of G. We shall assume in this section that G is a

gD-group of characteristic power q. We shall apply the general results of [6, II, III].

The notation will be the same as in §6.

If u is an element of S0 of order 2", then u is not conjugate to u ~l in G. If x' and

x" are two conjugates of x in G, the 2-factor of x'x" cannot be u. If B is any 2-block,

[6, II, Proposition 4] shows that

(1) VÉÎÉ = 0

where x ranges over all characters of B. In particular, take A as a block BB of type

(*). It follows from §6, equations (12) and (9) that Vm with m = 2n~1 is a linear

combination of columns X(u) such that u e S0 has order 2". Thus (1) remains

valid if x(«) is replaced by ( Vm)x. Using the coefficients of Vm given in Proposition

6.5, we find

(2) âo#%S1^ + S2A2 + 83^=o.
yo J\ J2 Ja

Corollary 6.2 yields

(3) 8o/ + S1/ + 82/2 + S3/3 = 0.

Suppose first that BB does not have a minor subsection (x, b). The values of

Xi(x) can be obtained from Corollary 6.5. Then, i/i(\)=q, cf. Corollary 6.9. Since

9N(l) = l, we find

So7+Si^ + S2Ç + S3I = 0.
JO /l 72 /3

This can be written in the form

8o8a(«o/o + 83f3)/(f0f3) = -q28x82(8xfx + 82f2)/(fxf2).

By (3) and Corollary 6.6

- (Si/ + S2/2) = 80/o + S3/3 = 2"   (mod 2").

Since then S0/ + 83/3#0, cancellation of this factor yields

»oWo/s) = q28A/(fxf2).

Hence we have S0S1S2S3 = l,fxf2=q2f0f3. As shown by (3), not all 8( have the same

sign. Thus, exactly two of them are — 1 and we have

Proposition 1. IfBB is a block of type (*) without minor subsection (x, b), exactly

two of the signs 80, 8X, 82, 83 are — 1 and we have

(4) // = <72/oZ-
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Assume next that Be has a minor subsection (x, b). We now have to use Corollary

6.7. Set M=8#<f>*(l). Since e = e*, </>(\)=q by Corollary 6.9 and since S0=-S3,

8j = — 82, A—A, A=A hy Proposition 6.6, (2) now reads

(1+M)2-(1-AQ2, g  (eq-M)2-(eq + M)2
O0 -7-+ Ox -7-   =  0.

Jo Jl

Thus 80f4M - 8xf04eqM = 0.

Since M ^0, we have

Proposition 2. //■ Ae is a block of type (*) with a minor subsection, we have

A =A =qfo =qfa and 8x = e80, S2 = - eS0, S3 = - 80.

We next apply [6, III,(2A)]. The subgroup G occurring in this theorem will be

taken as N, p = 2, -n=yx=y2=x. Then G is itself a g-group of the characteristic

power q. We set BB = (bB)N. Then BB is a block of N of type (*). We use analogous

notation for BB as for BB with tilde signs added. Thus, BB consists of characters

Xo, • • -, X4, x(a>> X(i>> we have signs S"0, S1; etc. The results of §6 hold for Be.

Lemma 1.  We may assume that xx = 4>SN. We have

/o =/a = i,     A=f2 = q,     A = q-£,    f=q+e>

Xo(x) = 1,       XiW = q,       XÁx) = q,       Xa(x) = 1,

Ux) = - (q - «),        Xu)(x) = ( - \)'(q + .)    (/or y e Yx U 72),

Xo(z) = 1,      XiO) = -£,      X2(z) = e,      xs(z) = -1,      X4(z) = 0,      x(z) = 0,

^o =1, S"i = e, S2 =  —e, S~3 =  — 1, § = £, 84 = e.

Proof. We first take 6N as the principal character 0O of N. Then BBo is the principal

block A0(2, N). The results of §6 show that the character(10) xó8o) is the principal

character 0O of N, 8oe°) = 1 and that xi"0' and x(2o) of degree q are the two irreducible

characters of A0(2, A^) of odd degree different from 1. Either one can be taken for

if> in Corollary 6.5 (in the case of an arbitrary 0 of type (*)). We shall choose ^ = xiflo>.

Since

/«v = ^«o'Sifoywo'+^v^/o'Av = S(0o>(i+s>>4)

is a degree of an irreducible representation (Corollary 6.2) and since this degree

is not divisible by 4 (Corollary 6.4), we must have S"'/»' = e, 8~(IV = E. Now Corollary

6.3 yields

(5) 4>(u) = e   (forueS0-{l,x}).

For an arbitrary 9 of type (*), by Lemma 6.1,

BB = (bB)N = 0^(2, N).

(10) As was mentioned, the characters xi of BB depend on 0. In order to emphasize this

point, we write (xi)m for xi whenever necessary.
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In particular, 9N and 9N>fi belong to BB. Corollaries 6.3 and 6.5 in conjunction with

(5) show that xófl) = ^, xî = M-, and that 8}?> = 1, Sf>=*«*. By Corollary 6.9,

8~xB) = e. It is also clear that/0<8) = \,fim=q. Proposition 6.6 shows that

fie)=q,      /T-l,        8jf>=-8,       a|>--l.

Corollaries 6.2 and 6.4 yield Sm = e,fin=q + e, S"f = e,f^=q-e.

The values of the characters for the element x are obtained from Corollary 6.5.

We have
Xo°\z) = 9N(z) = 1.

Now Corollary 6.8 shows that y=809) = 1, ^te)(l) = 1 and it also gives the values of

the other characters for the element z.

It is clear that >/i remains the same, if G is replaced by N.

For each character x g B, we have to form the expression

(6) A(x) = xW|A?|-1 + x(z)|C|-1.

Let A be a column X(u) for the block BB, u e S0—{1, x}, and let R denote the cor-

responding column for BB. Then [6, III,(2A), (2B)] states that

(7) w?«$-w?«M£
where on the left x ranges over the characters of BB and where on the right, x

ranges over the characters of BB. The same result holds when A is a column U,

(i=0, 1) and R the corresponding column 0t for BB. More generally, (7) holds

when A is a linear combination of the columns X(u), U0, Ux and R the corresponding

linear combination of the columns X(u), 00, 0X.

We first take A= V2. The equations §6, (12) and (9) show that A is indeed a

linear combination of columns X(u). Then R is to be the corresponding columns

V2 for BB. The coefficients of V2 are given in Proposition 6.5, and we have analogous

formulas for V2- We obtain

I G|(80xo(x)2/o-1 + 8xXx(x)2fx- » - Sx<2>(x)2/-!)

= I^I^^Xo^/o^ + Mixi)2/!-1-^^2')/-1)-

Here, by (6) and Lemma 1,

h(Xo) = \N\-i+\C\-\        h(Xx) = I/VT^-ICI-1*,        A(x<2>) = \N\-\q + e),

and the right hand side of (8) becomes

\N\3((\N\-1 + \C\-1)2 + eq-1(\N\-1q-\C\-1e)2-e(q + e)-1\N\-2(q + e)2)

= iNflCl-Xl+eq-1) > 0.

Consider first the case that Be does not have a minor subsection. On account of

Corollary 6.5, the left hand side of (8) is

,/So

'I/o
+ 8i£_8(qe+l)2

Á f
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As shown by Corollary 6.2, we have

(9) SoA+SiA-s/=o

and our expression becomes

.ri SoSi^A-eSp/off)2

11   AA(s0/o+Si/)

Our equation shows that the numerator does not vanish. We now have

Proposition 3. Suppose that BB is a block of type (*) without minor subsection.

Set

t\(\\ n  _n   (SiA-sSpAg)2
UO) Qx   -   °0°1   r  fi%    f    |S   /-x"

JoM0oJo + °xJi)

Then Qx¥=0 and we have

(11)
N\3   1   q + £

|C|2gi   q

Consider now the case that BB has a minor subsection (x, b). The right hand

side of (8) remains the same. If as before M = 8#<f>#(\), we now have (by Corollary

6.7) xoW = S0(l+Af), xAx) = 8x(eq-M), xm(x) = 8(eq +1), and the left hand side

of (8) reads

|(8o (1 + M)2|Sl (*7-^)2    s(£g+1)2)
V       A A f   )

Apply here Proposition 2 and (9). The expression can be written in the form

|G|S0M2(i? + £)/(<7A)- Here M= ±</>#(l), where </># is the unique modular irreducible

character in the block b. Since b has defect 2, then <£#(1) is the common degree of

the four ordinary irreducible characters in b. Since the left hand side of (8) has the

sign S0 and the right hand side is positive, we have S0 = 1. We obtain

Proposition 4. Let BB be a block of type (*) which has a minor subsection. Then

S0 = 1. The block b of N of defect 2 consists of four ordinary irreducible characters

all of which have the same degree /#. Then

\N\3 f\r\ lly Jo
\(j\ = —

\C\2(P)2

We can also use (7) in the case that R=Vm+U0 and R= Vm+00. A similar

computation yields the following result (which can also be deduced from Proposi-

tions 1 and 3).

Proposition 5. Let BB be a block of type (*) which does not have a minor sub-

section (x, b). Set

(82f2 + e80f0q)2
(12) g2 = S0S2AA(SoA+s2A)
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Then g2#0 and

(13) \G\ =
N\3   1   q- £

\C\2Q2    q

Proof. As shown by Proposition 6.5, (7) reads here

2|G|(8oXo(x)2/0-1 + 82X2(x)2f2 » + 84v4(x)2/-*)

- 2\N13(§0A(xo)2/o-1 + Mfe)2/"l + SXx*)2/-2).

Lemma 1 and (6) show that the right hand side is

2\N\3((\N\-1+\C\-1)2-e(\N\-1q+\C\-1e)2q-1 + e\N\-2(q-e)2(q-ey1)

= 2|Ar|3|C|-2(l-eqr-1).

On the other hand, the results of §6 yield

«0/0+82/2+84/4 = 0,

Xo(x) = 80,        X2(x) = -82eq,        Xi(x) = -8i(eq-l).

The left hand side of our equation then becomes

2|G|(S0/0-1 + 82q2f2 i-(«í-1)Wo + S2/2)-l)

= 2|G|So82(82/2 + £8o/0i)2/-y2-i(S0/0 + 82/2)-1 . 2|G|g2

and we obtain the statement.

If BB is the principal block A0(2, G), as we have seen at the end of §6, 80 = 1,

/o=l, 8 = 8^ S4=—82. Propositions 1, 3, 5 and Corollary 6.6 apply. This yields

Proposition 2.6 and we see that exactly two of the signs S1; 82, 83 are — 1. Now all

the statements given in §2 without proof have been derived.

We investigate further blocks BB of type (*) without minor subsection. Our aim

is a proof of Proposition 6 below.

Lemma 2. If BB is a block of type (*) without minor subsection (x, b), we have

(14) 81/0 + S0/1 > 0,       S2/0 + 80/2 > 0.

The numbers Qx and Q2 are positive and they are the same for all choices of BB

satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. We have

(15) Qx(q~e) = Q2(q + e),

/16) q (8xfx-e80f0q)2      _ (82f2-e83f3q)2

(17) g2 =

sosi/o/(so/o + 8xfx) 8283f2f3(82f2 + S3/3)

(82f2 + e80f0q)2     = (8xfx + e83f3q)2

8o82fof2(80fo + 82f2) 8x83fxf3(8xfx + 83f3)

Proof. It follows from (11) and (13) that the expressions Qx and g2 do not

depend on the particular choice of BB. Moreover, Qx and g2 are positive and satisfy

(15). The first inequality (14) follows from (10) and the second inequality (14)

follows from (12).
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The first part of (16) occurs in (10). On account of (4),

(8xfx-e80f0q)2 =f2-2fi(81fx-s80f0q)2 = f22(8xf0f3q2~e80f0f2q)2

= fi 2AV(SiA? - ¿So/.)2 = fofxf2 At Ws - *s0SiS2a?)2.

If we substitute this in (10) and use (3) and 80Si82S3 = l, we obtain the last part

of (16). The proof of (17) is analogous.

Lemma 3.  We have

(18) 2/5 < Qtú 32/19       (i = 1,2).

Proof. We shall prove (18) here for q^ 1. For q = 3 and q = 5, (18) will be obtained

in §8 by a direct argument. On account of Lemma 2, we may choose Be as the

principal block A0(2, G). Then/0 = 1, S0 = l.

Suppose first that f3 > 100. It follows from (4) that we can choose j= 1 or 2

such that A > 10?. By (16), (17)

n - (¿"g)2    or    O  - ^+g)2

In the former case, replace A by a variable n>ä 10?. We then have an increasing

function of w and hence

81?2 81      qQi> \0q(\0q+\)      10 10?+1

This holds in the latter case, too, since here gy > 1.

Similarly, we see that in the latter case, Q¡ is less than the value obtained when

A is replaced by 10?,
\2\q2        _ 121      q

Q,<
109(109+1)       10  10?-1

This holds in the former case, too, since here Q¡< 1. Now (15) shows that for both

values i= 1 and 2

n9) 81      q      q-\ 121      q      q+l
K  ' 10 10^+19+1     Vl     10 10?-19-1

Since ?^7, then
8TJ7_3 121 J7_ 4
10 714 < Qi <  10 69 3'

This shows that (18) holds in this case.

We show next that, for q ̂ 7, the case A < 100 is impossible. Suppose we have

A<ioo.
Case 1. 83=1.

By Proposition 2.8(iii), q2<f3< 100. Since we assume ?^7, then q=l or q=9.

In both cases, n = 4. By Corollary 6.6, A—15 (mod 32). We have then only the

possibilities

A = 15, 47, 79.
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The equations (3) and (4) read here

1+/=/+/,       fif2=q2fs-

We easily obtain a contradiction for each of the three values of/3 since/ or/2

is divisible by the largest prime factor of f3.

Case 2. 83= —1.

Here, by Corollary 6.6,/ = 1 + 2" (mod 2n + 1). Since/< 100, then n = 6 and we

have only the following possibilities:

n = 3 and/3 = 9, 25, 41, 57, 73, 89;

« = 4and/3=17, 49, 81;

n = 5and/3 = 33, 97;

n = 6 and / = 65.

If 8t = 1, 8f= -1 with {/',/'}={l, 2), here

(20) 1+/=/+/,      fifj = q2f3.

If d is the greatest common divisor of/ and/, d divides/ —1. Since d then is

coprime to /, the second equation (20) shows that d2 divides q2, i.e. d divides q.

Now q is a power of a prime /», say q=pl and we have d=px with 0 ^ A ̂  /.

Suppose first that A = 0. By (20), q2 divides either/ or/. In the latter case,/

divides/. This is impossible since the first equation (20) shows that/>/3.

Hence q2 divides/, say f=q2f(. Then/=/'/. Since/// by Corollary 6.6, we

have/' ^ 3 and then

3<?2 < \+fiq2 = l+f =fj+f3 =/(/"1 + l) ^ 4//3.

Thus, q2 < 400/9. As we assumed q ̂  7, this is false.

We have now proved that A= 1 and that/»'1 divides/ —1. The second equation

(20) shows that either/ is divisible hyp2l'x and/ divisible by/»A or that/ is divisible

by/»A and/ divisible by />2i~\ We consider two cases:

Casea.f^pv-^aj^p^ß.

Case ß. fi=pxß,fi=p2l~Au with integral a, ß.

In both cases

(21) aß=f3.

Since A^/ and/</</+/, we see from (20) that in both cases

(22) ß > 1.

Suppose first that A ï; 2. Inspection of the values possible for / shows that the

only value for which / — 1 is divisible by a power ph of an odd prime p with an

exponent A ̂ 2 is the value/= 73. We then have n = 3, p = 3, A = 2. By (21) and

(22) a = \,ß = 13. Here, (20) yields

Case a. l + 32,-2 = 32-73 + 73.

Caseß. l+9-73 = 321-2 + 73.
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The case ß is clearly impossible. In the case ce, we find 32,_2 = 729, 1=4, 9 = 81.

However, for q = 81, we have n = 5, a contradiction.

Thus A= 1. On account of (20) and (21),

Case a. l+p2'-1a=pß + aß.

Caseß. l+pß=p2l~1a + aß.

If <x=l, then

None of the values possible for A has this form except/3 = 57. ForA = 57, we must

have n = 3, d=p = l. If a=l, we necessarily have Case ß and /»2,_1 = 343, 1=2,

9 = 49. However, then « = 5, a contradiction.

Thus, in addition to (22), we have a> 1. Since the greatest common divisor d'

of a and ß divides f and A and hence d=p, we find d' — l. Now (21) shows that A

cannot be a power of a prime. This leaves us only with the cases f3 = 57, 33, 65.

For A = 33 and A = 65, no odd prime/» divides f3 — 1. For A = 57 we have a = 19,

j8 = 3 or a = 3, ß= 19. Here/» = 7. In the former case, we find/»j8 = 21 = ± 1 (mod 19),

which is not true. In the latter case, we have 72l~1-3=pß±(aß— 1)= 133±56.

Again, this is impossible.

We have now shown that, for 9^7, we cannot have A < 100 and the lemma is

established (for 9 ̂  7).

Proposition 6. // B„ is a block of type (*) without minor subsection, then xo

has degree f0=\.

Proof. Suppose that f0 /1. Set

(23) A/A = H-lq,       A/A = v/q,       f3/fx = ¿/q,       f3/f2 = v'/q.

By (4),

(24) ¡xv' = vp' = 1.

We can now write (16) and (17) in the form

(1-£SqV)2 (1-s8283v')2

fcfl      SoAO+SoS^-1) (-8s)/3(l +8,83V'?-1)'

(l+e8082u)2 (1+£SiS3M')2

y2      S0/o(l +S082v9-1) (-S3)A(l + S183/x'9-1)"

We show next that /x, v, ¡j.', v' are all larger than §. Suppose that this is false and

that ££$, where ^ is one of ¡j., v, /j.', v. By (25), we have a relation

(l±l)2/(l±f?-1)= ±fiQa,

with i' = 0 or 3 and a=l or 2. Since the expression on the left is positive, the +

sign applies on the right. If i = 3, this means that S3 = -1. It follows from Corollary

6.6 that/j^9 for ¡ = 0 and i'=3 (since A was assumed to be different from 1). Using
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Lemma 3, we have (1 ± £)2>9-(2/5)(l -&T1). Since 0< Í^f, the left side is at

most equal to 25/9. On the other hand, the right hand side is at least (18/5)(1 -2/9)

= 14/5. This is a contradiction. Thus \¡., v, ¡i', v > f. Then, by (24) ¡x, v, /*', v < 3/2

and, by (23),

(26) / < /,       / < /,       / < fx,      /a < Í2-

If S0=-l, then (14) shows that Sj>0 and that/>/, a contradiction. Thus

«o-l.
If «3 = 1, by (3) and Proposition 1 ,/+/=/ +/• Again this is not consistent

with (26). It follows that S0= 1, 83= — 1 and that one of S1( S2 is 1 and the other

— 1, say 8¡ = 1 with /= 1 or 2. Set £=/x when /= 1 and £=v when i—2. It follows

from (25) that

(l±a2=/gi(l + ^-1)>/ogi.

The left side here is less than 25/4. By Corollary 6.6, / = 80 = 1 (mod 16). Since

/ t4 1, then/ ^ 17. Since g¡ > 2/5 by Lemma 3, again, we have a contradiction and

the proof is complete.

If X is a character of degree 1 of G, we shall write xA0(2, G) for the set of characters

obtained by multiplying the characters in A0(2, G) by x- Clearly, this is a 2-block

ofG.

Corollary 1. If BB is a 2-block of type (*) without minor subsection, then

BB = xe0B0(2, G).

This is now clear since as was shown, xo is a linear character. Hence we have a

2-block on the right side and xo is a member.

We can also show the converse of Proposition 6.

Proposition 1. If B is a 2-block of G which contains a character x of degree 1,

then B is a block BB of type (*) without minor subsection and x = Xo-

Proof. It is clear that B has full defect n+ 1 and then B has the form Be = bB},

where 9 is an irreducible character of N(S) = SxE which is trivial on S. Since

X g b°, an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 6.1 shows that, for

2-regular r e E,

x(r) = 9(r)   (mod p),

where p is a suitable prime ideal divisor of 2. Again, this implies that 9\E and

x\E have an irreducible constituent in common. Since 8\E is irreducible, and since

X is of degree 1, this means that 9\E=x\E. As a linear character of G, x is trivial on

G'. Since G is a gD-group, we have Sç G'. It is now clear that x|N is an extension

of 9 to N which is trivial on S. Thus 9 is of type (*), we may take 9N = x\N.

We now know that the results of §6 and the preceding results of §7 apply to

B=BB. Suppose that B„ has a minor subsection (x, ¿»). The character xE^B can

only be one of the four characters xo> Xi> xl> xi 0I> °dd degree in Be. Proposition 2
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rules out xî, xi- On the other hand, Corollary 6.7 shows that xo(*) ¥= 1, xüC*) # 1 •

Since x(x)= 1, this case is impossible.

Hence BB has no minor subsection. By Proposition 6, xo has degree 1. Since

Corollary 6.6 shows that no other character in BB has degree 1, the proof is com-

plete.

We shall give another application of Lemma 3.

Proposition 8. Let G be a QD-group. Let t be the 3-element of G in §1, equation

(\).ThenG=(N,ty.

Proof (for ?^7). Set G0 = (N, i>. It is clear that G0 is a gD-group. Moreover,

NGo(x)=N and hence ?, N and C are the same for G0 as for G. We shall use the

same notation for G0 as for G with superscripts 0 added. Applying Proposition 3

to the principal 2-blocks both of G and G0, we have

\G:G0\ = QT/Qx.

Now Lemma 3 yields

|G:G0| Ú 5-32/(2-19) = 160/38.

Hence |G:G0|<5. Since |G:G0| is necessarily odd, then either G0 = G or else

|G:G0| = 3.
Suppose we have the latter case. Then gi0> = 3gi. If ?^ 7, by (19) applied to gi

and g«',

121 J7_4        81_ J7_ 3
10 69 3 10 71 4

Since this is false, we have G = G0 = (N, t > for ? ^ 7. As to the cases ? = 3 and ? = 5,

the proof of the proposition will be given in §9 by means of the following:

Remark. Suppose that for some fixed ?, there are not two values which gi

can take such that one of these values is three times the other value. Then Propo-

sition 8 holds.

Actually one can give an alternate proof of Proposition 8 by using Bender's

classification of groups which contain a strongly embedded subgroup; cf. [2], [3].

Indeed, since G0 is a gD-group, it has only one conjugacy class of involutions ;

and since N^. GQ, it follows that G0 contains the centralizer in G of each of its

involutions as well as the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Hence if G0<^G,

G0 would be a strongly embedded subgroup of G. However, this contradicts

Bender's theorem and therefore G0 = G.

Corollary 2. If Gis a QD-group and if0(N)1 = 0(N), then 0(N)^0(G).

Proof. Indeed, if 0(N)l = 0(N), then the normalizer in G of 0(N) includes

(A7, r>. By Proposition 8, we have that O(A0 is normal in G and this implies

0(N)£0(G).
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8. gD-groups of small characteristic power q. As before, G will be a gD-group

of characteristic power q. We shall work with the principal 2-block A0(2, G) and

the notation will be that of §2. Thus, xi> x0> will be the characters of B0(2, G), etc.

For each fixed q, Proposition 2.8 allows us to discuss the values possible for the

degrees. We have to separate the cases 8x—Ii «2=1» and 83 = 1. In each case, we

have a positive integer h<q2 such that h divides q2(q2 — 1). Then /, /2, / are

determined by h. The congruences (6) of Proposition 2.6 impose further restric-

tions. If we know/,/,/, the degrees/ and/are obtained from Proposition 2.4.

Then Proposition 2.6, (4) gives a formula for the order g=|G|. As in §3, we set

A = CnO(N), \A\=a and \0(N):A\=b. Then \0(N)\=ab.
In the first part of this section, the discussion will be carried out for q=3, 5, 7,

and 9.

In general, if we set q=pm, where /» is a prime, e is an odd divisor of m. In our

cases, we must have e=l by Proposition 2.3.3. Then the results of Chapter 2,

§4 yield

(1) |JV| = 2abq(q-l)(q+l),       \C\ = 4|C0| = 2a(? + e).

Cf. equation (4) of §3.

Proposition 1. If G is a QD-group of characteristic power q=3, we have one of

the following two cases

(I)/i = H,/2=45,/3 = 55,/4=44,/=10,

\G\ = ab3-2i-32-5U = 7920ab3

(II) Z=27,/ = 13, f3 = 39J; = 12,/=26,

\G\ = aé324-3M3.

In both cases, 83 = 1. In the case (II), G is regular.

Proof. If 9=3, wehaven = 3, e= -1. Here 0<h<9, h\12.

If 8X = 1, then/=9—h and/= —3 (mod 16) (Propositions 2.4 and 2.6). This is

impossible.

If «2 = 1, then/ = 9—h andfx = —5 (mod 16). Again, this is impossible.

If S3 = l, either/= 9+A or/2=9+A. Since/=-5,/=-3 (mod 16), in the

former case h = 2 and we find the results given in (I). In the latter case, /i=4 and

we have Case II.

Corollary 1. If q=3 and if Qx, Q2 are as in Lemma 7.2 we have Qx = 32/55,

02 = 64/55 in the Case I and Qx = 32/39, g2 = 64/39. In both cases, Lemma 7.3

holds. Also, Proposition 7.8 holds for q = 3.

As to the last statement, it is immediate that the remark stated in §7 in connection

with Proposition 7.8 applies.
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Proposition 2. If G is a QD-group of characteristic power 5, we have one of the

following three cases:

(I) A = 125,A = 21,A=105,A = 20,A=126,

\G\ = ab3 -24-32-53 -7.

G is regular and Si = 1.

(II) A = 19, A = 75, A = 57, A = 76, /= 18,

\G\ = u¿»3-24-32-52-19.

Here, S2 = 1.

(Ill) A = 35, A = 85, A = 119, A = 84, /= 34,

\G\ = a/33-24-32-5-7-17,

S3 = l.

Proof. Heren = 3, e=l, 1 ̂ h<25, A|25-24.

If 8i = l, then f2 = 25-h and f2 = 5 (mod 16). Then /2 = 5, h=20 or /2 = 21,

h=4. In the former case, we findA = 5, while by Proposition 2.6,A = — 3 (mod 16).

Hence this case is impossible. The latter case leads to Case (I).

If S2=l, then A = 25—h andA = 3 (mod 16). Since A = 22 is excluded, we must

have A = 19, h = 6. This yields Case II.

If 83 = 1, then A = 3, A = 5 (mod 16). We have either fi=25+h orf2=25 + h.

In the former case A = 35, h =10 and this leads to Case III. In the latter case,

A = 37, h=\2. However, thenA = 75^3 (mod 16) and this is impossible.

Corollary 2. For ? = 5, we have

Case I. Qx = 32/35, g2 = 64/105.

Case II. gi = 32/19, g2 = 64/57.

Caselll. gi = 160/119, g2 = 320/357.

Again, Lemma 7.3 and Proposition 7.8 hold.

Proposition 3. If G is a QD-group of characteristic power 7, we have one of the

following two cases:

(I) A = 55, A = 441, A=495, A = 440, /= 54

\G\ = a/33-26-33-5-7Ml.

(II) A = 343, A = 57, A = 399, A - 56, /= 342

\G\ =ab3-25-32-73\9

and G is regular.

Proof. For?=7, wehave w=4, e=-l, 1 </z<49, /i|49-48.

If 8i = l, then A=49-A andf2= -7 (mod 32). ThenA = 25, h = 24. This implies

A=49. However, we should have A=9 (mod 32), a contradiction.
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If 82 = 1, we have A=49-h andA= -9 (mod 32). Then A=23, h = 26. This is

impossible since h should divide 49 ■ 48.

Thus, 83 = 1 and then

/i = -9,/2 = -7   (mod 32).

Either A = 49 +A or A = 49 +A. In the former case, necessarily A = 55, h = 6 and

this leads to Case (I). In the latter case, A = 57, A = 8 and this leads to Case (II).

Proposition 4. If G is a QD-group of characteristic power ? = 9, we have one

of the cases:

(I) A = 729, A = 73, A = 657, A = 72, /= 730,

\G\ = aZ>3-25-36-5-73,
and G is regular.

(II) A = 71, A = 567, A = 497, A = 568, /= 70,

\G\ = a£>3-25-34-5-7-71.

(III)A = 135,A = 201,A = 335,A = 200,A=134,

\G\ = a/33-25-33-53-67.

Proof. For? = 9, we have n=4, e=l, 0<A<81 and A|81-80.

If Si = l, then /a = 81-A and fx=-7, f2 = 9 (mod 32). Thus, A = 9, A = 72 or

A = 41, h = 40 or f2 = 13, h = 8. In the first of these cases, we find A = 9 which is

impossible. Likewise, the second case is impossible since we would find A = 81

^ — 7 (mod 32). Hence h = 8 and this leads to Case (I).

If S2 = l, then fx = %\-h and fx = 7, f2=-9 (mod 32). ThenA = 7, 39, or 71,

but the condition A181 - 80 is satisfied only in the last of these cases. Here, h =10

and we are led to Case II.

If 83 = 1, we haveA = 7,A = 9 (mod 32). Either A = 81+A or/a = 81+A. in the

former case A = 135, A = 54, since for A = 103, h would be 22 and would not

divide 81-80. For A = 54, we are led to Case III. In the latter case, A = 105, A=24,

since for A = 137, A would not divide 81 • 80. For A = 24, we findA = 351 ̂  7 (mod 32),

so that this case does not occur either.

In the rest of the section, we shall determine the corefree gD-groups of charac-

teristic powers ?=3 and 5. For the cases ? = 7 and 9 this will be done in Chapter VI

by the methods used for arbitrary ?, as particular cases of the Third Main Theorem.

In the case 9=3, we could have referred right from the beginning to a result of

W. J. Wong [30].

We start with a number of lemmas which hold for corefree gD-groups G of an

arbitrary characteristic power q.

We recall that the characters Xl, x2, X3> X4 of the principal block A0(2, G) take

only rational values (Corollary 2.2). Moreover, if G is corefree, i.e. if 0(G) = 1,

then xi, X2> X3> X4 are faithful (Corollary 2.3). Then a theorem of Schur [25] applies.

We obtain
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Lemma 1. Let G be a corefree QD-group. Let p be a prime number and let a(p)

denote the exact exponent with which p divides \G\. Then

«00 = Wilip -1)]+UilPip - O]+Wp2(p -1)1 + • ■ •
for l^i^4.

We can also use a similar principle with G replaced by N. We show

Lemma 2. Suppose that 0(N)^\. Let i be one of the indices 1 or 2. There exists a

faithful character r¡x of N such that r¡x(r) is rational for reN of odd order and that

f* = rjx(i) satisfies the conditions

f*=0   (mod If'1),       2f* Zfi-q.

Ifp is an odd prime and ifp divides \N\ with the exact exponent a*(p), then

«*oo ̂ ¡f*i(p-i)]+[f*ipip-i)]+¡f*ipa(p-m+■■•■
Proof. Let f denote the sum of the irreducible constituents of xtlA7 which lie

in the principal block A0(2, N) and let r¡ denote the sum of the remaining irreducible

constituents of xi\N. Thus,

(2) Xi\N = f+,.

Here, y^O, since 0(N)J=\ and £ is trivial on O(A0 [6,1, Theorem 1].

Let m g S0—{1} and let r be a 2-regular element of C(u). Then Xi(ur) and {(ur)

each are linear combinations of the values <f>(r) with <f> ranging over the modular

irreducible characters of the principal block A0(2, C(u)), while r¡(ur) is a linear

combination of the values </>(r) with <f> ranging over the modular irreducible

characters of C(u) not belonging to A0(2, C(u)), cf. [5, II] and [6, I, Theorem 3].

It then follows from the linear independence of the modular irreducible characters

that

(3) v(ur) = 0.

In particular, r¡(u)=Q for all u^ 1 in S0 and this implies

(4) i,(l) = 0   (mod 2").

If u) is an irreducible character of N, then as x belongs to the center of N, either

üj(x) = £ü(1) or (u(x)= — co(l). In the former case, x belongs to the kernel of w.

Let i0 denote the sum of the irreducible constituents of | whose kernel contains x.

Let t/o denote the sum of the irreducible constituents of -q whose kernel contains x.

Set

(5) I = &> + fi>       V = •»ïo + 'îi-

IfreNis 2-regular, by (3) with u=x,

0 = -q(xr) = r¡0(xr) + r¡x(xr) = r¡Q(r)—qx(r).

Hence

(6) voir) = mir)-
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In particular, r¡0 and »?i have the same degree 7*^0. By (4), i?i(l) = 0(mod 2""1).

Now (2) and (5) yield

7i = X.(l) = ai) + ii(l)+2^i(l).
Since r¡(x)=0,

Xi(x) = to(x) + {x(x) = foOWiO).
Hence

ft + Xi(x) = 2fo(l) + 2i?1(l) ̂  2,1(1),

/,-*(*) = 2|i(l) + 2^(1) ^ 2t?1(1).

Since XíW= ±q f°r I=l> 2 (Proposition 2.3), /*=^i(l) satisfies the conditions

stated in the lemma.

Let A be the kernel of r¡x. Since t)x(x)= —t?i(1), x £ A. This implies S0 n A"={1}.

If K has even order, K must contain the element z. However, then A would also

contain xz which is conjugate to z in A7. This is impossible, since x $ K. Thus A

has odd order and then K^O(N). If r e K, by [6, I, Theorem 1], £(r) = £(l), since

all irreducible constituents of | belong to A0(2, N). On the other hand, by (6),

yo(r)=yi(r)=rix(l). Hence

Xi(0=ÍO) + '?(l)=A

This means that r belongs to the kernel of xi- Now Corollary 2.3 shows that r= 1.

Thus, A={1}, i.e. r¡x is a faithful character of N.

Let t be an element of the Galois group of the field of characters of N over the

field of rational numbers. As xt takes only rational values,

i + V = X¡ = Xi = P+V1-

Since t permutes the characters of A0(2, A0 [6,1, Lemma 2], ■»/,=jj. It follows that

rj1 takes only rational values. Now (6) shows that r¡x(r) is rational for 2-regular

reN.

The last part of the lemma is obtained by applying Schur's Theorem [25] to the

restriction of r¡x to a Sylow /»-subgroup of Af.

Lemma 3. Let p be a prime which divides a= \A\ = \C n O(A0| but which does not

divide e(q + *). Then, for \=iú4,4(p-i)úfi.

Proof. Let r be a /»-element of A. Then Aç C(r) and hence

(7) Xt(r) + Xi(xr) + Xi(zr) + Xi(xzr) = 0   (mod 4).

By Proposition 2.3 and [6, I, Theorem 1], Xi(xr) = Xt(x) as r e 0(N). If / is as in

equation (1) of §1, t normalizes Tand then C=C(T) and we have

rl e A1 £ O = C.

Since A = Cr\ 0(N) is normal in C and \C\A\ =2(q+e)e (cf. equation (4) of §3),

it follows from the hypothesis that r* eA^O(N). By Proposition 2.3,

Xt(zr) = xlfrf) = xW) = xlx)-
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Similarly, rí_1 g AçO(N) and Xiixzr) = Xiix)- Now (7) yields Xiir) — Xiix) (mod 4).

For r=l, thenfi = Xiix) (mod 4). Thus, for any/»-element r of A, Xiir)=f (mod 4).

Since Xiir) =/ (mod /»), we can set

(8) Xlr) = f-*PX*ir)

with rational integral x*ir)- As Xi is faithful, x*(0 >0 for r^ 1. If we add (8) for all

r in a subgroup of A of order />, the orthogonality relation for group characters

show that

4/> 2 X*(0 ¿Pf*

Since the left side here is at least 4/»(/»— 1), we obtain 4(/» — Y)éf as was stated.

In the following lemma, we consider the case of a prime /» which divides \G\

with the exact exponent 1. If Pp is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G, we can set

(9) C(Pp) = PpxVp,

where K„ is a subgroup of an order vp not divisible by /». Moreover, we set

(10) \N(PP):C(PP)\ = mp.

Then «?„ divides /»— 1. It follows from Sylow's theorem that

(11) \G\/p = mpvp   (mod/»).

The principal /»-block B0(p, G) consists of mp "nonexceptional" characters and

(p—\)/mp "exceptional" characters, cf. [4]. We show

Lemma 4. Let p be a prime such that the Sylow p-subgroup Pp of G has order p.

Assume further that p does not divide \N\ and that mp=\N(Pp):C(Pp)\ is even. Then

v„— \C(Pp)\/p is odd and ifp\ffor i= 1 or 2, thenpq^f.

Proof. If vp was even, G would contain elements of order 2/» and then \N\

would necessarily be divisible by /» which was excluded. Hence vp is odd. Since

mp is even, there exist 2-elements u e N(PP) such that u has order 2 over C(PP).

Then u2 = 1 and u is an involution. After replacing Pp by a conjugate, we may

assume that u = x. The group M=Pp(xy has order 2/» and it consists of Pp and p

involutions. There is a linear character Xx of M which is trivial on Pp and takes the

value — 1 for the p involutions of M. Let A0 denote the principal character of M.

Then, for y=0 and 1,

0 = (x,|M,A,) = Xi(l)+    2     Xi«+/%«(-!)'•
rePp-{l}

If/»|/, Xi(r)=0 for all r gP„-{1} and takingy'=0 and 1, we obtain

p\Xiix)\ =fi-

Since |x,Wl =q for i= 1, 2 by Proposition 2.3, this establishes the lemma.
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We can now determine the corefree gD-groups of characteristic powers 3 and 5.

Proposition 5. If G is a corefree QD-group of characteristic power 3, then G

is isomorphic to either the Mathieu group Mn of order 7920 or to PSL(3, 3) of order

5616.

Proof. If ?=3, we have *= —1, n = 3. By (1), |C|=2ea(?+e)=4a, |C0|=a.

Thus, C0 = C(z) n 0(N) = A.

Suppose first that 6=1. Then O(N) = A = C0. Since C0 is normalized by t, 0(N)

is normalized by t. As G is corefree, Corollary 7.2 implies that 0(N)={1}, i.e. we

have a = \. It is now clear that N~GL(2, 3). Then the statement is immediate

from the main result of [30], cf. also [8].

It remains to deal with the case b ̂  1. We distinguish the Cases I and II of

Proposition 1.

Case I. We apply Lemma 2 using xi- Since 2f* ii 11 — 3 and/*=0 (mod 4), we

have/* = 4 and we see that \N\ divides 16• 32-5. Since e=\, (1) shows that ab

divides 15. Application of Lemma 1 now yields that \G\ divides 24-36-52-ll.

Hence a¿»3|34 • 5. Since ¿»^ 1, necessarily b = 3 and a= 1 or a = 5. Since \G\ is divisible

by 11 only with the exponent 1, the Sylow 11-subgroup Pu has order 11. Now

Lemma 4 shows that mXx is odd. Since xi vanishes for elements of G of an order

divisible by 11, it follows easily that Xi|Ku = llA, where A is a linear character of

Vxx- Since xi is rational valued and since Vxl has odd order, A must be the principal

character. As xi is faithful, it follows that i»n = l.

Then A0(ll) is the only 11-block of positive defect. Hence xo> X2> X(1)> X(_1)'

X(2) are in A0(ll) and are nonexceptional. Hence Wu^5. As win divides 10,

necessarily mu=5. Now (11) yields ¿z/335 = 5 (mod 11), ab3 = 1 (mod 11). However

this does not hold for the values of a, b which can occur and this case is impossible.

Case II. We work here with X2 of degree 13. The procedure is quite similar to

that used in Case I. Again, f* = 4 in Lemma 2 and we find a¿»|15, while Lemma 1

yields a¿>3|35-53. If Pi3 is the Sylow subgroup of G of order 13, then Pi3 is self-

centralizing, v13 = \. Lemma 4 shows that w13 is odd and as xo> Xi and X4 belong

to A0(13, G), necessarily m13 = 3. Then the degree equation for A0(13, G) [4,

Theorem 11] reads

1+27 = 12+16;

the four exceptional characters in A0(13, G) have degree 16. Now it follows from

[11, Lemmas 2 and 3] that 3 divides \G\ with the exact exponent 3. This means

that(aA, 3) = 1. AsA^l, we find A = 5, a=\. However, on account of (11) for/» =13,

aA3-3 = 3 (mod 13) and this leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof of

Proposition 5.

Proposition 6. If G is a corefree QD-group of characteristic power 5, then G

is isomorphic to PSU(3, 5) or to PGU(3, 5).
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Proof. We separate the three cases of Proposition 2. The first case is by far the

most difficult one.

Case I. Assume 0(N) j= 1. We work here with X2 of degree 21. In applying Lemma

2, we have/*=0 (mod4), 2/*^21-5. Hence/*=4 or f* = 8. This shows that

|/V| divides 24-35-52-7. Hence ab divides 34-5-7. We then see from Lemma 1

that ab3 divides 312-53-72. In particular, (7, ¿>) = 1. On the other hand, Lemma 3

with/= 21, p = l implies that (a, 7)= 1. Thus,

aZ»|34-5,   aZ>3|312-53.

Thus, 7 divides \G\ only with the exponent 1 and \N\ is not divisible by 7. Now

Lemma 4 with/= 21, /» = 7 shows that m7 is odd.

We claim that xo> Xi> X4 belong to A0(7, G). This is clear for xo- If ris an element

of G of an order divisible by 7, then as \N\ is not divisible by 7, r has odd order.

Since the degree/= 126 of x(1) is divisible by 7, xaKr)=0. Now Proposition 2.4

shows that xiir) = — 1 for all 7-singular elements r of G. It follows from the main

result of [5, II] that indeed xi 6 B0(7, G). Likewise, since /=0 (mod 7), we have

1 +Xiir)=0 for the same r and this implies that Xi e B0(7, G). We have now found

three nonexceptional characters in A0(7, G) and this implies that w7 = 3. Since m7

is odd and divides 6, we have w7 = 3 and xo> Xi> X4 are the only nonexceptional

characters in A0(7, G). Hence the degree equation for B0(7, G) [4, Theorem 11]

reads

1 + 144= 125 + 20,

i.e. the two exceptional characters have degree 144.

Consider now the restriction of Xi to the centralizer C(P7)=P7 x V7 of a Sylow

7-subgroup P7 of G. We may set

X4|p7xK7=   ¿A,*,
¡ = 0

where A0 = 1, Xx,..., Ae are the seven linear characters of P7 and where the y, are

characters of V7. Since Xi is a nonexceptional character in B0(7, G) of degree

20 = — 1 (mod 7), it takes the value — 1 for each element of P7 x V7 whose order is

divisible by 7. If m is a generator of P7, then

A0(")(l +7o) + Ai(«)yi+ • • • +X6(u)y6 = 0

for all elements of V7. Since A0(w) = l, Xx(u),..., X6(u) are the seven 7th roots of

unity, this implies

i+yo - n — ••• - Y»l

and we find

6

Xi\Vi= 2 yi = 7ro+6.
i = 0
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In particular, A = 7yo(l) +6, i.e. y0(l) = 2. Moreover, since X4 is rational valued

and faithful on V7, so is y0. Now Schur's Theorem implies that the odd number v7

divides 3. On account of (11), we find that we have one of the following two cases

(12) ab3 m 1    or   ab3 = 3   (mod 7)

according as to whether v7 = 1 or v7 = 3.

Since (v7, 5)= 1, no elements of order 35 exist in G. Now the method of block-

separation [11, Lemmas 2 and 3] can be applied to A0(7). It follows that \G\

contains the prime 5 with the exact exponent 3. Thus, (ab, 5) = 1 and

(13) a¿>|34,       a¿3|312.

Let Pf denote a Sylow 5-subgroup of N. Then |P*| = 5 and Pf normalizes

0(N). Assume first that P* does not centralize 0(N). Then O(A0^1 and if A

is the Frattini subgroup of 0(N), P* does not centralize 0(N)/F. Since an ele-

mentary abelian group of an order dividing 33 does not have an automorphism

of order 5, we have |O(A0:A| ^34 and since \0(N)\ =a¿>^34, 0(N) is necessarily

elementary abelian of order 34. Moreover, since P¡f does not centralize 0(N), it

follows easily that P* acts without fixed points on 0(N)-{1}. This implies that

Pf acts without (nontrivial) fixed points on the character group of 0(N). Hence

if in is a linear character of 0(N) which is different from the principal character fi0

of 0(N), then the number of conjugates of ¡x in N is divisible by 5.

Let p denote an irreducible constituent of the character tjx of N. By Clifford's

theorem,

p\0(N) = c 2 fh.
1=1

where c is a positive integer and where fix, fi2,..., fik is a full system of irreducible

characters of 0(N) conjugate in N. Since O(N) is abelian, /¿/1) = 1 and

ck = p(l) ï Vl(l) = f* = S.

If fix is not the principal character fi0, then as we have shown, k is divisible by 5

and hence k = 5, c=\. It is then clear that p\0(N) cannot be real valued. Since

r)x was rational valued, the conjugate complex character p of N would also be a

constituent of r¡x. However, this is impossible since p(l) = p(l) = 5 and ^i(l)^8.

Thus, for any choice of the irreducible constituent p of »?i, the character fix

is the principal character fi0 of 0(N). Then k = 1 and p is trivial on 0(N). However,

this is also impossible, since then iji would be trivial on O(A0, while rjx was a

faithful character of # and 0(N)j= 1.

It now follows that P* centralizes 0(N). If K is the normal closure of Pf in N,

K also centralizes O(A0. Here, K belongs to the normal subgroup A0 of index 2

in N and we have

KO(N)/0(N) < L0/O(N) s SA(2, 5).
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The only normal subgroups of SL(2, 5) have orders 1, 2, or 120. Since KO(N)/0(N)

contains P*0(N)/0(N) of order 5, we must have KO(N)=L0. It follows that K

contains the Sylow 2-subgroup <s2, sz} of L0. Hence <j2, sz} centralizes O(N).

Let r# 1 be an element of 0(N). Since <s2, sz} has order 8, it follows that

2 Xiiru) = 0   (mod 8),
u

where u ranges over the elements of the quaternion group (s2, sz}. On account

of Proposition 2.2, X4(rM)=0 when u has order 4. Using Proposition 2.3 we now

find

X4(r)-4 = 0   (mod 8).

Since x4Í/) = 20 (mod 3) and -20Sxiir)<A = 20, we obtain X4(r)=-4. If we

add Xiir) over all r in 0(N), the sum is nonnegative and we find

0 ^ 20 + (|O(A0|-l)(-4).

Thus |O(A0| =6 i.e. ab=\OiN)\ = 1 or 3. Since the casea= 1, ¿» = 3 is excluded by

(12), we have ¿» = 1 and a= 1 or a=3.

The case a=\, b = \. |G|=24-32-53-7.

Here G has the order of PSU(3, 5). The results of Harada [24], [24'] apply

and shows that G~PSU(3, 5)(ir).

The case a = 3, b = \. |G| =24-33-53-7.

We have here 0(N) = A, i.e. T centralizes 0(N). Then the normal closure TN

of T in N centralizes O(N). Since z e T and s2z are conjugate in N (even in S),

s2 g TN and this implies y=s2"~* e TN. Since y and sz are conjugate in N, we see

that S=<5, z}eTN and hence S centralizes 0(N). Thus, the normal subgroup

CN(0(N)) of N contains both the cyclic group O(A0 and S. Since e=\, we have

N=L and so N/«x}0(N)) is isomorphic to PGL(2, 5) by Lemma 2.4.15. As

PGL(2, 5) has no nontrivial normal subgroup of odd index, CN(0(N)) = N, i.e.

A = 0(N) ç Z(N).

By the results of Schur [26], it follows that

(14) N = NxxA,

where Nx is a normal subgroup of N of index 3. Furthermore, C0 = (C0 n Nx) x A

and if we set W= C0 o Nx, we have that If is a Sylow 3-subgroup of Nx of order 3

and that W is inverted by y.

Let ux be a generator of A and let u2 be a generator of W. Then

(15) u\ = ux,       u\ = uî1.

(") Using methods given below in Chapter VI, §6 we could also show that G satisfies the

hypothesis of O'Nan's paper [24*] and deduce the statement from his results.
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The 3-element t of G also normalizes C0. However, as G is assumed to be corefree,

t does not normalize A = 0(N) by Corollary 7.2. Since 33 is the exact power of 3

dividing |G|, it follows that <C0, t} is a Sylow 3-subgroup P3 of G, that |P3| =27,

and that P3 is nonabelian. The center Z(P3) is a subgroup of order 3 of C0, say

Z(P3) = <». On account of equation (2) of §1, we find

wyt = w'"1" = wy.

Hence wyGZ(P3) and thus wy = w or w!/ = h'"1. In the former case, (15) would

show that Z(P3) = A and then t would normalize A = 0(N), which was not true.

Thus, y inverts Z(P3) and then (15) implies that Z(P3) = <m2> = W. We then have

formulas u\ = uxu%, u2 = u2, with integral a, ß and we must have m|t¿ 1. As we can

replace ux by wr\ we can assume uB2 = u2. Since t3eC0 centralizes ux, we find

a3 = 1 (mod 3). Hence a = 1 (mod 3) and then

(16) u\ = WjWa, m2 = u2.

If as before £=0(C(S)), then as S centralizes OÍA7), we have 0(N)^E. On the

other hand, E^C=TxC0 and hence /s^Co- Since y does not centralize C0,

actually £/ C0 and as |C0| =9, we have E= 0(N). Thus, £ has three linear charac-

ters 1, 8, 8 and, consequently, G has exactly three 2-blocks of full defect B0(2, G),

Bg, BB. Clearly, BB consists of the conjugate complex characters of the characters

of BB. It follows from (14) that 8 can be extended to a character 8N of N which is

trivial on Nx and, in particular, on S. Thus, BB is of type (*) as defined in §6.

Set 9C= 9N\C. Since u2 g WqNx, 9c(u2) = l. On the other hand, 6c(ux) is a primitive

third root of unity w. It follows from (16) that

0cft_1HiO - • - 0c(«i),        Qc(t-Xu2t) = 1 = 0c(m2).

Thus, 8ç = 8c and now, Proposition 6.2 shows that Be does not contain a minor

subsection (x, b). It then follows from Proposition 7.6 that Be contains exactly

one character of degree 1. In fact, G possesses exactly three characters of degree 1.

This means that |G:G'| = 3.

It is clear that G' again has the Sylow 2-subgroup S. Also, as G is corefree, so is

G'. In particular, G' does not possess a normal 2-complement. If G' was not a

g/)-group, it would necessarily possess a unique normal subgroup H of index 2.

Then //would be normal in G. The group G/H of order 6 with the normal subgroup

G'/H of order 2 would be abelian and then G would have a normal subgroup of

index 2, a contradiction.

Hence G' is again a gD-group. Since N* = Ca(x) is a nonsolvable subgroup of

N, the characteristic power of G' is necessarily 5. Now Proposition 2 and the pre-

ceding discussion show that necessarily G'~PSU(3, 5).

Note that we can choose t e G' and that 1^*1 =240. On account of (16), u2 e G'.

Since \N*\ is not divisible by 9, then ux $ G' and hence

G = <G', Ml>.
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By Proposition 7.8 applied to G', G' = (N*, i> and hence

G = (G', Mi> = (N*, t, Uly.

Since Ux e 0(N)^Z(N), Ux centralizes N* while by (16) Uxt=tuxu2. It is clear that

the action of Wj on G' is unique and as u\ = 1, the group G is unique apart from

isomorphism. Since PGU(3, 5) is a corefree gD-group of characteristic power 5

and the order 24-33-53-7, we have G~PGU(3, 5). This concludes the discussion

of the Case I.

Case II. We apply Lemma 2 with Xi=xi,A = 19. Then 2/*^14,/*s0 (mod 4).

If abj^l, then/* = 4 and this implies that \N\ divides 16-32-5. Then a¿>|3. In any

case, the Sylow 19-subgroup Pi9 of G has order 19 and since we have a faithful

irreducible character xi of degree 19, P19 is self-centralizing, i.e. u1B = l. Lemma 4

shows that m19 is odd. Since xo, X2. x(1)> X<_1>> X<2) belongs to A0(19, G), we have

mig^5 and as mi9|18, then mia=9. Now (11) yields 9aA3 = 9 (mod 19) i.e. aZ»3 = l

(mod 19). For aA|3, this is only possible when a=b = \.

If a=b = 1, we have g=24 • 32 • 52 ■ 19. Since m10 = 9, we have | N(P19) : C(P19) \ = 9.

Hence there exist elements w e G of order 9 and the Sylow 3-subgroup P3 = (wy

is cyclic. We can choose here w such that w3 = ue C0. Let A 2 A be a Sylow 2-

subgroup of C(u). If |A| ^8, A contains a conjugate y' of y. However C(y)^N

and the structure of AT shows that C(y) is a 2-group. So is C(y'). But then we cannot

have u e C(y'), a contradiction.

Hence R = T. This implies that if an element reG has the 3-factor u, its 2-factor

is either 1 or an involution. In either case, Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 show that

(17) 1 + Sixi(i-) + S2x2(/) + 83X3(r) = 0.

SinceA = 75 and A = 57, X2 and X3 belong to 3-blocks of defect 1. These must have

the defect group <w> and then (17) in conjunction with the main result of [5, II]

shows that necessarily X2 and X3 he in the same 3-block 5(3) of defect 1. Since

these characters have degrees 75 and 57 respectively, the third character in B(3)

has necessarily degree 75 + 57 = 132. However, this is impossible as \G\ is not

divisible by 11. Hence the Case II cannot occur.

Case III. On account of Lemma 1 v/ith fi=fx = 35, a(17)^2 and this implies

that (A, 17) = 1. Lemma 3 shows that (a, 17) = 1 and hence a(17) = l. On account

of Lemma 4, m17 is odd and as m17\l6, we have m17 = l. Then A0(17, G) consists

of 17 linear characters of G. Since these form a multiplicative group, G possesses

a normal subgroup Gx of index 17. Clearly, NsGx and t eGx and hence Gx is a

gD-group of characteristic power ?=5. It is also clear that Gx is corefree. In

applying Proposition 2 to Gi we must necessarily have Case I. This implies that

53 divides | Gi |. Also, 0(N n Gj) has order 1 or 3 by our discussion of Case I. Since

N=N n Gx, we have [0(^)1 = 1 or 3 i.e. aô|3. However, then Proposition 2 shows

that 52 does not divide \G\. This is a contradiction and the proof of Proposition 6

is complete.

In the case ? = 7, only the following partial result will be needed in Chapter VI.
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Proposition 1. If G is a simple QD-group of characteristic power q=l and if G

is not regular, then ab = 0 (mod 5).

Proof. If G is not regular, we have Case I in Proposition 3. If ab^O (mod 5),

then \N\ is not divisible by 5 and \G\ contains 5 only with the exponent 1. Now the

results of [4] and [11] apply. Since/= 55 is divisible by 5 and since no elements of

order 10 exist, it follows that all characters x0) lie in the principal 5-block B0(5, G).

For 9=7, we have n = 4 and there are seven characters x0>, cf. §2, (1). Since B0(5, G)

contains at most five characters, we have a contradiction.

9. Various results concerning QD-groups. We shall now draw some con-

clusions from the results of §§6 and 7. They will be fully effective only in conjunction

with the results of Chapters IV and V.

Proposition 1. If G is a QD-group, then

(1) |G:G'| = \E: En[C0,t]N'\.

Here, E, C0, t are defined in §1. The prime indicates the commutator-subgroup.

Proof. Since |G:G'| is the number of characters of degree 1 of G, it follows

from Propositions 7.6 and 7.7 that |G:G'| is equal to the number k of blocks BB

of G of type (*) without a minor subsection (x, b). Now Proposition 6.2 shows

that k is equal to the number of characters 9 of degree 1 of E such that

(i) 9 can be extended to a character 9N of N which is trivial on S.

(ii) If we set 8C=8N\C, then 8ic=8c.

Since 9N is trivial on Tand has degree 1, (ii) is equivalent with the condition that

9N is trivial on C* = [C0, t]^C0. Since 9N is trivial on N', then 8N is trivial on C*N'

and, consequently, 9 is trivial on E n C*N'.

Conversely, assume that 9 is an irreducible character of E which is trivial on

E O C*N'. Since E'çN', then 9 can be considered as an irreducible character of

E/E' and hence 8(1) = 1. Since 8 is trivial on E n N'^E n C*N', 8 can be extended

to a character of EN' which is trivial on N'. It is now clear that 8 can be extended

to a character f of N. We now set

(2) eK = iv,

where r¡ is a linear character of N. We shall show that r¡ can be chosen such that 8N

satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii).

The condition (ii) requires that $r¡ is trivial on C*. Since | extends 8, we know

that £ is trivial on E n C*N' and as f is a linear character of N, f is trivial on N'

and then on
(E n C*N')N' = EN' n C*N'.

It is then clear that there exist extensions r¡ of f" 1\(C*N') to N such that r¡ is trivial

on EN'. If v in (2) is chosen in this manner, we have

On\C* = (Ç\C*)(ri\C*) = (£\C*)(è-'\C*) = le
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Hence 9N is trivial on C* and the condition (ii) is satisfied. Moreover, since f

extends 9, we have
eN\E = (i\E)(r¡\E) = 9-iE = e.

Thus 9N extends 8.

We note that N' has the Sylow 2-subgroup <s2, szy. In particular, the linear

character 9N of N is trivial on <s2, szy. If 9N is not trivial on S=(s, z>, we must

have 9N(z) = — 1. Clearly, N has a normal subgroup N0 of index 2. Hence there

exists a linear character p, of N with the kernel N0. Then p(z)= — 1. Since N', E,

C* all belong to 7V0, we may replace r¡ by -rjp above and then 9N(z) will have the

value 1, i.e. 9N is trivial on S and the condition (*) above is also satisfied.

We have now shown that |G:G'| is equal to the number of linear characters of

E which are trivial on E n C*N'. As C* = [C0, t], this sets (1) in evidence.

As an application, we prove

Proposition 2. Let G be a QD-group. If M is a t-invariant subgroup with C02 M 2

C0 n L, then \C0:M\ divides \G:G'\.

Here L is defined as in §1. As we have noted there, N=LE and N/L is cyclic.

Proof. If M=CQ, the statement is trivial. If Af#C0, we must have L^N. Since

As C0, we have EL=C0L = N and this implies that

(3) N/L ~ E/(E nL)~ C0/(C0 n L).

These groups are cyclic of order e, by definition of e. Since M contains C0 C\ L,

it is normal in C0. The element y normalizes C0 and C0 n A and it is clear now that

y normalizes M. As by assumption / normalizes M, we have

M<(C0,y,t,zy = N(T).

By (3) and the cyclicity of N/L, there exists an element win £ such that C0

= (C0 n L)<w>. In particular, C0 = M<u>>. As #(77) normalizes C0, the action of

N(T) on C0/M produces a homomorphism w of AT(A) into the automorphism

group of the cyclic group C0/M. It is clear that the kernel Km of <a contains C0.

Since y and z centralize w, we have y, z e Ka. Finally, as

ty = yf-1, t3 = 1    (mod C),

(cf. §1, (1) and (2)), we have w(t) = o»(i "*) and t«(r)3 = 1. Hence «(f) = 1, i.e. í £ Km.

It follows that [C0, f]sM. Since Af'sA, then [C0, t]N'^ML.

On account of Proposition 1, we have

\G:G'\ = |A: E r\ ML\-\E c\ ML : En[C0,t]N'\.

Proposition 2 will be proved, if we can show that

(*) |A: AnMA| = |C0:Af~|.

Now, as C0 nL=M^C0, we have

(4) C0 n ML = M(C0 r\L) = M.
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Since N=EL=EML, we find

(5) \N:ML\ = \E: E n ML\.

Likewise, since N=C0ML

(6) \N:ML\ = |C0 : C0 n ML| = |C0:M|

cf. (4). On comparing (5) and (6), we obtain (*) and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. If G is a QD-group and if C0 n L is t-invariant, then e divides

\G:G'\.

Indeed, we can apply Proposition 2 with M=C0r\L. We have to observe that

|C0 : C0 r\L\ - |C0L:Z,| = \N:L\ = e.

Corollary 2. If G is a QD-group with G=G', there does not exist a t-invariant

subgroup M with C0=>M^C0nL.

This is immediate from Proposition 2.

Corollary 3. If G is a QD-group with G = G', then e=\N:L\ divides a(q+e)/2

(where a as always is defined as a=\C n O(A0|). In fact, a(q + e)/2 = ce with

c=\(ConL)n(C0nLy\.

Proof. Set Cx = CQr\L. Then Cx <1 C0. Since t normalizes C0 and r3 g C0,

t permutes the subgroups Cx, C{, CÍ"1 by conjugation. Set c=\Cx n C[\. Con-

jugation shows that

c = |d n C!| = |CÎ n Cf1] = |d_1 n Cx|.

Now C0/CX~N/L is cyclic of order e. It follows that the groups CXC[ and dd4-1

are equal, since both lie between C0 and Cx and both have the same order |d|2/c.

It follows that

In particular, dd is i-invariant. Corollary 2 shows that dd = C0. It follows

that

|C0| = |d|2/c

Since |C0:d|=e, then |C0|=ce2. Since \C0\=ae(q+e)/2, we have ce=a(q+e)/2

as we wished to show.

Remark. Since C0£d and hence C'0=Cxr\Cl, it follows that |C0:C0| is

divisible by e2.

The following two propositions are concerned with sufficient conditions for

regularity of a QD-group G. It will be convenient to formulate a condition for N.

We consider 2-blocks b of N with the defect group T. Since b corresponds to a

block 5 of A7<x> of defect 1, b and then b contains a single modular irreducible
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character </>. Since the corresponding Cartan invariant c(</>, </>) then is 4 (e.g. by

[5, I,(6C)]), b consists of four ordinary irreducible characters and each of them

coincides with </> for elements r e N of odd order. In particular, the four irreducible

characters in b have degree <f>(l)=f(b). We shall say now that Nsatisfies condition

(#) provided that

For each 2-block b of N with the defect group T, the degree/(A) of the

four characters in N is coprime to the characteristic power ? of N.

We shall now prove :

Proposition 3. Let G be a QD-group for which G = G' ande> I. If the centralizer

N of an involution satisfies the condition (#), then G is regular.

Proof. Since N has a normal subgroup A for which N/L is cyclic of order e^l,

we can choose a linear character 9N of N with the kernel A. If w is chosen as before

then we Eand 9N(w)^ 1. If 9= 9N\E, 8 is a linear character of Edifferent from the

principal character of A, and 9 satisfies the condition (*) of §6. Then the 2-block

BB of G is different from the principal block BB(2, G). On account of Proposition

7.6, BB has a minor subsection (x, b). Here, b is a 2-block of N with the defect

group T. According to the hypothesis (#) on N, we have (/(A), ?) = 1. In Proposition

7.4 we have f* =f(b) and then

in -\HJl_
11      |C|2/(A)2'

Now the definition of regularity in §3 shows that G is regular.

Remark. A similar proof shows that Proposition 3 remains valid, if the two

assumptions G = G' and e> 1 are replaced by the assumption e> |G:G'|.

Proposition 4. Assume that G is a QD-group for which the centralizer N of an

involution satisfies the condition (#). Suppose that there exist irreducible characters

w of C=Tx C0, trivial on T, which have the stabilizer C in N(T). Then G is regular.

Proof. Let <a belong to the 2-block A of C. Then u> is the canonical character

of A and A also has the stabilizer C in N(T). It follows that B=ba is a 2-block of G

with the defect group T.

It follows from the general results on 2-blocks of defect 2 [6, IV] that in our

present case, B consists of four characters all of the same degree f(B) and that we

have a formula

.   IAT        "(O2        f(m
11      \C\2f(bx)f(b2)f(b3)JW>

where each A¡ (i = l, 2, 3) is a 2-block of N with the defect group T and where

f(b¡) is the degree of the characters in bt. By the condition (#), (f(b¡), ?) = 1. Again,

the definition of regularity shows that G is regular.

We shall show ultimately that every gD-group of characteristic power ? > 3 is

regular.
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Chapter IV. Structure of O(A0. Localization

1. Preliminary discussion of Theorem B. This chapter and the next are devoted

to the proof of Theorem B and the study of the 2-regular core O(A^) of the central-

izer N=C(x) of an involution x in a simple group G with quasi-dihedral or

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. Theorem B has been stated explicitly only in the

case that G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and only if the proper simple

gö-sections of G satisfy the conclusions of the Main Theorems. We wish to

reformulate the theorem now in a way that will include the wreathed case as well

as the quasi-dihedral.

In order to accomplish this, we first list the two consequences of our assumption

on the proper simple g/)-sections of G that we actually use in the proof of Theorem

B. In the quasi-dihedral case these two results are a direct consequence of Prop-

osition 2.3 of Chapter II and Theorem A of Chapter III.

I. If H is a proper gD-subgroup of G, Nx is the centralizer of an involution

of H, and T is a four-subgroup of H containing that involution, then [T, 0(NX)]

= 0(//).

II. If H is a proper g/)-subgroup of G of the same characteristic power q as

G and if q > 3, then 0(H) = 1.

Furthermore, in Chapter III we have already established the Main Theorems

when G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and characteristic power q = 3

or 5. In particular, it is immediate from this that G satisfies the conclusions of

Theorem B for these values of q. Thus in the quasi-dihedral case it will suffice to

establish Theorem B when q > 5. This is an important point, for as we have noted

iiL§4 of Chapter II, g-groups of characteristic power q=3 or 5 are somewhat

exceptional and as a consequence many of the arguments to be given in the general

proof of Theorem B are not valid in the special cases q = 3 or 5. Corresponding

difficulties occur when G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups for the same values of q

and so these two cases must also be treated independently in that problem.

We therefore make the following additional assumption :

III. The characteristic power q of G exceeds five.

We shall refer to assumptions I, II, and III together as the working hypotheses

and we shall restrict ourselves to a simple group G with quasi-dihedral or wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups which satisfies the working hypotheses. We emphasize that in

the quasi-dihedral case the working hypotheses are themselves a consequence of

results of Chapters II and III. Moreover, as remarked in the Introduction they will

be proved in the wreathed case in a subsequent paper by one of the authors.

Finally, we remark that assumption II is of critical importance to us. Because

of it, we are able to show that certain local subgroups which we must construct

in the course of our arguments are not gD-groups. As a consequence, the subse-

quent analysis of these local subgroups requires only a knowledge of properties

of g-groups, D-groups, and normal 2-complements.
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We can now state Theorem B in a form which covers both the quasi-dihedral

and wreathed cases. As in §4 of Chapter II, we define 8, e, and n by the conditions

?=e (mod 4), S= +1 or — 1 according as G has quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow

2-subgroups, and 2" is the highest power of 2 dividing q+8e.

Theorem B. Let G be a simple group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow

2-subgroups of characteristic power q which satisfies the working hypotheses. If N

is the centralizer of an involution in G, then the following conditions hold:

(i) O(N) = AB, where A is cyclic of order dividing (q + 8e)/2n, B is abelian, and if

A =£ 1, A# 1, then O(N) is a Frobenius group with kernel B and complement A.

(ii) Any noncentral involution of N inverts B and centralizes a conjugate of A.

(iii) If X is a noncyclic abelian 2-subgroup of N of maximal order, then X central-

izes a conjugate of A, X normalizes B, and X/CX(B) is cyclic of order 2n and acts

regularly on B.

(iv) The extended centralizer C*(u) lies in N for any nonidentity element u of

0(N).

The goal of the present chapter will be to reduce the proof of Theorem B to the

study of certain local subgroups. In particular, we shall construct and examine

certain families of local subgroups.

As a first step we wish to restate Theorem B in a more detailed way. We shall

then easily see that the version just stated is a consequence of the new version.

We begin by introducing some notation and terminology which we shall fix once

and for all. We let G be a simple group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow

2-subgroups of characteristic power ? > 5 and define e, 8, and n as above. We fix

an involution x of G and we let N=C(x) = Ca(x). Thus, N contains a Sylow 2-

subgroup of G by Propositions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. We choose notation for elements

and subgroups of N, in accordance with the opening remarks of §4 of Chapter II.

This includes the following :

x, T, Xx, x2, x3, y, d, C, D, E, L0, L.

Here x = x1, x2, x3 are the three involutions of the four-subgroup T, D is either

dihedral of order eight or is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

N containing D, y and d are certain elements of S, which actually lie in D, C = CN(T)

= C(T), D = NS(T), E=0(CN(S)) = 0(C(S)), A0=>O(/V) with L0/O(N) isomorphic

to SA(2, ?), and L=L0S. Furthermore, CD(T) = T if S is quasi-dihedral, while

CD(T) is the unique abelian subgroup of index two in D if D = S is wreathed. We

also set M=N(C).

Actually in some arguments in the quasi-dihedral case, it is more convenient

to fix only T and D, but not S, and instead to allow S to be an arbitrary Sylow

2-subgroup of N containing D. We shall therefore allow this degree of freedom

in the choice of S. Since 0(CN(S)) = 0(CN(D)) by Lemma 2.4.3 and since A0 and

A are normal in N, this will not affect the definition of A or of A.
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We next introduce two concepts which will be very important for us.

Definition 1. If/» is a prime divisor of |0(JV)|, then /» is said to be stationary

provided there is a Sylow /»-subgroup R of O(A0 such that R is also a Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(N(R)).

Note that this definition is independent of the choice of R, by Sylow's theorem,

and so is really a property of the prime /».

Definition 2. If/» is a prime divisor of |0(iV)|, then p is said to be centralized

(inverted) if there is a Sylow /»-subgroup R of 0(N) normalized by T and central-

ized by T (inverted by the elements x2, x3 of T— <x».

Again, this does not depend on R. Indeed, 0(N) is of odd order, so any two l'-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of 0(N) are conjugate by an element of C0<m(T).

Futhermore, if R is as in the definition, then R is certainly centralized by x, so /»

is centralized if x2 centralizes R and /» is inverted if x2 inverts R.

We now let A be a D-invariant Hall subgroup of O(A0 for the set of centralized

and stationary primes. Such Hall subgroups exist since 0(N) is solvable, while

D is a 2-group and 0(N) is of odd order. Similarly, we let B be a D-invariant

Hall subgroup of 0(N) for the set of inverted and stationary primes. We fix A

and B. Note that B is, of course, abelian as it is inverted by the involution x2.

We can now state the more detailed form of Theorem B.

Theorem B. If G is a simple group with quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-

subgroups which satisfies the working hypotheses, then G has the following properties:

(i) 0(N) = AB, A is cyclic of order dividing (q + 8e)/2n, B is abelian  and if

A^\, B^ 1, then 0(N) is a Frobenius group with kernelB and complement A.

(ii) If U= CD(T), then U centralizes A, U normalizes B, and U/CV(B) is cyclic

of order 2n and acts regularly on B.

(iii) The extended centralizer C*(u) lies in N for any nonidentity element u of

0(N).

(iv) There is a normal subgroup J of L0 such that L0 =JO(N), J centralizes O(N),

and either J is isomorphic to SL(2, q) and J n 0(N) =1 or q = 9, J is isomorphic to

SLT(2, 9), \J n O(A0| =3, and G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

Here SLT(2, 9) is the group described in §2 of Chapter II which has a central

subgroup of order three with quotient isomorphic to SL(2, 9) and is directly

indecomposable.

This result has as a consequence the earlier version of Theorem B. Indeed, parts

(i) and (iv) of that version follow directly from parts (i) and (iii) here. Furthermore,

x2 inverts B and centralizes A by definition of B and A. If S is quasi-dihedral, every

noncentral involution of S is conjugate to x2 in S by Lemma 2.1.1 and so any

noncentral involution t of N is conjugate to x2 in N. Since B is characteristic in

0(N) = AB, we see that B is normal in N. It follows therefore that / inverts B and

centralizes a conjugate of A. Likewise, by the same lemma, any noncyclic abelian

2-subgroup X of N of maximal order is conjugate in N to T and contains x. Thus
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X centralizes a conjugate of A and X/CX(B) = X/(xy inverts B. This shows that

parts (ii) and (iii) of the first version also hold in this case.

Suppose, on the other hand, that S is wreathed of height n, in which case S=D.

By the remarks at the beginning of §4 of Chapter II, Y= D n A0 = D n J is general-

ized quaternion of order 2n + 1 and hence Tis the unique generalized quaternion

subgroup of D of maximal order. But now Lemma 2.1.2 yields that Q,x(D) = TY.

Since x2 and x3 are conjugate in D and since every involution of D lies in £2i(D),

we conclude that any noncentral involution / of Vis conjugate in Vto an involution

of the form x2v for some element v of Y. But J centralizes 0(N) by (iv) and TsA,

so v centralizes 0(N). Therefore, t inverts B and centralizes a conjugate of A, so

part (ii) of the first version holds in this case as well.

Finally any noncyclic abelian 2-subgroup of V of maximal order is conjugate

in V to U, the unique such abelian subgroup of D. Hence part (iii) of the earlier

version follows from part (ii) of this version (together with the fact that B is normal

in N). Thus the earlier form of Theorem B does indeed follow from the present

one.

It will be understood that it is the second expanded form of Theorem B that we

shall establish in Chapters IV and V.

The working hypotheses together with the results of Chapter II have a great

number of consequences for the structure of the subgroups of G. The most im-

portant and widely used of these will now be listed. They can be viewed as an

expanded form of our " working hypotheses " for the proof of Theorem B.

Proposition 1. The following conditions are satisfied by G and its subgroups:

(i) If H is a local QD-subgroup of G, then H has characteristic power 3 or 5

or a proper divisor of q.

(ii) If His a proper QD-subgroup ofG, Nx is the centralizer of an involution ofH,

andTx is a four-subgroup of H containing that involution, then [Tx, 0(Nx)]^0(H).

(iii) If H is a subgroup of G with 0(H) ^ 1 which covers L0/O(N), then H is a

Q-group of characteristic power q and if xe H, then H=0(H)(H n N).

(iv) If H is a subgroup of G containing T with 0(H) =¿ 1 and if H covers

C n L/C n 0(N), then H is not a QD-group.

(v) If H is a subgroup of G containing T such that \AH(T)\ is divisible by 3 and

either DsA/ or G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, then H is a QD-group

or a D-group with respect to T.

(vi) If H is a proper subgroup of G containing T and either DçH or G has quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, then precisely one of the following holds : H is a QD-

group, H is a Q-group, H is a D-group, or H has a normal 2-complement.

Although it is possible to determine the general structure of all proper subgroups

of G when H has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, the results given in parts (v) and (vi)

will suffice for the paper.
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Proof, (i) Let r be the characteristic power of //. Without loss we can assume

that x e H, in which case H n N= CH(x) is a g-group of characteristic power r

by definition of the characteristic power of //. Setting N=N/0(N), we have that

H n N is also a g-group of characteristic power r. As such, it contains a g-sub-

group K of the same characteristic r, but with no normal subgroups of index two.

Since Ñ=LE, where L, E have the properties listed in Proposition 2.3.3, it follows

that K n £ is also a g-group of characteristic power r with no normal subgroups

of index two. Since L0 is normal in L of index a power of 2, we see that Kr\L

^L0. But now Lemma 2.4.8 yields that either r=3, r=5, or r divides q. However,

since 0(H) ^ 1, it follows from the working hypotheses on G that r+q.

(ii) This is simply a restatement of assumption I of the working hypotheses

on G.

(iii) By assumption, 0(H) # 1 and L0 = O(N)H0, where H0 = H n L0. Hence //0

contains a Sylow 2-subgroup S0 of L0 and H0=L0=L0/O(N), so //0 is isomorphic

to SL(2, <7). But then if x0 is the unique involution of S0, O(A0<x0> is normal in

H0 and it follows by the Frattini argument that //0 = 0(H0)CHo(x0), so CHo(x0)

also covers LJO(N). We conclude at once that CHo(x0) is a g-group of characteristic

power 9.

Now H is not a D-group by Lemma 2.5.5, as it contains a g-group. Hence, if

H were not a g-group, it would necessarily be a gD-group and so CH(x0) would

be a g-group by Proposition 2.2.1. But CiÍ0(x0)sCJÍ(x0) and CHo(x0) is a g-group

of characteristic power q, so the characteristic power of CH(x0) is at least q, whence

by Lemma 2.3.2, it is exactly q. However, this contradicts our working hypotheses

on G since 0(H)^ 1. Thus //is a g-group and, as //0£//, its characteristic power

is q.

Finally assume xeH, whence x e H0, and so we can take x=x0. Since S0 is

generalized quaternion, it follows at once from Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 that

x e Z(S) for any Sylow 2-subgroup S of H containing S0. But H= 0(H)C„(Z(S))

by Proposition 2.3.1 as H is a g-group, so H=0(H)CH(x) = 0(H)(H n N) as

x eZ(S). Thus all parts of (iii) hold.

(iv) Suppose, by way of contradiction, that H is a gD-group. Since x g Tç H,

Proposition 2.2.1 implies that H n Nisa g-group. As in the proof of (i), it follows

that H0 = H n L0 is also a g-group. Thus H0 is a g-subgroup of L0=L0/O(N) and

so //0 contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, r), where r=3, r = 5, or r divides q

by Lemma 2.4.8. Since SL(2, r) contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3) for all

odd r, we see that H0 contains a subgroup X such that X is isomorphic to SL(2, 3).

Furthermore, C n H covers C n L/C n O(A0 by assumption, so

CnL = (Cn O(A0)(CnHnL),

whence   C n L = C C\ H r\ L.   We   conclude   therefore   that   H nL   contains

{X, C n L>. On the other hand, q> 5 by the basic hypotheses of the chapter and
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therefore (X, CnA>=Z by Lemma 2.4.6. Thus Hc\L=L and so H~c\LsLQ,

which implies that H covers L0/O(N). Since 0(H) ^ 1, H must therefore be a g-

group by (iii) and so cannot be a gD-group. Thus (iv) also holds.

We prove (v) and (vi) simultaneously. If G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups,

then D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G by definition of D and Ds// by assumption,

so H has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups in this case. On the other hand, if G has

quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, then the Sylow 2-subgroups of H are either

dihedral or quasi-dihedral as these are the only types of subgroups of a quasi-

dihedral group which contain a four group.

Let Si be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. If Sj is dihedral, then by Definition 2.2.4,

either H has a normal 2-complement or is a D-group ; while if Si is either quasi-

dihedral or wreathed, Propositions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 together with Definition 2.2.1

imply that either H has a normal 2-complement, H is a g-group, H is a D-group,

or H is a gD-group. Thus (vi) holds.

Suppose finally that Af contains a four-subgroup Tx such that 1^(7^)1 is divisible

by three. Clearly then, H does not have a normal 2-complement. Hence by (vi),

either (v) holds or H is a g-group. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that H is a

g-group. Since l^niAi)! is divisible by three, H contains a 3-element a which

normalizes but does not centralize Tx. Then A=<Ai, a> is a subgroup of H which

does not have a normal 2-complement. Moreover, Ax is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K

as Tx is normal in K of index a power of three. Hence Kisa D-group by Definition

2.2.4 as Tx is a dihedral group of order four. However, this is impossible as no

subgroup of a g-group is a D-group by Lemma 2.4.17. Hence (v) holds and the

proposition is proved.

In §4 of this chapter we shall show that condition (iv) of Theorem B is a conse-

quence of conditions (i) and (iii). Actually a more general result on the structure of

A0 is proved which will be used in the next chapter. Then in §5 of the chapter we

shall show that Theorem B itself is a consequence of the following result :

Theorem B*. If p is a prime divisor of \0(N)\, then p is stationary and is either

centralized or inverted.

In order to state yet another equivalent form of our results, we introduce one

more bit of terminology.

Definition 3. If/» is a prime divisor of \0(N)\, then/» is ordinary if/» is stationary

and is centralized or inverted. Otherwise, we say that /» is exceptional.

Thus, Theorem B* states that all the prime divisors of \0(N)\ are ordinary;

there are no exceptional ones. In order to state a key result on exceptional primes

we need one more concept.

Definition 4. If/» is a prime divisor of \0(N)\, then =£?(/») is the collection all

/»-local subgroups of G which cover L0/O(N) and contain D as well as a Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(N).
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In view of Proposition 1, every element of =S?(/») is a g-group of characteristic

power ?.

The important property in the definition of ¿?(p) is the covering statement.

The others are included for technical reasons. Henceforth, if we speak of ordinary,

exceptional, centralized, or inverted primes /», we shall of course mean that /» is a

prime divisor of |0(V)| even though we do not state that assumption explicitly.

The following important result which is to be derived in §3 gives a criterion for a

prime /» to be exceptional in terms of the structure of the elements of ^C(p). This

theorem will constitute our final reduction of Theorem B.

Theorem 1. The prime p is exceptional if and only if there is an element H in

¿f(p) which is p-constrained within S(H).

This can be restated as follows : The prime /» is ordinary if and only if every

element H of ¿f(p) is not/»-constrained within S(H).

Thus the effect of Theorem 1 is to shift the focus of attention, in deriving Theorems

B and B*, upon properties of the /»-local subgroups of G for the various primes p

dividing \0(N)\. The next chapter will be devoted to a proof of Theorem B*;

all the results of the present chapter (apart from the derivation of Theorem B from

Theorem B*) can be regarded as preparatory to that endeavor. Completing the

outline of this chapter, in §2 we give a sufficient condition for a prime p to be, in

fact, ordinary, which is needed for the arguments of §§3, 4, and 5. In §6 we develop

a number of properties of the family SC(p). Then in the final three sections we

introduce and investigate a second important family J((p) of/»-local subgroups of G,

each of whose members is a D-group. A large part of the proof of Theorem B*

involves a study of the interrelation of the elements of ■Sf(p) and J((p).

We conclude this section with some useful, basic properties of the elements of

=£?(/»); these can be regarded as an addition to our "working hypotheses" of

Proposition 1.

Lemma 1. IfHe ¿£(p) for a prime /», then

(i) H is a Q-group of characteristic power q.

(ii) H=0(H)(HnN).

(iii) H covers L/0(N).

(iv) H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup ofL and of G.

(v) 0(H) n VçO(V) and 0(N) n H^O(H).

(vi) 0(H) contains a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(N).

Proof, (i) As noted above, this is a consequence of Proposition 1.

(ii) Again, by Proposition 1, we only need to show that xeH. However,

x e DçH, by assumption.

(iii) By the remarks of §4 of Chapter II, we know that L=L0CD(T). But CD(T)

Ç De H and H covers L0/O(N), so (iii) is proved.

(iv) Since x e H, it follows from (iii) that H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of A.

But a Sylow 2-subgroup of A is also one of G, proving (iv).
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(v) Clearly 0(H)n NçO(Hn N). But (H n N)0(N)/0(N) has no nontrivial

normal subgroups of odd order by Lemma 2.4.7 as it contains L0/O(N). Hence,

0(HnN)^0(N) and so 0(H)nN^O(N). Similarly, 0(N) n H^O(Nn H)

and 0(Nn> H)çO(H) as H/0(H) has no normal subgroups of odd order and N

covers H/0(H) by (ii).

(vi) Let R be a Sylow /»-subgroup of O(A0 contained in H. Hence R^O(H)

by (iv). Let R* be a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H). Since R and R* are

x-invariant, there is m g C0im(x) such that RU^R*. But then u g N and so Ru^O(N)

as R^O(N) and O(A0 is normal in N. This implies that /?" is a Sylow/»-subgroup

of O(A0 and hence that Ru = 0(N) n R*. Thus /?" is also D-invariant. Finally,

R*çNn 0(//)£0(//) by (iv). This establishes (vi) and completes the proof of

the lemma.

2. Stationary nonconstrained primes. We begin by introducing one more

concept.

Definition 1. If/» is a prime divisor of \0(N)\, then p is constrained if N is

/»-constrained within S(N) and /» is nonconstrained in the contrary case.

The following remark is very useful :

Lemma 1. Ifp is aprime divisor of \0(N)\ and R is a Sylow p-subgroup ofO(N),

then the following conditions hold:

(i) /» is constrained if and only ifCN(R)^S(N).

(ii) p is nonconstrained if and only if CN(R) covers L0/O(N).

Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N containing D. Since our conditions on

R hold if and only if they hold for any conjugate of R by an element of A^ and since

S leaves some Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(AO invariant, we can assume that R is

S-invariant. Then by Lemma 2.6.2, /» is constrained if and only if CZ(S)(/?) is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of CN(R). Suppose /» is constrained. Since CZ(S)(R) is cyclic,

we conclude from Burnside's transfer theorem that CN(R) has a normal 2-comple-

ment and so is solvable. But 0(N)CN(R) is normal in N as CN(R) is normal in

NN(R) and N= 0(N)NN(R) by the Frattini argument. Thus 0(N)CN(R) is a solvable

normal subgroup of N an we conclude that CN(R)^S(N). On the other hand,

if /» is not constrained, CziS)(R) is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of CN(R). But S(N)

= 0(N)Z(S) by Lemma 2.4.14 and so Z(S) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S(N). We

conclude at once that CN(R) $ S(N). Thus (i) holds.

If CN(R) covers L0/O(N), then CN(R) is not solvable as L0/O(N) is not solvable.

Hence CN(R)£S(N) and so /» is nonconstrained by (i). Conversely, if/» is non-

constrained, then CN(R) $ S(N) by (i). But NN(R) covers 7V/O(A0 as N= 0(N)NN(R)

and so NN(R) also covers N/S(N). Thus S(N)CN(R) is a normal subgroup of N

containing S(N) properly. However, L0S(N)/S(N) is the unique minimal normal

subgroup of N/S(N) by Lemma 2.4.15 and therefore CN(R) covers L0S(N)/S(N).

But then CN(R) covers L0/O(N) by Lemma 2.4.13. Hence (ii) also holds.
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The main result of this section states that certain primes are indeed ordinary, in

the sense of Definition 1.3.

Proposition 1. The prime p is ordinary if and only if it is stationary and non-

constrained.

Before proving this, we require a preliminary lemma.

Lemma 2. If p is a stationary and nonconstrained prime and R0 is a nonidentity

T-invariant p-subgroup of 0(N), then there is a Sylow p-subgroup of O(N(R0))

centralized by x.

In particular, any Sylow /»-subgroup of O(N(R0)) normalized by x is centralized

by x as (x, O(N(R0))y is a solvable group with Sylow 2-subgroup <x>.

Proof (of Lemma 2). Let A be a A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of O(N) contain-

ing A0 ; such a subgroup exists since 0(N) has odd order and A is a 2-group, while

A0 is A-invariant by assumption. First, suppose that A0 = A. In this case A0 is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of O(N(R0)) since /» is stationary and R0 = R. Moreover, x

centralizes A0 as x e Z(N), so the lemma holds in this case.

We proceed by induction on |A : A0|. We may assume that A=>A0, so Rx

=NB(R0)=>R0. We also set H0=N(R0) and Hx = N(Rx).

By induction, x centralizes each Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(Hx) that it normalizes.

We claim that x even centralizes each /»-subgroup of Hx that it normalizes. First,

we note that Hx is a g-group of characteristic power ? and Hx = 0(Hx)CHl(x).

Indeed, Hx=N(Rx)^C(Rx)^C(R), so Hx coversL0/O(N) as C(A) does by Lemma

1. Also x e Hx, so Hx is as described by Proposition 1.1. Next, suppose that A* is a

/»-subgroup of Afi normalized by x. It follows that

[A*, x] S [Hx, x] = [0(H)CHl(x), x] S 0(Hx).

Thus [A*, x] is a /»-subgroup of 0(HX) normalized by x. Since 0(H±) is of odd

order, there is a Sylow /»-subgroup of O(Hx) normalized by x and containing

[A*, x]. This Sylow subgroup is centralized by x, so x centralizes [A*, x]. Since

(xy and A* have coprime orders, it follows that x centralizes A*, as claimed.

Suppose now that the lemma fails for A0. Since Rx Ç H0, O(H0)Rx is a group and

is of odd order. Since x normalizes both O(H0) and Rlt there is a Sylow/»-subgroup

A2 of 0(HQ)Rx normalized by x and containing Aj. But O(H0) is a normal subgroup

of O(H0)Rx, so A2 n O(H0) is an x-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of O(H0). Since

the lemma is false for A0, no x-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of O(H0) is centralized

by x. Thus x does not centralize A2 n O(H0) and so x does not centralize A2.

It follows therefore from Lemma 2.8.1 that there is a nonidentity element u of

A2 inverted by x and centralizing CR2(x). But Rx^CR2(x) as R±^R2 and so u e Hx.

Thus <t/> is a /»-subgroup of Hx normalized, but not centralized, by x. This is a

contradiction and the lemma is proved.

Proof (of Proposition 1). We begin with the easier half; we assume that /» is

ordinary and verify that /» has the necessary properties. Thus by definition /» is
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stationary and is either inverted or centralized ; and we must prove that /> is non-

constrained.

Hence if R is a T-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(A), it will suffice by Lemma 1

to show that CN(R)$S(N). However, if p is centralized, then T^CN(R) and

T$S(N) as Z(D) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S(N) by Lemma 2.4.14 and Z(D) is

cyclic as D is either dihedral of order eight or is a wreathed Sylow 2-subgroup of G.

Suppose, on the other hand, that p is inverted. Let K be the subgroup of N of

elements which either invert or centralize R. Then A-is normal in NN(R) and T<=K.

Since N=0(N)NN(R) = S(N)NN(R) by the Frattini argument, it follows that

S(N)K is a normal subgroup of N containing S(N) properly. Moreover, x e K as

x eZ(N). But now we conclude from Lemmas 2.4.13 and 2.4.15, as in Lemma 1,

that K covers L0/O(N). Thus L0çO(N)K. Since L0 is nonsolvable and 0(A) is a

solvable normal subgroup of 0(N)K, we have that K is nonsolvable. But \K : CN(R)\

= 2 and so CN(R) is also nonsolvable. Therefore CN(R)£S(N), as desired.

Now assume p is stationary and nonconstrained. To prove that /» is ordinary,

we must show that/» is either inverted or centralized. Since C is D-invariant and C

has a normal 2-complement, C possesses a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup P. The

group 0(N)0(C) is of odd order, is normalized by T, and contains P as C has a

normal 2-complement. Hence there is a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup R* of

0(N)0(C) containing P. It follows that R = 0(A) n R* is a T-invariant Sylow/7-sub-

group of 0(A) normalized by P and R* = RP. Moreover, CR(x2)=P n R; indeed,

P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C and x is central in N. Thus /» is inverted if P n R=l

and /» is centralized if P n /? = R. Hence we may assume that

1 c pnRc r

and derive a contradiction. To do this, we set H=N(P) and K=N(P n /?), so //

and ÍT are /»-local subgroups of G. These groups and their properties provide the

desired contradiction.

First, AT is a g-group of characteristic power q and K=0(K)(K n N). Indeed,

C(R) covers L0/O(N) as /» is nonconstrained, so C(P n /?) also covers L0/O(N).

Thus ÄJ is as described, by Proposition 1.1, as x g K.

Second, His a solvable D-group. Indeed, H=N(P) covers M/C by the Frattini

argument, so AH(T) = Aut (T). Moreover, D<=// as P is D-invariant. Hence //

is either a gD-group or a D-group with respect to T, again by Proposition 1.1.

Suppose that H is a gD-group or a nonsolvable D-group with respect to T. We

shall derive a contradiction. It follows from Propositions 2.2.2 and 2.3.4 and Lemma

2.5.1 that H=H/0(H) possesses a normal subgroup Hx = Hx/0(H), which is

simple and contains T. Therefore Hx is the normal closure of Tin Hx. Since C(P)

contains T and C(P) is normal in //, we have C(P)3.HX, so C(P) is also a gD-

group or a nonsolvable D-group. However, C(P)^C(P n R)^K. But A contains no

gD-subgroups or D-subgroups by Lemma 2.4.17, since AT is a g-group. This

contradiction forces // to have the desired structure. In particular, since H contains
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a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, it follows from Proposition 2.3.4 that Af is isomorphic

to PGLn(2, 3) for some n ̂  1.

Since P n Ac A and A is normal in PA, it follows that Px = NB(P)=>P n A.

Hence Pj is a A-invariant /»-subgroup of H and so Pi is a A-invariant /»-subgroup

of H. But then Ai = l by Lemma 2.5.9, forcing Px^O(H); therefore if P* is a

A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H), then P<= A* and so A does not centralize

P*. But NH(P*) is also a D-group with respect to A by the Frattini argument and so

all involutions of A are conjugate in N„(P*). Hence no involution of T centralizes

P*. In particular, x does not, so by Lemma 2.8.1, there is a nonidentity element u

of P* inverted by x and centralizing CP.(x). Then u e K as u centralizes P n R

and P n As CP.(x). But x centralizes K/0(K), so w e 0(A) and <m> is an x-invariant

/»-subgroup of O(K) not centralized by x. This contradicts Lemma 2 and the

proposition is proved.

We conclude the section by giving a property of ordinary primes.

Lemma 3. Ifp is an ordinary prime, A is a T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup ofO(N),

and u is a nonidentity element of R, then

(i) C(u) is T-invariant.

(ii) Every T-invariant p-subgroup of C(u) lies in N.

Proof, (i) Since p is ordinary, A is inverted or centralized by each element of T.

Thus T normalizes <h> and so normalizes C«m» = C(u).

(ii) We set H=N((uy) and thus TçH. Furthermore, C(A) covers A0/V as /»

is nonconstrained by the proposition, so H is a g-group of characteristic power ?

and H=0(H)CH(x) by Proposition 1.1. Moreover, by Lemma 2, x centralizes

every /»-subgroup of 0(H) that it normalizes. Since x centralizes H/0(H), it

follows, just as in the proof of Lemma 2, that x centralizers every /»-subgroup of H

that it normalizes. In particular, any A-invariant/»-subgroup of//certainly lies in V.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. The task to be accomplished in this section is a proof

of Theorem 1.1. We must show that a prime p is exceptional if and only if -S?(/») has

a certain property. We begin as follows :

Lemma 1. Ifp is an ordinary prime and He St?(p), then

(i) The element x centralizes each p-subgroup of H that it normalizes.

(ii) H is not p-constrained within S(H).

Proof, (i) Since H e SC(p), x centralizes H/0(H). Thus we need only establish

that x centralizes each /»-subgroup of 0(H) that it normalizes. In particular, it

suffices to show that x centralizes some Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H).

Since H e ¿>?(p), there is a D-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup A of O(N) contained in

0(H) by Lemma 1.1. Let A* be a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H) which

contains A. We shall prove that A* = A and so demonstrate (i).

Suppose that x centralizes A*. Thus A*£V, so R*^0(N) by Lemma 1.1 as
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R*£Nn O(H). But R^R* and R is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A), so R=R* in this

case.

Next, assume that x does not centralize R* ; we shall derive a contradiction. By

Lemma 2.8.1, there is m g R*, u^\, such that u is inverted by x and u centralizes

CB.(x). Hence u e C(R) as R^R* n A=CB.(x). But #(/?) e 3\p) as A^/?) con-

tains both D and /? and covers L0/O(N) by the Frattini argument applied to the

normal subgroup 0(A) of N. Hence x centralizes N(R)/0(N(R)), so ue 0(N(R))

as ue N(R) and x inverts u. But /» is stationary, being ordinary, so R is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(N(R)). However, x does not centralize <w> and does centralize

R. This is a contradiction and (i) is proved.

(ii) The subgroup 0(A) n H is a normal subgroup of L0 n H and contains /?.

Hence by the Frattini argument there is a Sylow 2-subgroup S0 of L0 n H which

normalizes /?. However, // covers LJO(N) as H e ¿¡f(p), so S0 is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of L0. Since/» is ordinary, it is nonconstrained by Proposition 2.1; hence

CLq(R) covers L0/O(N) by Lemma 2.1 and so CLo(R) has odd index in NLq(R).

Thus S0£d0CR). But S0£//, so S0^CH(R). Since R is a Sylow /»-subgroup of

0(//) and S0 is generalized quaternion, it follows from Lemma 2.6.2 that H is not

/»-constrained within S(H) and the lemma is proved.

We remark that actually this lemma is superfluous, for the only part of Theorem

1.1 that we require for the proof of Theorem B is the existence of elements H of

^C(p) that are /»-constrained in S(H) when p is exceptional. However, we think the

fuller picture is clearer.

Lemma 2. Ifp is an exceptional prime and R is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup

of 0(A), then H=N(R) is an element of ¿?(p) and H is p-constrained within S(H).

This result together with the previous lemma will clearly provide a proof of

Theorem 1.1.

Proof. The subgroup H contains both D and R and it covers N/0(N) by the

Frattini argument. Thus H e £f(p) by Definition 1.4 and also //contains a Sylow

2-subgroup of N and hence of G. We now prove that H is constrained as stated.

First, suppose that/» is constrained; that is, CN(R)^S(N) by Lemma 2.1 and

consequently CD(R)QZ(D) as S(N) = 0(N)Z(D) by Lemma 2.4.14. Let R* be a

D-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(H) containing R. Hence CD(/?*)sZ(D). Let

S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing D and normalizing R*. Thus S n CH(R*)

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(R*) as S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of NH(R*). But H is a

g-group and S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, so that it now suffices to prove that

CS(R*) = S n CH(R*)^Z(S) by Lemma 2.6.2. However, CS(R*) is a normal sub-

group of S, which is either quasi-dihedral or wreathed, and CS(R*) intersects D

in a subgroup of Z(D). In the latter case, the desired assertion is clear as then D=S,

while in the former case, it follows from Lemma 2.1.1 as then D is dihedral of

order eight.
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Next, assume that /» is not constrained. Since p is exceptional, it follows from

Proposition 2.1 that /> is not stationary. Thus, if A* is as above, then A*=>A.

Hence the proof will obviously be concluded once we establish the following

result:

Lemma 3. If He ^C(p), R is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(N) contained

in 0(H) and A* is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H) properly containing R,

then H is p-constrained within 0(H).

Proof. First, x does not centralize A*. For if it did, then A*sVn 0(H), so

A*cO(V) by Lemma 1.1 and A = A* as A is a Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(N). This

contradicts our assumption that A* => A.

Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing D and normalizing A*. Such a

subgroup exists by Sylow's theorem applied to NH(R*). Moreover, since H e =£?(/»),

S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G by Lemma 1.1. However, the subgroup CS(A*) is a

normal subgroup of S not containing x. But <x> = Di(Z(S)) by Lemmas 2.1.1

and 2.1.2, so CS(A*) n Z(S) = 1, which is possible only if CS(A*) = 1. Hence

| Cw(i?*)| is odd and so H is /»-constrained within 0(H) by Lemma 2.6.2. The

lemma is proved, as is the previous one, and so is Theorem 1.1.

4. Structure of A0. The proposition to be established here is to be used to

prove the third statement of Theorem B, on the assumption that Theorem B* is

valid. We shall prove the result in much greater generality in order to make certain

uses of it in the next chapter.

Proposition 1. Let n be the set of primes which divide |G(V)| and which are

neither centralized nor inverted. Set N = N/Ox(0(N)). Then the following conditions

hold:

(i) Any T-invariant Sylow subgroup of O(N) is centralized or inverted by x2.

(ii) A0 has a normal subgroup J containing On(0(N)) such that L0=JO(N) and

either

(a) J is isomorphic to SL(2, q) and J n O(N) = 1 or

(b) J is isomorphic to SA"(2, 9), ? = 9, and \J n 0(N)\=3.

(iii) J centralizers 0(N).

Proof. We first establish statement (i). Let A' be a A-invariant Hall 7r-subgroup

of 0(N). By the definition of -n, we need only show that every Ä-invariant Sylow

subgroup of X is centralized by A. We set F= 0„.(0(N)). Since 0(Ñ) is solvable,

and On(0(N)) = 1, Theorem 6.3.2 of [19] implies that C0im(Y)ç fand CX(Y) = 1.

Thus it suffices to show that [X, T] centralizes F, as then [X, T]= 1 and Tcentral-

izes X.

Let r be a prime divisor of | Y\. There exists a Sylow r-subgroup Â of F that is

normalized by A and X. Indeed, YXT is a solvable group having F and XT as

Hall subgroups, so there is a Sylow r-subgroup A of F permutable with XT. But
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as F is a 7r'-group, we see that R=Y n RXT. Since F is normal in 0(Ñ)T,

Y n RXT is normal in RXT and we conclude that R is normalized by XT.

It suffices to prove that [X, T] centralizes R, as r was an arbitrary prime divisor

of | F|. However, each element of Teither inverts or centralizes R, by the definition

of 77 and the fact that r g tt'. Thus, TC(R)/C(R) has order at most two and is normal

in N(R)/C(R), so TC(R)/C(R) is central in N(R)/C(R) and hence [f, X]^C(R),

as was required to be demonstrated. Part (i) is proved.

We now turn our attention to (ii) and (iii). These are simply statements about N.

Since we shall work entirely in that group, we drop the "bars" and for the rest

of this proof—only—we use N, L0, T, and so forth, for N, LQ, T.

Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N containing D and let y be the element of S'

of order four defined in §4 of Chapter II, so that y e L0 and y £ Z(S) by the remarks

at the beginning of that section. We need only prove that y centralizes 0(A), for

then CN(0(N)) £ S(N) as S(N) = 0(N)Z(S) by Lemma 2.4.14. Thus the hypotheses

of Lemma 2.4.16 will be satisfied and both (ii) and (iii) will follow from that lemma.

Let/» be a prime divisor of |0(A)| and let R be an S-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup

of 0(A). Also set K=NN(R) and K0 = CN(R). It will suffice to show that K0 is a

g-group. Indeed, assume that this is the case. We have SsA as R is S-invariant

and consequently S n K0 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of AT0 as K0 is normal in K. But

then S n K0 clearly contains a quaternion subgroup. However, Lemmas 2.1.1

and 2.1.2 imply that any quaternion subgroup of S contains y. Thus y g Sd K0

and so y centralizes R. Since p is arbitrary, it will then follow that y centralizes

0(N), as required.

By the Frattini argument N= 0(N)K, so A is a g-group of characteristic power q

and 0(K)^0(N). Furthermore, we have SçA, S(A) = 0(A)Z(S) by Lemma

2.4.14, and A"07,=A'o<x2> as xeZ(N). On the other hand, x2 either inverts or

centralizes R, by (i), and so K0(x2)=K0T is normal in K. Since Z(S) is cyclic,

K0T£S(K). But L0S(K)/S(K) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of K/S(K)

and is isomorphic to PSL(2, q) by Lemma 2.4.15, as q > 5. Since K0TS(K)/S(K) is a

nontrivial normal subgroup of K/S(K), it follows that L0^K0TS(K). Since L0 is

nonsolvable and K0S(K) is normal in K0TS(K), this implies that A0 is also non-

solvable. Since K0 is a subgroup of the g-group A and is invariant under the Sylow

2-subgroup S of N, Lemma 2.4.17, together with Proposition 1.1 now yield that

K0 is a g-group and the proposition is proved.

5. Reduction to local subgroups. This section is devoted to a proof that Theorem

B* implies Theorem B. Hence, we assume throughout that Theorem B* holds and

verify the statements (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem B.

We begin with the last assertion. Since every prime divisor of |0(A)| is inverted

or centralized, by Theorem B*, the set n of prime divisors of |0(A)| which is

neither centralized nor inverted is empty and 0K(0(N)) = 1. Proposition 4.1 applies

and gives us the existence of a normal subgroup J of L0 such that L0=JO(N),
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J centralizes 0(N), and either J is isomorphic to SA(2, ?) and J n 0(N) = 1 or J

is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9), ? = 9, and |/n 0(N)\ =3. Thus to complete the proof

of (iv), it remains to establish that G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups in the

case that J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9).

Suppose then that J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9) and assume by way of contra-

diction that G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, in which case D is wreathed.

Since ? = 9, we have e= 1 and n = 3, whence also 8= -1. Setting N=N/0(N), we

have V=I by Proposition 2.3.3 as ?=9 and hence 0(C) s A. But (?+Se)/2n = l

in this case and consequently 0(C) = 1 by Lemma 2.4.2. Thus 0(C) s O(V).

We claim next that O(J)s 0(C). Indeed, since J is perfect and O(N) is solvable,

J is the terminal member of the derived series of A0 and so J is characteristic in A0.

Hence / is S-invariant and therefore so also is J n 0(N). But J n 0(N) contains

0(J) and so J n 0(N) = 0(J) and is of order three. Furthermore, D n J is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of J and so is generalized quaternion of order sixteen. Since J

is isomorphic to SLT~(2, 9), 0(/)sZ(A) and hence Dr\J centralizes O(J). In

addition, we know that Z(D) is cyclic of order eight and, as \0(J)\ =3, IS\Z(D))

necessarily centralizes 0(J). But As O \Z(D))(D n J) by Lemma 2.1.2 and, as the

latter group centralizes 0(J), we conclude that A centralizes 0(J). Thus 0(J)

S 0(C), as asserted.

Finally set A = 03(0(C)). Since 0(J) is normal in 0(N) and 0(C)S 0(N), we

have that 0(J)S A and hence that A^l. It follows therefore that H=N(R) is a

local subgroup of G. Since J centralizes 0(N) and 0(N) contains A, we see that

As H. But clearly J covers L0/O(N), so H must be a g-group of characteristic

power ? by Proposition 1.1. On the other hand, A is characteristic in 0(C) and

hence in C, while C is normal in M, so A is normal in M and Ms H. Since M/C

is isomorphic to Aut (A), we see that |^W(A)| is divisible by three. Moreover,

since C is D-invariant, so also is A and hence D<=H. But now Proposition 1.1

forces H to be a D-group or gD-group. This contradiction completes the proof of

part (iv) of Theorem B.

The argument we have just given did not use anything about ordinary or excep-

tional primes, but was solely a consequence of the factorization L0=JO(N) with

J isomorphic to SL~(2, 9) and normal in A0. We record this result here for later use.

Proposition 1. IfLQ=JO(N), where J is normal in L0, J is isomorphic to SLT(2,9),

9 = 9, and J centralizes 0(N), then G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

We continue our analysis of Theorem B. Let us look a little more at the structure

of V. First, we have noted above that J is the terminal member of the derived

series of A0 and so J is characteristic in A0 and is canonically determined. Since

Theorem B* holds, certainly 0(N) = AB, where A and B are as defined in §1.

Let W= 0(C) n /. It follows, since C has a normal 2-complement and C n 0(N)

=A, that 0(C) n A= WA. Since N/L is cyclic, we also have that 0(C)/0(C) n A

is cyclic and that 0(C)' s WA.
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Moreover, 0(C) n L is the direct product of H'and A. Indeed, if/is isomorphic

to SL(2, q), in which case / n 0(A) = 1, this is clear as WçJ and A £ 0(A). Suppose,

on the other hand, that q=9 and / is isomorphic to SL~(2,9), in which case

\J n 0(A)| = 3. By what we have shown above, the Sylow 2-subgroups of A are

quasi-dihedral in this case. Since x2 normalizes J as J is characteristic in L0, it

follows that </ x2> has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, so that by Lemma

2.2.2, (J, x2> is isomorphic to SUX(2, 9) and x2 inverts 0(J) which has order three.

But J n 0(A) = 0(J) and so J r\ 0(A) is contained in B. Thus, W n A = 1 in this

case as well.

Finally, since M/C is isomorphic with Aut (T), it follows that there is a 3-element

a in M and not in C such that x"=x2, x2 = x3, and x3=Xj and such that a is in-

verted by the involution x2d which lies in D — T. This last condition holds since the

normalizer of a Sylow 3-subgroup of M covers M/C and intersects C in a subgroup

of 0(C). We set A¡ = C(x¡), 1 g i ̂  3, and let Jh Wt, At, Bt, and so on, be the obvious

subgroups of A¡. Here, of course, we have N=NX.

The group W is cyclic of order (q + 8e)/2n. In fact, if J is isomorphic to SL(2, q),

this follows from Lemma 2.4.2, while if J is isomorphic to SL~(2, 9), this is still

true by Lemma 2.4.12 as G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and </, x2>

is isomorphic to SUX(2, 9) in this case.

We shall now prove assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem B assuming (iii) holds.

It will then remain to prove (iii) ; this we save for last. Under these hypotheses and

with all the above notation, we first demonstrate the

Lemma 1. (i) WA is normal in M;

(ii) d(a) = l;
(iii) A is cyclic of order dividing \W\.

Proof, (i) Since 0(C)/0(C) n L is cyclic, as mentioned above, it follows that

0(C)' £ 0(C) n L. If A=A/0(A), then 0(C) = 0(C) and C0<C)(0(C)') = 0(C) n I

= W by Lemma 2.4.2. Hence

X = CO(C)(0(C)') s 0(C) n L = WA.

However, WçX as 0(C)'s 0(C) n L= WA= WxA and W is cyclic. Now x2

centralizes both A and N/L. By the remarks at the beginning of §4 of Chapter II,

deL0 and sodeJ. But then also d centralizes both A and N/L. Hence, x2d central-

izes 0(C)/0(C)nL and 0(C) r\L/W. But x2d is an involution and 0(C) is of

odd order, so x2d centralizes 0(C)/ W. Thus, x2d centralizes 0(C)/X. Since X is

characteristic in 0(C), by its definition, X is normal in A/. Since x2d inverts a, we

have that a centralizes 0(C)/X. However, as M=(C,x2d,d), this implies that

every normal subgroup of C contained in 0(C) and containing X is normal in M.

In particular, Zs HM £ 0(C) and IT.4 = 0(C) n L is normal in C, so WA is normal

in M, as desired.
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(ii) If u e CA(a), then a e C(u). However, ifu^l, C(«)s V, since we are assum-

ing, for now, that part (iii) of Theorem B is valid. But a $ N as xx and x2 are not

conjugate in Vand xf=x2. Hence u=\ and (ii) is proved.

(iii) By (i), we have that /ias WA. Since WA is the direct product of W and A,

and W is cyclic, it will follow that A is cyclic and is of order dividing | W\ provided

we can show that Aa n A = \. However, suppose that Aa <~\ A^\. Hence, there

exist nonidentity elements u and v of A such that na = v. But x2d centralizes A and

inverts a, so ua~1 = v. Thus u°2 = m, whence ua=u as a is a 3-element and again

a e C(n)S V, giving the same contradiction as in (ii), and (iii) is proved.

Since W is of order (?+Se)^", in order to establish (i) of Theorem B, assuming

Theorem B* and part (iii) of Theorem B, we need only prove that AB is a Frobenius

group with kernel B and complement A, when A =£ 1 and B^l. However, if A ̂  1

and At¿ 1 and this is not true, then there is an element u of prime order p in A

such that Cb(u)jî 1. Since A and Ware cyclic and \A\ divides | W| by the preceding

lemma, we have that A W possesses a characteristic subgroup A of type (/», /») and

that A = <w>(A n W). But B centralizes W, so CB(A)^1 as CB(u)^\. But WA is

normal in M by the preceding lemma and A is characteristic in WA, so H=N(R)

contains M as well as CB(A). Thus aeH, so CB(A)asC(A)sC(t/). Therefore

CB(A)as Vby part (ii) of Theorem B. But CB(A)a is inverted by x since the fact that

x3 inverts B implies that x=Xi=x§ inverts Ba. This contradiction completes the

proof.

We next demonstrate (ii) of Theorem B. Setting U= CD(T), we have that U

normalizes both A and B as A = Com(T) and B= [0(N), A]. If G has quasi-dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroups, then U=T, so U centralizes A and U/Cv(B) = T/(xy has order

2 and inverts B. Since « = 1 in this case, all parts of (ii) hold. Hence we can suppose

that G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, in which case D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

V and U is the unique abelian subgroup of index two in D. Moreover, J is isomorphic

to SA(2, ?) by part (iv) of Theorem B.

We known that D n J is the unique generalized quaternion subgroup of D

of order 2n+1. It follows therefore from Lemma 2.1.2 that U nJ=D' and that

U= D' x V, where V is cyclic of order 2n and Q.x(V) = (x2y. (In fact, we can take

V= <s> in the notation of that lemma.) Since x2 inverts B, V must act regularly

on B. On the other hand, D' centralizes B as D'sA and J centralizes 0(N). We

conclude that D' = CV(B) and that U/CV(B) is cyclic of order 2n and acts regularly

on A.

Thus to complete the proof of (ii), we need only show that U centralizes A.

Suppose false, in which case Ax = [U, A]^l. By Lemma 2.4.2, applied to JD, we

have that U centralizes W and consequently [U, WA] = [U, A] = Ax- On the other

hand, U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C and C is normal in M, so by the Frattini

argument there is a 3-element of M—C, which without loss we may assume to be a,

which normalizes U. But a also leaves WA invariant as WA is normal in M by

Lemma 1. Therefore a also leaves AX = [U, WA] invariant. Moreover, D leaves Ax
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invariant as it normalizes both U and A. Hence, if p is a prime divisor of \AX\

and we set H=N(Op(Ax)), then H is a local subgroup of G containing a, D, and J.

Since a e H, \NH(T)\ is divisible by three, so H is either a D-group or a gD-group

by Proposition 1.1. On the other hand, since /£//, the same proposition forces

H to be a g-group of characteristic power q, a contradiction. Thus U centralizes

A and part (ii) of Theorem B is completely proved.

We are now left with demonstrating part (iii) of Theorem B. We shall accomplish

this with a sequence of lemmas. Let m be a nonidentity element of 0(A). We wish

to prove that //=A««»-A; hence we may assume that u has prime order r.

Moreover, since 0(A) is solvable and A and B have relatively prime orders, we

may assume that u g A or u g B. In particular, <w> is T-invariant, so T£ H.

Lemma 2. The subgroup H contains J, is a Q-group of characteristic power q

andH=0(H)(HnN).

Proof. We know that H is a local subgroup of G containing x. Furthermore,

j£ // as./ centralizes 0(A) by part (iii) of Theorem B, which we have already proved.

Since J covers L0/O(N), the lemma now follows from Proposition 1.1.

In the case that J n 0(N)=£\, we have

Lemma 3. IfJ is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9), then A = \.

Proof. Indeed, in this case, q=9, \A\ divides 5, and J O 0(A)£5 as it is inverted

by x2. But A(Jn 0(A)) is a Frobenius group if A^\, which is impossible as

|7nO(A)| = 3. Hence, A = \.

Suppose now that H$N. Lemma 2 implies that 0(H) ^N, so there is a T-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroup R of 0(H) for some prime /> dividing \0(H)\, such

that R£N. Hence with the usual T-decomposition notation of §8 of Chapter II,

we have /?¡# 1 for i =2 or 3. We first investigate the structure of R and //.

Lemma 4. The following conditions hold:

(i) R is abelian and inverted by x;

(ii) Rx = l andRi = R'i, 2^i^3;

(iii) /?¡ is an abelian subgroup o//¡5(, 2á'^3.

Proof. It will suffice to show that R is inverted by x. Indeed, if that is so, then R

is abelian and Rx = l. Thus, R is the direct product of R'a and R3 and R[ = Rt,

2^/^3. Moreover, R¡^JíO(Ní) as x centralizes A,//fO(A(), this quotient being

isomorphic to N/L0, 2g/ = 3. Hence R^J^ as x centralizes A{ and /¡O^)///?,

is isomorphic to Ax, 2 = i'^ 3, so all parts of the lemma will hold.

Hence, we assume that R is not inverted by x and derive a contradiction. It

follows that Rx¥=i. Moreover, RX<^R as Rl^l for some i, 2^i^3. Hence by

Lemma 2.8.1, there is a nontrivial T-invariant/»-subgroup R* of R centralizing

Rx such that [R*,x]=R*.
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We claim next that AjSO(V). Indeed, As// by Lemma 2 and AiSVn 0(H)

by definition of R and H, so [J, AJ is a subgroup of V of odd order. Setting

N=N/0(N), it follows that [L0, ÄJ has odd order as J=L0. Since \Ax\ is odd,

Lemma 2.4.7 now yields that Ax = 1, whence AiSO(V), as asserted.

Thus Ai is a subgroup of a A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of O(N). Since we are

assuming Theorem B*, it follows therefore from Lemma 2.3 for any v^\ in Rx

that every A-invariant /»-subgroup of C(v) lies in V. But A* s C(v) as A* centralizes

Ai and A* is A-invariant by construction. Since [A*, x] = A*, we conclude that

A* = 1, which is not the case. Hence Rx = 1 and the proof is complete.

Before going on, we require a subsidiary result:

Lemma 5. Any subgroup ofL0 which covers L0/O(N) contains J.

Proof. Let A' be a subgroup of A0 covering L0/O(N). Since L0/O(N) is perfect,

it follows that each member of the derived series of X covers L0/O(N). In particular,

the terminal member XQ does. However, as we have noted at the beginning of

this section, Ais the terminal member of the derived series of A0, whence X0sA.

However, X0 covers L0/O(N), so this implies that X0 covers J/J n 0(N). Thus,

X0=J and certainly As X.

Lemma 6. The following conditions hold:

(i) J normalizes R.

(ii) A2 and R3 are conjugate in H.

Proof. We first observe that (ii) will follow from (i). In fact, deJ and x2=x3.

Hence, if A normalizes A, so does d. Thus,

A3 = CB(x3) = CB(x2)   = R2

and (ii) holds.

It remains to establish (i). We set H0 = NH(R) and must demonstrate that As H0.

In any case, As //, by Lemma 2. It now suffices to show that

HnN = (H0r\ N)(0(H) n V).

Indeed, suppose this factorization holds. Since [J, 0(H) n V] has odd order,

it follows from Lemma 2.4.7 exactly as in the proof of Lemma 4 above that

0(H) n Vs 0(N). Since As Ai n V, the given factorization thus implies that

(H0 n V)0(V)2A Hence, H0 n V is a subgroup of V covering L0/O(N), so

H0 n N^J by the previous lemma.

We now derive the required factorization. It suffices to show that H n V

s(A/0 n N)O(H). But H n N covers H/0(H) by Lemma 2 and H0nNçHnN,

so it is enough to prove that H0 r\ N covers H/0(H). However, H0 covers H/0(H)

by the Frattini argument. Moreover, 0(H)x is central in H/0(H) and xe H0

inasmuch as x g H and x normalizes R. Thus, (0(H) n H0)x is central in

H0/O(H) n H0, so H0=(H0 n N)(0(H) n Af0) by the Frattini argument and we

are done.
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Lemma 7. Either R¡ n Bt=/= 1, 2^/á3, or the following conditions hold:

(0 q=pm= |A2| = |A3| for a suitable positive integer m;

(ii) we A.

Proof. Assume for the sake of definiteness that A2 n A2 = J. We shall prove that

(i) and (ii) hold. Since A2sA2A2 by Lemma 4, it follows that A2 is isomorphic to a

/»-subgroup P2 of A2.

Suppose that/» is not the characteristic of A2. It follows from Lemma 2.4.1 that

A2 is cyclic, so A2 is cyclic as well. But A2 and A3 are conjugate in H by Lemma 6,

so A3 is cyclic. Since x inverts A, by Lemma 4, and J normalizes A, by Lemma 6,

we have that either J or J/0(J) is faithfully represented on the Frattini quotient

group of A, which is elementary abelian of order p2. Hence, J or J/0(J) is iso-

morphic with a subgroup of GA(2, /»). Since J is perfect, J or J/0(J) is isomorphic

with a subgroup of SA(2, /»). Moreover, J is not solvable and is not of characteristic

/>, so Lemma 2.4.8 now forces ? = 5, contrary to our assumption ?> 5.

Hence, p is the characteristic of J2. Since J2 has characteristic power ?, we have

now established that ?=/»m for a suitable integer m. Since A2 is a/»-subgroup of A2

and J2 has characteristic power ?, it follows from Lemma 2.4.1 that |P2| á? and

P2 is elementary abelian. Thus, A2 is elementary abelian of order at most ?=/»"*,

so R is elementary of order at most p2m, since R = R2R3 by Lemma 4 while [A2|

= |A3| by Lemma 6. Hence, in order to establish (i), it suffices to show that |A|

ä/»2m. But/ or J/0(J) is faithfully represented on A, so |A| ^/»2m by Lemma 2.4.18.

Suppose now that (ii) is false. In this case ue A, by our choice of u, and A

centralizes u. We shall show that A2s//, which will contradict the factorization

H=0(H)CH(x) obtained in Lemma 2.

First, ue N2 since x2 e A and A centralizes u. Moreover, A2 centralizes u. Indeed,

Aut«w» is abelian and A2 = [A2, x] as R2 = R'2 by Lemma 4, and so A2s//'

sC(m). We set N2 = N2/0(N2); it follows from above that A2=P2 and A2 is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of J2. Furthermore, u has prime order r by choice. Since Ax = 1

by Lemma 4 and <w> is normal in //, it follows that r^p. On the other hand, since

A2 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of J2, it follows from Lemma 2.4.4 that CNz(A2) =

Z(N2)A2. Since r^p and Z(N2) is a 2-group, Cr2(A2) is thus an »-'-group. Since

ü e C$2(A2), we conclude that ü= 1. Thus u e 0(N2), so A2 centralizes u and A2S/A,

as desired.

We know that A2/l or A3^l and so A2/l or A3/l by Lemma 4. But A2

and A3 are conjugate in H by Lemma 6, so A2 /1 and R3 =£ 1. We now set K= C(R2)

and shall study this group in the next two lemmas. The final contradiction will

come from the interrelations of H and K.

Lemma 8. K is T-invariant and either K is a Q-group and K=0(K)(Kn N2)

or K has a normal 2-complement.

Proof. We treat the quasi-dihedral and wreathed cases separately. The latter,

being easier, is considered first. In this case, D is wreathed of height n and D r\J
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is the unique generalized quaternion subgroup of D of order 2n + 1. Moreover, by

Lemma 2.1.2, CDn }(x2) = D' and so is cyclic of order 2". Now /, and hence D nj,

normalizes R by Lemma 6 and T normalizes R by construction, so TD' normalizes

^2 = CB(x2). Thus K=C(R2) is TD'-invariant. In addition, since x inverts R2 and

x is the unique involution of D', we have An D' = 1. We see then that all the con-

ditions of Lemma 2.3.3 are satisfied with AD', K, and D' in the roles of H, K, and

A, respectively. We conclude that either AD', and hence also K, has a normal

2-complement or that K is a g-group with generalized quaternion Sylow 2-sub-

groups. Finally, in the latter case, we note that x2 g A as x2 centralizes R2 and so

<x2> is the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of A. Hence K=0(K)CK(x2) =

0(K)(K n N2) by Proposition 2.3.1. Thus the lemma holds when D is wreathed.

Suppose next that G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Again we have that

x2 g A" and that x inverts R2, so A is T-invariant and A is of index two in AT.

Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of K is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and so is not quasi-

dihedral, which implies that A is not a gD-group. Hence by Proposition 1.1 A is

either a g-group, a D-group, or has a normal 2-complement. We assert that A

is not a D-group ; we assume that it is and derive a contradiction.

First, R2 n B2 = 1. Indeed, if R2 n B27± 1, then A(A2 n B2) contains J2 as well

as A. This implies that N(R2 n B2) covers J20(N2)/0(N2) and so is a g-group of

characteristic power q by Proposition 1.1. As such it cannot contain the D-group

K by Lemma 2A.M. Thus R2r\ B2 = l and now the preceding lemma implies that

q =/»m for some integer m.

On the other hand, A is of index two in AT and A is a D-group, so AT is also a

D-group by Proposition 2.1.1. Furthermore, a Sylow 2-subgroup of AT is either

dihedral of order at least eight or quasi-dihedral, by the structure of D-groups

enunciated in Proposition 2.3.4. We choose a Sylow 2-subgroup S* of AT which

contains T. It follows that |Z(S*)|=2 and Z(S*)^T, no matter which structure

S* has. But AnS* is normal in S* and is not trivial, so Z(S*)çA. Since x2 is

the unique involution of T which centralizes R2, we conclude that <x2>=Z(S*). In

particular, S*çA2. If we set N2 = N2/0(N2), we have that R2 is an S*-invariant

/»-subgroup of J2. Moreover, R2^\ as R2Ç:J2B2 and R2 n B2 = \. However, this

is impossible by Lemma 2.4.9 as J2 has characteristic/» and S* contains a dihedral

subgroup of order eight.

Thus, A is a g-group or has a normal 2-complement. It remains to demonstrate

in the former case that K= 0(K)(K n A2). However, K n S* is of index two in

S* and An S* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Hence, if A is a g-group, AnS*

is necessarily generalized quaternion and now the desired conclusion follows

exactly as in the wreathed case.

Lemma 9. The following containments hold:

(i) CB2,t/>£A;

(ii) ueO(K)ifueB.
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Proof. We have proved in Lemma 4 that A2sA2A2. Since B centralizes A and B2

is abelian, it follows that B2 s C(A2) = K. Moreover, A2 = R'2, so A2 is inverted by x.

Since A2s//, we have that A2 normalizes <u>. But x inverts or centralizes u, so

A2 must centralize u. Hence, ueKand (i) is valid.

Assume next that u e B; we shall establish (ii). If K has a normal 2-complement,

then this is automatic. If not, then Lemma 8 yields that A is a g-group and

K=0(K)(K n V2), whence [x2, K] s O(K). But ueB, so x2 inverts u and again

u e 0(K).

We are now ready to derive the final contradictions and thus establish assertion

(iii) of Theorem B. Suppose first that u e B, so u e 0(K) by the previous lemma.

Moreover, A2S A by the same result. Since <«>, B2, and 0(A) are A-invariant and

u has prime order r, it follows that 0(K)B2 possesses a A-invariant Sylow r-sub-

group g which contains u. But x=Xi centralizes u and x2 inverts u, as ueB, so

Q'x +1 in the A-decomposition of g. On the other hand, B2 is inverted by x and

centralized by x2 and r divides |A2| as |A2| = |A| and ueB has order r. Thus,

Q'2=£ 1 as well and so g=> gj.

By Lemma 2.8.1, there is a A-invariant subgroup g* of g centralizing Qx such

that [g*, x\ + \. But ue Qx as ueQ and so g* is a A-invariant r-subgroup of

C(u) not centralized by x. Since r is an ordinary prime, by Theorem B*, which

we are assuming, this contradicts Lemma 2.3.

In particular, we may now assume that if v is any nonidentity element of B,

then V«i;»s V. We shall use this in dealing with the case that ue A.

Finally, assume that ue A, which is the only remaining possibility, by our

choice of u. Hence, by Lemma 7, A2 n B2 ̂  1. If v e R2 n B2 and v =£ 1, then

Va'1 is a nonidentity element of B = BX. Thus N((va~'y)^N, so V«r»sV2. We

shall contradict this fact.

Since R is abelian, we have that A s A. However, x2 inverts A3 = A3, so A3 s 0(K)

by Lemma 8. In particular, x2 does not centralize a A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup

A* of 0(K); that is, R*^R*nN2. Thus, by Lemma 2.8.1, CB.(R* n N2)£

A* n V2, so C(A* n N2)£N2. But A2S A* n V2 as A2 is normal in K. Hence,

choosing v as above, we have v e A2s A* n V2 and therefore C(r)=?C(A* n V2).

Thus C(v)$N2, which yields the desired contradiction N((vy)$N2. This completes

the proof.

6. Properties of the elements of ^C(p). There are two key results on the elements

of the important collection &(p) of/»-local subgroups of G which we shall establish

in this section. They are as follows :

Proposition 1. Ifp is an exceptional prime and H e ^C(p), then H is p-constrained

within S(H).

This is an extension of part of Theorem 1.1, which states that there is at least one

element of £C(/») satisfying this proposition. The next result is a " pushing-up " lemma.
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Proposition 2. If He áf(p) for a prime p, Rx is a nonidentity D-invariant

p-subgroup of 0(H) and N(RX) covers H/0(H) and contains a Sylow p-subgroup

of 0(H), then N(RX) e &(p).

This will be used in the following form :

Corollary 1. Ifp is an exceptional prime, H e Jíf(p), R* is a Sylow p-subgroup

of H with R* n 0(H) being D-invariant and if Op(H)Z(J(R*)) is normal in H,

then N(Z(J(R*))) e £C(p).

Proof (of Proposition 1). Let H be an element of £?(p). As usual, it follows

from Lemma 1.1 that H contains a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup R of 0(A) and

that /?£ 0(H). Let R* be a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H) containing R.

First, suppose that R*=>R. The hypotheses of Lemma 3.3 apply and we deduce

that H is /»-constrained within 0(H) and consequently /»-constrained within S(H).

Hence we may assume that R*=R.

Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H normalizing R. Since H covers L/0(N) by

Lemma 1.1, S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and consequently is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of N(R). However, N(R) is /»-constrained within S(N(R)) by Lemma 3.2. Thus

CS(R)^Z(S) by Lemma 2.6.2. But CS(R) is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(R),

so H is /»-constrained within S(H), again by Lemma 2.6.2. This proves the

proposition.

Proof (of Proposition 2). First, we note that N(RX) contains D inasmuch as Rx

is D-invariant by assumption.

Next, we show that N(RX) contains a Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(A). Since N0iH)(Rx)

is D-invariant and contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H), by hypothesis, it follows

that there is a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup R* of 0(H) containing Rx as a normal

subgroup. However, any two D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of 0(H) are con-

jugate by an element of C0{H)(D) and there is a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of

0(A) contained in 0(H), by Lemma 1.1. It follows that CB.(x) is a Sylow /»-sub-

group of 0(A) (and it is D-invariant since R* is and xgZ(D)). But N(RX)^R*,

so our assertion is valid.

Hence, it remains to establish the covering property to show that N(RX) e £f(p).

Let K=NH(RX), so K^N(RX); it suffices to show that A" covers L0/O(N).

We set H0 = (L0 n H)0(H) and claim that H0/O(H) and L0/O(N) are incident

sections. Indeed, 0(A) n H0çO(H), 0(H) n AçO(A), H covers L0/O(N), and

A covers H¡0(H), so this is clear. In particular, L0/O(N) and H0/O(H) are

isomorphic.

The subgroup A covers H/0(H) by the Frattini argument. Let A"0 = H0 n K,

so H0/O(H) and K0/O(H) n A are incident sections. Moreover, 0(H) n A=0(A)

since K covers H/0(H). Furthermore, x e K and K/0(K) is a g-group with the

image of x central. Thus, A n A covers K/0(K). In particular, A0 n N/0(K) n A

is incident with K0/O(K). Thus, L0/O(N) is isomorphic to A0 n N/0(K) n A.
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However,
A"o n A £ H0 n N = O(H)(L0 n H) n W £ L0,

as 0(H) n A£0(A). Finally,

0(A) n (A"o n N) £ O(A) n //n K £ 0(//) n ATn Ar = 0(A") n AT.

Thus, Lemma 2.8.6 applies to the sections L0/O(N) and A"0 n N/0(K) n # and

they are incident. In particular, AT0 covers L0/O(H) and A"0£A". This proves the

proposition.

Proof (of Corollary 1). We set Z=Z(J(R*)) and we shall verify that Z satisfies

the conditions for Rx in Proposition 2; this will suffice for the proof.

First, Zc0(//). Indeed, Op.,p(H)^S(H) since H is /»-constrained within S(H)

by Proposition 1. Thus, 0P(//)Z£ S(H) as Z is a /»-group and Op.(H)Z is normal

in H by assumption. However, // is a g-group, since // g Jif(p), so S(//) has

0(H) as a normal 2-complement by Lemma 2.4.14. Consequently Z£0(//), as

asserted.

It follows that Z is D-invariant. In fact, Z=Op(H)Zn R*. But Zc0(//), so

Z = Op.(//)Z n (R* n 0(//)).

However, Op(H)Z, being normal in //, is D-invariant and R* n 0(//) is, by

assumption. Thus Z is also D-invariant.

Moreover, Z is normal in /?*, by definition of Z; it follows that N(Z) covers

H/Op.(H)Z, so N(Z) covers H/S(H), as we have seen that Op.(H)Z^S(H).

But S(//) = 0(H)Z(D) by Lemma 2.4.14 as His a g-group and H= 0(H)(H n A).

Since Z is Z(D)-invariant, it follows that A(Z) covers H¡0(H) and the corollary

is proved.

7. A subgroup of C. In this section and the two that follow, we let p be a

fixed prime divisor of |0(A)| such that p divides |CnL| and p is not stationary

in the case that N is not p-constrained within S(N); our purpose here is to construct

a very important nonidentity/»-subgroup g of C. Its normalizer N(Q) will then be

a/»-local subgroup of G of a very special sort. This will lead to the study of another

family of/»-local subgroups of G; the existence of g will show that the family is

nonempty. These local subgroups will then turn out to be D-groups which

"mesh" with A^ in a nontrivial way.

We now fix a D-invariant Sylow /7-subgroup P of C. Since DPO(N) is solvable,

there exist DP-invariant Sylow /7-subgroups of 0(A) ; we let R be such a subgroup

and fix it. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, A is /»-constrained within S(A) if and only if

d(A)çS(A); moreover, if CN(R)£S(N), then CN(R) covers L0/O(N), again by

Lemma 2.1.

The main result of this section is as follows :

Proposition 1. There is a nonidentity characteristic subgroup Q of P and a

Q-subgroup N* of G with the following properties:
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(i) V* is p-constrained within S(N*), covers L/0(N), and contains DQ.

(ii) C*=NCnN*(Q) covers CnL/Cn S(L).

(iii) There is a DQ-invariant Sylow p-subgroup R* of Op.tP(N*), such that

Cc(gCB.(g))sC*.

The exceedingly complicated form of the result is due to the fact that the proof

divides into a number of separate cases. Let us, in advance, examine one of the

easier possibilities, in order to gain insight into the nature of the proposition.

Thus, suppose that V itself is /»-constrained in S(V). We set N*=N and also

assume that g is some nonidentity characteristic subgroup of A. Let us see what the

conditions amount to under these special hypotheses. First, (i) is clear as N

certainly covers L/0(N) and contains both the subgroups D and g. Hence, only the

second and third conditions need to be met.

However, even that requirement is simplified in this case. Indeed, C*=Vc(g)

as C n N* = C n N=C. Moreover, V is /»-constrained within S(N), so Op.yP(N)

QS(N). Since S(V) has a normal 2-complement by Lemma 2.4.14, so does

DQOp,p(N) and hence there does exist a Dg-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup A* of

Op.iP(N). For any such Sylow subgroup, we have

Cc(gCB.(g)) S Cc(g) S NC(Q) = C*.

Hence the only other condition g needs to satisfy (besides being a nonidentity

characteristic subgroup of A) is that Vc(g) covers C n L/C c\ S(L).

Let us conclude this introductory explanation by exhibiting the appropriate

subgroup g under one further assumption. We suppose that p does not divide

\C : Co 0(V)|. This is indeed the case except for a finite number of primes for a

given value of the characteristic power ? of G. With all these hypotheses, we assert

that g=P will do. Indeed, As Cn O(V) as Cn 0(N) is normal in C. Since P

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C n 0(N), NC(Q) covers C/C r> 0(N) by the Frattini

argument, so certainly covers C c\L/C n S(A). Moreover, A^l as /» divides

| C n A| by assumption.

The proof of the proposition is divided into a sequence of lemmas. The first

.of these embodies the arguments we have just given. With the above notation, it is

as follows:

Lemma 1. If N is p-constrained within S(N) and Q is a nonidentity characteristic

subgroup ofP such that N(Q) covers C n L/C n S(A), then V* = V and Q satisfies

the proposition.

We shall begin by considering this case: namely, that V is /»-constrained within

S(N) and we shall construct the desired subgroup g. In fact, we shall show that

we may take g to be Z(J(P)) or Qm(P)' for a suitable positive integer m.

We set K= NCnL(P n A)A, so K is a group as P normalizes P n A and C <~\L.

Let U=Op-(K)Op(K).
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Lemma 2. With the above notation, we have

(i) K is a subgroup of C.

(ii) K covers C n L/C n S(L).

(iii) Op(A>PnL.

Proof, (i) This is clear as P is a subgroup of C.

(ii) In fact, we shall show that NCnL(P C\L) covers C n L/C n S(L). Since

C n L is a normal subgroup of C, it follows that P n L is a Sylow /»-subgroup of

C r\L. Furthermore, C n L/C n S(L) is abelian by Lemma 2.4.2, so Kx =

(C n S(L))(P n L) is a normal subgroup of C n L. Thus, by the Frattini argument,

CnL = NCnL(PnL)Kx

= NCnL(P n L)(P n L)(C n S(L))

= NCnL(PnL)(CnS(L)),

and our assertion is valid.

(iii) Certainly PnL£0p(A) as PnL is normal in NCnL(Pr\L) and in P.

Suppose that the inclusion is proper and set N=N/0(N). Thus, P n L^Op(K),

so there is a /»-element « of Op(K) not contained in L. However, by (ii), it follows

that W= 0(C) n L=0(C) nL is contained in K. Hence W is normal in K as

Ä£C and W= 0(C) nL is normal in C. Moreover, m centralizes Op(ÏF) as

ü g Oj,(Ä) and this contradicts Lemma 2.4.2, applied to A7.

Lemma 3. IfU=Op¡p(K), then Q=Z(J(P)) satisfies the proposition.

Proof. Indeed, we need only demonstrate that g is normal in K and then

A(g) covers C n L/C n S(L) by the preceding lemma. However, C is the product

of CD(T) and 0(C), K contains CD(T) as D normalizes fnL, and Aç C by Lemma

2. Since 0(C) is a normal 2-complement in C, it follows that K=0(K)CD(T).

Since 0(A) is normal in A and of odd order, Glauberman's theorem now implies

that 0„(A)0 is a normal subgroup of A". But this yields that g£0p,p(A) which is,

by assumption, the direct product of Op(A) and Op(K). Hence, g centralizes

0P.(A) and so g is normal in K.

Therefore, we shall assume for the remaining considerations in the constrained

case that

U = Op.(K)Op(K) c Op-,p(A-).

Again, set JV = N/0(N). Since P is a Sylow /»rsubgroup of C, it follows that P

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C. Thus P/P n L is a Sylow /»-subgroup of N/L, so it is

cyclic by Proposition 2.3.3. However, P n L2P n 0(A), so P/P n L is also

cyclic. As 0P(A) is not a Sylow/»-subgroup of 0,,.jP(A), neither is P n L by Lemma

2. It follows that if v e P and vp e P n L, then t» g Op-.píA"). We choose veP of

minimal order such that v" e P n L, v $ P. Let v have order pm.

Lemma 4. If Qm(P) is nonabelian, then Q = ßm(P)' satisfies the proposition.
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Proof. Because of our assumption on ßm(P), g is nontrivial. As in the preceding

lemma, it suffices to prove that g is normal in K. We set Pi = (P n A, vy. Our

choice of v, and the discussion that went with it, shows that Px/P n A is of order/».

Moreover, as P/P n L is cyclic, P n A=Op(A) and PiSO„.,,,(A), it follows that

Op(K)Px is a normal subgroup of K. Thus, by the Frattini argument, we have

K=Op.(K)NK(Px).

We claim that the minimal choice of v forces the containment £îm(P)sPi.

Indeed, suppose ueP, u$Px, and u"m = l. Since P/PnA is cyclic, this implies

that there is a positive integer r such that Px = (P n A, up'>. However, wpr has order

less than/»"1 and this contradicts our choice of v. Hence, we have Qm(P)sPi, so

Qm(P) = £4(Pi).
Thus, the above factorization of K yields now that K=Op.(K)NK(Q.m(P)), so

K=Op.(K)NK(Q) as g is a characteristic subgroup of Qm(P). Hence we need only

show that g centralizes Op(K). To do this, we require only that gsA n A as

Op(K)=P n A. However, since Qm(P) = Qm(Pi),

g = Qm(P1)'sPisPnA

as Px/P n A has order /» and the result is proved.

To conclude the constrained case, we shall establish that, in fact, Qm(P) is not

abelian. This will be accomplished once we verify the following complicated,

independent property of solvable groups.

Lemma 5. Assume that Y is a normal subgroup of odd order of the solvable group

X and that the following conditions hold:

(a) The quotient X/ Y is a Frobenius group of order 2pr, where p and r are distinct

odd primes, with Frobenius kernel of order r and cyclic complement of order 2p.

(b) IfR is a Sylow p-subgroup of Y, then Cx(A)s Y.

(c) There is an involution t and a p-element u of Cx(t) such that the image of tu

in X/Y generates a cyclic complement of order 2/».

Under these conditions, there is a (tuy-invariant Sylow p-subgroup R of Y such

that u does not centralize ii1(CR(r)).

The proof is by induction on \X\; the situation finally reached will also motivate

the result itself.

Proof. As we have just stated, we shall proceed by induction on \X\ ; we may

assume the result holds for all groups of order less than \X\ inasmuch as the case

|Z| = 1 is vacuous.

Suppose that X0 is a subgroup of X containing both tu and a Sylow /»-subgroup

of Y and covering X/ Y. We set Y0 = Y n X0 and we claim that X0 fulfills all the

hypotheses of the lemma. Indeed, Y0 is a normal subgroup of odd order of X0.

Moreover, X0j Y0 is isomorphic with X/ Y since X0 covers X/ Y; hence condition

(a) is satisfied by X0. Furthermore, if A0 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Y contained in

A'o, then CXo(A0)sAf0 n Y= Y0, so (b) holds. Finally, (c) is valid for X0 as <»
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£ X0 and the isomorphism between X¡ Y and X0/ Y0 shows that Y0tu is a generator

for a cyclic complement of the Frobenius group X0/ Y0.

Thus if X0<= X, we may apply our induction assumption to X0. Hence, there is a

<iw>-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup R0 of Y0 such that u does not centralize ilx(CRo(t)).

However, R0 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Y, by assumption, and so the result holds

for X. Consequently, we shall assume that if X0 is any such subgroup, then X0 = X.

Since (Y, t, u) is a solvable group with Sylow 2-subgroup <r>, there is a <i«>-

invariant Sylow/»-subgroup R of Y. We now set X0=NX(R) and we claim that

X0 = X. Indeed, X0 contains t, u and the Sylow /»-subgroup R of Y. Moreover,

X0 covers X/ Y by the Frattini argument. Thus, X0 = X as claimed and so R is

normal in X.

Next, we assert that if ir={2,p, r}, then X is a 7r-group. Since X is solvable,

there is a Hall w-subgroup Xx of X containing t and u. Moreover, Xx certainly

contains R and covers X/ Y. Hence Xx = X, again by the above discussion, and

so X is a 77-group.

Thus if K/ Y is the Frobenius kernel of X/ Y, then K/R is an r-group. Indeed,

K/ Y is of order r. Furthermore, y is a {r, />}-group since Y is a 7r-group of odd

order. As R is a normal Sylow /»-subgroup of Y, it follows that Y/R is an r-group.

Hence, K/R is also an r-group.

This now implies that K/R is cyclic. To see this, we let V be the subgroup of K

containing R such that V/R is the Frattini subgroup of K/R. Since A/ Y is of

order r, it follows that 72 V. Furthermore, K/R is cyclic if 7= K However,

K/Visa completely reducible Z-module since X/K and K/ V have coprime orders.

Hence if 7=> V, then there are normal subgroups Kx and A2 of X such that A2<= A",

K=KXK2, Kx n AV= K, and A2/K is incident with K/Y. Thus, if Z2 = <A"2, /«>,

then X2<^X. However, R^Xa, <ím>£A'2, and X2 covers X/Y. This is a contra-

diction, so we must have that Y— V and so K/R is indeed a cyclic r-group.

We now claim that R contains a characteristic subgroup R* of exponent /»

such that CA(A"*)^ Y. Indeed, R contains a characteristic subgroup Rx of class at

most two such that no /»'-automorphism of R centralizes Rx, by Theorem 5.3.11

of [19]. Since CX(R)^ Y, it follows that CK(RX)^ Y. But X/Y is a Frobenius group,

so CX(RX)^ Y. We now set R* = Q.X(RX), so that no/»'-automorphism of Rx central-

izes R*, by Theorem 5.3.10 of [19]. Thus, by an argument similar to the one just

given, we have that CX(R*)^ Y. Moreover, since Rx has class at most two and/» is

odd, it follows that R* has exponent/» and our assertion is valid.

Hence, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that there is a chief

factor H/H0 of X with the following properties :

(1) H^R*;
(2) t does not centralize H/H0 ;

(3) u does not centralize the fixed points of t on H/H0.

Indeed, suppose that H/H0 is such a factor. Thus, CH(t) covers the fixed points

of i on H/H0 as H is of odd order. But u normalizes CH(t) as t and u commute,
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so u does not centralize CH(t)/CHo(t) by (3). Thus, u does not centralize CH(t).

However,

CH(t) s CB.(t) s £lx(CR(t))

as A* is of exponent/» and we obtain the desired conclusion of the lemma.

However, let A*=H± => H2 => ■• =>A/fc=l be part of a chief series of X; set

Ft=Ht/Hl+x, lúiúk-l, and set

z = n1 cx(Ft).
i = 0

Since A* is a /»-group, it follows that Z/CX(R*) is a /»-group. But Cx(A*)s Y,

Z is normal in X, and Op(Af/y) = l, so Zs Y. Moreover, CX(A¡)2A as A is a

/»-group and A¡ is a chief factor of X. But A/A is a cyclic /--group and K/ Y is the

Frobenius kernel of X/ Y, so X/R is a Frobenius group with kernel A/A. Hence

if Cx(Ft)$ Y, then Cí(f1)2Á'. Thus, there must exist an index ; with 1 èj=k-1

such that Cx(A,)s F since Zs Y.

We claim that A= A, is the desired chief factor. Indeed, X/CX(F) = X is clearly a

Frobenius group with kernel K a cyclic r-group and with cyclic complement of

order 2/». Hence, by Lemma 2.8.4, A is a free module for any complement of X

and, in particular, for the complement (toy. We conclude from this that u does not

centralize all the fixed points of t on A. This proves the lemma.

At last we can finish the considerations of the constrained case by proving

Lemma 6. AAe subgroup £2m(A) is nonabelian.

Proof. We assume that i2m(P) is abelian and derive a contradiction. We begin

by setting N=NjO(N) and showing that we may assume that veE. We were

careful to choose A as a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of C; consequently, D

normalizes Qm(A). Thus, D normalizes the section Qm(A)/üm(A) n A, which is

incident with Aj/A n A. But D centralizes N/L, so D centralizes these sections.

Thus, there is vx e Om(P) n C(D), n^Pnl. Since £2m(P) is abelian by assumption,

thi« implies that v\m = 1, so that vx has order pm precisely by the minimality of m.

Hence, we may replace v by vx ; thus, we may assume v e C(D). However, Cf¡(D)

is the direct product of Z(D) and A by Lemma 2.4.3, so that S g A as we claimed.

In particular, this implies that vp e 0(N) as Vis the semidirect product of £ and E.

Again by the same lemma, there is a cyclic subgroup V of odd order in L inverted

by x2 such that v does not centralize Op(V). Hence there is an odd prime divisor

r of Op<( V) such that v normalizes a subgroup K of order r of Op( V) but centralizes

no nonidentity element of K. Moreover, x2 inverts K. Since v has prime order p,

it follows that (K, x2, £> is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel cyclic of

order this prime r and complement <x2, vy cyclic of order 2/».

Thus, if K=K/0(N) for a subgroup K of V and if we set X=(K,x2,vy,

Y=0(N), t=x2, and u = v, then all the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied. Hence

there is a <x2i;>-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup A of Y=0(N) such that v does not
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centralize Clx(CB(x2)). Hence there is an element z of order p in CR(x2) such that z

and t> do not commute, but do generate a /»-subgroup. Thus, z and v, in fact,

generate a nonabelian /»-subgroup of C as each lies in C. Let P* be a Sylow p-

subgroup of C containing <z, v). Since z has order/» and v has order/»"1, it follows

that <z, t»>£Qm(P*) and so 0.m(P*) is nonabelian. Hence, Qm(P) is also nonabelian,

which is the contradiction we have been seeking.

This establishes the lemma and concludes the proof of the proposition in the

constrained case.

Thus, we assume for the remainder of the section that A' is not /»-constrained

within S(A). We let R be as at the beginning of the section, so CN(R) covers

L0/O(N), as we remarked much earlier. To verify the proposition in this case,

we shall set g=Z(P). Moreover, we shall take A* = A(g n 0(A)) if P n 0(A) ^ 1

and N*=N(R) if P n 0(A) = 1. Our first result, however, tells us about Z(P).

Lemma 7. The subgroup Z(P) is contained in L.

Proof. We shall assume that Z(P)£L and derive a contradiction. We begin by

observing that PnL£0(A). Indeed, set N=N/0(N), so P is a D-invariant

Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(C). Hence, by Lemma 2.4.2, Z(P)^L or P n L = 1. Thus,

we must assume that PnZ=l, whence PnZ,£0(A) as we claimed. Since

Pnljíl by our choice of the prime /», this implies that P n 0(A) # 1.

We now distinguish two cases : P abelian ; P not abelian. We shall deal with each

of these separately, beginning with the easier of the two.

Thus, suppose that P is not abelian. Since N/L is cyclic, by Proposition 2.3.3,

it follows that P'£0(A). Hence P'zP n 0(A)£A as R is DP-invariant. Conse-

quently, C(P') covers L0/O(N), so A(P') does also. Hence, A(P') is a g-group of

characteristic power q by Proposition 1.1 as PV1. However, P' is a characteristic

subgroup of P, so A^P') covers M/C by the Frattini argument. Thus, NM(P') is

a D-subgroup of the g-group N(P'), contrary to Lemma 2.4.17.

We now assume that P is abelian. We claim that it suffices to show that A(P)

contains a g-subgroup. Indeed, if that is the case, then A(P) is a g-group or a

gD-group by Proposition 1.1 inasmuch as A(P) contains D. But A^P) covers

M/C, by the Frattini argument; therefore, A(P) must be a gD-group, again by

Lemma 2.4.17. Now C(P)2T, so C(P) is a normal subgroup of even order of the

gD-group N(P). It follows therefore from Proposition 2.2.2 that C(P) is also a

gD-group. However, C(P)^C(P n 0(A)), so the latter group is also a gD-group.

But C(R) covers L0/O(N); consequently, C(P n 0(A)) covers L0/O(N). Since

Pn 0(A) ^1, it follows from Proposition 1.1 that C(P n 0(A)) must be a 0-

group of characteristic powers, contrary to the fact that it is a gD-group. Thus, we

shall conclude the proof by establishing that A^P) contains a g-subgroup.

We set X0 = CLo(R) and let Y0 = 0(A) n X0. We shall now examine the structure

of X0. First, X0 covers L0/O(N) by hypothesis ; therefore X0/ Y0 is isomorphic to

L0/O(N), which is isomorphic to SL(2,q). Furthermore, since Y0 = Com(R) an<*
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A is a Sylow/»-subgroup of O(V), it follows that Y0 is the direct product of Z(A)

and a /»'-group K. Since SA(2, ?) has no nontrivial normal subgroup of odd order,

we have that 0(^0) = Y0 ; also A is a characteristic subgroup of Y0.

The group Z(A) is in the center of X0. Hence X0/K is the extension of the central

/»-subgroup Y0/K by the group X0j Y0, which is isomorphic to SA(2, ?). However,

V=> A as A £ A, so ? > 9, as V/A is isomorphic with a subgroup of odd order of the

group of automorphisms of the Galois field with ? elements. Hence by Lemma

2.4.16, X0/K is the direct product of Y0/K and a group J0¡K, the latter being iso-

morphic to SL(2,q). Thus, it follows that J0/K=Op(X0IK) and so J0¡K is a

characteristic subgroup of X0. Moreover, J0/K is clearly incident with L0/O(N).

We now conclude the proof. The subgroups A0 and A are normalized by P,

so X0 is P-invariant. Consequently, J0 and K are also normalized by P. Thus

CJolK(P) is isomorphic to Cz0(P), where L0, P are the images of A0, P respectively

in V=V/0(V). Moreover, K is a /»'-group; therefore, CJo(P) covers C]o¡K(P).

Hence it suffices to show that CLo(P) is isomorphic to SA(2, ?0) for some prime

power ?0. Indeed, this will imply directly that C/o(A) is a g-group. Since C,a(P)

SV(P), this will establish the desired assertion concerning V(P).

However, we are assuming that Z(P)£A, so that Z(P)£L. Hence by Lemma

2.4.2, Äs E. Thus, by the same lemma, Ci0(P) is isomorphic to SA(2, ?0), where

?=?ó" and m = \P\. The lemma is now proved completely.

The next result will be used to show that the subgroup we take for V* has the

desired properties.

Lemma 8. If R0 is a nonidentity DP-invariant subgroup of R, then N(R0) is a

Q-group which covers L0/O(N), contains DP, and is p-constrained within O(N(R0)).

Proof. Since C(A) covers L0/O(N), certainly N(R0) does as well. Moreover, DA

is contained in V(A0) as A0 is DA-invariant. Hence by Proposition 1.1, N(RQ) is a

g-group and N(R0) = O(N(R0))(N(R0) n N). Thus, all is verified except the last

statement: we need only establish that V(A0) is /»-constrained within O(N(R0)).

It will suffice to show that x normalizes but does not centralize a /»-subgroup of

V(A0). Indeed, if this is the case, then x will normalize but not centralize a /»-

subgroup of O(N(R0)) as the image of x is central in N(R0)/O(N(R0)). But then if

S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of V(A0) containing D and A* is an S-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of O(N(R0)), it will follow that x does not centralize A*. However, S

is quasi-dihedral or wreathed, so Z(S) is cyclic and <x> = Q.x(Z(S)). Thus CZ(S,(A*)

= 1. Since CS(A*) is normal in S, it follows that CS(R*) = 1. But CS(A*) is a Sylow

2-subgroup of Cjv(Ko)(A*) and consequently the latter group is of odd order. Now

Lemma 2.6.2 implies that V(A0) is /»-constrained within O(N(R0)), as asserted.

However, N is not /»-constrained within S(V) ; our assumptions thus yield that

p is not stationary. Let Rx be a <x>-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(N(R)). As

usual, Ai is not centralized by x and R = CBl(x). Hence by Lemma 2.8.1, there is a

nonidentity element u of At which is inverted by x and which centralizes R. Thus
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u g N(R0) and x normalizes but does not centralize the /»-subgroup <m>. This

proves the lemma.

We now deal with the first of the two possibilities:

Lemma 9. If P n 0(A)^1, then Q=Z(P) and A* = A(g n 0(A)) satisfy the

conditions of the proposition.

Proof. Since P n 0(A) is a nonidentity normal subgroup of P, it follows that

g n 0(A) 7^1. Thus, g n 0(A) is a nonidentity DP-invariant subgroup of P;

since R is P-invariant, we also have that P n 0(A) £ A. The previous lemma now

applies with R0 = Q n 0(A) and implies that N* satisfies condition (i) of the prop-

osition.

We claim that in this case we have C* = NC(Q). Indeed, we need only show that

NC(Q)^N* by definition of C*. Hence, it suffices to verify that Ac(g) normalizes

g n 0(A). However, Ac(g) certainly normalizes g and C n 0(A) is a normal

subgroup of C. Thus, Ac(g) normalizes C n 0(A) n g= g n 0(A), as desired.

By Lemma 8, A™ is /»-constrained in 0(N*); thus 0P'jP(A*)£0(A*) and so

DQOP,P(N*) has a normal 2-complement. Therefore there is a Dg-invariant

Sylow /»-subgroup R* of 0P->P(A*). It follows that

Cc(0CB.(g)) £ Cc(g) £ Ac(g) = C*,

which establishes part (iii) of the proposition. It now remains to prove that NC(Q)

covers C n L/C n S(L). Since L=L0D with L0 normal in L and since DçNc(Q),

it will suffice to show that Ac(g) covers C n L0/C n S(L0).

To this end, we set X= CLo(P n 0(A)). Since P n 0(A)c A, we have A'a CLo(R),

which in turn covers L0/O(N). In particular, X/S(L0) n A" is isomorphic with

L0/S(L0). This implies that S(X) = S(L0) n A".

The subgroups S(X) and S(L0) are each the direct product of <x> and a group

of odd order as IçL0ç]V. Hence, CLolSiLo)(T) is isomorphic to C n L0/C n S(L0)

and d/S(X)(T) is isomorphic to C n X/C n S(A").

We now set Hx = CnL0, Kx = Cr\S(L0), H2 = Cr\X, K2 = Cr\S(X), and

H=C* = NC(Q). We assert that we need only demonstrate that H covers H2/K2.

Indeed, we already know that A"2 n //1£A1, that H2^HX, and that Hx/Kx and

H2/K2 are isomorphic. Hence, by Lemma 2.8.6, Hx/Kx and H2/K2 are incident.

Thus, by Lemma 2.8.5, if H covers H2/K2, then it covers Hx/Kx. Since H=C*,

it will therefore follow that C* covers C n L0/C n S(L0), which is what we have

to prove. Hence our assertion is valid.

We note that P n H2 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of //2. In fact, P normalizes L0

and P n 0(A). Thus, P normalizes A" and so P normalizes Cnl The subgroup

P(C n A") has Sylow /»-subgroup P as P ç P(C n A") £ C and has C n A" as a normal

subgroup; consequently, P n H2=Pr\(C n A) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of //2

= Cn A".
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Furthermore, C n S(A0) is normal in C, so P n S(L0)=P n O(V) is a Sylow

/»-subgroup  of  C n S(A0).   Thus,  Z(A n O(V))  is  a  Sylow /»-subgroup   of

CCnsa0)(P n O(V)), which is just C n S(A0) n X=A"2 inasmuch as S(A0) n Jf

= S(AT)andA:2 = CnS(Ar).

The subgroup H2/K2 is isomorphic to Cz,o/S(i,o)(A), which is cyclic, by Lemma

2.4.2. But g=Z(A)sCn X=H2, so this implies that A2g is a normal subgroup

of H2. However, Z(P n O(V)) is a Sylow/»-subgroup of A2 and is clearly normalized

by g, so g* =Z(P n 0(N))Q is a Sylow/»-subgroup of A2g. The Frattini argument

now yields

H2 - NH2(Q*)K2.

However, K2Q/K2 and Z(P o O(V)) are central factors of AT2, inasmuch as

A/2/A2 is cyclic and Z(P n O(V)) is central in Afs C(P n O(A0). Hence, since the

automorphism group of a stability chain of a /»-group is also a /»-group and since

Z(Pr\ 0(N))Q is normal in the Sylow /»-subgroup Pn H2 of H2, it follows that

V„2(g*) = (Pn H2)CH2(Q*) s C(g).

Thus V(g) covers H2/K2. Since A/2sC, it follows that C*=Vc(g) covers H2/K2

and the lemma is proved.

The next result is the final one of the section. It completes the nonconstrained

case of Proposition 1 and so gives the last step of the proof of that proposition.

We note that this last case is the only one in which C* / Vc(g).

Lemma 10. If P n 0(V) = 1, then Q=Z(P) and N* = N(R) satisfy the conditions

of the proposition. Furthermore, AsCB.(g).

Proof. As in the preceding lemma, we have that V* fulfills condition (i) of the

proposition as a direct consequence of Lemma 8.

We now claim that g centralizes A. To see this, we set N=N/0(N). Lemma 7

implies that gsÄ. Hence, g is a subgroup of 0(C) n A=0(C) nL, which is

inverted by 3 by Lemma 2.4.2. Since P o 0(V) = 1, g is isomorphic to g and so

g is inverted by d. However, C(A) covers L0/O(N), so ALo(R) is of odd order.

Thus, as d e L0 and d normalizes A, we have that d centralizes A. Hence, Q = [Q,d]

also centralizes A. Thus, gsV*.

As in the previous lemma, there is a Dg-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup R* of

Op',p(N*). Moreover, AsA* as A is obviously normal in V*. Hence, CB.(g)2A

and so
Cc(QCB.(Q)) s CC(A) n Vc(g)

S V* n Vc(g)

s C*.

This proves part (iii) of the proposition and also establishes the final statement

of the lemma.
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We now set A"=d0(A), so A" covers L0/O(N) and, as before, S(A") = S(A0 n X.

Moreover, just as in the previous result, using Lemmas 2.8.5 and 2.8.6, it suffices

to prove that C* covers C n A"/C n S(A"). However, C n A£ A*, so it is enough

to show that Ac(g) covers C n X/C n S(A"). Again this quotient is cyclic and

g£L0 by Lemma 7, so g£ X. Thus (C n S(A"))g is normal in C n X. Moreover,

P n 0(N)= 1 by assumption, so x2 inverts A. Hence C n S(A") is a /»'-group as

Z(A) is a Sylow/»-subgroup of S(A"). Thus, g is a Sylow/»-subgroup of (C n S(A"))g

and the Frattini argument yields that

CnA"=iVCnX(g)(CnS(A')),

as desired. This proves the lemma and completes the proof of the proposition.

8. A second family of local subgroups. We shall define and examine another

set of local subgroups of G. The preceding section will imply that this collection

is nonempty. We preserve all the hypotheses of the preceding section. We choose

g, A*, and R* in accordance with Proposition 7.1. Moreover, we set C* =

Ncn jv«(g). as before, and we now let g* = gCB.(g). Hence, g* is D-invariant

and Cc(g*)£C*. To get started, we list some properties of A(g):

Lemma 1. IfH=N(Q), then

(i) H contains DQ*;

(ii) ,4H(T) = Aut(T);

(iii) C* nH covers C* n L/C* n S(L)\

(iv) C* n Op-(//)£S(L).

Proof. The group g is D-invariant, as it is characteristic in P, so D£//. More-

over, g* normalizes g, by its definition. This establishes (i). Furthermore, again

as g is characteristic in P, A(g) covers M/C, so (ii) is valid. Statement (iii) is

immediate from Proposition 7.1 as C*£Ac(g)£//. Finally the last assertion is a

direct consequence of the next result:

Lemma 2. If K is any subgroup of G containing Q*, then

C* n Op-(A) ̂  S(L).

Proof. We set X=C* n Op(A) and we shall first prove that A'£S(A*). Let

Ä* = A*/0p.(A*). Since A'£C*£A* and A* is /»-constrained in S(A*), it is

sufficient to establish that A centralizes R* inasmuch as Ä* = 0P(A*) by definition

of R*. However, 0P(A*) is certainly a /»'-group, so CB.(g) is the centralizer of

g in R*. Thus, by Theorem 5.3.4 of [19], we need only prove that X centralizes

both g and CR.(Q) to conclude that X centralizes R*. But [A", g*]£0p.(A), so

[X, g] and [X, CR.(Q)] are /»'-groups, since g* = gCB.(g). Moreover, A"£C*

£ NC(Q), so [X, 0] is a/»-group and X centralizes g, which is one of the conclusions

we want. Finally, we have

[X, CÄQ)] £ [X, R*] £ R*

as R* is normal in A* and so X* also centralizes CB.(g) = Cs.(g).
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We claim next that V n S(V*)s S(A). Indeed, we have V n S(V*)S S(V n V*).

But V* = 0(V*)(Vn V*) by Lemma 2.4.14 as V* is a g-group containing D.

Since V* covers L0/O(N), it follows that V n V* covers L0/O(N), so S(N n N*)

sS(V). Since S(V) = S(A), we conclude that V n S(V*)sS(A), as claimed.

Finally ZsS(V*) by the first paragraph of the proof and A'sC*sCsV, so

Jcjvn S(V*). Thus, AfsS(A) and the lemma is proved.

We are now ready to define the new collection of /»-local subgroups.

Definition 1. The family Ji(p) is the collection of all /»-local subgroups H of G

satisfying the following conditions :

(a) Dg*sAf;

(b) AH(T) = kut(T);

(c) C* c\H covers C* n L/C* n S(A);

(d) C*nOp-(//)sS(A).

In particular, it is immediate from Lemma 1 that V(g) e Ji(p). Our next

result lists some properties of the elements of Jt(p). We shall then state and prove

the main result of this section.

Lemma 3. If H is an element of Jt(p), then

(i) H is a D-group with respect to T.

(ii) Op(H) is of odd order.

(iii) C*nOp-(//)sO(A).

Notice that the last assertion is an improvement of the statement of Lemma 2

for the elements of J((p).

Proof. To prove (i), it will suffice to show that C r\ H covers C n L/C n O(V).

Indeed, assume this is the case. Since H contains D by part (a) of Definition 1,

Proposition 1.1 implies that His not a gD-group. But AH (A) = Aut ( A) by part

(b) of Definition 1, so Ai must be a D-group with respect to T, again by Proposition

1.1, and our assertion is valid.

But C* covers C n L/C n S(A), by Proposition 7.1, and

C* n A s (C* n S(A))(C* n //)

by (c) of Definition 1. Hence

C n A = (C n S(A))(C* n A)

S (C n S(L))(C* r\ S(L))(C* n H)

s (C n S(A))(C n //),

as C*sC, so CnAf covers C r\L/C n S(£). Furthermore, as DsAf, CD(A)

SC n H. Since S(A) = S(V) = 0(V)Z(D) by Lemma 2.4.14 and Z(D)sCD(A), we

conclude that C (~\H covers C n L/C n O(V), as required. This proves (i).

Next, suppose that O „(H) is of even order; it follows that An Op.(H)^\.

Indeed, since H is a D-group, its Sylow 2-subgroups are either dihedral, quasi-

dihedral or wreathed. Now DsAf, so if S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing
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D, it is immediate that any nonidentity normal subgroup of S has a nontrivial

intersection with T. In particular, Tn Op(H)^1 as S n Op(H) is normal in S

and is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Op(H).

However, H is a D-group with respect to T, so all the involutions of T are con-

jugate in H. Thus, TçOp(H). But T^C*, by Proposition 7.1, so TçC* n Op(H)

and hence T^S(L) by statement (d) of Definition 1. This is a contradiction as

Z(D) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S(L) by Lemma 2.4.14 and Z(D) is cyclic. Thus

(ii) is proved.

The last statement of the lemma now follows directly. In fact, C* r\ Op-(H)

ç S(L) by statement (d) of Definition 1 and C* n Op(H) is of odd order, by part

(ii) of this lemma. But 0(A) = 0(L) is a normal 2-complement in S(L), again by

Lemma 2.4.14 and we conclude that C* r\ Op-(H)<=,0(L). The lemma is thus

completely proved.

The main result of this section is as follows :

Proposition 1. If H is an element of J((p), Rx is a nonidentity DQ*-invariant

p-subgroup of H and Op(H)Rx is normal in H, then N(RX) e J((p).

This proposition, which is analogous to Proposition 6.2 for the elements of

=Sf (/»), will be used in the next chapter to construct elements of J((p) containing

Sylow /^-subgroups of G. Before giving the proof we shall state and prove an

important consequence, which is likewise analogous to Corollary 6.1.

Corollary 1. If H is an element of Jt(p), Px is a Sylow p-subgroup of H and

Op(H)Z(J(Px)) is normal in H, then there is a conjugate ofZ(J(Px)) in H whose

normalizer in G is an element of J((p).

Proof (of the corollary). By the proposition, it suffices to exhibit a Dg*-invariant

conjugate in H of Z=Z(J(PX)). However, 0*^// as HeJ((p), so there is he H

such that g*£P?, by Sylow's theorem. Thus, g* normalizes Z", since Z is a

normal subgroup of Px. Moreover, D normalizes g* and Op(H)Zh = Op(H)Z

is normal in H, so D normalizes K=Op(H)ZhQ*. However, Z"g* is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of K, Q* is D-invariant, and K has odd order as Op(H) is of odd

order by (ii) of Lemma 3. Hence, there is a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of K

containing g*. We may assume that it is (ZhQ*)k for some k in K, Thus,

Zhk = Op.(H)Z n (Z^g*)*

is both D-invariant and g*-invariant and the corollary is demonstrated.

Proof (of Proposition 1). First, D and g* both normalize Rx, by assumption,

so DQ*çHx = N(Rx). This establishes (a) of the definition of Jf(p) for Hx.

Moreover, Op-(H) is of odd order, by (ii) of Lemma 3, so AH(T) and AH(T) are

isomorphic, where H=H/Op(H). Similarly, since Hx covers H/Op>(H), by the

Frattini argument, it follows that AHinH(T) and AH(T) are isomorphic. Thus,

AHl(T)=Aut (T) and so Hx satisfies (b) of Definition 1. Statement (d) is also clear.
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In fact, g*S//i, so C* n Op-(/i"1)sS(A) by Lemma 2. It therefore remains to

demonstrate the covering property given by (c).

However, if we set K=H n //1 = VH(Ai), then it suffices to show that C* n A"

covers C* n A/C* n S(A) since C* o As C* n Afi. This is a question concerning

the structure of H, rather than of Afx, and we shall now deal with it.

First of all, since H e J((p), C* n H covers C* n L/C* n S(A); that is,

C* n A s (C* n S(A))(C* n Af).

Hence, it is sufficent to prove that

C* n Af s (C* n Op(Af))(C* n £).
Indeed, then

C* n A s (C* n S(A))(C* n Op.(H))(C* n AT)

= (C* n S(A))(C* n A),

as C* n 0P(Af)sS(A), since HeJt(p). However, this last statement is just the

assertion that C* r\ K covers C* r\ L/C* n S(A).

The analysis of the preceding section and the proof of Proposition 7.1 showed

that there are two possibilities : namely, either

(1) C*=Vc(g);or

(2) g=Z(P), N* = N(R), and, by Lemma 7.10, g centralizes R.

The first case occurred if /» was constrained or if P n O(V) ^ 1 and /» was

nonconstrained. The second case was for /» nonconstrained, but inverted ; that is,

P n 0(V)= 1. We shall conclude the proof of this proposition by establishing the

desired factorization of C* n A/ in each of these cases.

First, we shall deal with case (1), so C* = Vc(g). Suppose that u e C* n Af. It

follows that Ai and Aï are Sylow/»-subgroups of Op(H)Rx. Moreover, g normal-

izes Aj as g s g* and Ax is g*-invariant, by assumption. Therefore, gu normalizes

Aï. However, u e C* = NC(Q), so g = g\ Hence Ajg and Aï g are Sylow /»-sub-

groups of Op(H)RxQ. Similarly A normalizes Ai and g and ue C, so RxQT and

AïgA are Hall {2,/»}-subgroups of Op(H)RxQT as Op(Af) is of odd order by

Lemma 3. Hence, Op(H)RxQTis solvable and there is ze Op(H) such that

(AïgA)2 = RxQT.

However, [gA, z]sOp.(Af) as z e Op(Af). In addition,

[QT,z] s <(gA)2, gA> S <(AïgA)*, gA> = RxQT.

Since Op(H) n RXQT= 1, it follows, in fact, that z centralizes gA. Thus z central-

izes both g and A, so certainly z £ C*. Moreover,

Af = (AïgA)2 n Op-(Af)Ai    and   Ai = RxQT n Op.(H)Rx.

Thus, Af=Ai and so uz e NH(Rx)=K. Since u and z are elements of C*, so is uz.

Hence, we have
u = (mz)z-1 e (C* n A:)(C* n Op-(Af)).
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The two factors are permutable as C* n Op(H) is a normal subgroup of C* n Af.

Since m is an arbitrary element of C* n Af, the desired factorization of C* n Af

follows in case (1) described above.

We now turn to case (2) ; the argument here is entirely similar. In fact, we have

simply to replace Q by QR throughout. To make this change, three points have to

be checked. First, that gAs g*. Indeed, g centralizes A in case (2) and As A* as

V* = V(A)incase(2), so

g* = gCB.(g) 2 gCB(g) = gA.

Second, C* normalizes g A. Indeed, in this case,

C* = VCnN.(g) = Vc(g) n VÍA).

Third, C(gAA)sC*. Indeed,

C(gAA) = C(Q) n C(A) n C(A)

s Vc(g) n VÍA) = C*.

The argument is now as follows. Again if u e C* n Af, then Rx and A" are Sylow

/»-subgroups of Op(H)Rx. Also gA normalizes Ai, as g* does by assumption and

gAsg*. Since C* normalizes gA, this yields that QR=(QR)U normalizes Aj.

Proceeding as above, since A is A-invariant, we obtain z e Op(H) such that

(Aï g A A)2 = RxQRT

and also that z e C(QRT). Thus, zeC* and so z e C* n Op-(Af). Again,

Aï = RlQRTn Op.(H)Rx,       Rx = RXQRT n Op(H)Rx,

so Aï2 = Ai and hence wz e A. The rest of the proof is the same and again we obtain

the desired factorization of C* n H. This completes the proof of the proposition.

9. Constraint for elements of J(*(p). We again preserve our assumptions on the

prime /» and prove a constraint result for element of Jt(p). However, it turns out

to be easier to work in a larger collection of/»-local subgroups of G and, moreover,

there is one application to come in which we use this larger family instead of J((p).

The relevant family of subgroups is defined as follows :

Definition 1. We let Jt*(p) be the collection of all /»-local subgroups K of G

satisfying the two conditions :

(a) Af contains D and is a D-group with respect to T.

(b) Op.(H) is of odd order.

The following remark gives part of the motivation for considering this collection:

Lemma 1. Each element of J((p) is in Jt*(p).

Proof. If Ais an element of Ji(p), then DsAby Definition 8.1, which defines

J((p). Moreover, Lemma 8.3 shows that A is a D-group with respect to A and that

Op-(Af)sO(//). This proves the result.
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The main result of this section is as follows :

Proposition 1. If K is an element of J(*(p), then A is p-constrained within 0(K).

The preceding lemma and this proposition have an immediate consequence :

Corollary 1. If K is an element of J((p), then K is p-constrained within 0(A).

The proof of the proposition is quite long; it is broken up into a sequence of

lemmas which constitute the rest of the section. We begin with a pair of lemmas

which effect a reduction : the existence of a certain type of element of Ji*(p) will

be enough to prove the proposition.

We shall preserve the notation of the preceding two sections. Thus, P, g, R, R*,

and so forth, are as usual.

Lemma 2. If K is an element of J(*(p), then A is p-constrained within 0(A) if

and only if T normalizes, but does not centralize, a Sylow p-subgroup of 0(A).

Proof. Since KeJt*(p), we have that Op(H)^0(H). In particular, 0P.,P(H)

£0(//) and so 0p%p(0(//)) = 0p.jP(//). Moreover, there is a T-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup X of 0(H), so A"0 = 0PtP(H) n X is a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of

0P;P(H).

First, if A is/»-constrained within 0(A), then CT(X0) = 1, by Lemma 2.6.3. Hence,

T normalizes, but does not centralize X. On the other hand, suppose that A is not

/»-constrained within 0(A). Again, we apply Lemma 2.6.3 and conclude that T

centralizes X0. Hence [A"0, T] = l, so

[Ao, X, T] £ [X0, T] = 1,        [T, X0, X] £ [1, A"] = 1,

and consequently, by the three subgroup lemma, [X, T, XQ] = 1.

Thus, [A", T] is a subgroup of 0(H) which centralizes Op.¡p(0(H))/Op.(0(H))

as A"o covers this section. Since 0(H) is solvable, it follows that 0(H) is /»-con-

strained and so [A, T]çOp->p(//). Hence, [A', T]ç A"n Op-,p(//) = Ar0 and so

[X, T, T] £ [A"o, T] = 1.

But A" is a/»-group and Tis a 2-group, so T centralizes A" and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3. Suppose that there exists an element A of J(*(p) with the following two

properties:

(a) K is p-constrained within 0(A) ;

(b) A contains a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of C.

Under these conditions, every element H of M*(p) is p-constrained within 0(H).

Proof. Let A be as described. Now any two D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of C

are conjugate by an element of C(D), so we may assume that P, our fixed D-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of C, is contained in A. Let H be an arbitrary element

of Jï*(p) ; we shall assume that H is not /»-constrained within 0(H), and shall

derive a contradiction.
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The subgroup Op>p(Af) is of odd order and is normalized by D. Hence, there is a

D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup Z of Op<>p(Af). By Lemma 2, it follows that T

centralizes Z, so Z is a D-invariant /»-subgroup of C. Hence, there is u e C0iC-,(D)

such that Zus A. However, H" e Jt*(p), since u centralizes D, so we may replace

Af by Afu and assume that ZsP.

To complete the normalization of the configuration in question, we let U be a

DA-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(K). Such a subgroup exists since 0(K)DP

is solvable and has D as a Sylow 2-subgroup.

Since K is /»-constrained within 0(A), Lemma 2 yields that T does not centralize

U. Thus, no involution of T centralizes U. Indeed, this follows immediately from

the fact that any two A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of 0(A) are conjugate by an

element of Cn 0(K) and the fact that the involutions of A are conjugate in K,

inasmuch as A is a D-group with respect to A.

Since P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C, it follows that P= CPU(T). Hence by Lemma

2.8.1, since no element of A* centralizes PU, we have A¡V1, l^i'^3, where

F=Cu(P) and A/ is the standard A-decomposition notation for A. Thus A*

= (F[,F2,F'3y is a noncyclic /»-group, normalized by A, [F*,T]=F*, and A*

centralizes A.

However, Af is a /»-local subgroup of G since Af e Ji*(p) by assumption. Thus,

there is a nonidentity /»-subgroup Z0 of Af such that Af=V(Z0). Hence Z0sZ, so

that, as Zs A, we have C(P) s C(Z0) s Af. In particular, A* s Af. But Af is a D-group,

so that F*/F* n O(Af) is cyclic, by Lemma 2.5.4. Thus, there is an index i, 1 ̂  i ̂  3,

such that X( centralizes A*/A* n 0(H). Hence, F'^O(H) if j^i, l^/^3. In

particular, A0 = <Ay> for j^i is a nonidentity A-invariant /»-subgroup of 0(H) with

[A0, A] = A0. It follows that A normalizes but does not centralize some Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(H); this contradicts Lemma 2 and completes the proof of this

lemma.

Lemma 4. Ifp is not constrained, then N(Q) is p-constrained within 0(N(Q)).

This will establish the proposition in the case that /» is not constrained. Indeed,

N(Q) e Jï(p), by Definition 8.1 and Lemma 8.1. Hence, V(g) e Jt*(p) by Lemma 1,

N(Q) is /»-constrained within 0(N(Qj), and V(g) contains the D-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup P of C since g is a characteristic subgroup of A. Thus Lemma 3 will

imply the proposition in this case.

The proof of this lemma is fairly short.

Proof. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show that some element t of A# normalizes,

but does not centralize, a A-invariant/»-subgroup of 0(N(Q)) as such a subgroup is

contained in a A-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(V(g)).

To prove this, observe first that /» is exceptional by assumption and so a A-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroup U of 0(N(R)) contains A properly. Moreover, V(A)

covers V/0(V) and contains both D and A, so V(A) is in ¿¡f(p). The proof of

Proposition 6.1 now shows that N(R) is /»-constrained within 0(N(R)). As above,
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we may choose Uto be DP-invariant; indeed, P normalizes R by our definition of

R in §7 and 0(N(R))PD is solvable. The constraint of A(A) implies, by Lemma 2.6.2,

that x does not centralize U. Thus, in the T-decomposition notation, U2 # 1 or

U'3^\. But de D interchanges x2 and x3, so U'2±\ and U3^\ since U is D-

invariant. Since P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C, we have P=CPU(T), so Lemma 2.8.1

forces F,V1, i=2, 3, where F=CV(P). But 0£P, so F0 = (F'2, F3>£A(g).

Since A(g) is in Jt(p), it is a D-group with respect to T by Lemma 8.3, so

Fo/Fo n 0(N(Q)) is cyclic by Lemma 2.5.4. But F0 is not cyclic as F'2± 1 and F3^ 1

and we conclude that x does not centralize F0 n 0(N(Q)). Since F0 n 0(N(Q))

is T-invariant, the lemma is proved.

Thus we shall henceforth assume that/» is constrained. In particular, by Lemma 2.1,

CN(R) lies in S(A). Moreover, the argument following the statement of Lemma 4

shows that we may assume that A(g) is not/»-constrained within 0(A(g)). We set

H=N(Q) and preserve that notation for the remainder of this section.

We begin by describing H in some detail. We shall then return to the demon-

stration that there is an element of Jt*(p) satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3.

Lemma 5. Under the above hypotheses, we have

(i) H is of linear type of characteristic power exceeding three. In particular, G

has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

(ii) P n 0(H) is a Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H).

(iii) CH(P) is a D-group with respect to T.

Proof, (ii) Since H is not /»-constrained within 0(H), Lemma 2 implies that T

centralizes each Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H) that it normalizes. Moreover, 0(H)PT

is a solvable subgroup of //, so there is a PT-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(H).

But P is a Sylow/»-subgroup of C and 0(H) is normal in 0(H)PT, so (ii) is proved.

(i) Observe that if G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, H is necessarily of linear

type of characteristic power three by Proposition 2.3.4 as D£//, so the first

assertion of (i) will imply the second.

We shall assume that H is not as described and derive a contradiction. Since

D£/f, it follows from Proposition 2.3.4 that H/0(H) is isomorphic with PGLn(2, 3)

for some n^ 1, or with A7.

First, we note that no element u of D—Z(D) centralizes QR n //= g(A n H)

= QNR(Q). Indeed, if u does not centralize g, this is so. In any case u does not

centralize R as d(A)£S(A) and D n S(A)=Z(D). Hence, if « centralizes g, then

u does not centralize CB(g) by Theorem 5.3.4 of [19] and our assertion is valid.

Assume now that H=H/0(H) is isomorphic with PGLn(2, 3) for some n. But

QR n H is a T-invariant subgroup of H, so QR n H is a T-invariant subgroup of

odd order in H. Hence QR n //= 1 by Lemma 2.5.9 and so gA n //£ 0(H).

However, it follows from the preceding paragraph that T does not centralize

QRnH inasmuch as T= D and T$Z(D). Thus gA n H is a/»-subgroup of 0(H)

normalized but not centralized by T. This contradicts our assumption that H is not
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/»-constrained within 0(Af ), in view of Lemma 2. Hence, we may assume that Af is

isomorphic within A7, in which case D is dihedral of order eight and G has quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

By an above paragraph, it is sufficient to prove that some four subgroup of D

centralizes gA n H. However, D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Af since |D| = 8 and

| H | = 2520. Moreover, any subgroup of odd order in A7 that is normalized by a

Sylow 2-subgroup is centralized by a four subgroup of that Sylow subgroup by

Lemma 2.5.9. Thus gA n H is centralized by a four subgroup of D. Hence, we

need only prove that D centralizes gA n 0(Af) to conclude that some four sub-

group of D centralizes gA n Af.

Thus, it suffices to show that D centralizes any Sylow /»-subgroup U of 0(Af )

that it normalizes. However, H=0(H)NH(U) by the Frattini argument. Thus,

0(H)CH(U) is a normal subgroup of H containing 0(H). Moreover, it contains A,

by Lemma 2, as H is not/»-constrained within O(Af). Hence, 0(H)CH(U) = H as

H/0(H) is simple and so AH(U) is of odd order. Thus, CH(U)^D as DçN„(U)

and this part of the lemma is proved.

(iii) We set U=P n 0(H) so U is a Sylow/»-subgroup of O(Af), by (ii). Hence,

H=0(H)NH(U) by the Frattini argument. Thus, if we set K=NH(U) then A: is

also a D-group with respect to T, contains P and is of the same characteristic power

r as Af. In particular, K/0(K) contains a unique minimal normal subgroup, iso-

morphic to PSL(2, r), which contains the image of A. Moreover, 0(A) s 0(H) so

that U is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(K). It will clearly suffice to show that C^A)

is a D-group with respect to A.

We now set K= K/0P(0(K)), so that we need only prove that CK(P) is a D-group

with respect to Aas CK(P) maps onto K. We have U= Op(K) is a Sylow/»-subgroup

of 0(K) = OjK). Moreover, if Kx = CK(U), then Kx = CK(V) and ÄSÄi as A

centralizes P2 U. Thus, Kx covers the unique minimal normal subgroup of K/0(K)

isomorphic with PSL(2, r). Moreover, 0(Ai)sO(A) now follows, so Kx is also a

D-group with respect to T of characteristic power r. If Ü=P, then (iii) follows, so

we may assume that U<^P.

In particular, this implies that r^9. Indeed, if r=9, then the image of T in

K/0(K) is self-centralizing, by Lemma 2.5.7, part (iii), and Proposition 2.3.4.

However, JJ^P and Ü is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A), so the image P in K/0(K)

is nontrivial. This contradiction forces r^9.

The definition of K forces Op(0(K)) = 1. Thus, as 0(K) is /»-constrained, being

of odd order, and Ü=Op(K), we have C0(g)(Ü)=Z(Ü). Moreover, 0(Äi)sO(Ä),

so 0(K~x)=Z(U). Hence, 0(K~x) is central in Kx as Kx = CK(U).

Hence, the structure of Ai enunciated above, the fact that r^9, and Lemma 2.5.6

yield that A~i has a normal subgroup which is the direct product of Z(U) and a

group L0 containing A and isomorphic with PSL(2, r). Moreover, L0 is a char-

acteristic subgroup of L0Z(U), being the derived group of this product. Thus P

normalizes L0.
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Thus, X=P/Cp(L0) is a group of automorphisms ofZ0 centralizing T. We form

the semidirect product L0X; it suffices to show that CLo(X) is a D-group with

respect to f. However, CLo(T) = T, by Lemma 2.5.7, so CLoX(T) = TX. But O^A")

centralizes Z0 which contains T, so O(Z0A)=l. Hence, L0X is a D-group with

respect to T and O(L0X) = \.

Since CioX(T) = TX, Lemma 2.5.7 and Lemma 2.5.8 yield the desired conclusion:

d0(A") is a D-group with respect to T. Indeed, X=E, in the notation of those

results. This proves the third assertion and establishes the lemma in all its parts.

The lemma shows, in particular, that the proposition is valid when G has

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. Thus it remains to establish the proposition in the

case that/» is constrained and G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. This is the

most difficult case.

We shall now choose and fix some more subgroups and notation. We note, first

of all, that in the present case D is dihedral of order eight, Z(D) = <x>, and y = d.

We set A=A(A). The arguments of the proof of Lemma 4 show that A is an element

of =£?(/»), so as usual, by Proposition 6.1, A" is a g-group of characteristic power q

and is /»-constrained within S(A). We also have the following obvious facts.

Lemma 6. The centralizer in A of R is contained in S(K) and S(K) = 0(K)Z(D).

Proof. Indeed, K is in ä'(p), so K=0(K)(K n A), by Lemma 1.1. But we are

assuming CW(A)£S(A), so CKnN(R)<=S(Kn A)£S(A) and d(A)£0(A)S(A)

= S(A"). Moreover, S(A) = 0(K)Z(D) by Lemma 2.4.14.

We now choose and fix two more subgroups. Let U be a normal subgroup of A"

contained in A with CK(U)^S(K) and minimal subject to these conditions. Such a

subgroup exists, by the previous lemma. If U is abelian, we let V be a normal sub-

group of K contained in U such that U/V is a chief factor of A. Such a subgroup

exists since i/^1 inasmuch as S(A)<=A. Finally, if U is nonabelian, we let

V=Z(U).

We continue the proof by analyzing U and V in some detail in the next lemma.

Lemma 7. If U and V are as described, then

(i) U is of exponent p and of class at most two;

(ii) P n U and P n V are Sylow p-subgroups of C r\U and C r\V, respectively ;

(iii) PnU¥=landPn V=l.

Proof, (i) We let Ux be a critical subgroup of U, in accordance with Theorem

5.3.11 of [19]. Thus, Ux has class at most two. Moreover, y does not centralize U

as y $ S(K), so y does not centralize Ux. But CK(UX)S(K) is a normal subgroup of

K and K/S(K) has a unique minimal normal subgroup which contains the image of

y. Hence, CK(UX)^S(K) and UX = U, by our minimal choice of U. Similarly, we

can apply the same argument to £ix(U) as y does not centralize 0,X(U), by Theorem

5.3.10 of [19]. Thus, U=Q.X(U). Since/» is odd, it follows that U has exponent/»

and so (i) is proved in full.
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(ii) The group A is P-invariant by choice, so PsA\ Thus P normalizes U, as U

is normal in K. It follows that A normalizes C n U and A is a /»-subgroup of

(C n U)P. However, Pisa Sylow /»-subgroup of C and (C n i/)Ps C, so P is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of (C n E/)P. However, C n [/ is a normal subgroup of

(C n i/)P, so P n [/= C n t/ n P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C n t/. Similarly,

iTi K is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C n K.

(iii) We assume that P O U= 1 and derive a contradiction. Since U is a />-

subgroup, it follows that Cn £/=l. Hence, x2 inverts U as x centralizes AsV

and Í/S A. If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A containing D, then S is quasi-dihedral,

since K e ¿P(p) forces A to cover L/0(N), by Lemma 1.1. Hence, y=x2x$2 for some

s in S. But then x| also inverts U, so y centralizes U, which is not the case. This

contradiction forces us to accept that A n C/V I.

Finally, suppose that P n K^ 1 ; again we shall derive a contradiction. Since

A n F^ 1, /V(P n V) is a /»-local subgroup and

V(P n K) 2 C(P n V) 2 C(P) 2 C„(P).

But CH(P) is a D-group with respect to A, by Lemma 5, so V(P n V) is a D-group

or gD-group by Proposition 1.1. However, the minimal nature of U yields that

CK(V)£S(K), so Cff(K) covers the unique minimal normal subgroup of K/S(K).

Hence, CK(V) is a g-group of characteristic power ?. But CK(V)^N(P n V), so

V(P n K) is a gD-group of characteristic power?, contrary to Proposition 1.1.

Lemma 8. If we set Hx=N(P n U), then

(i) Afi is an element of' Jt*(p).

(ii) Hx contains the D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup P of C.

Proof. Certainly the second assertion is valid. Indeed, P n U is a normal sub-

group of P as [/ is normal in K and As A" since A is P-invariant by its very choice.

Thus, we must prove (i). But Hx is a /»-local subgroup since An U=£ 1, by the

previous result. Moreover D normalizes A and also normalizes U since DsA.

Hence, Ds/fj. It remains to show that /fi is a D-group with respect to A and that

Op(H) has odd order.

However, CH(P) is a D-group with respect to A, by Lemma 5. Thus, the auto-

mizer in CH(P) of A has order divisible by three. But C„(P)sC(P n t/)=#i, so

AHl(T) has order divisible by three. Since Ds Hlt it follows that AHl(T) is Aut (A).

These conditions imply that Afx is a D-group with respect to A or is a gD-group

by Proposition 1.1. Hence, we shall assume that Afj is a gD-group and derive a

contradiction.

However, A is normal in C and U is normal in K, so P n [/ is normal in C n K and

C n A:s Afj. Since A: e JSf(/»), Lemma 1.1 implies that Afi covers C n A/C n O(A^).

Since A<= Afx and Hx is a local subgroup of G, it follows from Proposition 1.1 that

Afi is not a gD-group.
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We now prove that Op(Hx)^0(Hx). We know that Tdoes not centralize i/as

d(£/)=S(A") = <0(A), x> and T£A. Hence, by Lemma 2.8.1, Tdoes not centralize

NuiCuÇT)), which is Ac,(C n £/). But C n U=P n U, as we pointed out above, so

T does not centralize A^P n U). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Hx containing

D, so that S is either dihedral or quasi-dihedral and Z(S) = <x>. If Op(Hx) $ 0(HX),

then Sr\Op-(Hx)^i and so Z(S) n 0P.(//)#1 as S r\ Op(Hx) is normal in S.

Thus x g Op(Hx). But as /^ is a D-group with respect to T, all the involutions of T

are conjugate in Hx. Hence, if Op.(Hx)$0(Hx), then T^Op.(Hx). But then

[A^P n I/), T] ç UnOp.(Hx) = 1,

which is a contradiction. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 9. //" // is as above, then Hx is p-constrained within 0(HX).

Once this result is established, it will follow from Lemma 8 that if we set K=HX,

then K satisfies all the hypotheses of Lemma 3. The conclusion of Lemma 3 will

then show that Proposition 1 is valid. Hence, to prove Lemma 9, we shall assume

for the remainder of the section that Hx is not p-constrained within 0(HX) and derive

a contradiction. We shall, as usual, proceed by a sequence of lemmas. Our assump-

tion implies, by Lemma 2, that T centralizes every /»-subgroup of 0(HX) that it

normalizes. We shall use this fact without reference.

Lemma 10. One of the following holds:

(i) U is elementary abelian, V= 1, and \ U : U n P | =/» ;

(ii) U is extra-special, V=Z(U) has order p, U P> P is abelian, and

Nv(UnP) = (UnP)V.

Proof. First, we claim that V is cyclic. There were two possibilities in our

definition of V, but in either case V<^Z(U), so VçC(P n U)^HX. Moreover,

P n V= 1, by Lemma 7, so [V, T] = V. But V is abelian, so if VQ = [V, T] n 0(HX),

then [V0, T] = 1 and V0 = 1, by our assumptions on Hx. Hence V is isomorphic to

VO(Hx)/0(Hx), which is cyclic, by Lemma 2.5.4.

Suppose that U is nonabelian ; we shall prove that (ii) holds. In fact, U is of

exponent/» and class two exactly, by Lemma 7. Hence, V=Z(U) is not the identity

and is cyclic, so V has order /». Thus U is extra-special. Moreover, C n V=l,

again by Lemma 7, so [V, T] = V and U n P intersects V trivially; consequently,

£/nP is abelian. Therefore, it remains to show that N0(U n P)=(U n P)V.

However, £/£AçA, so x centralizes U and UnP=Cv(x2). But then x2 inverts

Z(U) = V, and U/(U n P)V. Thus, if the desired conclusion is false, then (U n P)V

is not a maximal abelian subgroup of U. However, in the latter case there are

elements ux, u2 of U inverted by x2 which do not commute. But then V=([ux, u2]},

so x2 centralizes V, a contradiction.

Finally, assume that {/is abelian, so UçHx as HX=N(P n V) and Uis element-

ary, by Lemma 7. Our choice of U shows that CK( U) £ S(A). Since T n S(A) = <x>,
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it follows that x2 does not centralize U and hence U n A<= U. Moreover, since Hx

is a D-group and U is elementary, another application of Lemma 2.5.4 shows that

U/U n A is cyclic, so | U : U n P\=p. It remains to show that V= 1 ; if this is not

so, then F has order/» and it follows that U=(U n P)V. In particular, x2 centralizes

U/ V, so the normal closure of x2 in D does as well. Hence, y centralizes U/ V.

But CK(V)£ S(K), by our choice of U and V, so y centralizes V. Thus, y centralizes

U, which contradicts the containment CK(U)^S(K). This proves the lemma.

Lemma 11. If P0 is a subgroup of order p in P n U and we set HQ = N(P0), then

the following conditions hold:

(i) AHa(T) has order divisible by three.

(ii) (An U)FASH0.

(iii) A centralizes every p-subgroup of O(H0) that it normalizes.

The first assertion implies that Af0 is a D-group with respect to A or a gD-group

by Proposition 1.1. We do not eliminate the latter possibility since we do not know

that Af0 covers C n L/C n O(V). Note that P0 exists as P n U+1 by Lemma 7.

Proof, (ii) The previous lemma shows that P n U is abelian and V centralizes

it, so P n U and V are contained in Af0. Furthermore, A centralizes A n U, so

AS Zf0.

(i) By Lemma 5, CH(P) is a D-group with respect to A. Thus, the automizer in

CH(P) of A has order divisible by three. However, CH(P)^H0 as P0sP.

(iii) Suppose that there is a /»-subgroup of O(Af0) normalized but not centralized

by A. Hence, condition (i) implies that no involution of T centralizes any T-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of O(H0). Let X be a (P n C/)A-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of O(H0); it exists since O(H0)(P n U)T is solvable. In particular, if

Y=Nx(Pn U), then Fi'#l, 1 âi'^3, by Lemma 2.8.1. As usual, y¡'sO(Afi) for

at least two values of i, by Lemma 2.5.4, and this is a contradiction.

Lemma 12. The subgroup U is abelian.

Proof. We shall assume U is not abelian and derive a contradiction. In particular,

U has the structure given in part (ii) of Lemma 10. We set K=K/CK(U), so A"is a

D-group as x centralizes t/sA and CK(t/)sS(A). Thus, Kisa D-group faithfully

represented on U, which is an elementary abelian group isomorphic to U\V.

Hence, if | U\ =ph, then K is isomorphic with a subgroup of GA(A, /»). Since SA(2, /»)

is a g-group, no subgroup of SL(2,p) is a D-group by Lemma 2.4.17. Since

GA(2, p)/SL(2, p) is cyclic, the same is clearly true of GA(2, /») and consequently

A>2. Thus, \U\=p2m+1 withw^2.

This implies that Cu(P0) contains a subgroup U0 with the following three

properties:

(a) U0 is extra-special ;

(b) V=Z(U0);

(c) U0 is A-invariant and A does not centralize U0/V.
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Indeed, Pn U is abelian and Cu(Pn C/) = (Pn U)V. Since m^2 and |P0|=/»,

d(P0) is nonabelian and so CU(P0)^'(P n i/)K. Thus T does not centralize

d(F0)/Kand, as x centralizes d(P0), we have that CV(P0) contains a T-invariant

subgroup F of order p inverted by x2 with F^V. Then F does not centralize P n C/

and so there exists a subgroup Px of order /» in P n £/ such that [F, Px] ̂  1. Setting

£/0 = <F, Pi>, it is immediate that £/0 has the required properties.

Since T does not centralize V, we have V$ O(H0) by the previous lemma. We

shall derive a contradiction by showing that K£ O(H0).

First, we note that U0zN(~\HQ. Indeed, i/0£t/£A and U0<=CV(P0)<^H0.

Moreover, the first assertion of the previous lemma yields that H0 is a D-group

with respect to T or is a gD-group. We shall show that V^ O(H0) in either case.

Suppose first that H0 is a D-group and set H0 = H0/O(H0). By Proposition 2.3.4,

either H0 is isomorphic to A7 or H0=LE, where Z is isomorphic to PSL(2, t),

PGL(2, t), or PGL*(2, t) for some odd /, Z is normal in H0, E is cyclic of odd order,

Z n Z=l, and F centralizes T Moreover, in the latter case, if Z0 is the normal

subgroup of Z isomorphic to PSL(2, t), then as usual Z0Tis isomorphic to PSL(2, t)

or PGL(2, t). Now U0 is a T-invariant extra-special /»-subgroup of H0 n A= CHu(x)

and V= U'0. Hence if H is isomorphic to A7, then V= U'0 = \as the Sylow subgroups

of A7 are abelian for all odd primes. On the other hand, if H is of the form LE,

then d0(x) is dihedral by Lemma 2.5.7. Since CBo(x) = CL(x)E and Z0 has index

at most two in Z, it follows that the Sylow subgroups of CBo(x) are either metacyclic

or abelian on at most two generators for all odd primes. In either case, we see that

CBo(x) does not contain an extra-special/»-group. This forces V= 1, since otherwise

i/o would be an extra-special /»-subgroup of CBo(x). Thus Fç O(H0) in this case as

well.

Suppose, on the other hand, that H0 is a gD-group. We have F£0(A) as

K£ C/çAçO(A). Therefore, using Proposition 1.1, we have

V = [V, T] £ [0(A) n H0, T]

£[0(An//o),T]

£ O(H0).

This proves our assertion.

We now conclude the section by proving just the opposite, namely :

Lemma 13. The subgroup U is not abelian.

Proof. This time we assume that U is abelian and derive a contradiction. Hence,

U is elementary abelian, V= 1, and | U : U n P| =/», by Lemma 10. We again set

K=K/CK(U). Now A is a g-group of characteristic power q as A covers A/0(A).

Since x centralizes i/and CK(t/)£S(A) = <0(A), x>, it follows from Lemma 2.4.15

that K is a D-group of linear type of the same characteristic power q. Moreover,

x2$K' by Lemma 2.4.1, applied to A/0(A), and hence x2^A"'. Since q>5 and

since d(x2) = U n P, all the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5.10 are satisfied and we
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conclude that there is an odd prime r other than /» and a nonidentity r-element v

in AT inverted by x2 with CPnU(v)^l. Since x=l and <x> is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of CK(U), it follows that there is an r-element v of K with image v in K such that x

centralizes v and x2 inverts v.

We can therefore take P0 to lie in CP n a(v) and do so. Hence < U, vy is a subgroup

of Af0 of odd order centralized by x.

We now set UX = [U, v]; we claim that £/iSO(Af0). Since v does not centralize U

by choice, Ux ̂  1 and Ux = [Ux, v] as U is a /»-group, v is an /--element, and />, /• are

distinct primes. Moreover, {/i<i>> is A-invariant. Again there are two possible

structures for H0. If H0 is a D-group, we again set Äf0 = H0/O(H0), so that either Äf0

is isomorphic to A7 or H0=LE, where Ä and A are as in the preceding lemma. Since

A7 possesses no nonabelian subgroups of odd order invariant under a four group,

Ux = \ in the first case and so C/iSO(Af0). On the other hand, in the second case,

v e L as x2 inverts v and x2 e L. For the same reason, v e L0, where again L0

denotes the normal subgroup of Af0 isomorphic to PSL(2, t) and of index at most

two in L. But then also i/jSÄo- Furthermore, Ci0(x) is again dihedral and so

contains no nonabelian subgroups of odd order. Since (Ux, 0>sC£o(x), we con-

clude that Üx = [Üx, v] = \ and so i/iSO(/f0).

On the other hand, if Af0 is a gD-group, then we have, since C/s 0(N), that

Ux = [U, v] s [O(V) n H0, V n H0]

s [0(N n H0), N n H0]

= O(H0),

again by Proposition 1.1.

But [Ux, A] is a/»-subgroup not centralized by A. Indeed, if A centralizes Ux, then

v does also since v is inverted by x2, contrary to the fact that Ux = [Ux, v] ̂  1. Thus

[Ux, A] is as described; but [Ult A]sO(Af0) and this contradicts Lemma 11. This

completes the proof, the section, and the chapter.

Chapter V. The Structure of 0(N). Proof of Theorem B*

1. Outline of chapter. This chapter is devoted to a proof of Theorem B* ; this

section contains an outline of the chapter and explains the break-up of the proof

into several stages. It is, of course, to be understood that our simple group G with

quasi-dihedral or wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups satisfies the working hypotheses

listed in §1 of Chapter IV. As a consequence, all results to Chapter IV hold for

the group G.

In order to discuss the long proof to follow, we introduce yet another property

of prime divisors of |0(V)|, namely:

Definition 1. If p is a prime divisor of |0(V)|, then p is totally inverted if

C n A is a /»'-group.

That is, if P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C, then P n L= 1. In particular, if/» is

totally inverted, then it is certainly inverted. The relevance of this concept is as
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follows : the assumption on the prime /» in §§7, 8 and 9 of the last chapter was that

p was exceptional and not totally inverted.

In order to establish Theorem B*, we must prove there are no exceptional

primes. We prove this in three stages :

(1) If p is not the characteristic of G and /> is not totally inverted, then p is

ordinary.

(2) If/» is the characteristic and /» is not totally inverted, then/» is ordinary.

(3) If/» is totally inverted, then/» is ordinary.

The first assertion is shown in §2; the next is proved in §§3, 4, 5 and 6; the third

statement is demonstrated in the next five sections.

The reader interested in the idea of the proof, but not wishing to go into all the

details, might do well to read the chapter under the assumption that the character-

istic, if it divides |0(A)|, is an ordinary prime. This considerably reduces the

argument but leaves contact with all the essential ideas.

We preserve all the notation introduced in the preceding chapter.

2. Elimination of the first set of primes. As the title of the section suggests, we

shall carry out the first step of the proof of Theorem B* as described above. We

shall prove

Proposition 1. If p is a prime divisor of |0(A)| other than the characteristic of

G and p is not totally inverted, then p is ordinary.

This result has a consequence for the structure of A; namely, the following

application of Proposition 4.4.1.

Corollary 1. Ifp is the characteristic of G and N=N/Op(N), then

(i) Any T-invariant Sylow subgroup of 0(A) is centralized or inverted by x2.

(ii) L0 has a normal subgroup J containing Op(N) such that L0=JO(N) and either

(a) J is isomorphic to SL(2, q) andJ<~\ 0(A) = 1, or

(b) J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9), q = 9,and\J C\ 0(JV)| =3.

(iii) J centralizes 0(A).

For the moment let us assume the proposition is valid.

Proof (of Corollary 1). We let tt be the set of prime divisors of |0(A)| which are

neither centralized nor inverted. Proposition 4.4.1 yields detailed information

about the structure of N/0„(0(N)). However, the above proposition implies that

every prime divisor of |0(A)|, other than the characteristic of G, is ordinary or

exceptional and totally inverted. But ordinary primes are centralized or inverted

by Definition 4.1.3, while totally inverted primes are certainly inverted. Hence, tt

is either empty or consists of the characteristic/? alone and so 0„(0(A)) = 0P(0(N))

which, in turn, is 0P(A) as /» is odd. The corollary is now a direct consequence of

Proposition 4.4.1.

The proposition will follow from the next two lemmas.
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Lemma 1. If p is an exceptional prime and not totally inverted, then there is a

Sylow p-subgroup P of G such that N(Z(J(P))) is an element ofJÏ(p).

Proof. Choose Af e Jt(p) maximizing |//|„. It is a consequence of Lemma 4.8.3

that H is a D-group with respect to A and that Op.(H) s 0(Af ). Moreover, Op(H) # 1

as H is a /»-local subgroup, by Definition 4.8.1. Hence, H is /»-stable by Proposition

2.6.1. Moreover, Af is /»-constrained by Corollary 4.9.1. Hence, if A is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of Af, then

H = Op.(H)NH(Z(J(P)))

by Theorem 2.7.1. In particular, Op(H)Z(J(P)) is a normal subgroup of //. Thus,

by Corollary 4.8.1, replacing A by a conjugate in //, if necessary, we may assume

that Hx=N(Z(J(P))) e M(p). To prove the lemma, we simply must now show that

A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G. However, if this is not the case, then A is a proper

normal subgroup of a/»-subgroup Px. Since Z(J(P)) is a characteristic subgroup of

P, it is normal in Px and

\Hx\p ^ \Px\ > \P\ = \H\P,

which contradicts the choice of H. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 2. Ifp is an exceptional prime, not totally inverted and not the character-

istic ofG, then there is a Sylow p-subgroup PofG such that N(Z(J(P))) is an element

ofSP(p).

Proof. This argument is very similar to the preceding one. Choose H e £f(p)

maximizing |Af |„. Thus, H is a/»-local subgroup, by Definition 4.1.4, so Op(Af)^ 1

and Af is a g-group of characteristic power ?, by Lemma 4.1.1. Moreover, H is

/»-constrained within S(Af) by Proposition 4.6.1; in particular, 0„<(//)sS(Af), by

Definition 2.6.1. But /» is not the characteristic of H by hypothesis and so H is

/»-stable by Proposition 2.6.1 since ?>5 is a constant assumption. Thus, if P is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of H, then

H = Op.(H)NH(Z(J(P)))

by Theorem 2.7.1. In particular, Op(H)Z(J(P)) is a normal subgroup of Af.

Thus, we may assume, after replacing P by a conjugate in Af, if necessary, that

N(Z(J(P))) = Hx e ¿e(p), by Corollary 4.6.1. Our choice of H now implies that A

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G, just as in the proof of the previous lemma.

Proof (of Proposition 1). Let /» be a prime which violates the proposition, so /»

is exceptional, not totally inverted, and /> is not the characteristic of G. Hence, by

Lemma 1, there is a Sylow /»-subgroup Px of G such that N(Z(J(Px))) = Hxe J((p).

Similarly, by Lemma 2, there is a Sylow /»-subgroup A2 of G such that N(Z(J(P2)))

= H2e ¿P(p). But Hx is then a D-group, by Lemma 4.8.3 and H2 is a g-group, by

Lemma 4.1.1. This is a contradiction as Hx and Af2 are conjugate subgroups of G.
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3. A family of cyclic subgroups. We now fix p as the characteristic of G for the

next four sections of this chapter. In particular, A has the structure described in

Corollary 1 of the previous section. In dealing with Jt(p) it was important to

include the covering property. Since A is now known to have a more restricted

structure, we can simplify any work with the covering property.

We do this by introducing the following concept:

Definition 1. The set of all D-invariant subgroups of/incident with

(0(C)nJ)Op(N)/Op(N)

is denoted by if.

Here / is the subgroup which exists by virtue of Corollary 2.1, whence either

Jr\ 0(N) = Op(N) and JI Op(N) is isomorphic to SL(2, q) or |/n 0(A) : 0P(A)|

= 3, q=9, and J/Op(N) is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9).

Lemma 1. The section (C n J)Op(N)/(x}Op(N) is cyclic of order i(q+8e). The

collection if is nonempty and each element of if is cyclic of order (q+8e)/2n, is

centralized by CD(T), and is inverted by d.

Proof. We set Ñ= N/Op(N). Since Op(A) has odd order, the section in question

is isomorphic to

d(T)/<x>.

There are two possible structures for J. If J is isomorphic to SL(2, q), then Cj(T)

is cyclic of order q+8e by Lemma 2.4.2. Suppose, on the other hand, that J is

isomorphic to SIT(2, 9), in which case q = 9. Thus the characteristic of G is three

and so p = 3. But Jn 0(Ñ) = 0(J) has order three and is normal in 0(A). Since

03(0(Ñ))c03(Ñ) = Op(Ñ), it follows that Op(Ñ)¿\, contrary to the fact that

N=N/Op(N) by definition. Thus this case cannot arise and so the first assertion is

established.

Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4.2, 0(C;(T)) =JF is cyclic of order (q+8e)/2n, W

centralizes CD(T), and Wis inverted by d. Moreover, D=<CD(f), 3} as CD(f) = f

and 3=y if G has quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups, while CD(T) is abelian of

index two in D and de D — CD(T) if G has wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. On the

other hand, (q + 8e)/2n is relatively prime to 2 and to />, since p is the characteristic

of G and so divides q. Since x is central in (C n J)Op(N), which is in turn D-

invariant, there exist D-invariant Hall {2, /»}'-subgroups of (C n J)Op(N). If W is

such a subgroup, then W is incident with (0(C) n J)Op(N)/Op(N) and the remain-

ing conditions of the second assertion hold for W. Thus if is nonempty and the

lemma is proved.

We shall frequently make a choice of an element W of if. This leads to no

ambiguity largely because of the following remark:

Lemma 2. If W and Wx are elements of if and P is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup

of C, then Wxç(,W,P}.
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Proof. The definition of #~and Lemma 1 yield immediately that any two elements

W and Wx of W are certainly conjugate by an element of C n Op(N). Indeed, W

and Wx are D-invariant Hall /»-complements of WO„(N). However, C n Op(N) is

a normal subgroup of C as Op(V) is normal in N, so C n Op(N)=P n Op(V) and

hence W^S^P).

We shall see in the next result that < W, P> is, in fact, just WP.

We now collect some properties of the elements of #?

Lemma 3. If W is an element of if, then the following conditions hold:

(i) WC\0(N) = \;

(ii) CO(N) = Op(N)Ncom(W);

(iii) W is permutable with any Sylow p-subgroup of C;

(iv) C=(CnOp(N))Nc(W);

(v) Ifp is exceptional, but not totally inverted, then W normalizes Q.

In statement (v), g is the subgroup which we proved existed in §7 of the previous

chapter under the hypothesis that /» was exceptional, but not totally inverted.

Proof, (i) By definition, fFsA and the incidence condition (or the fact that W

is a/»'-group) forces W c\ Op(N) = \. Hence, if N=N/Op(N), it suffices to prove

that W n 0(N) = 1. But we have already noted in the proof of Lemma 1 that J is

necessarily isomorphic to SA(2, ?), whence J n 0(V) = 1. Since Ws7, the desired

conclusion W n 0(N) = 1 holds.

(ii) First, O(V) centralizes J by Corollary 2.1, so O(V) centralizes W. Moreover,

W is normal in C as W= 0(C) n Jand 0(C) n .7 is normal in C. Thus IF is normal

in 0(Ñ)C. However, 0(N)C=0(N)C and so the product WOp(N) is normal in

0(N)C. But IF is a Hall/»'-subgroup of WOp(N), so (ii) follows from the Frattini

argument.

(iii) Let P be a Sylow /»-subgroup of C. Since WOp(N) is normal in 0(N)C by

(ii), it follows that WOp(N) nC= W(Op(N) n C). Since Op(V) is normal in V,

we also have that Op(V) n C is normal in C and so Op(N) nC= Op(N) n A as P

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C. Hence W(Op(N) n C)P= WP is a group and (iii) is

valid.

(iv) As we have just seen, C n Op(N) and W(C n Op(V)) are normal subgroups

of C. Since W is a Hall /»-complement in W(C n Op(N)), (iv) follows by the

Frattini argument.

(v) The subgroup g was a characteristic subgroup of a fixed D-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of C; let this Sylow/»-subgroup be P. We claim that it suffices to show

that there is an element Wx of if such that Wx normalizes g. Indeed, if that is the

case, then Ws WXP by Lemma 2 and part (iii) of this lemma, so W also normalizes

g as P certainly does.

We let X/0(N) be the subgroup of L0/O(N) of order (?+Se)/2n in

0(C)0(N) n L0/O(N). We now claim that we need only produce a D-invariant

subgroup Wx of X incident with X/0(N). Indeed, if Wx is such a subgroup, then
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Wx eif once we know that WX^J, since A"/0(A) and (0(C) r\J)Op(N)/Op(N)

are incident. However, the element d of D centralizes 0(N)/Op(N) as it lies in L0,

so any subgroup of odd order in L0/O(N) inverted by d lies in J/Op(N). Thus, if

Wx is as described, then d inverts Wx since d inverts X/0(N) and Wx is D-invariant.

Thus WX^J and our reduction is established.

Proposition 4.7.1 yields that A(g) covers C n L/C n S(L), so certainly A(g)

covers A/OÍA). Let A"0 = A'nA(g) and Y0 = O(N) n N(Q). Thus Ayy0 is

incident with X/0(N). In particular, Ay Y0 is cyclic of order (q+ 8e)/2n, is centralized

by CD(T) and is inverted by d. Moreover, by the reduction of the previous para-

graph, it suffices to establish the existence of a D-invariant subgroup of X incident

with Ay 70.

We set Z0 = Op(N) n A(g), so Z0 is a normal /»-subgroup of X0 contained in

Y0. Set A"o = X0/Z0, so Y0 = Y0/Z0. We now assert that we need only construct a

D-invariant subgroup of A'0 incident with Ay Y0. Indeed, if A/Z0 is such a subgroup,

then A/Z0 is cyclic of order (q+8e)/2n, is centralized by CD(T), and is inverted by d.

In particular, A/Z0 has order prime to p and is D-invariant. Since Z0 is a /»-group,

A thus contains a D-invariant Hall /»-complement and this subgroup clearly

satisfies all the requirements.

Finally set Xx = CXo(CD(T)) and Yx = Xxc\ F0. Since CD(T) centralizes X0/Y0

and A'0 is of odd order, it follows that Xx/Yx is also cyclic of order (q+8e)/2n.

Moreover, as d normalizes CD(T) and inverts Ay Y0, we also have that d inverts

Xx/ Yx. But d centralizes 0(N)/Op(N), as we have noted above, and so d centralizes

both Yx and Y0. In particular, Yx = CXl(d). Since Xx has odd order, the subset Wx

of Xx inverted by d covers Xx/Yx. But Xx/Yx is cyclic and Wx n Fx««l> which

together imply that Wx is a subgroup. Thus Wx is cyclic of order (q+&e)/2n and Wx

centralizes CD(T) as WX^XX, so Wx is invariant under D=(CD(T), d}. But

Wx n Y0 = l as d inverts Wx and centralizes Y0, whence A"0 = Wx Y0. Thus Wx is

the required D-invariant subgroup of A"0 incident with A"0/ Y0. This completes the

proof of the lemma.

4. Properties of signalizers. We preserve our hypotheses on the prime /»; we

shall be studying the D-invariant /»-subgroups of G, namely the elements of M(D ; /»).

It is through use of these subgroups that we shall be able to prove later that p is,

in fact, an ordinary prime. We shall use the specialized signalizer notation which we

defined in Chapter I.

Our main result in this section is as follows :

Proposition 1. Let H be a subgroup of G containing D satisfying the following

conditions:

(a) 0(H) * I;

(b) P is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of C contained in H;

(c) W is an element of if contained in H;

(d) V is an element of HH(D, W; p) containing P.
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Under these conditions we have

(i) There is an element U of V\H(D, W; p) containing V such that U e V\%(D ; p)

and U n 0(H) is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H).

(ii) // Ux and U2 are elements of V\H(D, W; p) containing V, both of which are

elements of lA%(D;p), then Ux and U2 are conjugate by an element of NC(W) which

centralizes D.

The subgroups A and W are permutable, by Lemma 3.3. Moreover, W is D-

invariant, by Definition 3.1, so PW is also and PWD is a group. The proof of the

proposition depends on a few preliminary lemmas. Throughout these five lemmas

we assume that the elements of if are nontrivial; equivalently, that (?+Sc)/2"> 1.

First, we fix some notation. Let p be the set of primes dividing | W\ =(q + 8e)/2n

and let a=p u {/>}. As in the last chapter, let Nt = C(xt), 1 á/^3, so V=VX. We

begin with one more special fact about elements of if.

Lemma 1. If W is an element of if, then W<=, 0(V¡) for at most one value of i,

lg/á3.

Proof. Indeed, W£0(N) = 0(Nx), by the definition of if. Thus, if the lemma is

false, then IFs 0(N2) n 0(N3). However, V2 and V3 have the same structure as

does V, since all the involutions of A are conjugate in G. In particular, if we set

Vj = Ni/Op(N¡), 2^ i g 3, we have that J( is normal in V¡ and Jj centralizes 0(Nt),

by Corollary 2.1. Since ÍFsO(V¡), it follows that Wcentralizes J¡, 2¿i^3. How-

ever, Aj = C}¡( W) maps onto f as IF is a /»'-group ; consequently, K¡ is a g-group

of characteristic power ? and 0(A¡)xj is central in Ai/0(A(), 2</^3. Since N(W)

contains K¡ and W^\, it follows from Proposition 4.1.1 that N(W) is also a g-

group of characteristic power ? in which 0(N(W))xt is central in N(W)/0(N(W)),

2^/¿3. However, the center ofthat quotient group is cyclic by Lemma 2.4.7, so

we have a contradiction. The lemma is proved.

The next result is to be used in proving the one that follows.

Lemma 2. If W is an element of if, then WçLtfor all i, 1 ̂ /^3.

Proof. Let I be a Hall /»-complement of 0(C) which contains W and set

Y=Cx(X'). It will suffice to show that IFs FsA. Indeed, suppose this is the case.

Since 0(C) is a characteristic subgroup of C, it is normal in M=N(C). Hence

M=0(C)NM(X), by the Frattini argument, inasmuch as X is a Hall subgroup of

0(C). Thus, it follows that M=0(C)AV(F). Therefore, there is axeNM(Y) so

that ax cyclically permutes xx, x2 and x3 by conjugation. We have now !FsAi=A

and H/<hç Yai= Y^L, so that W^L^1=L3. Similarly, a1~1eNM(Y), so WçL2.

We shall now show that FsA and we begin by setting V=V/0(V). Since

JFsJTs 0(C), we have ÎFsZsO(C) and W=0(C)r\L; consequently, X=

0(Czx(T)). It follows therefore from Lemma 2.4.2, applied to the g-group LX,

that Cx(X')= Wand hence, that Cx(J')sI. But clearly FsCjr(Z'), so Fs£ and

FSL.
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It remains to prove that W^ Y. To do this, we now set N= N/Op(N). Since X is

a /»'-group, it is isomorphic with X, so that it suffices to show that H^£ Y. However,

N/L is cyclic, by Proposition 2.3.3, and consequently X'^L. Moreover, F= CX(X')

since X and X are isomorphic. Hence, it is enough to demonstrate that W is

central in 0(C) r>L. But W=0(C) nJ, by Definition 3.1, and so 0(C) n L =

W(0(C) n 0(A)). However, W<=3 and J centralizes 0(A), by Corollary 2.1; in

particular, W centralizes 0(C) n 0(A). Since W is cyclic, by Lemma 2.4.2, it

follows that W is central in 0(C) n Z, as required.

We employ the usual T-decomposition notation in stating the next result:

Lemma 3. If X is a T-invariant r-subgroup of G for some r in p, W is an element of

if and <A", W) is of odd order, then the following conditions hold:

(i) If there is an integer j, l^y'^3, such that X¡^1 and W£0(N,), then

X'jcO(Nj) and r is ordinary and inverted.

(ii) There is an integer i, 1 ̂  / = 3, such that A"ç A¡.

Proof, (i) First, suppose that X',^0(Nj); we shall show that r is as required.

Since A'jVl and A"¿£0(A;), it follows that r divides |0(A)|. Moreover, r divides

| W| as r g p. Hence, r divides |C n L\ and r is not totally inverted. Since r^p, as/»

and q + 8e are coprime, Proposition 2.1 yields that/» is ordinary. Furthermore, any

T-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of 0(A) is centralized or inverted by x2. However,

(X'j} is a T-invariant r-subgroup of 0(A;) not centralized by T, so r is indeed

inverted.

Thus it suffices to show that Y=(tX'j} is contained in 0(Nj). Hence, we assume

that Y£ 0(Nj) and derive a contradiction. In any case, Y is an r-subgroup of N,

and [Y, T]= Y. Since T^L¡, we have, in fact, that FçL;,

We set Nj = Nj/0(N,), so F is a nonidentity r-subgroup of L¡ and [Y,T]= Y.

Moreover, W^C^N} and W^ 1 as W$0(N¡). Thus, Wis a nonidentity subgroup

of 0(C). In addition, Lemma 2 implies that W^L¡. Hence, it will suffice to prove

that ]Y\ divides q + 8e. Indeed, if this is the case, we have an immediate contra-

diction to Lemma 2.4.6 with W, F, Z, Tin the roles of W0, X, L, and Trespectively

since < W, 7> has odd order.

But Y is an r-subgroup of Z; and r is a divisor of q + 8e. Thus | y| also divides

q + 8e by Lemma 3.1(v) of [22] applied to Z;/<x;>.

(ii) We assume the assertion is invalid, so that X[j> 1 for at least two values of'/,

l^/^3. By Lemma 1, we may choose/ 1 ̂ y = 3, such that X'j+ 1 and W$0(N,).

Hence, by (i), A"j£ 0(N¡) and r is ordinary and inverted. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2.3,

if « is a nonidentity element of X'¡, then every T-invariant r-subgroup of C(u) lies

in Nf.

However, as X[^l for at least two values of i, 1 =/^3, we have X^X. Thus,

by Lemma 2.8.1, there is a nonidentity T-invariant subgroup y of A" centralizing

Xj such that [ Y, x¡\ = Y. Therefore, y is a nonidentity T-invariant r-subgroup of
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C(u) and Y does not lie in V;. This is the desired contradiction and the lemma is

proved in full.

The next lemma is quite technical ; however, it is only to be used in the argument

of the last of the preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 4. Let R and Y be subgroups of G with the following properties:

(a) A is a D-invariant p-subgroup;

(b) Y is a D-invariant r-subgroup for some r in p;

(c) R and Y are permutable;

(d) ( Y, Wy has odd order for some element Wofif.

Under these conditions, we have that

[A,A]S0P(AF).

Proof. We set K=RY, so that K is a subgroup of G. We let K=K/Op(K); it

must be shown that [A, A] = 1.

As a first step, in the usual A-decomposition notation, we prove that Ai = 1. To

do this, it suffices to demonstrate that A[ centralizes Or(K), since K is a solvable

{p, r}-group. However, set Z= Fn 0PT(K), so that Z is a Sylow r-subgroup of

Opr(K) and Z=Or(K). Moreover, let A=Cz(x2) and let /be the set of elements of

Z inverted by x2, so that Z=AA

We claim that in order to establish our assertion on Ai, it suffices to show that A[

centralizes /. Indeed, suppose this is the case. Therefore, x2 inverts each element of

Ai and centralizes Z/</>, so that Äi centralizes Z/</> = 0P(A)/</>. However, Äi

centralizes </>, by assumption, so that A[ centralizes Z, since each element of Äi

is a /»-element, while Z is an r-subgroup and r^p as r is in p.

We now shall show that Äi does centralize /; we may, of course, assume that 1^ 1,

so that FJ#1. Hence, applying Lemma 3, with yin place of Xandj= 1, and using

the fact that W<£, O(N), we conclude that Y'x s O(V) and that r is ordinary and

inverted. This yields that Y'x is an abelian subgroup inverted by x2.

Furthermore, x centralizes Y. Indeed, some x( centralizes Y by Lemma 3,

lis i ̂ 3, so CD(Y) is a nontrivial normal subgroup of D. But then CZ(D)(y)^l

and, as x is the unique involution of Z(D), x centralizes Y, as stated. It follows that

I=Z n Y'x.

We now assert that in order to show that Äi and / do commute elementwise, it

is enough to see that Rx and Y[ are permutable; indeed, assume this is the case.

Thus Äi and Y'x are permutable, so Äi normalizes I=Or(K) n Y[ by Lemma 2.8.3.

Since x2 inverts both Äi and 7, it follows that x2 has no nontrivial fixed points on

Äi/, which is a group as Äi normalizes I. Thus x2 inverts Äi/ and A[ï is abelian,

so Ä' centralizes /, as required.

Now A is permutable with Y, by assumption, and ys V, as we have shown above

that x centralizes Y. Moreover, we know that yisO(V) and that.r is an inverted

prime, so that Y[=Yn O(N). Hence, Ax and Y[ are indeed permutable, by Lemma

2.8.3. Thus, at long last, we have established that Äi = 1.
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Moreover, R'¡=1 ifj=2 or 3. Indeed, since x centralizes Y, it follows that x

centralizes 0r(A). However, any element of R'f is inverted by x and normalizes

0T(K), so R) centralizes 0r(A) and therefore R'¡= 1, 2^/'^3, as claimed.

Finally, [A, T] = <Ai, R'2, A3>. Indeed, if R* = (R'x\l^ii3), then A* = [A*,T]

£[A, T]. Moreover, R=R0R*, so [A, T]£[A*, T] and our assertion is valid. But

each A'¡c0p(Ay), l¿/¿3, since we have already shown that Ä,' = l, l = /^3.

Hence A*c0p(Ay) and the lemma is proved.

The last result preliminary to the proof of the proposition is as follows :

Lemma 5. If W is an element of if and X isa D W-invariant a-subgroup of G,

then

(i) X= Op(X)(X n A) = 0P(A-)AX( W) ;

(ii) Op(X)(X n C) contains a Sylow p-subgroup of X.

Proof. First, we let A be a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of X and we claim that

[A, T]£0p(A"). Indeed, if r is any prime divisor of |A"| other than /», let F be a

D-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of X permutable with A. Since X is a a-group and

r^/>, it follows that rep and so [A, T]£Op(Ay) by the previous lemma. But now

the desired conclusion [A, T]£0p(A') is a consequence of Lemma 2.8.7.

Moreover, preserving this notation for r and Y, it is a consequence of Lemma 3

that CT(Y)¿\ inasmuch as (Y, W>£<A", W} = XW is of odd order. But CD(Y)

is a normal subgroup of D and so x e CD( Y) for any r and any Y. Thus

X= A(A"nA).

Therefore, since A = [A, T](A n C), we have

X = A(A" n A) = [A, T](A n C)(A" n A)

= [A, T](A" n A) £ Op(A-)(Z n A),

so X= Op(X)(X n A) and half of (i) is established. Furthermore,

A = [A, T](A r\C)<= O^A^A" n C)

so the second assertion (ii) is also valid.

It remains to demonstrate the second factorization of X in (i). However, X n A

is a D IP-invariant subgroup of A, so X n A£ CO(N), by Lemma 2.4.9, applied to

N/0(N), inasmuch as W(X n A) is of odd order, is normalized by D, and contains

W. If we set N= N/Op(N), then InJVç CÖJN) = CO(N). But WO(N) is the direct

product of W and 0(N), by Corollary 2.1, and W=0(C)r\L is normal in C,

whence W is normal in W(X r\ A).

Hence, W(X n A) normalizes WOp(N), so certainly W(X n A) normalizes

WOp(N) n W(X n A). However, WçN, so W(X r\N)=WXr\N and

WOp(N) n W(X n A) = WOp(N) n A n WX

= WOp(N) n WX

and we have that W(X n A) normalizes WOp(N) n WA".
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We claim now that WOp(N) n WX= W(Op(N) n X). Since W(Op(N) n X)

S WOp(N) n WX, it is enough to demonstrate the reverse inequality. Thus suppose

that ue WOp(N) n WX, so that u = wv, where we W and ve Op(N). Since

IFs 1F0P(V) n H/jr, it follows that v e WOp(N) n WX, so i; g IFZ. But X is

normal in WX, as X is IF-invariant. Thus WX/X is a /»'-group, as IF is a /»'-group,

so that v e X as v is a /»-element, being in Op(N). Hence, y e Op(A0 n A", so

u e W(Op(N) n X) and 1FOP(AO n IFJSTs JF(Op(V) n X), as claimed.

It now follows that W(X n V) normalizes W(Op(N) n X). Since IF is a Hall

subgroup of W(Op(N) n X), we conclude by the Frattini argument that

X n N s (Op(/V) n Z)V(fF),

so

in AT = (Op(V) n *)/Vxn„(lF).

But we already have proved the factorization

X = Op(X)(Xr\N).

In particular, this implies that Op(Xn N)^Op(X) and, as

Op(N) n X s Op(AT n X),

it follows that Op(V) n Jfs Op(X). Hence, A" n Vs Op(Z)A)rx(lF) and we conclude

that
X = Op(X)Nx(W).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

We are now ready to embark on the proof of the proposition.

Proof. We shall treat the case in which Af has a normal 2-complement at the

end of the proof, so assume to begin with that Af is not of this type. Moreover, Af

is not a gD-group. Indeed, assume the contrary. Since 0(H) ^ 1, by hypothesis,

Or(H) # 1 for some odd prime r and so Af is contained in the local subgroup

K=N(Or(H)). Since Af is a gD-group, clearly so also is K. But this contradicts

Proposition 4.1.1 as IFDsAfS K. Since DsAf, we can therefore assume, in view of

Proposition 4.1.1, that Af is a g-group or a D-group.

We set H=H/0(H) and we claim that there is a unique element of H$(D;/»)

containing Fand this subgroup lies in V\B(D, W;p); that is, it is permutable with

W. We shall prove this by examining separately each of the two possible types of

structures for Af.

First, suppose that Af is a g-group. In this case Af has characteristic power ? by

Lemma 2.4.8, as IFs//, and so Af has characteristic/7. Let U be any element of

\AH(D;p) which contains V. Thus, {7sC#(Ä) by Lemma 2.4.9. However, P is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of C=C(A), so that A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Cn(T). But

PS Fs U, so U=P and therefore P is the unique element of \AR(D ; p) containing P.

Moreover, W and P are permutable by Lemma 3.3, so certainly W and P are

permutable.
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Next, suppose that H is a D-group. There are three cases to consider. First, if H

is isomorphic to A7, then D is dihedral of order eight and D normalizes a unique

nonidentity subgroup R of odd order in H; namely R = 0(CB(x)) and |Ä| =3, by

Lemma 2.5.9. If/» = 3, then W=\ and Ä2 V; while if/»7e 3, then 1 is the unique

element of V\R(D;p) containing V. Either way, the desired properties hold. Second,

if H is isomorphic to PGLn(2, 3) with « 2:2, which will be the case if G has wreathed

Sylow 2-subgroups, then D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and 1 is the unique element

of \AB(D;p) by Lemma 2.5.9. Again the desired properties hold.

Assume finally that H is not of one of these forms. Then by Proposition 2.3.4,

H is isomorphic to a subgroup of P 17.(2, r) for some odd r, D is dihedral of order

eight, and H=LE, where Z is isomorphic to PSL(2, r), PGL(2, r), orPGL*(2, r),

L is normal in H, E is cyclic of odd order, Z n E= 1, and E centralizes a Sylow

2-subgroup of H, which without loss we may assume contains D. Let Z0 be the

subgroup of Z of index at most two isomorphic to PSL(2, r) and set A=Z0D.

Since a quasi-dihedral 2-group has only one conjugacy class of four groups and

since Z0 contains a four group, it follows, if Z is isomorphic to PGL*(2, r), that

DçZ0 inasmuch as D is generated by its four subgroups. Hence, in all cases, A

is isomorphic to PSL(2, r) or PGL(2, r). Furthermore, E normalizes A and A£ is

isomorphic to a subgroup of Pr/,(2, r). Moreover, since AFis of index at most two

in H, it is normal in H and contains every subgroup of H of odd order. In particular,

KE contains W, V, and every element of V\R(D ; p).

Applying Lemma 3.1 (iii) and (vii) of [22] to AF and using the fact that D

centralizes E, it follows now that every element of HS(D) lies in CgE(x) = Cg(x)E

and that Cg(x) is a dihedral group. Furthermore, CK(T) = f by Lemma 3.1(iii) of

[22] and so dE(T) = TE as T<= D and D centralizes E. Since W and P centralize T,

it also follows that WP^E. Moreover, as P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C and

CH(T) = C d H maps onto CB(T), we see that P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of E. Since

d(x) is dihedral, we also have that Op(CK(x)) is the unique Sylow /»-subgroup of

d(x) and consequently U=Op(Cx(x))P is the unique Sylow/»-subgroup of d?s(x)

containing P. In particular, Vç U as V contains P. Since U is clearly D-invariant,

it also follows that U e \A%(D;p) and hence U is the unique element of \A*,(D;p)

containing V. Finally, W centralizes P as each is contained in E, which is cyclic,

and W normalizes Op(CK(x)), so W normalizes U. Thus U e \AB(D, W; p) and

therefore the desired conclusions hold in this case as well.

Let y be the subgroup of H containing 0(H) such that F is the product of W

and the unique element of H|(D;/») which we have just described. Thus, DY is a

group and has y as a normal 2-complement. Moreover, D Y contains W and V.

We claim that it suffices to verify the proposition with H replaced by Hx = DY

provided we show at the same time that U, Ux, U2 are Sylow /»-subgroups of Y.

Indeed, suppose that all these statements are true; we shall complete the proof.

We begin by establishing (i). We have, by assumption, an element Uof V\Hi(D, W;p)

containing V such that Ue HjJ/D;/») and U is a Sylow /»-subgroup of Hx. We
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shall demonstrate that U fulfills all the conditions of (i). However, 0(Af ) is normal

in Afi as 0(Af)s D Fs Af, so U n 0(H) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H). Moreover,

U and W are permutable as U e \AHl(D, W; p). Finally, let U* be an element of

\Af,(D;p) containing U. Since U is a Sylow/»-subgroup of Y and because of the

above description of Y, Üe l4|(D;/>). Since Ü* e \AB(D;p) and fJ*2 Ü, it follows

that Ü* = Ü and so £/*sO(Af)£/. But U is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H)U as

t/sO(//)C/s F Since ¡7s£/* and U* is a/»-group, we conclude that U* = U.

Thus Ue kl$(D;/») and so all parts of (i) hold.

As for (ii), let Ux and U2 be as described in the statement of (ii). Thus, Ux and

U2 are D-invariant /»-subgroups of Af containing V. Hence, by the uniqueness

assertion proved above, we have Ulf U2 contained in Y. Hence, Ux, U2 are elements

of klj^iD;/»), so the conjugacy holds because it holds in Hx by assumption.

Let us pause to state this reduction clearly. We need to establish the following

two assertions:

(1) There is an element U of \AHi(D, W;p) containing F such that U is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of Afi ;

(2) If Ux and U2 are elements of V\Hi(D, W; p) containing F, both of which are

elements of M^^D;/»), then Ux and U2 are conjugate by an element of NC(W)

which centralizes D.

Observe also that if Af itself has a normal 2-complement, the proposition will

follow from (1) and (2) with HX = H. Hence the proposition will be proved in its

entirety once these two statements are established.

We make one further reduction. Let Jbea D-invariant Hall a-subgroup of Y

containing VW. We claim that we need only show that X has a D-invariant Sylow

/7-subgroup containing V and permutable with W. Indeed, let U be such a Sylow

subgroup of X. Clearly U fulfills (1), as X is a Hall subgroup of Y and Y is the

normal 2-complement of Hx. Next, suppose that Ux and U2 are as stated in the

hypothesis of (2). Since Ut is a D-invariant/»-subgroup of y and U is a D-invariant

Sylow/»-subgroup of Y, there exist elements c¡ in CY(D) such that [/'«£ U, 1 ̂ i'^2.

Since Ut e H£(D;/»), this in turn implies that U?'-U, láiá2.

On the other hand, Cy(D)sC0(C)(D) as A^D and Cr(A)sO(C). But 0(C)

=PNCKC)(W) by part (iv) of Lemma 3.3 and the fact that 0(C) is a normal 2-

complement in C. Since A and V0(C)(1F) are each D-invariant and P is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(C), Lemma 2.8.8 now yields that

C0(C)(D) = CP(D)(N0,ciW) n C(D)).

Hence Cí = A¡Mí, where bteNc(W), A( centralizes D, and uteP, l^i'^2. Since

PsFsi/, this implies that U?<=U, láí'^2, and so U2=U\, where b =

bxb2 1 e Nc( W) and A centralizes D. Thus (2) also holds and our claim is valid.

Thus, in order to establish the proposition in full, it remains only to produce a

D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of X which contains F and is permutable with W.

Since Fis D-invariant, there is a D-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup U of X containing
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F. We assert that U is automatically permutable with W. Indeed, if W= 1, this is

obvious. On the other hand, if W±\, then X=Op(X)Nx(W) by Lemma 5 and

again our assertion is obvious.

5. Construction of a certain signalizer. We shall demonstrate here the existence

of a signalizer with certain special properties. We shall then prove a transitivity

result which uses this constructed subgroup. These results will be proved under the

following assumptions: the prime /» is, as in the preceding two sections, the

characteristic of G; and, in addition, /» is exceptional, but not totally inverted.

Proposition 1. If Weif and P is a D-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of C, then

there is V e H(D, W; p) containing P such that

(i) Op.(VW)=\;

(ii) VWD is contained in an element of £P(p) and in an element of Jt(j>).

The results of §§7 and 8 of Chapter IV apply to any D-invariant Sylow /»-sub-

group of C and, in particular, to P. Let g be the characteristic subgroup of P

there constructed.

Proof. We begin by applying Proposition 4.1 with N in place of Af and V=P.

(Note that 0(V)/1 as our conditions imply that/» divides \C n 0(N)\.) We

deduce that there is Ue HW(D, W;p) containing P such that Ue \Af,(D;p) and

R = U n O(V) is a D-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(V). Moreover, U and W

are of coprime order, so that R=U n O(V) is normalized by W, by Lemma 2.8.3,

as Wr\0(N) = \.

We shall construct F by separate but similar consideration of two possibilities.

First, suppose that/» is constrained; that is, by Definition 4.2.1, V is/»-constrained

within S(V). In this case, we set F=PVB(g).

Since Ps U and R=U n 0(N), it follows that P normalizes A. Hence, as g is a

characteristic subgroup of P, we have that P normalizes VB(g) and so F is a

nonidentity /»-subgroup which certainly contains P.

The subgroup A is D-invariant, as we saw above. Furthermore, P is D-invariant

by choice and g is a characteristic subgroup of P, so that g is also normalized by

D. Hence VB(g) is D-invariant, so V=PNB(Q) is also.

Moreover, R is normalized by W, as we also saw, and g is IF-invariant, by part

(v) of Lemma 3.3, as p is exceptional and not totally inverted by assumption, so

that VB(g) is normalized by W. Since W and P are permutable, by part (iii) of

Lemma 3.3, it follows that W and F are permutable and so V e H(D, W;p).

In particular, as W is D-invariant, being an element of if, we have that VWD is a

subgroup of G.

We have seen that P, IF and D normalize R; hence VWDçN(R) as Vs(g)sA

and V=PNB(Q). But V(A) is an element of Jtf(p), by the Frattini argument and

Definition 4.1.4. Furthermore, N(Q)eJf(p), by Lemma 4.8.1 and Definition

4.8.1.
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Hence, in order to establish the proposition in the case under examination, it

remains to show that Op(VW)=\. However, W normalizes g and AB(g), so

K0=gAB(g) is a/»-subgroup of V normalized by W. Thus, if we set W0 = CW(V0),

then it suffices to show that 1^0 = 1. However, W0 is a/»'-group, g is a/»-group,

and W0 centralizes g as gç V0. Moreover, CN(A)£S(A) by Lemma 4.2.1 as/» is

constrained, while W n S(N) = 1 by part (i) of Lemma 3.3 and the fact that 0(A)

is a normal 2-complement of S(A). Thus W acts faithfully on A, so certainly W0

does also. Hence, W0 acts faithfully on CB(0) by Theorem 5.3.4 of [19]. But

CB(g)£ V0, so W0= 1, as required.

Next, suppose that/» is not constrained and set K=N(R). Thus, again A g ¿¡f(p)

and now A is /»-constrained in S(A) by Proposition 4.6.1. We claim that 0(A)

possesses a PIFD-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup F. (Note that our above arguments

show that PWD is a group and a subgroup of A".) Indeed, there is Ux e V\K(D, W;p)

such that Ux contains P, Ux e V\*.(D;p), and Ux n 0(A) is a D-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(A), by Proposition 4.1. We set F= Ux n 0(A). Since P£ Ux, we

need only see that F is normalized by W to verify our assertion. But W n 0(A)

çA n 0(A) and An 0(A)£0(A), by Lemma 4.1.1, so that Wn 0(A) =1.

Since W and Ux are permutable, it now follows from Lemma 2.8.3 that W

normalizes F.

The remainder of the proof in this case is very similar to the corresponding part

of the previous argument. We set V=PNF(Q) and Fis a nonidentity D-invariant

/»-subgroup of G. Furthermore, V certainly contains P and again V is permutable

with W since W is permutable with P and normalizes both g and F. Also VWD

^Ke^(p) and VWDçN(Q) eJ((p). Again K0=gAf(g) is a /»-subgroup of

VW normalized by W. Moreover, CK(F)çS(A) as A is /»-constrained within S(A).

Since W n 0(A) = 1 and 0(A) is a normal 2-complement in S(A), it follows that

Wn S(K) = 1 and so W acts faithfully on V0. Again, we derive that Op>(VW)=l

in the same way as before and the proposition is proved.

The next and last result of this section is a key transitivity theorem. The sub-

groups Fand Ware as in Proposition 1.

Proposition 2. Any two elements ofV\*.(D, W;p) which contains V are conjugate

by an element of NC(W).

First, we require a consequence of a result of the previous section.

Lemma 1. If U is an element of M(D, W; p) and U contains P, then U= Op(UW)P.

Proof. We set A"= UW, so A" is a a-subgroup, since U and W are permutable,

by hypothesis. Thus, X is a D IF-invariant a-subgroup of G, so that Op(X)(X n C)

contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of X, by Lemma 4.5. However, X—UW, W^C,

and U contains the Sylow /»-subgroup P of C, so that X n C=PW. But IF is a

/»'-group, so 0p(A')P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0P(A)(A" n C). However, 0p(A")P
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S if and U is a Sylow /»-subgroup of X, so that Op(X)P=U and the lemma is

proved.

We now turn to the proposition.

Proof. We assume the result is false and argue to a contradiction. Choose

elements Ux, U2 of H*(D, W; /»), each of which contains V, but which are not

conjugate by an element of NC(W). Furthermore, among all such pairs of sub-

groups, choose this one maximizing \Ux n U2\.

We set U=Ux n U2, so that U is also D-invariant. Moreover, U<=U{, i'=l, 2,

by the maximality of Ut among elements of H0(D, W; p) and since Ux ¥" U2- We

now claim that even U is permutable with W. Indeed, by the previous lemma, since

PS Kc Ut, i = l, 2, we have that

Ut = Op(WUt)P.

Hence, as Ps U,

U =Ux<~\U2 = (Op(WUx) n Op(WU2))P.

But IF is permutable with P, by Lemma 3.3, while W normalizes Op(WUx) and

Op(WU2). Thus, IF is certainly permutable with U, as asserted.

Hence, UW is a subgroup of G. Moreover, Op(UW) = \. Indeed, VW^UW,

Wis a/»-complement of both VW and UW, while Op(VW) = \, by Proposition 1.

Thus, since UW has odd order and U is a Sylow /»-subgroup of it, we have by

Theorem 2.7.1, that Z(J(U)) is a normal subgroup of UW.

We now set H=N(Z(J(U))). It follows that 0(H)^\ as l<=PsC/. Moreover,

IFs Af as we just saw that t/lFs Af. Hence, since IF and {/,, i= 1, 2, are permutable,

so are Wand U¡ n H. Thus, as D normalizes t/, we have that U¡ n //e MH(D, W;p).

Furthermore, Ut n Af => U since f/p [/ and Z(J(U)) is a characteristic subgroup

ofU.

By Proposition 4.1, we may choose P¡ an element of V\H(D, W;p) which is in

V\f,(D;p) and contains C/¡ n /f, i= 1, 2. Also, by the same result, there is c e NC(W)

with c centralizing D such that P2=P{. We now let g(, i'=i, 2, be an element of

V\%(D, W;p) which contains P¡. Thus, C/j, gl5 QX, g2 and C/2 are elements of

V\*(D, W;p). Moreover,

Ux n gi 2 Ux n Pi 2 C/i n Af = t/ = Ux n £/2,

so that t/j and gx are conjugate by an element of NC(W), by our choice of Ux

and U2. Also, gx and Q\ are clearly so conjugate. Furthermore,

gï n g2 2 P\ n A2 = A2 2 C/2 n // => U,

so gi and g2 are conjugate by an element of NC(W). Finally,

g2 n U2 2 A2 n c/2 2 C/2 n // => t/,

and so g2 and U2 are conjugate by an element of Vc( W). Hence, so are Ux and U2,

which is a contradiction. This proves the proposition.
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6. Elimination of the second set of primes. The end product of the argument

developed in the previous three sections is as follows :

Proposition 1. Ifp is a prime divisor of | 0(A) | andp is not totally inverted, then,

p is ordinary.

Proof. If /» is other than the characteristic of G, then the assertion has already

been dealt with in Proposition 2.1. Hence, we shall assume that p is the character-

istic of G, not totally inverted and exceptional; we need only derive a contradiction.

Since p fulfills all the conditions of the last three sections, we choose Weif

and fix it and we choose V e HG(D, W;p) in accordance with Proposition 5.1.

We shall, in fact, prove that there exist elements Ut, i =1,2 of H*,(D, W;p),

each containing V such that if //,= N(Z(J(Ut))), ¿=1,2, then Hxe^C(p) and

H2e J(*(p). This will give the desired contradiction. Indeed, this yields that Hx is

a g-group, by Lemma 4.1.1, H2 is a D-group, by Definition 4.9.1, so certainly Hx

and H2 are not conjugate. However, Hx and H2 are conjugate as Ux and U2 are

conjugate by Proposition 5.2.

By Proposition 5.1 we know that VWD is contained in an element Kx of a'(p)

and in an element A2 of J(*(p). Let Ut e M^(D, W; p), i= 1, 2 with V<=, í/¡. Among

all such pairs of subgroups, we may assume that Id I and \U2\ are maximized.

We now assert that it suffices to show that HX = N(Z(J(UX))) e Se(p), H2 =

N(Z(J(U2)))eJ(*(p) and H/£//i, i=l,2. Indeed, assume that this is the case;

we need only show that Ut e V\%(D, W;p), i=l,2. Thus, suppose that U¡$

HJ(D, W;p) fory'=l or 2; we shall derive a contradiction. We now have that

there is V¡ e M*(D, W;p) with U,<=V,; consequently, UfCVf=NrJ(U,). Thus,

there are D-invariant /»-subgroups of H¡ properly containing U¡. However, Prop-

osition 4.1 implies that every element of H*y(D, W; p) containing V is an element

of \AHl(D;p). In particular, there is Sy g M*/D, W;p) with Ut<=-Sf. Thus, H¡

contradicts the maximal nature of our choice of K¡. This contradiction establishes

our assertion.

We begin by demonstrating that IF£//¡, /= 1, 2. To do this, it suffices to show

that W^NWÜ¡(Z(J(Ui))). However, Op.(VW)=\, by Proposition 5.1, so that

0P'(UtW) = l as F£ C/¡ and IF is a /»-complement of U¡W. Since UtW is of odd

order, Theorem 2.7.1 now yields that Z(J(Ut)) is normal in WUt, as required.

We now shall deal with Hx. In view of Proposition 4.6.2, in order to show that

Hxe£P(p), it suffices to prove that RX=Z(J(UX)) is a nonidentity D-invariant

/»-subgroup of 0(KX) and that N(RX) = Hx covers Kx/0(Kx) as well as contains a

Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(KX).

However, Kx is /»-constrained in S(KX) by Proposition 4.6.1. Since Kx e ¿C(p),

we have that Kx is a g-group of characteristic power q and hence also of charac-

teristic/». Moreover, q> 5 by assumption and Ux e \A*-L(D; p). Thus the hypotheses

of Proposition 2.7.1 are satisfied and we conclude that Kx = Op(Kx)NKl(Rx). In

particular, Hx contains Ux and so by Proposition 4.1 Hx contains a Sylow /»-
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subgroup of 0(A"i). Moreover, as Ux is D-invariant, being an element of

M^(D, W;p) and as Ux^l since Ux2A, it follows that Aj is a nonidentity D-

invariant /»-subgroup of Kx. Finally, Op(A1)sS(A1), by definition of/»-constraint

within S(Ai) and Op.(Kx)Rx is normal in Ai by the above factorization of Kx.

Hence Op(Kx)Rx S SÍAJ. But S(Kx) = 0(Kx)Z(D) by Lemma 2.4.14 as Kxe£C(p)

and consequently AiSOi^). Furthermore, as Z(D) normalizes Ai, our factoriza-

tion of Kx implies that NKi(Rx) covers Kx/0(Kx).

It remains to show that Af2 is an element of M*(p). Arguing now on U2 as we

did above on Ux, it follows that A2 is a nonidentity D-invariant /»-subgroup of G,

so Af2 is a /»-local subgroup of G containing D. Hence, by Definition 4.9.1, we

need only prove that Op(Af2)sO(Af2) and that Af2 is a D-group with respect to T.

However, A2 is/»-constrained within 0(K2), by Proposition 4.9.1, as A2 e J(*(p).

Hence, by Proposition 2.7.2, we have A;2 = Op(K2)(K2 n H2) inasmuch as U2 e

V\*2(D;p). But Op-(A2)sO(A2) by the constraint, so K2=0(K2)(K2 n H2).

Since A2 e Jt*(p), it is a D-group with respect to A, so that ^4^2(A)=Aut (A).

The last factorization stated for A2 yields that AK2nIl2(T)=Aut (T) and so

AH2(T) = Aut(T). Since Ds//2, it follows therefore from Proposition 4.1.1 that

either H2 is a D-group with respect to A or a gD-group. However, !FDsAf2,

so Af2 is a local subgroup of G which covers C n L/C n 0(N) and contains A.

Proposition 4.1.1 therefore implies that H2 is not a gD-group.

Finally, let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H2 containing D, so that either S is

dihedral or quasi-dihedral or else S= D and S is wreathed. We conclude in each

case that any nonidentity normal subgroup of S intersects A nontrivially. Hence if

Sr\ Op(//2)^l, then An Op.(H2)¿\, so AsOp-(//2) as all elements of T* are

conjugate in AT2. Thus AsA2 n Op(Af2)sOp.(A2), the latter inclusion holding

because H2 covers K2/Op.(K2). This implies that AsO(A2) as Op(A2)sO(A2) and

this is a contradiction. Thus S n Op-(Af2) = 1 and we conclude that Op(H2) s 0(H2).

This completes the proof.

The proposition has a direct consequence for the structure of V; namely, the

Corollary 1. AAe subgroup N satisfies the following conditions:

(i) Any T-invariant subgroup of N is centralized or inverted by x2.

(ii) A0 Aas a normal subgroup J such that L0=JO(N) and either

(a) J is isomorphic to SA(2, ?) andJc\ 0(N) = \, or

(b) J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9), q=9, \J n 0(V)| = 3, and G has quasi-

dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.

(iii) J centralizes 0(N).

(iv) A Hall subgroup of 0(N), for the set of inverted primes, is normal in N.

The first three parts of the statement of this result (with the exception of the

assertion concerning quasi-dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups in part (b) of (ii)) are

obvious analogues of the three assertions of Corollary 2.1. Moreover, the proof is

almost the same.
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Proof. The above proposition shows that every prime divisor of |0(A)| is

ordinary or exceptional and totally inverted. But ordinary primes are centralized

or inverted by Definition 4.1.3, so every prime divisor of |0(A)| is centralized or

inverted. Thus, the set it of primes which are neither centralized nor inverted is

empty and On(0(N)) = 1. The statements (i), (ii), and (iii) are now direct conse-

quence of Propositions 4.4.1 and 4.5.1.

We now prove the last statement of the corollary. In fact, let A0 be a T-invariant

Hall subgroup of 0(A) for the set of centralized primes, so that x2 centralizes A0.

Let B0 be a T-invariant Hall subgroup of 0(A) for the set of inverted primes. Hence

O(N) = A0B0 and this implies that B0 is precisely the set of elements of 0(A)

inverted by x2. Indeed, if an element ab of 0(A) with ae A0 and b e B0 is inverted

by x2, then (ab)~1 = ab~1 and so b~1a~1b = a, whence a=\ as a and b are of odd

order. But the subset of 0(A) inverted by x2 is always a normal subset, so B0 is

normal in 0(A), as required.

7. The structure of A. In this and the following four sections we again let /» be an

exceptional prime. By the results of the previous section we know that P is a totally

inverted prime ; that is, x2 inverts a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(N)(C n L).

In particular, as T certainly centralizes C c\L, it follows that this /»-subgroup is

contained in 0(A). Our purpose in these final five sections is to show that no such

prime p exists, by deriving yet another contradiction. We shall do this much in the

spirit of an earlier work (Lemma 6.12 of [22]).

The final result of the previous section is a detailed description of A which is a

consequence of our knowledge of the nature of the exceptional primes. In this

section, we shall use this information to derive some useful facts about A. They

will be used in the subsequent sections.

We begin by fixing a great deal of notation for the remainder of the chapter.

Let W denote the 2-complement of C n / so that W is cyclic of order (q+ 8e)/2n,

by Lemma 2.4.2. We note that IF is a /»'-group. Indeed, the Sylow /»-subgroups of

0(N)(C n L) are contained in 0(A), by an above remark. In addition, / n 0(A) = 1

or q = 9, J n 0(A) is of order three, and S is quasi-dihedral by Corollary 1 of the

preceding section. Furthermore, / n 0(A) is not contained in C by Lemma 2.4.12.

Let B* be a T-invariant Hall subgroup of 0(A) for the set of inverted primes

and let A be the usual T-invariant Hall subgroup of 0(A) for the centralized

ordinary primes. Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 of the previous section now imply

that 0(N) = AB*. As a consequence, we have that 0(C n L)= WA as J and 0(A)

commute elementwise and W= 0(C) n /. Moreover, A is a/»'-group as/» is inverted.

Hence, 0P(C) = 1 as IF is also a /»'-group ; this is a fact we shall constantly use.

Let a be a fixed 3-element of M, a $ C, so a cyclically permutes the nonidentity

elements x = x1; x2, x3 of T; we may assume that x£ = x2, x2 = x3 and x3 = xx. We

set A¡ = C(xf), l^/^3, so that N=NX, while Af = A2, A| = A3 and NI=NX.

Similarly, we set JX=J, J2=Ja, J3=Ja2 and define D¡, W¡, A¡, B*, l = i = 3. Thus,
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each of the groups V¡ has the same structure as V but with respect to Dt, Ait Bf,

and so on, instead of D, A, B* and so forth. Next, set P¡ = Op(Vi), 1 éiú3, so P4

is the unique Sylow /»-subgroup of the abelian group Bf and Px=P2, P2=Pa,

P£=Px.

If 8e= — 1 and p divides ? then, by Lemma 2.4.10, there are precisely two Sylow

/»-subgroups of Ai, 1 ̂  i ̂  3, normalized by C and these contain all the C-invariant

/»-subgroups of A,. Let these be g¡ and Qf ; so we may assume that Q\= Q2, Q2 = g3,

Q%= Qx and similar equations hold for Qf, gf, g*, as a3 e CsV(gi) n N(Qf).

Moreover, by Lemma 2.4.10, g¡ and Qf are conjugate by an element z¡ of D¡,

while Ai = <gi, gf>, 1 ̂ i'^3. Note that A,g,, Pig? are direct products. Indeed, J

and O(V) form a direct product, for otherwise ?=9 and S is quasi-dihedral, in

which case 8 = 1 and e=l, contrary to our present assumption that Se= —1.

Finally, recall by Lemma 2.4.10 that Z(Dt) acts trivially on g¡ and gf and that

C n Lt/Z(Di)=WtCDl(T)lZ(Dt) acts faithfully and irreducibly on Qt and Qf,

IÚÍÚ3.

We now examine the set of/»-subgroups of Nt, 1 ̂ i^3, permutable with C.

Lemma I. If I ^i^3, then the elements of M^ÍC;/») are as follows:

(i) Ajgj andPtQf if8e=—l andp divides q;

(ii) A¡ in all other cases.

Proof. The subgroups given are elements of HWl(C;/»); hence, we need only

show that any element U e V\Ni(C; p) is contained in one of them. First, we show,

that Ue Lt. Indeed, if JV(=Vi/0(V), then C=Cf,(T) and any element of H^ÍC;/»)

lies in Li by Lemma 2.4.9.

However, UO(Nt) n A¡ is a C-invariant /»-subgroup of Ju so A( n t/0(Vi)s Qt or

Qf (where we set g¡ = Qf = 1 if Se = 1 or if/» does not divide ?). Hence C/s Qfi(N¡)

or QfO(Nt). Each of these products is a direct product (as gf=g* = l if ? = 9)

and P¡ is the unique Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(A/j). The result now follows immediately.

Let P be our usual A-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup of C. Since 0(C) n A= WA is

a/»'-group, we have that PnA = l and PnA, = l, l^/^3. Thus, P "plays the

same role" in all the groups Nt, 1 ̂ i'^3. We reserve the notation A¡, 1 ̂ i'^3, for

the subgroups defined above. The final result of this section is as follows :

Lemma 2. AAe elements of M*¡(A, C;p) which contain P, 1 ̂ i'^3, are as follows:

(i) PQtPt andPQfPt if8e = -1 and p divides q;
(ii) PPj otherwise.

Proof. Let Ue M* (A, C;/>) with Ps U and set Nt = Nt/0(Nt). Since Ü is per-

mutable with C, it follows from Lemma 2.4.11 that JJ^CV, where Ve V\s.(C;p).

Hence, f/sCgi or Cgf by Lemma 2.4.10. But f72P and Pg¡, Pgf are Sylow

/»-subgroups of eg, and Cgf, respectively. Thus i/sPgiO(Vf) or PgfO(A/().

Again, the only Sylow /»-subgroups of PQiO(N¡) and PQfO(Nt) which contain P

are PgtPi and PQfPt respectively, which proves the lemma.
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8. An omnibus lemma for signalizers. In eliminating the prime p we shall be

dealing extensively with the /»-subgroups of G normalized by the 2-groups T and

D. This section contains one result which collects all the necessary elementary

facts about such signalizers in one long lemma. Only in the next section do we get

deeper into the proof and prove a useful transitivity theorem.

Because we shall only be dealing with the one fixed prime /» we shall simplify the

notation. We shall write V\x( Y) instead of V\x( Y, p) and systematically drop the

symbol /> from all such notation for the remainder of the chapter. Of course, all

the notation fixed in the previous section will be used fully with no further

explanation.

The omnibus lemma is as follows :

Lemma 1. Let H be any subgroup of G containing C and let U e IAH(T, C).

(i) In the T-decomposition of U we have

(a) t/, g MH(T, C), l=i=3;

(b) U'i is a C-invariant subgroup ofPt, Pjg, or P(g*.

(ii) Moreover, U contains the following subgroups:

(a) A T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of C;

(b) A Sylow p-subgroup of 0(H).

(iii) If 0(H)¿I then

(a) U=Op(UC)(UnC);

(b) U=(U n 0(H))(U n N¡)for somej, 1 új=3.

(iv) If 0(H)^\ and U* e \A%(T, C) then Uand U* are conjugate by an element

ofMnH.
(v) The subgroup UC has a normal 2-complement which is nontrivial if W^ 1.

(vi) // V=Op(UC), then Ve H*(C) and V contains every element of \AH(C)

contained in U.

We shall prove this lemma part by part but in an order different from the given

one.

Proof of (i)(a). Since U is T-invariant and T is abelian, it follows that each

[/(, 1 ¿i¿3, is a T-invariant subgroup of //. Hence, we need only see that Ut and

C are permutable, that is, CUt is a subgroup. However, Cç A¡, so that Nt n CU

= C(A,n U) = CUi.

Proof of (v). Set F= CD(T). Since F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C and U has odd

order, F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CU. Moreover, F is abelian of type (2n, 2n)

and T=£i1(F). We claim that NCU(F)^CCV(F). Indeed, NCU(T) = CNU(T)^C

since NV(T) and T commute elementwise as U is T-invariant. Since T is character-

istic in F, it follows that NCU(F) centralizes T. Since T= QX(F), every element of

NCU(F) of odd order is thus forced to centralize F, whence ACÜ(F)£Cct,(F), as

asserted. Hence, by a theorem of Burnside, CÍ7 has a normal 2-complement. Since

W has odd order, Wz 0(CU) and so this normal 2-complement is nontrivial if
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Proof of (ii)(a). By (v), it follows that £/s U*, where U* is a A-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of CU. Thus U* = U(U* n C), so U*C=CU*. But Ue Mgc(A, C) as

Ue H*(A, C), so U=U*. Hence ¡7 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of CC7, so \CU:U\

= \C : C n U\ is prime to/». Thus Cn i/is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C and certainly

is A-invariant.

Proof of (i)(b). By (i)(a), CUt is a subgroup, so it is a subgroup of Nt. By (ii)(a),

there is a A-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup A of C contained in U, so As Ut. Applying

Lemma 7.2, with A in place of A, we have that Ut is contained in P¡A, A¡g¡A or

PtQfR. But A centralizes A, so U[ is contained in A(, Atg( or P¡g* as these sub-

groups are the intersection of A( and AA{, RPtQt and RPtQf, respectively, and as

t//sAt. However, each of the three subgroups of Lt is inverted by an element of

T— <x¡>, so tf/is the intersection of Ut with the corresponding one of them and is

therefore a subgroup and is C-invariant.

Proof of (iii)(a). With the usual notation for A-decompositions, we have

U=U0U[U2U3. By (ii)(a), U contains a A-invariant Sylow/»-subgroup A of C, so

U0 = R=Un C. Moreover, U[, l^i'^3, is a C-invariant subgroup, by (i)(b), so

Ü=(U'x, U2, £/¿>s£/is also C-invariant. Since U=U00, it remains only to show

that í/¡'sOp(CC/), l^i'^3. However, CU is solvable by (v), C contains a /»-

complement of CU, which then automatically normalizes the /»-group U(, so that

t//sOp(C£/), as required.

Most of the remaining parts of the lemma will be handled together. Before doing

this we show that the last statement, namely (vi), is a consequence of the others.

This will prove (vi) once we deal with these other parts.

Proof of (vi). By (v), UC is solvable, so that F= Op(CU) is the unique element of

M*c(C), inasmuch as C contains a/»-complement of CU. If the result is false, then

Vi H*(C), so that Fc V* e V\*(C). In particular, F<= NV.(V), whence V $ V\*Hm(C).

Hence, there is U* e \A*am(T, C) with Op(CU*)^ V= Op(CU). But Ue M%„m(T, C)

as F is normal in UC and Ue V\*(T, C). This contradicts (iv) applied to NH(V)

and the subgroups U, U* as C is normal in M n Af.

This leaves (ii)(b), (iii)(b), and (iv) to be proved. Since O(Af) /1 is assumed in

these assertions except (ii)(b) and since (ii)(b) is clear if 0(H) = 1, we shall assume

for the remainder of the section that 0(H) ^ 1. We shall now proceed by a sequence

of lemmas to verify the remaining three parts of the omnibus lemma. We set

H=H/0(H).

Lemma 2. AAe group H is a 2-group, a Q-group or a D-group, and 0(H) = 1.

Proof. We need only see that His not a gD-group inasmuch as H is a subgroup

of G. However, Cs Af, whence Af covers C n L/C n O(N) and Af contains A, so

that Af is not a gD-group by Proposition 4.1.1.

Lemma 3. For some i, l£>í£3, t7scff(xj).

Proof. If H is a 2-group, then U= 1 and the result is trivial. If H is a g-group,

then Âf=CH(x() for some /', l£/£3, by Proposition 2.3.1 and the fact that the
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center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of H intersects T nontrivially. Again the result is

clear. Finally, suppose that H is a D-group. If H is isomorphic to A7, then | U\ ^ 3

and the result is clear by inspection. In any other type of D-group, U is a subgroup

of odd order normalized by the four subgroup T of Hand the result follows directly

from Lemma 2.5.7.

Proof of (iii)(b). Indeed, by Lemma 3, xt centralizes Ü for some i, 1 ̂  f <g 3, so x¡

centralizes U/UnO(H). Hence, i/=CC7(xi)(C/n 0(H)) = (U n Nt)(U n 0(H)).

We now let X be a subgroup of H containing 0(H) and U and such that

X e H|(f, C). We may do this as certainly Ü e V\B(T, C). Since X is permutable

with C, AC is clearly a subgroup of //.

Lemma 4. Under the above conditions we have the following:

(i) The group XC has a normal 2-complement.

(ii) There is a T-invariant Sylow p-subgroup V of XC containing U.

(iii) The subgroups V and C are permutable.

Proof. Since X has odd order, F= CD(T) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of AC, being

one of C. As in the proof of (v), NXC(F)^CXC(F) and so (i) follows from Burnside's

theorem.

In particular, AC is solvable and {/£ O(AC). Thus, part (ii) of the lemma is

immediate.

In order to establish (iii), it suffices to show, in the usual T-decomposition nota-

tion, that C and <F/>, l = i^3, are permutable. Indeed, V=V0V[V2V3, so

K= F0<Fi><F2><F3> and F0 = CV(T)£C is certainly permutable with C.

We shall prove that F/ = <Fi'> and is normalized by C. First, F/çJVj, so certainly

V'i^Li as T centralizes NJU We set Nt = Nt/0(Ni). Then (OjC), F/> is of odd

order as 0(C) and V are contained in the normal 2-complement O(XC) of AC.

Hence, by Lemmas 2.4.10 and 2.4.11, F¡'cg¡ or Q*, so V;^QiO(N¡) or F/Ç

gfO(A¡). However, giO(A¡) and g,*0(A¡) have normal Sylow /»-subgroups giPt

and g¡*P¡ respectively, so F/çgiPj or F/£gfP,. Since each of these Sylow sub-

groups is abelian, certainly < F/> = V[.

Set A¡ = [VI, C], so A¡ is a /»-group of elements inverted by x¡,j^i. In particular,

A¡2 V'i and A¡ is C-invariant. Hence to prove (iii), we need only show that A¡= V[,

and so it suffices to demonstrate that |A(| á|Fi'|. However, A¡£ AC, so A¡ is con-

tained in a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup V* of AC and certainly Ai£(F*)¡'.

But V and V* are conjugate by an element of CXC(T) = C, so |(F*)i| = |Ft'| and

|At| - | V[\, as required.

As an immediate consequence we have

Lemma 5.  With the above notation, we have {/= V and U=X.

Proof. The previous lemma shows that V e V\H(T, C) and F2 U. But

UeV\*(T,C),
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by our choice of U, so U= V. Next, Í/S X by our choice of X, so U is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of X. However, X, the image of X in H, is a /»-group, again by our

choice of X, so Ü= X and the lemma is proved.

Proof of (ii)(b). We have that 0(//)s XCzH, so 0(H) is a normal subgroup of

XC. Since [/= F is a Sylow /»-subgroup of XC, it follows that U n 0(/f) is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(Af ).

This now leaves only part (iv) of the omnibus lemma to be proved. We choose

U* e V\*(T, C) as there stated.

Lemma 6. IfU*^X, then U and U* are conjugate by an element of M n Af.

Proof. We have seen that U is a A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of XC. The

same, of course, is true of U*, as it was chosen in the same way U was. But XC

has a normal 2-complement which is A-invariant, so U and U* are conjugate by an

element of C n 0(ZC)s C n AfsM n H, as required.

Lemma 7. The subgroups U and U* are conjugate by an element of M n H.

Before proving this let us stop to note that this completes the proof of the

omnibus lemma.

Proof of (iv). By Lemma 7, there is an element m of M n H such that (U*)m = U.

In particular, (U*)m^X as V=X. But, by Lemma 6, the subgroups (U*)m and U

are conjugate by an element of M n //, inasmuch as (U*)m e \A%(T, C) since M

normalizes C as well as T.

Proof of Lemma 7. Let U* = X*, so that J and X* are elements of M|(Â, C).

Indeed, £/= A" by Lemma 5, so Üe I4f (Ä, C) by our choice of X, and the same is,

of course, true for U*. Moreover, 0(H) has odd order, so M n H=Nn(T).

Hence, we need to show that the elements X and X* of H|(Â, C) are conjugate by

an element of NB(T). Since we shall be dealing with Af in the remainder of the

proof, we shall omit all the "bars" throughout.

By Lemma 2 there are three possible structures for Af. However, if Af is a 2-group,

then X= X* = 1 and the result is immediate. Hence, H is a g-group or a D-group

suchthat 0(H)=\.

First, suppose that // is a g-group. Then H=CH(xt) for some i, l^i^3, as

As H. Moreover, H has characteristic power ?, since Cs Af. Hence, by Lemmas

2.4.10 and 2.4.11, XsCg, or CQf if 8e= -1 and /> divides ?, while JTsC in all

other cases. But gf and Qf are conjugate by an element of NH(T), by Lemma 2.4.10,

so we may assume that X and X* are both contained in C or Cg¡. But X, X* e

14£(A, C), so X and X* are Sylow /»-subgroups of C or Cg( and each contains g¡

in the latter case inasmuch as gt is C-invariant. It follows that X and X* are

conjugate as desired.

Next, assume that Af is a D-group. First, suppose that H is isomorphic to A7.

Thus, the only nontrivial subgroup of odd order normalized by A has order three,

so either 1^1 = 1 or/» = 3, lA^Sand X= 0(CH(xt)) for some i, 1 ̂ /^ 3. A similar
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statement holds for A"*, so X and X* are conjugate by an element of NH(T) since

all the elements of T# are conjugate in H.

If H is isomorphic to PGLn(2, 3), then MW(T) is trivial by Lemma 2.5.9, in

which case the desired conclusion is obvious. Hence we can assume that S is

quasi-dihedral and that H is of linear type.

In this case, H=KCH(T), where A is isomorphic to PSL(2,r), PGL(2,r), or

PGL*(2, r), r odd, by Lemma 2.5.7. Moreover, C„(T) = C is the direct product of

T and the cyclic group 0(C), while An 0(C) = 1, by the same lemma. Now X

and X* each contain a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of C, by (ii)(a), and we may

assume, without loss of generality, that it is the same Sylow /»-subgroup P of C.

Furthermore, by Lemma 2.5.7 any element of MH(T) is contained in CH(Xi), for

some i, l^/^3. However, Cii(xi) = CK(x()C as H=KC. Moreover, d(x() is a

dihedral group, by the same lemma. Thus, X=RtP, where A¡ is the Sylow/»-sub-

group of CK(xt) for some i, 1 2jí';¡3. If A¡= 1, then X=P, so X*=P by the maxi-

mally of X and since X* 2 P. Thus we may assume X= R¡P, Rt ̂  1 and similarly

X* = RjP, Ay# 1, for some./, 1 Sjú3. If i=j, then again X= X* and we are done,

so we may also assume that M/

If H is a D-group with respect to T, then |AH(T): C| is divisible by three. Since

C is normal in N„(T), there is a 3-element of NH(T) which normalizes P and cyclic-

ally permutes the elements of T#. In this case we again have that X and A"* are

conjugate as desired.

This leaves the possibility that H is not a D-group with respect to T, whence

T£ A"o, where A0 is the subgroup of A isomorphic to PSL(2, r). Hence, |T n A"0| =2.

Thus if Xi and x, both lie in A0, then x¡=xy and consequently X=X*. Therefore

we can assume without loss that x, $ K0. But then x¡ $ K0 or else CK(x¡) would be a

/»'-group by Lemma 2.5.7. Furthermore, in this case, Tis not a Sylow 2-subgroup

of A", so NK(T) contains a 2-element v not in T Since x( and x¡ are the two elements

of T* not in A0 and v does not centralize T, v necessarily interchanges x, and x}.

We can clearly choose v to normalize P. Again A" and X* are conjugate as desired.

9. A subgroup which is not a/»-group. This section begins the elimination of the

prime /». We shall prove two results, the first of which is a transitivity theorem for

G and the second shows that the subgroups Pi; 1 ¿ i^ 3, generate a subgroup of G

that is not a /»-group.

The first of these is as follows :

Proposition 1. If Ux and U2 are elements of M*(T, C), then Ux and U2 are

conjugate by an element of M.

This will be used to show

Proposition 2. The subgroup of G generated by Px, P2 and P3 is not a p-group.

We shall prove these in turn ; however, the second proof will be broken up into

a sequence of lemmas.
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The heart of the proof of Proposition 1 is as follows:

Lemma \.IfVx and F2 are elements of H*(C), then Vx and V2 are conjugate by

an element of M.

Proof. Assume the assertion is false and among all pairs of subgroups Vx and

F2 which satisfy the hypothesis and not the conclusion of the lemma, choose Fx

and F2 maximizing the order of |Fj n F2|. Set F=Fi n V2, so that Y<=Vt,

i=l,2.

We claim that Y= 1. Indeed, suppose Y¥= 1 and let H=N(Y). Thus, F<= F, n Af

e HH(C), i=l,2, so we may choose Xt e V\„(T, C) containing Vt n Af. By (iv) of

Lemma 8.1, there is m e M n H such that X2n = X1. Now V, n Af e MH(C), i = 1, 2,

so if we set Yt = Op(CV^, then F, n /As Yt and F¡ e \A*(C), by Lemma 8.1, part

(vi). Hence, Y%= Yt. Choose Af e H*(C) with A¡2 Yt, i'=l, 2, so Y? is also an

element of H*(C). Now Fi n Ai 2 Fx n //= Y, Rx n A£2 yt2 Fi n Af=> y,

A2 n F2 F2 n Af=> y, so by our choice of Vt and F2 it follows that Fj and Al5

Ax and A2, A2 and F2 are respectively conjugate by an element of M. Since me M,

it follows immediately that Fj and F2 are conjugate by an element of M, which is

a contradiction. Hence F= Fj n F2 = 1, as asserted.

Each of the groups Vx, V2 is certainly A-invariant and so is generated by its

intersections with Nlt N2 and V3. Since the elements of A# are all conjugate in M,

we may assume, without any loss of generality that Fx n V^ 1, F2 n N^= 1. Thus,

Vt n N, i'= 1, 2, is an element of WN(C). By Lemma 7.1, since DsM and gx and

gf are conjugate by an element of D, we may also assume that Ft n V and V2r\ N

generate a /»-subgroup of N. This subgroup is therefore C-invariant, so there is

F e M%(C) which contains Fj n V and F2 n N. In particular, Ft n V^ 1 and

F2 n F^ 1, so Fj and F are conjugate by an element of M, by our choice of Vx

and F2 and as Fj n V2= 1. Hence, Fi and F2 are also conjugate by an element of

M, which is yet another contradiction. This proves the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 1. The subgroup CUU i= 1, 2 is solvable, by (v) of Lemma

8.1. Moreover, Ut is certainly an element of V\*,Vi(T, C), i=\, 2, so that Ut =

Op(UtC)(Ui n C), by part (iii) of that lemma. Furthermore, F¡ = Op(í/,C) e M*(C)

by part (vi) and Ux n C is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C by part (ii).

Hence, by Lemma 1, there is me M such that Ff= F2 and by Sylow's theorem

in C, there is ceC such that ((Ux n C)m)c= t/2 n C. Thus,

(/»» = (FiilA n C))mc

= (F2(C/! n C)T

= V2(U2 n C)

- U2,

as required.

Turning to Proposition 2, we set F=(Px,P2,P3y, K=N(F) and preserve this

notation for the remainder of the section. We shall assume that A is a /»-subgroup

and derive a contradiction.
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Lemma 2. The subgroup K is a D-group containing M.

Proof. Indeed, C normalizes Pf as C£ A¡ and P¡ = 0P(A¡), 1 = i=3, so that Cç K.

Also the element d of D centralizes xx=x and interchanges x2 and x3, soPX=PX,

P|=F3, P3=P2 and so ¿/gA". Finally, the element a of M cyclically permutes

xx, x2, and x3, so a g A. But M=(C, d, a> and therefore Af£ A, as claimed.

In particular, C£M, so A" is not a 0D-group by Proposition 4.1.1. But Af£A~,

so the elements of T# are all conjugate in K and K is not a g-group and does not

have a normal 2-complement. Hence, the lemma is proved.

Lemma 3. IfUe \A*(T, C) then [U, T]£0(A").

Proof. In the T-decomposition notation, [U, T] = (,UX, U2, C/3>, so it suffices to

show that U¡^0(K), 1 á/á3; by symmetry it suffices to prove this for i = l.

By Lemma 8.1, U'x is a C-invariant subgroup of Pi, giPi or Q*PX. But Px=K

and x2 inverts Px, so that Px^ U'x. Hence, U'x equals Px, QXPX or g*Pj as C acts

irreducibly on gi and g*.

If S is wreathed, then D=S and d£0(#) by Lemma 2.5.9, applied to

K=K/0(K). Hence we may assume that S is quasi-dihedral. In this case, Wj=\,

W is inverted by the element d=y of D, and W acts irreducibly and nontrivially

on U'x/Px. Since Pi£0(A), we need only show that [U[, W]^0(K). If Ais of linear

type, the second condition on W implies that W lies in the normal subgroup A"0

of K isomorphic to PSL(2, r) for some odd r. But d0(f)£f by Lemma 2.5.7

and consequently W=\, whence W^O(K) and hence also [U'x, W]^0(K), as

required.

On the other hand, suppose A is isomorphic to A7. If W= 1, then as above

[U'x, W]çO(K). In the contrary case, |ÏF|=3 and IFO(A) is the unique maximal

T-invariant subgroup of A of odd order containing IF. Hence also d£ WO(K).

But WOjK)= W is abelian, so again we conclude that [U'x, W]^0(K) and the

lemma follows in this case as well.

Lemma A.IfUe M*(T, C), then Ue V\*(T, C).

Proof. Choose A" g M*(T, C) with i/£Ar; we shall prove that U= X. By Lemma

8.1, part (ii)(a), we know that U0 is a Sylow/»-subgroup of C, so that U0 = X0. It

remains to show that U[ = AY, 1 ̂  i ̂  3.

Now £//2P¡, l^i'^3, as we saw above. First, suppose CZ/^Pj for some i,

l^j'^3, say i'=l. By choice of notation, we may assume that UX = QXPX- But

a g A and gi£0(A), by Lemma 3, so g2 = gï and Q3=Q2 are contained in 0(A).

This forces i/2= g2P2 since otherwise U2=Q*P2 and g|£0(A), whence <g2, g*>

has odd order, contrary to Lemma 2.4.10. Similarly, U3 = Q3P3. In any event,

U[e \A*t(C), l^/=3, by Lemma 7.1. However, {/,'£ *",'£#, and X[ is also an

element of V\Ni(C), by Lemma 8.1, part (i)(b). This yields that U[ = X[ as required.
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Hence, we may assume that Ul=Ph 1 ̂ i^3, and again we must demonstrate

that U't = X't. We set U* = (U[, U2, ¡73>, so U*=Fand we let X* = (X[, X'2, X'3y.

It suffices to prove that U* = X*. In any case, U*^X*.

We observe that U* e H*(C). Indeed, U* is C-invariant as each U[ is, lisia3,

and so 0*sOp(CC/). But Op(C)=l and CU=(C r\U)Op(CU), so that

Cn C/n Op(CC/)=l. Hence, U* = Op(CU) and our assertion is immediate from

Lemma 8.1(vi).

However, X* n K is C-invariant as X* and K are, so X* n K= U*. Thus, as

K=N(F) and F=U* in this case, we have that Nx.(U*) = X* n A=t/*. But X*

is a /»-group, so this implies that U* = X* and we are done.

Lemma 5. There is a D-invariant element of M*(A, C).

Proof. Choose U e \A*-(A, C) and let F be a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of

0(A) with A-decomposition F= V0V[V2V3. But 0(A) n U is a A-invariant Sylow

/»-subgroup of 0(A), by Lemma 8.1(ii)(b), so | V[ | = | U[ | for all i. Moreover, as we

saw above, U[=Pt or PtQt, with suitable choice of notation. Also, Fand U n 0(H)

are conjugate by an element of C n O(A), so that V[ is a subgroup since U[ is a

subgroup by Lemma 8.1(i)(b). Furthermore, <C, F/>sC(0(A) n V¡). Applying

Lemmas 2.4.10 and 2.4.11 to Nt/0(N^, we conclude at once that V{ equals P¡,

Pigi or P¡g,*, lái'á3. But (U't, F/> is also of odd order, so F/^Pjg* since

<gi, g*> is of even order, by Lemma 2.4.10. Hence V[ = If/, 1 ú i'Ú 3.

In particular, D normalizes U* = (U[, U2, C/3>. Moreover, U* is also C-invariant

by Lemma 8.1(i)(b). Hence, if A is a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of C, then P

normalizes U* and D normalizes the subgroup PU*. Moreover, PU* is clearly

permutable with C and is a Sylow /»-subgroup of CU. Thus, PU* e V\%(T, C) and

is D-invariant. This proves the lemma.

We now let U be a fixed D-invariant element of H*-(A, C) and let P = U0 = O n C,

a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of C, also be fixed.

Lemma 6. AAe grow/» t/* is M-invariant.

Proof. The subgroups On 0(A) and (On 0(A))° are A-invariant Sylow />-

subgroups of 0(K), where a is the element of M — C chosen in §7. Hence, there is

ce C such that ac normalizes Un 0(A). But ac normalizes A, so ac normalizes

U* as 0*Sf/n 0(K) by Lemma 3. Thus, ac, D and C normalize U* and the

lemma is proved as M=(C, D, ay.

Lemma 7. AAe subgroup U is the unique element of H%(T, C) containing P.

Proof. We already have that PS U and that U e \A*(T, C), the latter by Lemma 4.

Choose Ve\A*,(T, C) with F2P. By Proposition 1, there is me M such that

V=Um. Thus, in our above notation, U=PU*, so V=Pm(U*)m=PmU*, as U* is

A/-invariant, by Lemma 6. In particular, [V,T] = U* as PmsC. On the other

hand, if V* is defined for F as U* was for U then ]K* = Op(CF) = [F, A] and
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V=PV*. But then V* = U* as each is equal to [F, T] and so V=PU* = U, as

required.

Lemma 8. For each i, 1 = i'=3, 0,= g1*= 1.

Proof. The subgroups g¡ and Q* are C-invariant, by Lemma 7.1, so Pgf,

PQf e HG(T C). Thus, by Lemma 7,

<g„ g*>£<Fg„Pgf>£ U.

But <g,, gf> has even order if g^l and U is a/»-subgroup. Thus, g4=g*=l,

as required.

Lemma 9. The subgroup K is an element of^C(p).

This result contradicts Lemma 2, inasmuch as elements of ä'(p) are g-groups ;

hence, once we prove this lemma, then Proposition 2 will be established and the

section will be complete.

Proof. We first note that A(PJ is an element of <£?(/»). Indeed, A(Pi) covers

L0/O(N), contains D and Px itself is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A), so N(PX) fulfills

all the conditions of Definition 2.1.4. Hence, A(Pi) is an element of ^C(p) and also

contains C.

We also assert that U* has T-decomposition U*=PXP2P3. Indeed, PPX e

HG(T, C), so Pi £ U by Lemma 7. Thus, Px £ U'x ; however, Qx = g* = 1, by Lemma 8,

so PX = U[. But U* is A/-invariant, by Lemma 6, so U2=P2 and U3=P3 and our

assertion is valid. In particular, F= U*. Moreover, U has T-decomposition

U=PPXP2P3 and Pn {/* = 1 as U* = Op(CU), by Lemma 8.1(iii)(a), and since

Op(C)=l.

We choose a C-invariant subgroup X of U* maximal such that P^A" and

A^A") g ¿¡?(p). We may do this as N(PX) e S£(p), as we saw above. It suffices to

show that X= U*, as A=A(F) by definition and F= U*. Hence, we shall assume

that X<= U* and derive a contradiction.

We set H=N(X) and choose Ve M*(T, C) with K2PA"; we claim that V=UnH.

Indeed, Pc V and V e V\G(T, C), so Kg U by Lemma 7. On the other hand, Un H

is T-invariant as U is T-invariant and T£D£//as//g 3?(p). Moreover, C£H as

A' is C-invariant, so C(U c\ H) = CU c\ H and U n H is permutable with C.

Thus, Un He \AH(T, C), so V=Un H, as desired, since V^Un H and

F g U*(T, C). In particular, as P£ K, we have V* = U* n H, where V* = [V, T],

as usual. But V* = U* n N(X) and A'c [/*, so that Xc V*.

We observe now that P n 0(H) = 1. Indeed,

P n 0(#) £ P n 0(H) nN^Pn 0(A),

by Lemma 4.l.l(iv). But P n 0(A) = 1 as /» is inverted, even totally inverted.

On the other hand, we have F*£ 0(H). Indeed, V2 and V3 are inverted by x = xx

and 0(//)x is central in H/0(H), so that V2çO(H) and F3£0(//). Moreover,
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Fj£ U'X=PX, as we saw above, so that

VI £ Pi £ A" £ 0(H).

Hence, V* = (V[, V2, F3>£0(//), as claimed.

However, V n 0(H) is a Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(H), by Lemma 8.1(ii)(b). But

F*£0(//) and PnO(H) = l, so it follows that V* = VnO(H) and F* is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H).

We claim that A(F*) g S£(p). Indeed, {/* is D-invariant so that V* = U* n H

is as well and so D^N(V*). Moreover, V* is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H), so

N(V*) covers H/0(H). Hence, A(F*)g^(/»), by Proposition 4.6.2, as all the

requirements of that result are satisfied.

But V* is also C-invariant, as U* is C-invariant and V* = U* n H, and A"c: V*;

thus, we have contradicted the maximality of X and the proof is complete.

10. A transitivity theorem. The last two sections of this chapter are devoted to

developing a contradiction to Proposition 2 of the preceding section and so remove

the possibility that p exists.

Here we prove the following important preliminary result:

Proposition 1. If Rxe H*,(C) and U and V are elements of H*(T, C) which

contain Rx, then one of the following holds:

(i) U and V are conjugate by an element of C.

(ii) U n V contains P2 or P3.

First, however, we establish the

Lemma 1. If R is a nonidentity element of V\N(C), H= N(R), and U e HH(T),

then [U, x]£0(//). Moreover, H has a normal 2-complement or is a Q-group.

Proof. Since H contains C, it follows that H is not a 0D-group. Moreover, if

H has a normal 2-complement then the assertion is immediate. Hence, we may

assume that H is a g-group or D-group.

First, suppose that H is a g-group. By the results and descriptions of §7 we see

that A is inverted by x2 and x3, while x centralizes A. However, A is certainly

normal in H, so x must be in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and thus

H=0(H)(N n H). Hence, [U, x]£0(//).

Second, assume that H is a D-group. If Sis wreathed, the lemma follows at once

from Lemma 2.5.9, so we may suppose that S is quasi-dihedral, in which case S= 1.

We claim that R$PX. Indeed, if RzPx then /£C(Pi), so J^H, contradicting the

fact that H is a D-group. Thus, as a consequence, we conclude from Lemma 7.1

that e = 8e = — 1 and p divides q.

By the remarks at the beginning of §4 of Chapter II, N=LE, where E= 0(C(S)).

Since F£ C, it follows that C=(C n L)E. But C n L is a /»'-group, inasmuch as

p is totally inverted, and therefore E contains a Sylow /»-subgroup P of C. In

particular, P centralizes some Sylow 2-subgroup of A. Thus, P centralizes a Sylow

2-subgroup of G.
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On the other hand, since Af is a D-group and x2 inverts A, we have from Lemma

2.5.3 that CH(R) contains a four subgroup A*. But A and T* are conjugate in G

as S is quasi-dihedral, so A is conjugate to a subgroup of P. In particular, A also

centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Thus \N(R):C(R)\ must be odd. But x2

inverts R, so |V(A):C(A)| is even, a contradiction.

We now begin the proof of the proposition. We assume it is false and derive a

contradiction. Hence, choose U, V e H|(A, C) which violate the result and maxi-

mize | U n F n C\ first and | U n V\ second subject to these conditions. As usual,

by Lemma 8.1, we have U=U0U*, V=V0V*, where U0 = Cr\ U and V0 = C n F

are Sylow /»-subgroups of C and where U* = [U, T] and V* = [V, T] are C-

invariant. We also set A = U n F and keep all this notation fixed for the remainder

of the section.

We now proceed as usual to prove the proposition by a lengthy sequence of

lemmas.

Lemma 2. We have that

(i)\U\ = \V\.

(ii)O0=F0.

Proof. Indeed, U and F are conjugate by an element of M, by Proposition 9.1,

so (i) is valid. Choose ceC such that F¿ = U0. We may do this as U0 and F0 are

Sylow /»-subgroups of C. Hence, VC = (V0V*)C = U0V*. Now, Ax is C-invariant by

hypothesis, so AjSf/nF0. Also, U, Ve e V\*(T, C) as ceC. Furthermore,

Í7 n Ve n C= UQ, a Sylow /»-subgroup of C. Hence, by our choice of U and F,

we have that On F n C is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C; for otherwise either U and

Ve are conjugate by an element of C or U n Ve contains P2 or P3. Since P2 and P3

are C-invariant, we see that in either case the proposition holds for U and F,

which proves the assertion. However, U n F n C=(0 n C) r\(V n C)= O0 n F0,

so O0 = F0, as desired.

We shall denote P= O0 = F0 for the remainder of the section. Hence, U=PU*,

V=PV*, and A= On F.

Lemma 3. Ä e HG(A, C).

Proof. Since U and F are A-invariant, so is their intersection A. Moreover,

C(U n F) = C(PU* n AF*)

= C(P(U* n F*))

= C(0* n F*).

But O* and V* are C-invariant, so that U* n F* is as well. Hence C(U n F)

is a subgroup and C and U n F= A are permutable.

We now fix yet some more notation. We let A* = [A, A] and H=N(R*).
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Lemma 4. Under the above conditions,

(i) Rx=R*,
(ii) R* = Op(CR)=U* n V*,

(iii) OnAf^A, Fn/f=A,

(iv) An U*=Pn V*=Pn A* = l.

Proof. First, Ai 6 H*(C) and Rx S O n F by the hypothesis of the proposition.

In particular, AiSA. Moreover, since Ax is a C-invariant/»-subgroup of N=Nx,

we have that x2 inverts A1( by Lemma 7.1. Hence, A^Ai, A]s[A, T] = R* and

(i) is valid.

By Lemma 8.1, U* = Op(CU). In particular, U* is normal in CU*, so that

Cn U*=Pr\ O* is normal in C. But Op(C) = l, as we noted above, so An 0* = 1.

Similarly PnF* = l. Now A*s U* r\ V*, as U* = [U, T], V* = [V, T] and

A= Í7 n F, so A n A* = 1 as well and (iv) holds.

Since A is A-invariant, certainly A=(C n A)[A, A]; that is, R=PR*. Moreover,

A*s£/*n F*sA, so A=A(0*nF*). However, P n A*=P n (U* n F*) = l,

so we conclude that R* = U* n F*. Since O* and F* are C-invariant, it follows

that A* is as well. Hence A*sOp(CA). But C n Op(CA) = 1 as Op(C)= 1 and PA*

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of CA as A and C are permutable, by Lemma 3. Hence,

Op(CA) = A* and (ii) is verified.

We have that U^V, so U=>R. Since U=PU* and A=AA*, this implies that

U*=>R*. Hence, NV.(R*) => A*. However, O* n A = A*as A*s O* and Pn 0* = 1.

Thus, NV.(R*)£R, so Nu(R*)=>R, which is Af n O^A. Similarly, # n F^A and

the lemma is proved in full.

Lemma 5. There is no element of MH(A, C) wAi'cA contains both U n Af and

Vr\H.

Proof. If this is false, then there is Xe V\%(T, C) which contains U n Af as well

as F n Af. Thus, 0 n Z2 O n Af => A, by Lemma 4(iii), so the proposition is valid

for U and X by our maximal choice of U and V. Similarly, it holds for X and F.

Suppose first that U and X are conjugate by an element of C, that is, condition

(i) of Proposition 1 holds. Hence, X and F are not conjugate by an element of C,

since U and F violate the proposition and so are not conjugate by an element of C.

Thus, X n F contains P2 or P3. Choose ceC such that Xe = U. Since P2 and P3

are C-invariant, we have that if one of them is contained in X n F then it is also

in U and again we have contradicted our choice of U and F. Thus, U and Z are not

conjugate by an element of C. Similarly, X and F are not conjugate by an element

of C.

Hence, P¡sOn X, i=2 or 3 and PySXn F, y=2 or 3. Moreover, iftj as

P2£Un V and P3£Un V. Thus, <P2,P3>sJST. But ü,cü=i/n F by Lemma

4(i). Since PiSAi, it follows that PiSOnAfsA', so <Pi,P2, P3>sAr. This

contradicts Proposition 9.2 and the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 6. // X, Ye H*(T, C) with UnHzX and VnHç Y, then X and Y

are not conjugate by an element of C.

Proof. In fact, suppose that ceC such that Yc = X. Since P£Un //£X and

P^VnH^ Y, we have that Cn X=Cn Y-P, so that PC=P. Hence U and Ve

are elements of H*(T, C), which both contain P. Moreover, R*^U n V and A*

is C-invariant by Lemma 4(h). Since A=PA*, we have A£i7 and A£ Ve. The

proposition cannot hold for U and Ve or it will hold for U and V as P2 and P3

* are C-invariant. Hence, by our maximal choice of U and V we have \Un Ve\

= |Un V\, since Aç t/ n Fc, and consequently R=U n Ve. Thus, all the above

results apply equally well to U and Ve as to C/ and V. In particular, we have

(U nH,(V n H)C}^X, inasmuch as //= A(A*) contains C, which contradicts the

previous lemma and so this lemma is now proved.

We now fix elements X and Y of M*(T, C) with Un //£A" and Vn Hz Y.

We keep this notation for the remainder of the section. As usual, X* = [X, T] and

Y* = [Y,T], so PX* = X,PY*= Y and Pn X*=Pn Y* = l.

Lemma 7. With the usual T-decomposition notation, we have that (X2, X3} £ 0(H).

Proof. We assume the contrary and derive a contradiction. By Lemma 8.1(i)(b),

X{ is a C-invariant subgroup of N. Since Ai £ X, we must have Xx = Rx, since

Rx e M*(C). But AxçA*, by Lemma 4(i), so X'x^O(H), as certainly R*zO(H).

Hence, Z*£0(//).

By part (iv) of Lemma 8.1 (which applies as Rx j= 1, so 0(H)^= 1), we have that

A" and Y are conjugate by an element of M n H. Hence, Y* = [Y, T]zO(H) as

well. Moreover, X n 0(H) and Y n 0(H) are Sylow /»-subgroups of 0(H), by

Lemma 8.1(ii)(b). Thus, X and Y are T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of the T-

invariant subgroup PO(H). Since PO(H) has odd order, it follows that X and Y

are conjugate by an element of C, which contradicts Lemma 6. Hence, this result

is proved.

We shall now choose our notation so that X3 $ 0(H). We may clearly do this

without any loss of generality.

We shall study the structure of //. Since 0(H)^\, there are four possibilities for

H. We shall show that none of these occur; this contradiction will complete the

proof of Proposition 1.

Lemma 8. The subgroup H is not a QD-group and it does not have a normal

2-complement.

Proof. Indeed, C£ H as A* is C-invariant, by Lemma 4(ii). Hence H is not a

gD-group by Proposition 4.1.1. Finally, if//has a normal 2-complement, then X

and Fare T-invariant Sylow/»-subgroups of H, by Lemma 8.1(ii)(b). In particular,

X and y are then conjugate by an element of C n 0(H), which contradicts

Lemma 6.
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Lemma 9. AAe subgroup H is not a Q-group.

Proof. We have seen that X3 is a subgroup not contained in O(Af). But Xi and

x2 invert X3, so if Af is a g-group, then 0(H)x3 is central in H/0(H) and

H=0(H)(H n V3). Thus, A is a four subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgroup T* of //,

so that Qj(Z(A*)) = <x3> and T* is either quasi-dihedral or a subgroup of a

wreathed 2-group. In either case, xx and x2 are conjugate in A*, so certainly there

is veH with xï=x2. But AiSAj, so we have P2 = Op(N2)=Pl and P2=PïsAï

S(A*)"=A*SOn F, contradicting our choice of U and F. Hence, Af is not a

g-group.

Lemma 10. The following conditions hold:

(i) S is quasi-dihedral.

(ii) Af is a D-group.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that S is wreathed, in which case

CS(T) = CD(T) is abelian of type (2n, 2n). Since Cs/f, we have CD(A)sAf. Hence

if T* is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Af containing CD(A), then either A* is wreathed or

A* = CD(T). If T* is wreathed, it follows from the preceding two lemmas that H

must be a D-group, whence H/0(H) is isomorphic to PGLJ2, 3) and, by Lemma

2.5.9, every element of HH(A) is contained in O(Af). But then X and Y are T-

invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of O(Af) and so are conjugate by an element of

C n O(Af), contrary to Lemma 6.

On the other hand, suppose T* = CD(T). Since Af does not have a normal

2-complement, Brauer's theorem ([6,11, Theorem 1, §VI]) implies that 0(H)T*

has index 3 in H. It follows at once from this that every element of HH(A) is

contained in O(Af) and we reach the same contradiction as in the preceding case.

Since S is quasi-dihedral and Af is neither a gD-group nor a g-group nor does

Af have a normal 2-complement, Af must be a D-group. Thus both parts of the

lemma hold.

Lemma 11. The element x $ H'.

Proof. Suppose x e H'. Since Af is a D-group, a Sylow 2-subgroup of Af ' is

dihedral, so x e A* for some four subgroup A* of Af'. But then by Lemma 2.5.1

A„(T*) has order divisible by three. Since A* s A^ and S is quasi-dihedral, there is

veN such that (A*)"=A, inasmuch as S has one conjugacy class of four sub-

groups.

We now set K=HV. By our remark on AH(T*), it follows that AK(T) also has

order divisible by three, so there is ke K such that xï=x2, x\=x3. However,

Px S Rx S A* s H and P\=Px as Px = Op(N), so PxsOp(A) as A*sOp(#). Hence

P2 = Op(N2) = Op(Nx)k=Pkx and P2sOp(A). Similarly, P3sOp(A) and <Pi,P2,P3>

is a /»-group, contradicting Proposition 9.2. This proves the lemma.

This next result clearly completes the proof of the proposition.
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Lemma 12. The subgroup H is not a D-group.

Proof. To prove the lemma, we shall contradict the fact that H is a D-group,

which we have established in Lemma 10. By the preceding lemma, we have that

x £ //'. In particular, H=H/0(H) is not isomorphic to A7 and so H is of linear

type. Hence CB(x) has a normal 2-complement, by Lemma 2.5.7. Thus, H n N

= CH(x) also has a normal 2-complement since 0(H) is of odd order.

We claim thatPAi is a Sylow/»-subgroup of H n N. In fact, assume the contrary

and let À be a Sylow /»-subgroup of H n A with R^PRX. However, L0P/L0 is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of N/L0, by Lemma 2.4.2(i) applied to A/0(A). Thus, RnL0

=> Aj, as AjCLq by Lemma 7.1. In particular, Ai is not a Sylow /»-subgroup of L0,

so Ai=Pi and either e8=e = 1 or e = — 1 with /» not dividing q, by Lemmas 2.4.1 (i)

and 2.4.10 applied to N/0(N). (Here 3 = 1 as Sis quasi-dihedral.) Hence, as Â2P1

it follows that R n J is a nonidentity /»-subgroup of /.

But R n /£// and C£// as A* is C-invariant. We claim that R n J and IFT

generate JT. Once this is shown, then /£ H, so H is a gD-group, contradicting

Lemma 8, and so PA! will be a Sylow /»-subgroup of H n N.

However, IF is a /»'-group, so that /» divides q or q — e. If p divides q, then e= 1,

by our remarks above. Hence in either case, Lemma 2.4.6(h), applied to JT/0(J),

yields that < IFT, R n /> =JT inasmuch as IFT n JT= C n JT.

We next observe that X and Y are elements of H¿(T, C). Indeed, the arguments

of Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 8.5 with Xin place of U clearly show that X e V\B(T, C).

Of course, the same holds equally well for Y.

Suppose that X= Y. Thus, X and Y are T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroups of the

T-invariant group XO(H), since X n 0(H) and Y n 0(H) are Sylow /»-subgroups

of 0(H), by Lemma 8.1(ii)(b). Since XO(H) is of odd order, A'and yare conjugate

by an element of C, which contradicts Lemma 6. Hence, the proof of this lemma and

of the proposition will be complete once we establish the final result of this section,

namely :

Lemma 13. Under the above conditions, we have that X= Y.

Proof. Since we shall be working in H throughout the argument, we shall drop

all the "bars". First, x $ //', so H has a normal subgroup A of odd index such that

A is isomorphic to PGL(2, r) for some odd r, by Proposition 2.3.4 and Lemma

2.5.7(vi).

We now assert that A"*£ CK(x3). Indeed, X e V\H(T, C), so A"ç dix,) for some i,

1 ̂ /^3, by Lemma 2.5.7. Furthermore, Cif(x() = CK(xi)CH(T), by the same lemma,

Hence, A"* = [A", T]cCx(x,) as CK(x¡) is normal in CH(x¡). However, A"3^l, by

Lemma 7 and the choice of notation following. Since xx and x2 invert X3, it now

follows that i = 3 and our assertion is valid. Thus also A"£ CH(x3).

The next step is to show that CK(x¡) is a /»'-group if 7= 1, 2. In fact, as we saw

in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 12, X contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of
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H n V. Hence, as Zs CH(x3), it follows that CH(x3) contains a Sylow /»-subgroup

of C„(x). Thus a Sylow /»-subgroup of CK(x) is contained in CK(T). But C^A) is

a 2-group by Lemma 2.5.7, so that CK(x) is a /»'-group. It remains therefore to see

that CK(x2) is a /»'-group.

However, this will be immediate once we prove that x=xx and x2 are conjugate

in Af. But x £ //' and so T n Af ' has order two. Thus there are exactly two

involutions of T not in Af', one of which is xx. But these two involutions are

conjugate in H since a Sylow 2-subgroup of Af has order at least eight as K is

isomorphic to PGL(2, r). Hence, we need only see that these two involutions are

just Xi and x2. They cannot be xa and x3 as CK(xx) is a /»'-group and CK(x3) has

order divisible by/», so the involutions are as described and thus CK(x¡) is a/»'-group

for J= 1,2.
It follows that y*sCx(x3). Indeed, if Y* = 1, this is clear, while if Y*ï 1, then

y * is a nonidentity /»-subgroup of C^(xj), for some i, 1 ̂  i á 3, since Y e V\H(T, C),

by the same reasoning as was applied to X above. But CK(x,) is of order prime to /»

if/= 1,2. Thus, (X*, y*>sCK(x3).

However, CK(x3) is a dihedral group, by Lemma 2.5.7(f) and (ii), so it has a

unique Sylow /»-subgroup g. Moreover, CK(xg) is C-invariant, so Q is as well.

Hence PQeV\H(T, C). But X*Sg, y*£g and X=PX*, Y=PY*, so XsPg,

ysPg. But X, Ye H*(A, C) by their definition. Hence X=PQ= Y; the lemma is

proved and the section is complete.

11. Elimination of the last set of primes. We come at last to the final section

of the chapter and the contradiction that shows that no exceptional totally inverted

primes do exist.

In order to describe the main result of the section we fix some more notation.

We let A¡ = A* = P¡, 1 ̂  i ̂  3, unless Se = — 1 and p divides ?, in which case we set

Ai=giPiandAi* = g?P1.

The chief end of our analysis is the

Proposition 1. The subgroup generated by Rx and R3 is a p-group.

We begin by noting the important fact that this result gives the final contra-

diction. Indeed, suppose the proposition is true. Since C normalizes Ax and A3,

we certainly have <Aj, A3> e HG(A, C), so there is U e \A*(T, C) with <Al5 A3>s U.

If we set F= Ua, where the element a is the element fixed in §7, then

<Pi,A3>s<A1,A3>S U

yields

(P2,PÙ  = (Pl,Pùa=   Ua=   V.

If U and F are conjugate by an element of C, then (Px, P2, P3>S On F since

Pi, P2, P3 are certainly C-invariant. But <Pl5 P2, P3> is not a/»-group, by Proposi-

tion 9.2. Hence U and F are not conjugate by an element of C. Thus, by Proposition
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10.1, Un V contains P2 or P3. If P2£ U n V, then P2£ U, so <Pi, P2, P3>£ U as

<Pi, P3>ç C/ from above; while if P3£ U n V, then P3£ F and <Pj, P2, P3>ç F as

<F2, Pi>£ V. Hence, in either case we have contradicted Proposition 9.2.

Before embarking on the proof of the proposition, we remark that it suffices to

show that <A,, A^> or <A*, A*> is a/»-group for some i,j, l^i,j=3 with i'=¿/ To

see this, we first note that the element zx e Dx which interchanges gi and 0* also

interchanges g2 and Q*, g* and g3, while similar statements hold for z2 and z3.

In fact, zx $ C as g1; g* are C-invariant and so Zi inverts a modulo C, inasmuch as

Dj = D£ M and M/C is isomorphic to the symmetric group S3. That is, az1=z1a~1c

for some ceC. Thus,

g|i = gfx = gfr1"1« = (Q*Y'le

= iQtr = Qt,

and (QtY1 = Q3 similarly may be shown. Now, if <A(, A,> is a /»-group, 1 ̂  i, j= 3,

i^j, then conjugation of this/»-group by a or a-1 shows that (Rx, A3> is a/»-group.

Similarly if <Af, A*> is a /»-group, l£i,j£3, i^j, then conjugation by z¡ shows

<A(, Rk) is a /»-group, where 1 =k^3, k + i,j. Thus, again <Aj, A3> is a/»-group.

We shall use this comment often without further mention.

We now proceed with the usual sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 1. If H is a subgroup of G containing C, with RX^H and A3£0(//), then

<Aj, A3> is a p-group.

Proof. Choose Ue M*(T, C) with U^RX By Lemma 8.1(ii)(b), Un O(H) is a

Sylow/»-subgroup of 0(H). Hence, as A3C0(//), A3 is T-invariant and U n O(H)

is a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(H), there is ce Cn O(H) such that

A3ç U n 0(H). But A3 is C-invariant, so A3£ C/and <AX, A3>£ U. This proves the

lemma.

Lemma 2. If there are integers i, j, l^i, jú3, i^j, such that d/A^^l or

CPj(Rf)^\, then <Ai, A3> is a p-group.

Proof. We may as well assume that y =1, i'=3 and R=CPl(R3)^l. We set

//=A(A). Thus, His a subgroup which contains C, since Pi and A3 are C-invariant.

Moreover, A3£// as A3 centralizes A, by definition of A. Furthermore, PX^H as

Px is abelian, so RX^H since J and Px commute elementwise. Thus, in view of

Lemma 1, it suffices to show that A3£0(/Y).

However, the element d lies in J and hence centralizes Pi, so D£//. Thus,

He£C(p) by Definition 4.1.4 as Dç/Y, PX^H, and H covers L0/O(N). Hence,

H=0(H)(H n Ai), so [A3, x]£0(//). But, x=Xi inverts A3, so A3 = [A3, x] and

the lemma is proved.

We now fix some further notation. We set A = N(PX), choose V e M|(T, C) with

Ai£F, as we may do since Rx, being abelian, lies in K. Thus, with the usual

T-decomposition notation, V0 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of C, by Lemma 8.1(ii)(a),
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and we set P= F0. Moreover, by part (i)(b) of that lemma, F/ is a C-invariant

subgroup of A( or A,* and, in particular, is abelian. We set Xt=Cv¡(Rx), i=2, 3.

Moreover, we shall be using Lemma 8.1 throughout the rest of the section and shall

now do so without any further reference.

Lemma 3. With the above notation, we have

(i) K e SP(p) and K is p-constrained within 0(K).

(ii) PnO(A) = l,   Vn 0(K)=PxV2V3,   Vx n 0(K)=Px,  and   FnO(A)   is

C-invariant.

(iii) Vx=Rx, F/sO(#),i=2,3.

(iv) Xtj= 1, i'=2 or 3, and Xt is C-invariant.

Proof. We have NzK as P1 = Op(A7), so K contains D, covers L0/O(N), and

contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(N). Hence, K e St?(p).

Moreover, p is exceptional, so p is either not stationary or it is stationary and

neither centralized nor inverted, by Definition 4.1.3. But/» is inverted, even totally

inverted. Hence, p is not stationary, so Ai is not a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A), by

Definition 4.1.1. Thus, there is a D-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A) properly

containing Ax. From Lemma 4.3.3 it follows that K is /»-constrained in 0(K) and

(i) is established.

Now F2Ai by choice. Moreover, V[e HNl(C), láfó3, Rx^V[ as x2 inverts

Rx, and Rx e Mj^C). Thus Fi = Ax. Furthermore, x inverts F2 and V3, while

0(K)xeZ(K/0(K)) as Ke&(p). Thus, F2sO(A) and F3sO(A). This shows

that (iii) is valid.

We have P n 0(K) s P n 0(K) n N, as Ps V. But 0(K) n TV'S 0(AO, by Lemma

4.1. l(v), so P n 0(A)sP n 0(N). However, /> is inverted and thus P n 0(V) = 1

and we have that P n 0(K) = 1.

We also have Vx= F0Fi=PA1, by part (iii), so Fx n 0(K)=Vx n N n 0(K)

and Fj n 0(A) s Vx n 0(/V), again by Lemma 4.1.1. However, PAj n 0(V)=Pi

since P n A0= 1 and Rx = QxPi or Pi. Hence, Fx n 0(A)sPi. Since Pj is normal

in A", we deduce that Fj n 0(K)=Px-

Consequently, Vn 0(K)=VxV2V^n 0(K), so Fn 0(K)=(Vx n 0(A))F^Fi

since <F2, F^>sO(A) by (hi). Since Fx n 0(A)=Pj it follows that V r\ 0(K)

=PxV2^3. Since C normalizes Px and each F/, we also have that Vr\ 0(K) is

C-invariant. Thus all the assertions of (ii) have been proved and it remains to

establish (iv).

The intersection F n 0(K) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(K). However, it contains

Pi, so the containment is proper, as we saw above. Hence, Nv n 0<jd(Äi) 3 Ai n 0(A)

as A! n 0(A)=Pj. Since Fn 0(A:) and Rx are A-invariant, so is NVn0(K)(Rx).

The A-decomposition of this group shows that Nv-2(Rx)^l or Vy^(Aj)^ 1. However,

x inverts V2 and F3 and centralizes Rlt so Vv;(A1)sAr(, i=2, 3. Thus, X2^l or

X3^l, as required. Furthermore, Xt is C-invariant as Rx and F/ are both C-

invariant.
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Lemma 4. If X2=£ 1, then one of the following holds:

(i) <A1( A3> is a p-group;

(ii) The characteristic of G is p, 8e = — 1, X2 = 0* and <AX, A*> is a p-group.

Note that <AX, AJ>, being a/»-group, does not trivially imply the desired assertion

that <A1; A2> is a /»-group. One must have that <A¡, R¡) or <Af, A*> is a /»-group,

M/ 1 Hkhjû'S, in order to deduce that.

Also observe that the proposition is now proved unless /» divides ^ and Se = — 1

since a similar argument applies if A"3#l, while we already know that X2^=l or

*~3#1.

Proof. If A"2 n P25¿ 1, then CP2(Rx)i= 1, so <Ai, A3> is a /»-group, by Lemma 2,

and the proof is complete.

On the other hand, if A"2 nP2=l, then A"2 is either g2 or g*. Indeed, A"2 is

C-invariant by Lemma 3(iv), so X2 is a C-invariant subgroup of A2 or R*. However,

CnJ acts trivially on P2, while by Lemma 2.4.10(iii), it acts irreducibly and

nontrivially on g2 and Q*, so A"2=g2 or gf, as asserted. In particular, g2^l

and consequently the characteristic of G is p and 8e = — 1.

Suppose first that A'2 = g2. By definition of A"2, we have Ai£C(A"2). Moreover,

since A-2=g2, also A2çC(A"2). Thus, <A1; A2>£C(g2).

We now assert that C(g2) has a normal 2-complement. Indeed, this will follow

from Burnside's theorem if we show that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(g2) is cyclic.

We know that x2 e C(Q2). Hence if S * is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(g2) containing

x2 and if S* is not cyclic, then Cs-(x2) is also not cyclic, whence S* n A2 is not

cyclic. However, d2(g2) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup by Lemma 2.4.4, applied

to N2/0(N2). Thus S* is cyclic and C(g2) has a normal 2-complement, so our

assertion is valid.

In particular, A2çO(C(g2)). But g2 is C-invariant, so C(g2) is a normal sub-

group of the product H of C(Q2) and C. Hence A2çO(//) and RX^H. Thus, by

Lemma 1, with A2 in place of A3, we have that <A1; A2> is a/»-group. Conjugation

by a-1 now yields (i).

Finally, if A"2= gf, we argue in the same way and conclude that <A1; A*> is a

/»-group. The lemma is proved.

The last bit of the argument will be useful later on. We have proved

Lemma 5. //1 ^ i S 3, then A,£ 0(A(g¡)) and A*£ O(A(0f)).

We shall now assume that <Al5 A3> is not a /»-group and derive a contradiction

with the final lemmas. Moreover, as A"2# 1 or X3^ 1, we may as well assume that

X2^ 1. Thus, we deduce from Lemma 4 that /» divides q, 8e= — 1, A"2= gf, and

<Ai, Af > is a /»-group.

We now choose and fix an element U of H*.(T, C) which contains V. We use the

usual T-decomposition notation for U and we set U* = (U'X, U2, £/3>, V* =

<Vi V2, K3>.
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Lemma 6. With the above notation, we have

(i) o;=ai;
(ii) O0=P, Pn U*=Pn V* = l;

(iii) U* = U'xU'2U'3, V*=V'xV2V3.

Proof. The set U[ is an element of V\N(C) and contains Ai as At = F(S U[, by

Lemma 3. Hence, U[ = Rx and (i) holds.

Similarly, PsFsO, so U0=P. We know that U* = Op(CU) and V* = Op(CV).

But Op(C) = 1, so Pn U*=Pr\ V* = \ and (ii) is also valid.

Finally, 0*2 U'xU'2U'3 and U=PU[U2U3, so that if 0*=> U'xU'2U'3 then Pc\U*

t¿ 1. This does not happen, by (ii), so U* factors as required. Similarly, the factoriza-

tion for F* holds.

We now have considerable information on the A-decompositions of U and F,

having determined O0, F0, U{, V{ and some information about F2, namely that

^2= gf — V'2. We shall now determine the other components of the A-decomposi-

tions of O and F as well as study Z(U*). This latter group will lead us to the final

contradiction.

Lemma 7. We have

(i)F32g3;

(ii) 02 = A*.

Proof. We already have that F22 gf. Moreover, zx e Dj = DsA as DsN and

Px = Op(N). Hence, g3 = (g*)zis F2l But gfsO(A), by Lemma 3(a), so g3 is

contained in the A-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup F3i n 0(K) of O(K). However,

Fn 0(A) is also such a subgroup of O(A), so Fn 0(K) and Pm 0(A) are

conjugate by an element of C. Since F* is C-invariant, and Fn 0(A)sF* by

Lemma 3(ii), it follows that F*2 g3, so F¿2 g3 and (i) is proved.

As for (ii), it suffices to show that O2 Af. However, (Rlt Af> is a/»-group and is

certainly an element of HG(A, C). However, any two elements of V\%(T, C) are

conjugate by an element of M, by Proposition 9.1, so that U contains the con-

jugates of Rx and Af by an element of M. Thus, O contains an element of \A%2(C)

or V\*3(C). But gfsO and g3sO and we know that <g2, gf> and <g3, gf>

are not /»-groups. Hence Af s O or A3s U. But A3£ O as Ats U and <A1; A3> is

not a /»-group, by assumption. This proves the lemma.

Before continuing with the analysis of the factors of the A-decompositions of O

and F we require two results, the second of which is a determination of the

important subgroup Z(U*).

Lemma 8. We have AsN(V n 0(A)).

Proof. We begin by observing that any subgroup of V which covers L0/O(N)

certainly contains /=/x. Indeed, since ?> 3, we have that A is the ultimate term of
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the derived series of /0(A). However, the ultimate term of the derived series of a

subgroup of L0 which covers L0/O(N) is not only contained in / but also covers

L0/O(N) as L0/O(N) is perfect and so is actually equal to /. Thus, our assertion is

true.

We now set A0 = O(A")(L0 n A"), so that L0 n KQ covers L0/O(N) since A" e ¿?(/>).

Now F n 0(A) is a Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(A"), so K0 = O(K)NKq(V n 0(K)).

Moreover, applying the Frattini argument to the Sylow 2-subgroup <x> of the

normal subgroup NS(Ko)(V n 0(A)) of NKo(V n 0(A)), we conclude that

Ao = 0(K)(N n NKo(Vn 0(K))).

Hence,

A"o n L0 £ (0(A) n A)(A n NKo(V n 0(K)))

ç OÍAXAnA^FnOÍA))

^ 0(N)NKo(V n 0(K)).

Thus, NKo(V n 0(A)) covers L0/O(N) since K0 n L0 covers that section. The

lemma now follows from the preceding paragraph.

This last result is now used to prove the

Lemma 9. The center of U* is Q*.

Proof. Indeed, Z(U*) is a nonidentity C-invariant group. Moreover, P n U* = 1,

by Lemma 6(ii), so Z(U*) n C= 1. Thus, Z(U*) has T-decomposition

Z(U*) = (Ai n Z(U*))(R* n Z(U*))(U3 n Z(U*))

since U'X = RX, by Lemma 6(i) and U2 = R*, by Lemma 7(ii). Moreover, Z(U*) n P(

= 1, \ = iu3, by Lemma 2. Furthermore, each factor is C-invariant, so that

Rx n Z(U*) is gi or 1 and A* n Z(U*) is gf or 1. Finally, F32 g3, by Lemma 7(i),

so C/3£A3 and thus, U'3nZ(U*) is g3 or 1. Hence, we need only show that

QX£Z(U*) and that g3£Z(t/*).

However, suppose that g3çZ(C/*). Thus, Aj£ A(g3) as Rx = C^£ U* by Lemma

6(i). Moreover, by Lemma 5, A3£0(A(g3)). Hence, as g3 is C-invariant means

C£A(g3), we have from Lemma 1 that <A1; A3> is a/»-group, which is a contra-

diction. Thus, Q3$Z(U*).

Finally, x=xx inverts V n 0(K)/Px as Pi is certainly normal in K=N(PX) and

Vn 0(K)=PxV2V3, by Lemma 3. Moreover, Vn 0(K)/Px is nontrivial as

F32g3, by Lemma 7(f). However, J normalizes V n 0(A), by Lemma 8, so J

acts on V n 0(K)/Px. Furthermore, as we have noted at the beginning of §7,

J n 0(A) = 1 when 8e= -1. But 8e= -1 by Lemma 4(ii). Since 0(J)çJ n 0(A),

it follows that 0(J) = 1 and hence that <x> is the unique minimal normal subgroup

of J. We conclude that J acts faithfully on V n 0(K)/Px. Thus, Qx does not

centralize Vn 0(K), so QX£Z(U*) as desired. This proves the lemma.
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We can now complete our determination of the A-decompositions of U and F.

Lemma 10. We have

(i)03=F3=g3;

(ü)F^=gf.

Once we prove this result, all the A-decompositions we have are as follows :

U = PRxR%Q3,       U* = RxR* g3,

V = PRxQtQ3,        V* = RxQ*Q3,

Fn 0(K) = PxQtQ3.

Proof. We have 032 Fg2 g3, by Lemma 7(i), so 03s A3. Assume that U3$Q3,

so that U3 n P3# 1. Since gf =Z(0*), by Lemma 9, this implies that CP3(gf)^ 1.

Conjugation by the element a yields that A = CJ»1(gf)^ 1. Thus, Ä is a nonidentity

subgroup of Px, so C(Ä)2Ai=Aand C(Ä)2 g* as we just have seen.

Moreover, g3 centralizes Aj. Indeed, F¿2g3, so g32A=V(Pi). But x=Xi

inverts g3 and centralizes Px, so [g3, Pi] = l as claimed. In particular, H=C(R)

2 g3, so /f2<g3, gf> and therefore H=tJ3, by Lemma 2.4.10. Hence //2<Ai, A3>

and so H is a g-group of characteristic power ? with Af = 0(H)(H n V) by Prop-

osition 4.1.1 (iii). Thus x is in the center of H=H/0(H), contrary to the fact that

x is not in the center of J3. We conclude that 03s g3, so g3S F3S 03s g3 and

(i) is established.

We know that A normalizes Vr\ 0(A) by Lemma 8, so y e /normalizes Vn 0(K).

Furthermore, C normalizes F n 0(K) by Lemma 3(11) and hence Dx = D =

(Cr\ D,yy normalizes F n 0(K). In particular, ( F n 0(A))3i = F n 0(K). Hence,

Oy n o<.KÁx2ri = Cvn o(k)(x3) and | Cy n 0(K) (x2) I = I Cv n o(K)(x3) I. However, Cv n cx/ofe)

= F2 and CVno(K,(x3)=F3 = g3, by (i). Hence, |F2| = |g3|=?. Since F¿2gf, by

Lemma 4(ii), this implies that V'2= gf as |gf | =?.

We reach the penultimate lemma:

Lemma 11. AAe center of V* is Axgf.

Proof. First, Z(F*)2Pigf. Indeed, gf=Z(0*), by Lemma 9, and gfsF*,

so gf s Z(V*). Moreover, Pi is normal in F*, while x centralizes Pj and inverts

g* and g3, so gf and g3 centralize Pi- Since Ax is abelian and F* = Ajgfg3,

it follows that Pi S Z(V*).

To conclude the proof we need only show that Z(F*/Pj) has order ? as then

Z(F*)sPxgf. However, Fn 0(K)/Px is elementary of order ?2 as F n 0(A)

—P\Q2Qz and as x = Xi inverts gf and g3. Moreover, as in the previous lemma,

J acts faithfully on Fn 0(K)/Px. Since gi is a Sylow/»-subgroup of A, it follows

therefore from Lemma 2.4.18 that the centralizer of Qx on F n 0(K)/Px has order

?. Since F* = gi(Fn 0(A)), we conclude that Z(V*/Px) has order ?, as required,

and the lemma is proved.
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The next and final result of the section—and of the chapter—contradicts Lemma

9 and so completes all the proofs.

Lemma 12. The center of U* contains Pig*.

Proof. Choose a T-invariant subgroup F of U* containing V* maximal subject

to the condition that Z(F)2PxQf. We may do this as Z(V*)^PXQ* by the previous

lemma. It suffices to show that F= U*, so we assume F<= U* and derive a contra-

diction. We set y=Ac/.(F), so Y^F.

However, we have the containments

U* = AiA*g3 => F 2 V* = Aig*g3,

so Y=RXNB>2(F)Q3. But F2g*, so Y=FNP2(F). Thus we will have that Z(Y)

—PiQ*' and a contradiction, once we show that N?2(F) centralizes both Pi and gf.

However, Y n P2=Ap2(F)£Af=P2g|, which is abelian. Thus, Y n P2 cer-

tainly centralizes Q*. It remains to show that Y nP2 centralizes Px.

The group Y nP2 normalizes Z(F) and centralizes x2 and thus normalizes

[Z(F), x2]. However, Z(F)-PXQ^, by assumption. Suppose first that Z(F)^PXR%*.

Since x2 centralizes Af and inverts Px, we have [Z(F), x2] = [Px, x2]=Px, whence

Y n P2 normalizes Px. But x inverts Y n P2 and centralizes Px, so YnP2

centralizes Pi.

Hence, in order to complete the proof, we need only see that Z(F)^PXR*.

However, Fis T-invariant, F*£F£ U*, so F has T-decomposition

F= RxQt(F n P2)Q3.

Hence, Z(F) has T-decomposition

Z(F) = (Rx n Z(F))(Q*(F n P2) n Z(F))(Q3 n Z(F)).

But Rx n Z(F)^Z(V*) as RX^V* and g3 n Z(F)£Z(F*) as g3ç V*. Hence,

RxnZ(F)^Px and 03nZ(F) = l. But gf(FnP2)çA*, so Z(F)^PXR*, as

required.

Chapter VI. Structure of A. Proof of Theorem C

1. Outline of chapter and some consequences of Theorem B. In this, the final

chapter of the paper, we consider a simple group G with quasi-dihedral Sylow

2-subgroups which satisfies the conclusions of the expanded form of Theorem B,

stated in §1 of Chapter IV; and we shall prove that such a group G necessarily

satisfies the conclusions of Theorem C. This will complete the proof of all of our

Main Theorems, for as we have shown in Chapter I, Theorems A, B, and C

together with certain results of Chapter III imply the three Main Theorems.

In particular, the characteristic power q of G can be assumed to be greater than 5,
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the Main Theorems having been established in §8 of Chapter III in the cases ? = 3

and 5.

We use the same notation as before. In particular, we know from Theorem B

that 0(N)=AB, where A is cyclic of order dividing i(?+e), B is abelian, and if A

and B are both nontrivial, then O(A0 is a Frobenius group with kernel B and

complement A. Furthermore, A centralizes A, the involution x2=z of A inverts B,

and C*(w)sV for any element u^\ of O(A'). Moreover, L0=JO(N), where J is

normal in N, J centralizes O(V), and either J is isomorphic to SA(2, ?) and JO(N)

=Jx 0(N) or ?=9, J is isomorphic to SA~(2, 9), and \J n 0(V)| =3. We note

also that since S=(SnA)A, A centralizes S. Since the element y of S inverts

0(C) n J, it follows that A = 0(C(S)) n A=A n A.

In this section, we shall give a brief outline of the chapter and shall then derive

a few direct consequences of Theorem B. The last of these (Lemma 3 below),

when combined with Corollary 3.9.2, will immediately yield part (i) of Theorem C.

As in Chapters I and III, we have a= \A\ = \C n 0(V)|, A= |0(V) : C n 0(V)|

= \B\, e= \E/EnL\ = |AM|, and \N\=2abeq(q-\)(q+1) (cf. equation 3.3.2). We

also set C0 = 0(C) and let t be a 3-element of A'(A) which cyclically permutes the

involutions of A.

§2 consists of several, somewhat independent results, which it is convenient to

establish at the outset. First, we prove that for any prime /» dividing A, a Sylow

/»-subgroup of V is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G. This result, in conjunction with the

order formula for a regular gD-group given in Proposition 3.2.6 is then used to

prove that part (ii) of Theorem C holds whenever G is regular. A similar conclusion

is then obtained in the cases ? = 7 and ? = 9, even if G is not regular, using the

order formulas for gD-groups of characteristic power 7 and 9 developed in §8

of Chapter III. For ? = 7, it then follows that G is regular. After that, we argue

that part (iii) of Theorem C holds if A +1. Thus if A ̂  1, G is regular and therefore

part (ii) of Theorem C holds in this case by one of the preceding results of the

section. Finally we establish an omnibus lemma concerning the structure of

N(C0) in the case that A = 1.

In §§3,4, and 5, we establish parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem C. In view of the results

of §2, we can assume that ? > 7. §3 is devoted to a proof that the case A = 1, B = 1 is

impossible, the argument being primarily character-theoretic. Then in §§4 and 5,

we argue that the case A = \, B^\ is also impossible. This argument is largely

local group-theoretic, but does require one particular fact whose proof is character-

theoretic: Namely, every prime divisor of A is necessarily a divisor of?(?-1)(?+1).

Together, these results force A ̂  1 and therefore parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem C

will follow from the results of §2.

In the final two sections we investigate the case e = 1 in more detail. In §6 we

show that G is a doubly transitive permutation group of the type described in

part (iv) of Theorem C, while in §7 we prove that the order of A is (? + \)/2d, where

d=(q+\, 3). Together these results will establish part (iv) of Theorem C.
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In §§2 and 7, we shall point out in two remarks what is required to establish the

corresponding analogue of Theorem C in the case of simple gD-groups with

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups.

We turn now to some consequences of Theorem B.

Lemma 1. If B=\, then L=(JT)xO(N) = (JT)x A.

Proof. If J is isomorphic to SLT(2, 9), then JT is isomorphic to SUX(2, 9)

by Lemma 2.2.2. But then z inverts 0(J) by Lemma 2.4.12. However, 0(J) has

order 3 and lies in 0(A), so 0(J)£P, contrary to our assumption that P=l.

We conclude that / is not isomorphic to SIT~(2, 9) and hence that L0=JxO(N).

Since B=\, 0(N)=A and therefore Tcentralizes 0(A). Since L=L0T=JTO(N),

the lemma follows.

As a corollary, we have

Lemma 2. If B=\ and E=A (equivalently, b = \ and e=\), then N=(JT)xA

and A is isomorphic to a quotient ofGL(2, q) if e= — 1 and ofGU(2, q)ife=l by a

central subgroup of odd order d= (q + e)/2a.

Proof. We know that N=LE. Since E=A by assumption and since AçL, it

follows that N=L. Hence by the preceding lemma, L=(JT)xA. Moreover, JT

is isomorphic to L/0(N) and hence to SL±(2,q) if e= —1 and to SUi(2,q) if

e= 1. Finally, A is cyclic of order a dividing (q+e)/2. But now the lemma follows

at once from the structure of GL(2, q) and GU(2, q) as described in Chapter II.

We next prove

Lemma 3. The following conditions hold:

(i)C0 = (C0nL)E;

(ii) C0nL is normal in N(T).

Proof. Since N=LE and F£ C0, we have C0 = (C0 n L)E, proving (i). To prove

(ii), set W=C0 n J, so that C0nL= WA. In §5 of Chapter IV we have argued

that assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem B are a consequence of assertion (iii). In

carrying out this argument, we have shown in Lemma 4.5.1 that the conclusion

that WA is normal in A(T) follows from part (iii) of Theorem B. Since WA

= C0 n L, and since G satisfies all the conclusions of Theorem B, we see that (ii)

holds.

This enables us to prove

Proposition 1. We have N=L and E=A.

Proof. Since C0nL is normal in A(T) by the lemma, it is invariant under the

element / of A(T). But now as G is simple, Corollary 3.9.2 implies that C0 = Con L.

Since C0 = (C0 n L)E by the preceding lemma, it follows that F£L. On the other

hand, N=LE and E n L=A; and we conclude at once that N=L and E=A.
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2. Preliminary results.   We begin this section with the following key result:

Proposition 1. If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of B for some prime divisor p of b

and Q is a p-subgroup of V containing P, then V(g)sV. In particular, a Sylow

p-subgroup ofN is a Sylow p-subgroup ofG.

Proof. Set H=N(Q) and A>C(g). We shall argue that Afs/V Indeed, by part

(iii) of Theorem B, which holds for G, C(A)sV. Since C(g)sC(A), it follows

that As Af. Furthermore, A=A0<z> and z inverts P, so a Sylow 2-subgroup S0

of K is contained in A0 and therefore is either cyclic or generalized quaternion.

Since x e K, we can choose S0 to contain x. But then in either case x is the unique

involution of S0, so <x> is characteristic in S0. Since K is normal in Af, it follows

therefore by the Frattini argument that

Af = KNH(S0) = AVH«x» = KCH(x).

Since N= C(x) and As V, we conclude that Af s V, as asserted.

As for the final assertion of the proposition, take g now to be a Sylow /»-sub-

group of V and let A be a Sylow /»-subgroup of G containing g. By the preceding

argument, AfB(g)sV, whence VB(g)=g as g is a Sylow/»-subgroup of V. This

forces g = A and so g is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G.

As a corollary, we have

Proposition 2. If G is regular, then B=\.

Proof Since G is regular by assumption and since e=l by Proposition 1.1,

Proposition 3.3.2* yields

(1) |G| = 2ab3q3(q+ 1)(?- l)(?2-e?+ 1).

On the other hand,

(2) |V| =2aA?(?+l)(?-l).

Equations (1) and (2) together imply that A2 divides |G:V|. Hence a Sylow

/»-subgroup of V for/» dividing A is certainly not a Sylow/»-subgroup of G, contrary

to Proposition 1.

Remark. If G is a simple gD-group with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, which

satisfies the conclusions of Theorem B, then it is very easy to establish the corre-

sponding Proposition 1 above. Moreover, the general character theory of gD-

groups with wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, based on an analysis of the principal

2-block of G, will show that G is always "regular", in the sense that \G\ is neces-

sarily given by a formula analogous to that of Proposition 3.3.2*. Hence the

same argument as above will show that A=l. Thus for simple gD-groups with

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups, parts (ii) and (iii) of the corresponding Theorem C

will follow very much more easily than in the quasi-dihedral case, once the general

character theory of such groups is developed.
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A similar argument yields

Proposition 3. If G has characteristic power q=7 orq=9, then 5=1.

Proof. We apply Propositions 3.8.3 and 3.8.4. In view of the preceding proposi-

tion, we need only consider the nonregular cases, of which there are three. How-

ever, in each of these cases, it is still true that b3 divides |G| and that ¿>2 divides

|G:N\, so we reach the same contradiction from Proposition 1.

As a consequence, we also have

Proposition 4. If G has characteristic power q=7, then G is regular.

Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.8.7 since we now know that ¿»=1

and that a divides (q+e)/2 = 3.

Since parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem C have been verified in the case q=7, we

shall assume for the balance of the proof of these parts of the theorem that q > 7.

We wish next to show that G is regular whenever A ̂  1. We require the following

preliminary lemma :

Lemma 1. The following conditions hold:

(i) C0/A is cyclic of order %(q + e) and is inverted by the element y of D;

(ii) IfA^l, the element t does not normalize A.

Proof. Since E=A by Proposition 1.1, we have C0 = C0nL by Lemma 1.3.

Since A = C n 0(A), it follows therefore from Lemma 2.4.2, applied to L/0(N),

that C0/A is cyclic of order \(q+e) and is inverted by y. Thus (i) holds.

Suppose next that A /1 and that t normalizes A. Since S centralizes A, so there-

fore does S'. However, C(A)^N since G satisfies the conclusions of Theorem B.

Thus S'£A and so Stu = S for some element u of N. It follows that tueN(S)

£A(Z(S)) = C(x) = A. We conclude that t e N, contrary to the fact that x'=x2

by the definition of t. (Alternately, one can argue, under the given conditions,

that N(A) is a gD-group of characteristic power q and then invoke Theorem A

to obtain a contradiction.)

We now prove

Proposition 5. IfAj^l, then G is regular.

Proof. We shall show that the following two conditions are satisfied :

(#) For each block b of A with the defect group T, the (unique) degree of the

characters in b is coprime to q (cf. Chapter III, §9).

(##) There exist irreducible characters w of C which are trivial on T and which

have the stabilizer C in A(T).

If these conditions are established, we can apply Proposition 3.9.4 and obtain

Proposition 5.

Suppose that (#) is false for the block b. Then the degree of a character £ g b

is divisible by the prime/» dividing q. Since b has defect 2, |(1) is divisible by 2n_1
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and hence by 4. By Proposition 1.1, N=L and hence \N:L0\=2. If f0 is an irre-

ducible constituent of i\L0, we have either f(l) = f0(l) or |(1) = 2|0(1). In any case,

¿r0(l) is divisible by 2/».

Assume first that ?^ 9. Then L0=Jx 0(N). Hence f0 can be written as product

of an irreducible character r¡x of J and an irreducible character tj2 of 0(N) = AB.

We note that ij2(l) is not divisible by /». This is clear if a= 1 or A = 1, since then

O(V) is abelian. If a# 1, A^ 1, then as we have seen from Theorem B, O(V) is a

Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel B and complement A. Since B is abelian,

it follows that t)2(1) divides |^4|=a, cf. [19, Theorem 4.5.3]. Since we also know

that a divides \(q+e), 172(1) is indeed coprime to /».

It now follows that ??i(l) is divisible by 2/?. However, this yields a contradiction

since J~ SL(2, q) and the only degree of an irreducible character of SA(2, ?)

divisible by /> is ? itself, [26, p. 128] or [27]. This establishes the condition (ff)

for? ^9.

If ? = 9, then by Proposition 2.3, A = l and by Lemma 1.1, N=L=(JT)xA.

Again, A0 =J x A does not have an irreducible character of a degree divisible by 2/».

Again, condition (#) holds.

By Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1, C0/A is cyclic of order \(q+e). Let œ0 denote

an irreducible character of C0 with the kernel A. Let tu be the extension of a»0 to

C=AxC0 which is trivial on A. Then w has the kernel TxA. This implies that

to' has the kernel Ax A1 and w1'1 has the kernel Ax^F"1. Moreover, the three

kernels are distinct by Lemma 1 and hence the irreducible characters a», ut, a»4"1 of

C are distinct. Since y inverts C0/A, again by Lemma 1, the character cu" is the

conjugate complex ¿> of œ. Since a^ 1, n> is different from w, o¿, tu'"1 (note that t

is a 3-element). Hence u> has at least four distinct conjugates in V(A). We then

must have six distinct conjugates of w in V(A). The stabilizer of a> in V(A) is

necessarily C0 and w satisfies condition (##).

As remarked in the beginning of the proof, this completes the proof of the

proposition.

Corollary 1. We have A = \ or B=\.

Indeed, if A ̂  1, by Proposition 5, G is regular and then B= 1 by Proposition 2.

We conclude this section with an omnibus lemma concerning the structure of

N(CQ) in the case that A = 1.

Lemma 2. Assume that A = \ and set H=N(C0), K=C(C0). Then the following

conditions hold:

(i) C0 is a nontrivial cyclic group of order %(q+¿) which is inverted by y and

centralized by t.

(ii) \H:K\ =2, D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H and T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K.

(iii) H/0(H) is isomorphic to PGL(2,q') with q' = 3,5 (mod 8) and K/0(H)

is isomorphic to PSL(2, ?'). Moreover, if B= 1, then ?' = 3 or 5.
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(iv) H n N=C0BD and B is cyclic of order ^(q' — e), where q' = e (mod 4).

(v) CH(zy) is a dihedral group and 0(CH(zy)) is cyclic of order \(q' + e) and is

inverted by x.

(vi) 0(CH(zy)) and B are of relatively prime orders.

(vii) For any element w^\ of C0, C(w>)£ A", T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(w),

O(C(w)) = C0, C0 is normal in C(w), andN«w))=H.

(viii) If h'i and w2 are elements of C0 that are conjugate in G, then w2 = w?1.

Proof. Since A = 1, C0 is cyclic of order $(q+e) and is inverted by y by Lemma 1.

Moreover, C0/l since q>7 by our present assumption. Furthermore, M=N(T)

= <C0, T, y, t} normalizes C0 = O(C) and y inverts t (modulo C). In particular,

t e M'. But M'£ A=C(C0) as C0 is cyclic. Thus t centralizes C0 and so all parts of

(i) hold.

Let IF0 be any nontrivial subgroup of C0 and set F=A(IF0)- We shall analyze

the structure of F. Since WQ is characteristic in C0 and C0 is normal in M, we have

M£ F. In particular, D = (T,y}^F and so a Sylow 2-subgroup S0 of F containing

D is either dihedral or quasi-dihedral. In either case, Z(F)=Z(D) = (_x} and so if

N=N/0(N), then NLo(W0) = (C0, y} by Lemma 2.4.2 (i). However, 0(N) = B as

A = 1 and B centralizes C0 as C0^J. It follows therefore that Arlo(IFo) = <Co5, y}

and hence that

NN(W0) = NnF= C0BD.

In particular, D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N n F and therefore S0 = D. Thus D

is a Sylow 2-subgroup of F. Since T centralizes IF0 and the involution zy inverts

IF0, it also follows that F has a normal subgroup of index 2. On the other hand,

/ g F by (i) and t normalizes, but does not centralize T. Hence F does not have a

normal 2-complement and so F is a D-group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup of

order eight.

Next let P be a T-invariant Sylow /»-subgroup of 0(F) with T-decomposition

P=PXP2P3=P0P[P'2P'3. Since t cyclically permutes the involutions x, of T, 1 ̂  iû 3,

either each P4' = l or each P,V1. Suppose P'x + \, in which case PX<^P. Since P'x

is inverted by x2=z and P'x normalizes IF0, P'x centralizes IF0 and so P'x^CLo(W0).

Since NN(W0) = C0BD, we obtain that P'x^C0B=C0xB. Since z inverts B and

centralizes C0, it follows that P'X^B. Since G satisfies the conclusions of Theorem

B, we conclude that C(P'X)^N. On the other hand, NP(PX)^>PX and so x inverts

some element u± 1 of NP(PX). Since x centralizes Px, u is forced to centralize Pi

and, in particular, P'x. Hence u e C(P[)zN, so x centralizes u which is not the

case. This contradiction shows that P¡'= 1 for all /, 1 = /^3, and hence that P=P0

£ C0. Since the prime /> was arbitrary, we conclude that O(F)^C0.

We argue next that F=H. Since C0 is abelian, we have C0S:F. It will suffice to

show that C0 £ 0(F). Indeed, if this is the case, then C0 = O(F) by the preceding

paragraph. But then C0 is normal in Fand so F£//=A(C0). However, the reverse
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inclusion also holds as W0 is characteristic in C0. Thus the desired conclusion

A=Af will follow.

Set F=F/0(F). Since F is a D-group having a normal subgroup of index 2

and dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup D of order eight, Proposition 2.3.4 implies that

F=L*E*, where L* is isomorphic to PGL(2, ?'), ?' odd, L* is normal in F, E* is

cyclic of odd order, and E* centralizes D. In particular, A*sC0. However, the

element y of D inverts C0 and consequently E* = l. Thus F=L* and C0SÄ*.

But f centralizes C0 and so C0 = l by Lemma 2.5.7 (iii). Thus C0sO(A) and the

desired assertion A=Af follows.

We can now easily verify the various parts of the lemma. We have shown that

H=H/0(H)=F is isomorphic to PGL(2,q'). Since |D| = 8 and D is a Sylow

2-subgroup of F, we must have ?' = 3, 5 (mod 8). Furthermore, H' is of index 2

in H and acts trivially on C0 as C0 is cyclic. Since y does not centralize C0, it follows

at once that K= H' and \H:K\ =2. Since Af ' is isomorphic to PSL(2, ?'), we see

that (ii) and the first assertion of (iii) hold. Furthermore, taking W0 = <w> in (vii),

the various parts of (vii) follow directly from the fact that F= H and C(w) is normal

in A.

Since 0(Af ) = C0,BC\ 0(H) = 1 and hence B and B are isomorphic. Furthermore,

we have shown above that C„(x)=H n N=C0BD, whence Cn(x)=BD. However,

since x e D', Lemma 2.5.7 (i) implies that CB(x) is a dihedral group of order

2(?'—«'), where ?' = e (mod 4). Thus B is cyclic of order £(?' - e') and consequently

B is cyclic of the same order. Thus all parts of (iv) hold. Furthermore, if B= 1,

then £(?'—e') = 1, whence ?' = 3 or 5 and the final assertion of (iii) also holds.

Since the involution zy inverts C0, it lies in H—K=H—H'. But now (v) follows

at once from Lemma 2.5.7 (ii). Clearly (iv) and (v) imply (vi).

Finally we verify (viii). Suppose then that wlf w2 are elements of C0 with w2 = w\

for some u in G. Clearly we may assume that Wj^l. By (vii), V«w,» = Af for

i= 1 and 2 and consequently N((w2y) is equal to both H and Hu. Thus u e N(H).

Since C0 = O(Af), u normalizes C0 and therefore u e H=N(C0). But H=K(yy with

K centralizing and y inverting C0. We conclude at once that u either centralizes or

inverts C0. Hence w2 = w** and (viii) holds. This completes the proof of the lemma.

3. Elimination of the case 0(V)= 1. The object of this section is the proof of

the following proposition.

Proposition I. If G is a simple QD-group of characteristic power ?>7, then

0(N)¥=l.

Proof. Assume that this is false for some G. Then clearly the conclusions of

Theorem B hold trivially for G with A=B=\. In particular, Proposition 1.1

holds for G and hence N=L and E=A = 1.

Our proof is based on a method used already in [8, §10] in the case e= — 1. We

shall refer to this here indicating the changes which have to be made when e = 1.
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There is a simplification at the end where it was necessary in [8] to deal directly

with some special values of q. It may be remarked that we use the results of Chapter

III only as far as they refer to the principal 2-block P0(2, G) and are stated in

Chapter III, §2. The notation xo=l, xi> ■ • ■> X4> Xw>> etc- will always refer to

P0(2, G). If the condition e=\ is added to the hypotheses of Proposition 1, the

proof does not require Theorems A and B any further and, in particular, it is

independent of the induction approach used in Chapters IV and V.

It should be observed that the notation in [8] differs from our notation. The group

elements denoted by

x, z, y, yz, t

in the present paper are denoted in [8] by

j,jx,f,t, y-1

respectively. The subgroup T is denoted by D in [8] and C0 is denoted by 3B.

The exponent n+1 of the order of the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is taken in [8] as n.

The 2-regular core O(M) of a group M is designated by A2(M). Finally, the degree

/i=Xi(l) are called x¡ in [8].

Since we have a=b = e= 1, we have

(1) |A| = |C(x)| = 2q(q-l)(q+l);        \C\ = 4|C0| = 2(q + e);

cf. Lemmas 2.4.1 (i) and 2.4.2 (ii). If this is substituted in Proposition 3.2.6, we

have

(2) g = |G| = 2q2(q + e)2(q-e)3 (f^ = 2q2(q + e)(q - ef $$$.

Since q> 7, we have C0^ 1. By Lemma 2.2 (i), the group C0 is cyclic.

No change is necessary in the proof of the Propositions (10A), (10B), (IOC)

and (10G) of [8]. We may also obtain them alternatively from Lemma 2.2. In

particular, all elements w ̂  1 of C0 have the same centralizer A and we have

A/Co s PSL(2, 3) ~ Ai   or   A/C0 ~ PSL(2, 5) ~ A5.

We refer to the first possibility as Case A and to the second possibility as Case B.

In order to obtain the analogue of [8, (10D)] for both cases e= — 1 and e=l,

we apply Proposition 3.2.3.

First of all, since i/i(l)=q, we have

(3) Xiix) = 8xeq,       xzix) = -82eq,       xa(x) = ~83,       Xiix) = 82(eq-l).

If we use the same notation as in Proposition 3.2.2 for the g-group A with asterisks

added, then i/i can be taken as the character xf, which has degree q. Moreover, for

2-regular elements r of A, we have

(4) S* + «A(r) = 8* + x*x(r) = x<»*(r),
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where 8f is a fixed sign. Then x(1)*0) = S* +? and, as xa)*(l) is not divisible by 4,

necessarily 8f=e. It is now clear from (1) that for any odd prime /» dividing ? + e,

the character x(1)* of N is of defect 0 and then vanishes for all /»-singular elements

of V, cf. [9]. If /• e C0 and r^ 1, we can choose a prime factor /» of i(? + e) which

divides the order of r. Then xm*(r)=® and as (4) holds for r, we have

W) = -8* = -e.

(This can also be seen in other ways.) It now follows from Proposition 3.2.3 that

if r e C0 and r=£ 1, then

(5) Xi(xr) = -Si,       X2(xr) = 82,       Xs(xr) = -83,       x¿xr) = -2S2.

This is actually the same as the equation (10.5) in [8, (10D)].

We now come to the proof of the crucial Lemma (10E) of [8], which states that

if P is the Sylow/»-group of G for some prime/» dividing \(q + ¿) and if A is abelian,

it is impossible that V(A) = C(A)<x0>, where x0 is an involution which inverts P.

Suppose by contradiction that A^(P) is of this form. Then the results of [6, III,

§IX] apply with m = 2. It follows that the principal /»-block B0(p, G) consists of

(|P| +3)/2 characters which as in [8] will be denoted by

(6) v0 = 1,01, <A«>       (i = l,2,...,(|P|-l)/2)

(which are not to be confused with the character 0 of V in Proposition 3.2.3).

The characters (6) are real-valued. Moreover, there exists a sign 8* such that for

all /»-singular elements w of G, we have

(7) Uw) = 8*,

while for all /»-regular elements r of G and all i,

(8) S* + 0i(r) = r\r).

In particular, all ipm(r) with the same r are equal. Finally, if we set

(9) a = 01(l)(iii(l) + S*)/(01(l)-01(xo))2

and if w ̂  1 is an element of P, we have

do) |G|=, = a!Wp,

where p. denotes the number of conjugates of x0 which invert w.

Since/» divides the order (q+e)/2 of C0, we may assume without restriction that

P n C0^ 1 and we can choose w+1 in P n C0. By the results of [8, §10] discussed

or by Lemma 2.2, the centralizer C(w) is K and the extended centralizer C*(w)

of w is H. Hence p. is the number of involutions in Af — A. Since Af has the dihedral

Sylow 2-subgroup D = (y, z> and since x, z, xz lie in K while the other two in-

volutions yz and yxz are conjugate in H, the number ¡i is the number of conjugates

of yz in Af. Thus,

fi= \H:CH(yz)\.
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Since \H:K\=2 and yzeH—K, it is then clear that p.= \K:CK(yz)\. If we use

[8, (10A)] and [8, (IOC)] it is now clear that

2 lAl2 lAl

\C(wj\ = |A|-|d(jz)|2 = \CK(yz)\2 = ^ + £)/2'

where y=3 in the Case A and y=5/3 in the Case B.

Since |C(x0)| = |A|, it follows from (10) and (1) that

(11) \G\=g = 2ayq2(q-e)2(q+e)3.

If v denotes the 2-adic exponential valuation of the rationals, then as v(g)=n+1,

v(q+e) = l, and v(q—e)=n — 1, we find

(12) v(a) = -/j-l.

It follows from (8) that either >/jx(\) or </>(i)(l) is odd. Now all real-valued irreducible

characters of odd degree lie in P0(2, G). If |P|^3, the degrees ^(i)(l) cannot be

odd since by Corollary 3.2.1, P0(2, G) does not contain two different characters

of the same odd degree. If |P| = 3, we can interchange i/ix and ^(1), if necessary,

and we may assume that ^j(l) is odd. It follows that i/ix e B0(2, G). Then >px must be

one of the characters xi, X2, X3 ifl ^o(2, G).

If >l'i—X2, comparison of (5) and (7) for w=xr with r^ 1 in P n C0 yields

82 = Xz(xr) = Xa(w) = </-i(m>) = 8*.

By (3),

W*o) = X2Íxo) = -82eq.

Now, (9) becomes

«=/2Í/2 + S2)/(/2+32^)2.

Since v(eq— l)=n — 1, the congruence for/ in Proposition 3.2.6 shows that

v(f2 + 82)=n — 1, v(f2+82eq)^n+\ and then v(a) = n-\ — 2(n+\)= -n — 3, which

is not consistent with (12).

Similarly, if ^i=x3> we have

-83 = Xa(xr) = 4>i(xr) = 8*,       ^i(x0) = Xa(xo) = Xa(x) = -83,

and then

« = Z(Z-s3)/(/3+s3)2.

Here, by Proposition 3.2.6, v(f3 + 83)=n and we find v(a)=l—2n, which again is

inconcistent with (12).

Thus, only the possibility ipx = xx remains. Here by (5) and (7)

-Si = xi(xr) = ^i(xr) = 8*,

while by (3) ^i(x0)=xi(x) = S1e^. Thus,

« = fiifi-8x)/(fx-8ieq)2.
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On substituting this in (11) and comparing the result with (2), we obtain

(13) (q-e)(fx + 8x) = y(? + ,)(/i-S1).

In the Case A, y = 3 and (13) shows that i(? + e) divides /i + Sx. Since /i + Sj is

even, q+e also divides fi + Sx. If we set

fx + Sx = k(q+e)

with integral k, then (13) yields

3(fx-Sx)=k(q-e).

It follows from the last two equations that

6Si = 3(fx + 81)-3(fx-Sx) = 2A:(?+2e).

Since ? > 7, this is clearly impossible.

In the Case B, (13) with y=5/3 implies that i(?+e) divides 3(fx + 8x). Again,

q+e also divides 3(/i + Si) and if we set

3(fx + Sx) = k(q+e)

with integral k, we find

5(fx-8x) = k(q-e).

The last two equations imply

158! = k(q+4s).

Since ?+4e then divides 15, and since ?>7, we can only have ?= 19. Then k= 1,

&i=l»/i=5. By Propositions 3.2.4 and 3.2.6, then 6=f2+f3, 5f2 = 36lf3. This is

absurd and we see that [8, (10E)] holds in our case.

If we take here /as \(q+e), then the statement [8, (10F)] is obtained as a corollary

as in [8]. We now know that /=i(?+<0 is divisible only by the primes /» = 3 or 5.

If 5 divides /, we must have Case B.

It was already mentioned that [8, (10G)] holds. Again, the proof of [8, (10H)]

applies. Actually, we need it only for /> = 3 where it can be simplified slightly.

As in [8, p. 148, lines 12 and 13], it follows that 9 does not divide /. (An analogous

proof is carried out in detail below in Propositions 7.1 and 7.2.)

We now see that we must have

(14) / = i(?+e) = 3"-5m

with A=0 or 1 and with m 2:0. Since ?>7, necessarily m>0. Then 5|?+e and, as

remarked above, we then have Case B. Since |A:C0| =60 and since |C0| =%(q+e)

is divisible by 5m, it follows that 5m+1 divides g= \G\.

Let v now denote the 5-adic exponential valuation of the rational numbers(12).

(12) The following discussion also appears in [8]. We repeat it here to make it clear that it

does not depend on the hypothesis 251/.
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Then v(q+e)=m, v(q)=0, v(q—e)=0. On account of (2), we have

(15) m+l ú v(g) = m + v(f2) + v(f2 + 82)-2v(f2 + 82eq).

Hence, we have one of the following two cases: v(f2)>0 or v(f2 + 82)>0. We

refer to the former case as Case I and to the latter case as Case II.

Case I. v(f2)>0.

Then

(16) v(f2 + 82) = 0,       v(f2 + 82eq) = 0.

Let P0 denote the Sylow 5-subgroup of C0 and set P0 = (r}. Since (5) shows that

X2Íxr)¥"0, it follows that r belongs to a defect group D of the 5-block B(5) to

which X2 belongs, cf. [5, II]. On the other hand,

(17) "(icfei xJr) = ̂ )-<^-kic(^)|).
Since C(xr)^C(x), we have

K|C(xr)|) = v(\N\) = v(q + e) = m.

On the other hand, C0^C(xr) and we conclude that we have equality. Now

(15) and (16) show that the right side of (17) vanishes. It follows from the definition

of defect groups in [5,1] that C(xr) contains a conjugate of the defect group D of

B(5). It is now clear that we can choose D=(r}=P0.

Case 11. v(/ + S2)>0.

Here, v(f2)=0. As we have (f2 + 82)-(f2 + 82eq)= -82e(q-e), v(f2 + 82q)=0.

Thus,

(16*) v(f2) = v(f2 + 82eq) = 0.

Note that by Proposition 3.2.4,/ + 82=/. If P0 = <r> is the Sylow 5-subgroup

of C0 as before, by (5) Xiixr) = — 282. Let B(5) here denote the 5-block of G to

which Xi belongs. The same arguments as in the Case I show that B(5) has the

defect group P0.

We follow [8] in studying 5-blocks of G with defect group P0. On account of

[8, (10A), (10B), (10G)] or of Lemma 2.2 (vii), we have C(P0) = C(C0)=A:, A(P0)

= A"<jz>, and as we have Case B, K/C0~PSL(2, 5). We can then set K=K0xC0

cf. [25], where K0~PSL(2, 5). It follows from (14) that we may set C0=P0x V,

where Fis a group of order 3h, h=0 or 1. (In [8], the group Fis denoted by 9B0.)

The group K0~PSL(2, 5) has a unique irreducible character 9 of degree 5 and

we interpret 8 as a character of A which is trivial on C0. Let a» be a faithful linear

character of the cyclic group P0 and interpret a» as a character of A which is trivial

on A"o x V. Then the 5m irreducible characters 6V with 0 ̂  / < 5m form a 5-block b

of A with the defect group P0. The arguments in [8, p. 149] show that in both Cases

I and II, 5(5) is the block bG of G. If w e P0, w=£ 1, and if r is a 5-regular element of

C(P0) = A, we can set
XÁwr) = du(w)8(r)
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for Xu e B(5), where the du(w) are the generalized decomposition numbers for w,

cf. [8, (10.12)]. Since 8(x) = 1, then du(w) = xÂwx) for Xu e -ß(5). If u e G, we consider

the values Xu(u) with x„ e A(5) as entries of a column AX«) for A(5), cf. [6,1, p. 165].

Then X(wx) is the column X(w) with the entries du(w). It follows that the column

A denoted by a(co — 1) in [8] can be written as follows:

(18) A = 5-m 2 X(wx)(ü(w)-1)
w

with w ranging over P0. As in [8], we see that A is an integral column, that (A, A)

= 3, and that (A, X(u))=0 for 5-regular ueG. Then R has three nonzero entries

and these are ± 1. This implies that the Case II is impossible, cf. the first paragraph

of [8, p. 150].

If we have Case I, the arguments in [8] show that #2, X3 e ^(5) and that we have a

further character xb such that, with a suitable sign i?, we have the entries

A X(l) X(x)

X2      —S2 fa -S2eq

X3        h A3 -83

Xb V     v(82f2-S3f3)    i?(l-e?)

Here, the entries of A for x2 and X3 are obtained from (18) and (5), those of X(l)

are obvious, and those of X(x) are obtained from Proposition 3.2.3. The character

XB is chosen as the character in A(5) different from X2 and #3 for which the third

nonzero entry appears in A. The entries of X(\) and X(x) for xe are obtained

from the orthogonality with A.

We wish to apply [6, III (2A)](13) using the block A(5) and the column A which

is a linear combination of columns X(w) with weP0, wj^l. Both involutions are

to be chosen as x. Finally, we use the subgroup H=K(yzy which is the extended

centralizer C*(w) for each w± 1 in A0.

Let A*(5) denote the 5-block b" of //. Then (B*(5))a = B(5). Then A*(5) covers

the block A of the normal subgroup K of H, e.g. by [7, I, (4D)] and B*(5) consists

of the irreducible constituents of the characters of H induced by the characters in A.

Since 8 is the unique irreducible character of degree 5 of A which is trivial on C0,

8 is stable in Af and hence there exist two extensions öj and 82 of 9 to characters of

Af. These belong to A*(5). Let A* and X*(u) have analogous significance for A*(5)

and Af as A and X(u) have for B(5) in G. Then

(19) A* = 5~m 2 X*(wx)(ö>(w)-1)

(13) Since this part of the proof was given in [8] without full details, we shall present it

here completely.
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with w ranging over P0. Moreover, A* is an integral column for B*(5), (A*, A*) = 3

and (A*, X*(u)) = 0 for 5-regular u in //. Again, A* has three nonzero entries and

these are all ± 1. Since 8 is trivial on P0, we have 8(xw) = 8(x) = 1 for w e P0 and (19)

shows that A* has entries -1 for 8X and 82. Let xt denote the third character of H

for which A* has a nonzero entry. Since 8X and 82 can be identified with the two

irreducible characters of degree 5 of ///C0~PGL(2, 5)~S5, we obtain the entries

in the row belonging to 8X and 82 in the following table.

A*    X*(\)   X*(x)   X*(yz)

The orthogonality of A* with A*(l) shows that the entry of A* for x* cannot be

-1. Then this entry is 1 and the other entries for xt are obtained from the ortho-

gonality of A* with A*(l), A*(x), and X*(yz).

Note that the intersection of the conjugate class of x in G with H consists of the

conjugate classes of x and of yz in //. We are now ready to apply [6, III (2A)] and

find
g    t-82q2 . 8.      «—w

|AT\   /2

where

h(9x) = r.

h^3+  0-£?)
/    82f2 — 83f3

1

) = \H\(-l1h(9x)2-l1h(92)2+^h(xt)2)-

h(02) =

Kxt) =

ld(x)|2

l

|d(x)|

1

0i(x) +

-2Ux)+-

1

XÏW + 1

CHiyz)\

1

CH(yz)\

1

9x(yz) = ■

i Wyz) =

x*iyz) =

i i

CH(x)V \CH(yz)\

1 1

\C„(x)\    \CH(yz)\

2

C„(x)\|d(x)|A"w' |d(>>z)|2

Our result can then be written in the form

- 82q2f3(82f2 - 83/) + 83f2(82f2 - 83/) +//(! - eqfg

\N\ //(á2/ - 83/3)

—        I wl
1

|dO>z)|s

Since we have Case B, we have |C^(jz)| =6 by [8, (IOC)] and since yz e H, \H: A|

=2, this implies ^„0^)1 = 12. Also,  |//| = 120|C0|=60(^+e). Thus, the last

term in our equation is — (q+e)/6.

The numerator of the factor by g/|A|2 on the left can be written in the form

8283Z2 + 8283q2f2 +//( - 2eq).

Since fxf2=q2f3 and S182 = 83 (cf. Chapter III, §2) this can be written in the

form
8xf2f3fi\q2+fx2-28xeqfx) = 8xf2f3fx\fx-8xeq)2.
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If we use this, and substitute \N\ and g from (1) and (2), we obtain

2?2(? + e2)(q - e)3 fx(fx + 8x) (f- Si.?)2 .

4?2(?-£)2(?+s)2(/i-Sis?)2 Ö1fx(82f2-83f3)        W+eJ/0-

Since 8x(fx + Si) = — 82/2 — S3/3 by Proposition 3.2.4, our equation becomes

3(S2/2+S3/3)(?-e) = (q + e)(82f2-83f3).

Hence

282f2(q-2e) = -283f3(2q-e).

On multiplying with/i and using fxf2=q2f3, we have

q2(q-2e)=fx(2q-e).

This implies that 29—« divides ?-2e and hence that 2? —e divides 3. This is im-

possible and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete.

4. Elimination of the case A = 1, B+1. We continue with our assumption that

the characteristic power ? of G exceeds 7 together, of course, with the assumption

that G is a simple gD-group satisfying the conclusions of Theorem B. We know

from Proposition 3.1 that 0(N) + \. Hence either A^\ or B^\. In the next two

sections we shall demonstrate that the case A = \, B^\ does not occur. This will

imply that A^\, in which case parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem C will then follow

from Propositions 2.2 and 2.5. Since part (i) of Theorem C has been proved in

§1, all that will then remain is to establish part (iv) of Theorem C.

We assume by way of contradiction that A = 1 and B± 1. In view of Proposition

2.3, it follows that ?^9. Hence, under the given conditions, our assumptions

imply that ? > 9. In particular, this implies that A0 is a direct product. Since O(V)

= B in the present case, we have

(1) L0=JxB.

Our argument will be largely group-theoretic. However, at one point in the next

section we require a character-theoretic result which will restrict the possible prime

divisors of b= \B\. We shall make considerable use of the omnibus Lemma 2.2.

We again set H=N(C0) and K=C(C0). In particular, by the lemma, 0(H) = C0,

///C0 is isomorphic to PGL(2, ?'), where ?' = e' (mod 4), e = ± 1, K/C0 is isomorphic

to PSL(2, ?'), and D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Af. Moreover, B is cyclic of order

(2) b = \(q'-e').

In this section, we shall treat the special case

(3) ?' = ?   and   e = e.

However, we begin with an easy consequence of Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2

(vii), which is valid in all cases.
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Lemma 1. The following conditions hold for any subgroup R of G of odd order:

(i) IfC0^R and C0 is a Hall subgroup of Rn H, then C0 is a Hall subgroup of R

and R possesses a normal complement to C0 ;

(ii) IfB^R, then R possesses a normal complement to B.

Proof. Let the assumptions be as in (i). Let P be a nontrivial Sylow /»-subgroup

of C0 for some prime /», and let g be a Sylow /»-subgroup of A containing P. By

Lemma 2.2 (vii), A(P)£//. In particular, A0(P)£//nA. Hence A0(P)=P and

consequently g=P and P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of A. Moreover, AB(P)£ A as

A is of odd order and A is of index 2 in //. But A centralizes P since it centralizes

C0. Thus PçZ(AB(P)) and so A has a normal/»-complement by Burnside's transfer

theorem. Since p is arbitrary, both parts of (i) follow at once.

The proof of (ii) is similar. Let P be a nontrivial Sylow /»-subgroup of B and let

U denote a Sylow /»-subgroup of A containing P. Since L0 =J x B is of index 2

in N=L, it follows that U=(U nJ)xP. Since U nj is abelian by Lemma 2.4.1

and since B is abelian, we see that U is abelian. Moreover, by Proposition 2.1,

U is a Sylow /7-subgroup of G.

Next let g be a Sylow /»-subgroup of A containing P. Since the Sylow /»-sub-

groups of G are abelian, g£ A(P). But A(P)ç A by Proposition 2.1 and so g£ A.

Hence by the same proposition, A(g)çA. Furthermore, since L0 is of index 2

in A and A is of odd order, A n R=L0 n A and consequently AB(g)£L0 n A.

But L0=Jx B and B is abelian, so P£Z(AB(g)). Since g is abelian, Theorem 7.4.4

of [19] now yields that A possesses a normal complement to P. Since p is again

arbitrary, (ii) also follows.

For the balance of the section we assume that q'=q and e = e. We let/» be the prime

divisor of q and fix this notation. As the first step in the argument, we prove

Proposition 1. e= —1.

We carry out the proof by contradiction in a sequence of lemmas. Thus through-

out we assume that e= +1.

Lemma 2. The following conditions hold:

(i) A Sylow 2-subgroup of G has order 16;

(ii) V\N(C0;p) and \AN(C0B) are trivial;

(iii) B(y~) is a cyclic subgroup of H of order q — 1 and acts regularly on some

Sylow p-subgroup of H which is elementary abelian of order q;

(iv) If P is a nontrivial p-subgroup of G, then N(P) does not contain a four sub-

group.

Proof. In the present case, \N\=2bq(q+l)(q—l). Furthermore, by Lemma 2.2

(iii), q'=q=3, 5 (mod 8). Since e=l, we have, in fact, q = 5 (mod 8), whence 16

is the exact power of 2 dividing A. Since N contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,

(i) holds.
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By Lemma 2.2 (iv), b=\(q—¿) and so B has order prime to /». Furthermore,

since 8=1, Lemma 2.4.6 (i) implies that My(C0) is trivial. Since V=A0A= (Jx B)T,

both parts of (ii) follow at once.

Since yej, y centralizes B. Hence by Lemma 2.2 (iv), B(yy is a cyclic subgroup

of H of order ?' — «'=?— 1. Since H=H/C0 is isomorphic to PGL(2, ?), it follows

from Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22] that B(yy acts regularly on a Sylow /»-subgroup P

of Af and P is elementary abelian of order ?. But | C01 = %(q+e) is prime to /». Since

B(yy n C0 = 1, (iii) follows at once.

To prove (iv), it will suffice to show that T normalizes no nontrivial /»-subgroup

of A. Indeed, if this is the case, then U\N(T;p) is trivial as B is a /»'-group. Since the

involutions x=Xi, x2, x3 are conjugate in V(A), it follows that V[CiXi)(T;p) is

trivial for all i, 1 ̂ i'^3. But then if A normalizes the /»-subgroup g of G, our

conditions force C0(x¡) = 1 for all i. Therefore g = 1 and so A normalizes no non-

trivial /»-subgroup of G. However, G has only one conjugacy class of four sub-

groups by Lemma 2.1.1 and hence no four subgroup of G will normalize a non-

trivial /»-subgroup of G, as asserted in (iv).

Suppose then that A normalizes a nontrivial /»-subgroup of J. Since the Sylow

/»-subgroups of SA(2, q) with q=pm are known to be disjoint from their conjugates,

it follows that A normalizes a Sylow /»-subgroup gi of J. Since AA=AA/<x> is

isomorphic to AGA(2, ?), Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22] implies that VjT(gi) = giF,

where Y is cyclic of order ?— 1 and acts regularly on gx. If Y is the inverse image

of Y in JT, then As Y, \ Y \ =2(q— 1), and Y has a normal 2-complement. Further-

more, since e=l and 9=3, 5 (mod 8), it follows that \0(Y)\=l(q—l)=b. In

particular, 0(Y)^\ and 0(Y) has order relatively prime to £(?+1) = |C0|. Hence

x2 must invert 0(Y). But 0(Y) acts regularly on gi and consequently if we

consider the action of 0(Y)(x2y on Qx, we must have CQl(x2)^ 1. Since CQl(x2)

centralizes A, we conclude that/» divides |C0|, which is not the case. This contra-

diction completes the proof of (iv).

Let P be a Sylow /»-subgroup of H normalized by B(yy. By Lemma 2.2 (ii),

P centralizes C0 and so C0B(yy normalizes P. We next prove

Lemma 3.IfQ is a C0B(yy-invariant p-subgroup of G of maximal order containing

P and F=N(Q), then the following conditions hold:

(i) g is abelian and inverted by x;

(ii) A Aas a normal 2-complement;

(iii) B is a Hall subgroup of 0(F) ;

(iv) g is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.

Proof. First, C0(x) is a C0-invariant/»-subgroup of V=C(x), so C0(x) = l by

Lemma 2 (ii). Hence x inverts g and so g is abelian, proving (i).

By Lemma 2 (iv), A does not contain a four group, so a Sylow 2-subgroup of A

is either cyclic or generalized quaternion. Thus A is either a g-group or has a
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normal 2-complement. Consider the first case. Then F=0(F)(F n A) as x=y2 is

in the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Likewise we have that F n J is a

g-group. Since C0^F nj and C0 is cyclic of order %(q +1), an argument entirely

analogous to that of Lemma 2.4.2 (ii) yields that FnJ=J. Since also B^F n A

and F does not contain a four group, it follows that L0=JxB=F n N. Thus

P£ 0(F) and F= 0(F) J.

In either case, set A = O(F)C0. Then PC0P£A n H. Since H=H/C0 is isomor-

phic to PGL(2, q), Lemma 3.1 (viii) of [22] implies that PB is a maximal subgroup

of H of odd order, whence PC0B is a maximal such subgroup of H. We conclude

therefore that PC0B=RnH. Since \P\=q, |C0| =■£(?+1) and \B\=\(q-\), it

also follows that C0 is a Hall subgroup of Rn H.

We can therefore apply Lemma 1 to C0 as well as to B to conclude that C0 is a

Hall subgroup of A and that C0B has a normal complement U in A. Since x

centralizes C0B, we have CR(x) = Cv(x)C0B. Since CB(x) is C0P-invariant, it follows

that d(x) is as well. Thus d(x) g \An(C0B) and hence Cv(x) = 1 by Lemma 2 (ii).

(We do not yet know that x leaves U invariant.)

We claim that B is a Hall subgroup of A. Indeed, if r is a prime divisor of b

and F is a Sylow r-subgroup of A such that V n B is a Sylow r-subgroup of B,

Proposition 2.1 implies that KçA. In particular, Vn C/£A, whence VnU

£ dix) = 1. But V n U is a Sylow r-subgroup of U as U is normal in A and V

is a Sylow r-subgroup of A. We conclude that U is an r'-group. Thus U has order

prime to b. Since A = UBC0 and C0 also has order prime to b, we see that B is a

Hall subgroup of A, as asserted. In particular, since Pc 0(F)^ A, P is a Hall

subgroup of 0(F) and so (iii) holds.

Furthermore, since U has order prime to |C0P|, it is characteristic in A and so is

j-invariant. Since d(x) = 1, x inverts U and U is abelian. If g0 denotes the Sylow

//-subgroup of U, then g0 is characteristic in U and hence is invariant under

C0B(y}. But g£ U as g is normal in F and so gç g0. It follows therefore from

our maximal choice of g that g = g0 and we conclude that g is a Sylow/»-subgroup

of A and hence of 0(F). If F has a normal 2-complement, g is a Sylow /»-subgroup

of F=N(Q) and hence g is a Sylow/»-subgroup of G, so (iv) holds in this case.

Thus the lemma will be completely proved once we establish (ii). However, if

F does not have a normal 2-complement, then the above argument shows that

F=0(F)J. Since x inverts g, J is faithfully represented on gi = L\(g) regarded

as a vector space over GF(p). Lemma 2.4.18 now yields that \Qx\^q2- Since

J n gi = 1 and q divides | J\, it follows that q3 divides |G|.

On the other hand, \C\=2(q+e) and \N\=2bq(q-l)(q+l) with b=\(q-e).

Hence C has order prime to /» and a Sylow /»-subgroup of A^ has order q. Since q3

divides |G|, we conclude at once from the definition that G is regular. But then

Proposition 2.2 implies that B=\, contrary to assumption.

We shall now construct a Sylow /»-subgroup of G by an alternative procedure.

We need the following preliminary result:
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Lemma 4. // gx is a Sylow p-subgroup ofj, then NN(Qy)= YB, where Y is cyclic

of order 2(q— 1) and 0(Y)B is abelian of type (A, A). In particular, the Sylow 2-sub-

group of Y is cyclic of order 8.

Proof. Arguing as in the final paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2, we have that

V/r(gi) = giF, where \Y\ =2(q-\), 7/<x> is cyclic, and F has a cyclic normal

2-complement of order K9—1) = A. Furthermore, by Lemma 2 (iv) itself, Y does

not contain a four subgroup. It follows at once that the Sylow 2-subgroups of Y

are cyclic of order 8. Since F/<x> is cyclic, this implies that Y is cyclic. Since

0(F) S A, 0(Y) centralizes B and 0(Y) n B= 1. Since B is also cyclic of order A,

0( Y)B is therefore abelian of type (A, A) and all parts of the lemma are proved.

We now prove

Lemma 5. IfR is a YB-invariant p-subgroup of G of maximal order containing Qx,

then A is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.

Proof. Set V=N(R). Since R^\,V does not contain a four group by Lemma 2

(iv) and hence F does not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Lemma 2 (i) now im-

plies that a Sylow 2-subgroup of V has order at most 8. But Fs F and the Sylow

2-subgroup of Y is cyclic of order 8. We conclude that F has cyclic Sylow 2-sub-

groups and hence that F possesses a normal 2-complement.

We shall argue next that X=0(Y)B is a Hall subgroup of 0(V) and that X

has a normal complement in 0( F). Indeed, let r be a prime divisor of A and let

O be a Sylow r-subgroup of 0( F) containing one of X. Since O n B is then a

Sylow /--subgroup of B, Proposition 2.1 implies that OS N. But 0( F) is a Hall

subgroup of A inasmuch as \0(Y)\=b=$(q-l) and |A| =9(9—1)(?+1). Hence X

is a Hall subgroup of V and so X contains a Sylow /--subgroup of V. It follows that

OS X, whence X contains a Sylow r-subgroup of 0( V). Since r was arbitrary, we

conclude that Zis a Hall subgroup of 0(V).

Furthermore, Cy(0)sCv(On A)sV since On A^l and G satisfies the con-

clusions of Theorem B. But x e CV(U) as OS TV. Since CV(U) is normal in NV(U)

and since a Sylow 2-subgroup of CV(U) is cyclic, it follows at once by the Frattini

argument that

NV(U) = C„(0)(AV(0) n N),

whence Vv(0)sV. In particular, Vow(0)sV. On the other hand, On 0(F)^1

as r divides A=|0(F)|. Applying Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22] to AA/<x>, it follows at

once that NJT(U n 0( F)) has 0( F) as a normal complement. Since U=(U n 0(F))

x(l/ni), it follows that NN(U) has 0(F)A= A' as a normal complement. Since

Vo(V)(0)sVjv(0), we conclude that V0(V)(0)sAr. But X is abelian and hence O

is in the center of its normalizer in 0(V). Burnside's transfer theorem now yields

that 0(V) possesses a normal /--complement. Since this holds for each prime divisor

of A and since X is a Hall subgroup of 0(V), we conclude at once that X has a

normal complement F0 in 0(V).
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Finally, our conditions imply that V0 has order prime to |A"|. In particular,

V0 is characteristic in 0(V) and V0 contains a Sylow /»-subgroup of V. Since VQ

has order prime to YX= YB, it follows that YB normalizes some Sylow/»-subgroup

A0 of V0 and hence of F. But AçA0 as A is normal in V, whence R = R0 by our

maximal choice of A. Since A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of its normalizer, we conclude

that A is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G.

We can now easily complete the proof of the proposition. Let g, F, Y, and A

be as above. Since g and A are Sylow /»-subgroups of G by Lemmas 3 and 5 and

since YB normalizes A, we see that ( YB)U normalizes g for some u in G, whence

(yP)u£F=A(g). Since F has a normal 2-complement by Lemma 3 (ii), it follows

that (O(Y)Bf^O(F). But 0(Y)B is abelian of type (¿>, b) by Lemma 4 and

therefore ¿»2 divides |0(F)|. Since |P|=Z», this implies that B is not a Hall

subgroup of 0(F), contrary to Lemma 3 (iii). This completes the proof of the

proposition.

We next prove

Proposition 2. A Sylow p-subgroup of G has order q.

Proof. Since P# 1, G is not regular by Proposition 2.2. As in Lemma 3 above,

this implies that q3 does not divide the order of G. Thus a Sylow /»-subgroup of G

has order less than q3. We use this fact to establish the proposition.

Since e= — 1, Lemma 2.4.10 implies that C=C0T normalizes a Sylow/»-subgroup

Qx of A. Moreover, gi is elementary abelian of order q and C acts irreducibly on

gi. Assume by way of contradiction that gi is not a Sylow /»-subgroup of G.

We shall argue that a Sylow /»-subgroup of G has order at least q3 and this will

contradict the conclusion of the preceding paragraph.

Set F= A(gi), so that C0BT^F. We shall argue that F has a normal 2-comple-

ment. Since C0 = 0(C) has order prime to /» and since G has only one conjugacy

class of four groups, Qx does not centralize any four subgroup of G. Hence a

Sylow 2-subgroup Sx of C(gi) is either cyclic or quaternion (since a Sylow 2-sub-

group of G is quasi-dihedral of order 16). Since x g C(gi), we can choose Si to

contain x, in which case xeZ(Sx) and hence Si£A. Since N=(JxB)T with JT

isomorphic to SL±(2, q), it is immediate that <x> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of d(gi).

Hence <x> = Sj and C(QX) has a normal 2-complement. Furthermore, since

C(gi) is normal in F, it follows by the Frattini argument that F=C(gi)(Fn A).

But F n A2 CBQX by Lemma 2.4.10. Furthermore, if we set N= A/5<x>, Lemma

3.1 (vi) of [22] shows that NÑ(QX) = CQX. Hence FnN=CBQx and so FnN

also has a normal complement. Since <x> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(gi), we

conclude at once that F itself has a normal 2-complement, as asserted.

We know that H=H/C0 is isomorphic to PGL(2, q) and that B is cyclic of order

\(q — e) = \(q+\). Lemma 3.1 of [22] implies therefore that B is a maximal sub-

group of H of odd order. Hence C0B is a maximal such subgroup of //. Since

C0P£ 0(F), it follows that C0 is a Hall subgroup of H n 0(F). We conclude
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therefore from Lemma 1 that C0B has a normal complement U in 0(A). Clearly

giS O. Since 0(A) n A^= C0£gi, we also have that UnN= Qx.

We argue next that also A is a Hall subgroup of 0(A). As in Lemma 3, if F

is a Sylow /--subgroup of 0(A) with V n B a Sylow /--subgroup of B, r a prime

divisor of A, we have by Proposition 2.1 and the normality of O in 0(A) that

V f\ Os/V and V=(Vr\ U)(V n B). Since Ur\N=Qx and r is prime to /», it

follows that F n 0= 1 and Fs B. Thus A is a Hall subgroup of 0(A), as asserted.

Since O(F)=UC0B and C0B is a Hall subgroup of 0(A), this implies that O is

characteristic in 0(A). In particular, O is A-invariant. Since Cv(x)=U n N= Qx,

x inverts O/gi and so we also have that U/Qx is abelian.

Set Q = Op(U). Since gi is a/»-group and U/Qx is abelian, it follows that g

is a Sylow /»-subgroup of U. Since A has a normal 2-complement and 0(A) = UCQB,

Q is, in fact, a Sylow /»-subgroup of A. Moreover, g is invariant under C0AA

inasmuch as O is normal in 0(A) and is A-invariant.

By assumption, gx is not a Sylow /»-subgroup of G. Since g is a Sylow /»-sub-

group of F=N(Qx), it follows that g=>gi. We shall determine the order of g.

The involutions of A are x=x%, x2, x3 and g has the corresponding A-decomposi-

tion g = gig2g3. We claim that g¡^l, i'=2 and 3. Indeed, suppose, say, that

g2 = l. Then x2 inverts g = g/gi- But x2 also inverts B and consequently B is

forced to centralize g. Since B centralizes gi, this implies that B centralizes g.

However, C(A)sV as G satisfies the conclusions of Theorem B. Since gi is a

Sylow /»-subgroup of V, it follows that g= gi, which is not the case. Thus gf^ 1,

i = 2 and 3, as asserted.

Finally, gisAri = C(xi) and g{ is C-invariant, i=2 or 3. But V¡ = (A;A)xAi,

where A¡ is isomorphic to J and A¡ to B. Hence gjSAj and we conclude now from

Lemma 2.4.10 that Qt is necessarily a Sylow /»-subgroup of J{. Thus |g¡| =q for

i'=2 and 3. Furthermore, CQ(A)=1 as C0 is a/»'-group. Hence g = gig2g3 has

order ?3. However, this is impossible since a Sylow /»-subgroup of G has been

shown to have order less than q3.

We can now easily establish the main result of the section.

Proposition 3. If A = \ andB+\, then either q''^q or e'^e.

Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that ?'=? and e' = e. Let P be a Sylow

/»-subgroup of H= N(C0)- Since H/C0 is isomorphic to PGL(2, q), P is elementary

abelian of order ?. Hence by Proposition 2, P is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G. Like-

wise a Sylow /»-subgroup Qx of V has order ? and is a Sylow /»-subgroup of G.

By Sylow's theorem, P and gx are conjugate. Since gx centralizes x, we conclude

that P centralizes some involution u of G.

We have already argued in Proposition 2 that <x> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of

C(gi). Hence <w> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A=C(A) and consequently A has a

normal 2-complement. On the other hand, K=C(C0) has index 2 in Af, whence

AsA and so A centralizes C0. Thus C0sF and hence C0sO(A). If H=H/CQ,
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then CR(P)=P by Lemma 3.1 (vi) of [22] and so Fn H=CH(P)=PC0. Hence C0

is a Hall subgroup of F n H and now Lemma 1 (i) yields that C0 is a Hall subgroup

of 0(F). But then by the Frattini argument, some involution v of F normalizes

C0. Thus veFnH=PC0, which is impossible as PC0 is of odd order. This

completes the proof of the proposition.

5. The case A = l, B+\ (continued). We continue the notation and initial

assumptions of the preceding section. In particular, A = \, Bj=\, and q>7. By

Proposition 4.3, either q'^q or e'^e. The elimination of this remaining case is

based in part on the following proposition which imposes a restriction on the

prime divisors of b. Its proof is primarily character-theoretic.

Proposition 1. Ifp is a prime divisor ofb, then p divides q(q— Y)(q+1).

Proof. As noted at the beginning of the preceding section, our conditions imply

that 9^9, that L0=Jx B, that N=L, and that E= 1. In particular, B is centralized

by the Sylow 2-subgroup <s2, sz} of /. On the other hand, B is inverted by z.

This implies that B is abelian. If ux and u2 are two elements of B which are conju-

gate in G, then as S is a Sylow 2-group of the extended centralizers C*(ux) and

C*(u2) of ux and u2, ux and wf1 are conjugate in N(S) = SxE. Since E=A = \

under our present conditions, the remark above shows that m2 = mí±1.

Suppose that /» is a prime which divides b, but not q(q— l)(q+1), and let P be a

Sylow /»-subgroup of B. Since

|A| =2bq(q-\)(q+\),

Pthen is a Sylow /»-subgroup of A and, by Proposition 2.1, Pis a Sylow/»-subgroup

of G. As a subgroup of B, P is abelian. If r g A(P) and if ueP, the elements u

and ur are conjugate. As we have seen, then ur = uil. lfux, u2 eP—{1} and u\ = ux,

we cannot have ur2 = u21 since then (uxu2)r=uxu21^(uxu2)±1. It follows that r

either centralizes P or inverts P. Since for r=z we have the latter case, we conclude

that

(1) N(P) = (C(P), z>.

The following argument is very similar to one used in §3. It follows from (1)

that we can apply the results of [6, III, §IX], in particular the Theorems (9A)

(9B), (9C) of that paper with m = 2. It follows that the principal /»-block B0(p, G)

consists of (|P| + 3)/2 characters xo= 1, ^i, >l>m with /= 1,2,..., (|P| -1)/2 (which

are not to be confused with the character ^ of A in Proposition 3.2.3). They are

real-valued. Moreover, there exists a sign 8* such that, for every /»-singular element

wofG.

(2) Hw) = 8*,

while for all /»-regular elements r of G and all i

(3) 8*+íx(r) = <nr).
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In particular, all </>cn(r) with the same r are equal. Finally, if we set

(4) « = M1)(A(1)+S*Wx(D - Hz))2

and if u ̂  1 is an element of A, we have

'.  ' \C(u)\ M '

where p. denotes the number of conjugates of z which invert u.

It follows from Theorem B that C(«)sAf Since A and B centralize u, while z

inverts u, the group C(u) is the normal subgroup A0 of N of index 2 and /¿ is the

number of involutions which lie in V—A0. Since x e A0 and z$L0, p. then is the

number of elements in the conjugate class of z in V. Thus

p. = |V:CN(z)| = \N:C\.

Since |C(z)| = |/V| and \C(u)\=$\N\, it follows that

|AT
(5) lGl = 2ajcT

The equation (3) shows that either ^i(l) or all ^(i)(l) are odd. Since the characters

are real-valued, accordingly either 0X e A0(2, G) or ^(i) e B0(2, G) for all i, cf.

[6, IV]. If |P|t^3, the latter case is impossible, since Corollary 3.2.1 shows that

A0(2, G) does not contain two different irreducible characters of the same odd

degree. Thus, t/>x e A»(2, G) for \P\ ^3. We may assume that this is still true for

|P| = 3, since we can here interchange ^ and ^(1), if necessary.

It follows from ^ e B0(2, G) that fa is one of the characters xi, X2, X3 of the

principal 2-block A0(2, G). Now (2) implies that

fa(xu) = ± 1.

On the other hand, as u e 0(N), Proposition 3.2.3 shows that

Xí(xm) = ±9   for 1 = 1, 2.

Hence necessarily fa = x3. Now Proposition 3.2.3 yields

<l>x(z) = Xs(z) = Xs(x) = -83,        fa(xu) = xa(xu) = -83.

On comparing the second equation with (2), we find 8* = — S3 and (4) becomes

«=/3(/3-S3)/C/3+83)2.
Thus

lrl      \N\3,f3(f3-83)

M~\C\2¿(f3+83)2'

On comparing this formula with the expressions for \G\ in Proposition 3.2.6,

we have

(to A(fi + *i)  q + * = /2C/2-82) q-e _ ?/3(/3-g3)

W (fx-Sxeq)2     q (f2 + S2eqf    ? Z(/3 + 83)2'
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Suppose first that S3= -1. Then the last expression in (6) is more than 2. Since

(q+e)/q<2, it follows that Sie=l. Moreover

fiifi2 + 8x)(q+e) > 2q(fx-q)2.
Hence

C/î+AXi+l) > 2q(fx2-2qfx+q2),
whence

/?(?-!) </x(4?a+«+l).

Since for q = 7, we have

4q2+q+l = 4q2 + 2q-6 = (q-\)(4q + 6),

we obtain

/ < 4q+6.

Since 81S283=1, it follows from 83= — 1, Si = e that 82= — e. Then (6) yields

iq-°)f2Íf2~82) > 2q(f2-q)2.

As in the case of/, we see that

/ < 4?+6.

Since f3q2=fxf2, it follows that

f3q2 < (4q + 6)2 < (5q)2.

Hence /< 25. However, in the proof of Lemma 3.7.3, we have seen that/> 100

for q^7. Hence we have a contradiction.

Assume next that 8a=l. Then 8X = 82= — I. It follows from Proposition 3.2.8

that fx>q2,f2>q2.

If e=l, the expression on the left in (6) is less than (q+l)/q<B/7. If e= — 1,

then as /(/ —1)/(/ — q)2 is increased if / is replaced by a smaller value lying

above q, we find

/(/i-l)g-l ^q2iq2-l)q-l _<7+l  ^8

ifx-q)2    q    = iq2~q)2    q f        7'

In either case, (6) implies

„/(/.-I) ^8
(Z + l)2      7'

This is false for / = 6 and hence for all / ^ 6. Thus, / < 6. However, this is

impossible and the proposition is established.

We use this to prove

Proposition 2. q'+e'^q+e.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that q' + e' =q+e. If e' = e, this would

force q'=q, contrary to Proposition 4.3. Thus

(7) e' = -e   and   q' = q + 2e.
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By Lemma 2.2 (iv), b=l(q'' —e') and hence by (7),

(8) A = i(?+3e).

But by Proposition 1, any prime divisor r of A is a divisor of ?(?—1)(?+1)

=q(q — e)(q + e). Since r divides 9 + 3e by (8) and r is odd, the only possibility is

that r=3 and r divides q. Thus 9 = 3m and b = 3h for suitable positive integers m

and A.

Substitution in (8) yields

(9) 4-311-1 = 3m-1 + e,

the only solution of which is A = 1, »i = 2, and e=l. Thus A = 3 and 9 = 9. However,

by Proposition 2.3, A = 1 when 9=9. This contradiction establishes the proposition.

By Lemma 2.2 (v), CH(zy) has a cyclic normal 2-complement U of order \(q' + e)

which is inverted by x. Note that since b=\(q' — e) and A^l, 9'>3 and conse-

quently U=£\. We shall now use Proposition 2 to establish the following property

of U:

Lemma 1. O does not centralize a four subgroup ofG.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that O centralizes a four subgroup

A0 of G. We set C* = O(C(T0)), so that C0* is a normal 2-complement in C(A0).

In particular, Os C¿* as O has odd order and U centralizes A0. Since G has only

one conjugacy class of four subgroups, A0 and A are conjugate in G and therefore

so are C* and C0. Hence if we set H* = N(C¡f), it follows that H* and H are con-

jugate in G. As a consequence, Lemma 2.2 applies as well for H * and C*.

Since OsC¿*, Lemma 2.2 (vii) implies that H* = N(U). But O centralizes C0

by Lemma 2.2 (ii), applied to H, whence C0s/f*. It follows now from Lemma

2.2 (ii), applied to Af*, that C0 centralizes C¿*. Hence C¿*s/A Observe next that

since zy centralizes O, Lemma 2.2 (vii), applied to //*, yields that zy centralizes

C*. Thus C* S CH(zy). But O is a normal 2-complement in C„(zy), so C¿* s O.

Since Os C¿*, we conclude that 0= C*.

On the other hand, |0|=i(?' + 0, while |C0*| = |C0|=i(? + £). Since U=C^,

it follows that ?' + £'=?+£. However, this contradicts Proposition 2.

Now set A* = <x, zyy, so that A* is a four group. Since A* is conjugate to A,

there exists a 3-element t* in N(T*) such that xt'=zy. Setting N* = C(zy), it

follows that N* = N'\ But N=JTB=JT*B and hence N*=Jt'T*Bt'. We set

J*=Jt' and B*=B1' and fix all this notation. In particular, B* is cyclic of order A,

A* is isomorphic to SA(2, ?), N* = (J* x B*)T*, and x inverts B*.

We next prove

Lemma 2. The following conditions hold:

(i) OsA*;

(ii) |0| divides q(q — e).
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Proof. We know that U=0(CH(zy))^N*, so £/£/*xP*. Since \U\ is prime

to b = \B*\ by Lemma 2.2 (vi), it follows that £/£./*, proving (i).

A cyclic subgroup of SL(2, q) of odd order necessarily has order dividing q,

q — e,orq+e. Since U is cyclic and J* is isomorphic to SL(2, q), either (ii) holds or

\U\ divides q+e. However, 0(C(T*)) is a cyclic subgroup ofJ* of order $(q+e).

By the structure of SL(2,q), if \U\ divides q+e, a conjugate of U must lie in

0(C(T*)) and hence U centralizes a conjugate of T*, contrary to Lemma 1.

We next prove

Lemma 3. If H* = C*(U), then we have

(i) H* has a normal 2-complement containing C0B*;

(ii) C0 is a Hall subgroup of 0(H*) and 0(H*) has a normal C0-complement;

(iii) If V* is a Hall subgroup ofO(H*) containing B* for the set of primes dividing

b, then F*£A*;

(iv) HnO(H*)=UC0.

Proof. By Lemma 1, C(U) does not contain a four group. Hence if S0 is a

Sylow 2-subgroup of C(U) containing zv, then S0 is either cyclic or generalized

quaternion. In either case, zy eZ(S0), so S0^ A*. If S0 is generalized quaternion,

then S0 necessarily lies in J*. But no nontrivial subgroup of J* of odd order

centralizes a quaternion subgroup of J* as J* is isomorphic to SL(2,q),

as is easily verified. Since {/£J* by Lemma 2 (i) and Uy¿ 1, we conclude that S0

cannot be generalized quaternion. Hence S0 is cyclic and so C(U) has a normal

2-complement. Since \H*:C(U)\ =2, so also does //*. Furthermore, Ucentralizes

C0 by Lemma 2.2 (ii) and centralizes B* by Lemma 2 (i), so CoP*£0(//*). This

proves (i).

Since H=H/0(H) is isomorphic to PGL(2,q'), Ü¿1, and Ü = 0(CB(zy)),

Ü=0(CB(Ü)) by Lemma 3.1 (v) of [22]. Hence UC0 = O(CH(U)). But 0(CH(U))

= H n 0(H*) as 0(H*) is a normal 2-complement in //*. Therefore UC0 =

H n 0(H*), which proves (iv).

We use (iv) to establish (ii). Indeed, \U\ divides q(q-e) by Lemma 2 (ii). Since

Idl =i(<7+£)> it follows that C0 and U have coprime orders. But then C0 is a Hall

subgroup of UC0 = H n 0(H*). Now (ii) is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 (i).

Finally let V* be as in (iii). Since B* is conjugate to B, Proposition 2.1 holds

for B* and we conclude at once that K*£ A*. Thus (iii) also holds and the lemma

is proved.

We can now readily establish the main objective of §§4 and 5 :

Proposition 3. The case A = 1, B^ 1 does not occur.

Proof. In view of the results of this and the preceding section, the proposition

will be established provided we show that the situation described in Lemmas 2

and 3 above leads to a contradiction. This we shall now do. We preserve the

notation of those lemmas.
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By Lemma 3, C0 and F* are each Hall subgroups of 0(Af *) and F* is centralized

by zy. Since zy inverts C0, it follows that C0 and V* have coprime orders. Indeed,

if not, then zy would normalize some nontrivial Sylow r-subgroup A0 of C0 and

A* of V* for a suitable prime r. But then A0 and A* would be z^-invariant Sylow

r-subgroups of 0(Af *) and so would be conjugate by an element of C0iH.-,(zy).

However, this is impossible as zy centralizes A* and inverts A0 and each is non-

trivial.

By Lemma 3 (ii), C0 has a normal complement X* in 0(H*). Furthermore,

F*sX* as F* and C0 have coprime orders. Since F* and C0 are zy-invariant

Hall subgroups of 0(H*), it follows that C0 leaves invariant some conjugate

F0* of F* by an element of Cx.(zy). In particular, zy also centralizes F0*. Since

C0 = [C0, zy], we see that C0 also centralizes F0*. Hence F0*sAr(C0) = Af. Thus

F0*s Af n 0(H*) and consequently F¿*s UCQ by Lemma 3 (iv). However, F0* and

C0 have relatively prime order and therefore | Vq*\ divides |0|.

On the other hand, | F*| = | V*\ and A divides | V*\ as A*s V*. Hence A divides

10|. But 0= OÍCj^zy)) by definition and so 10| is relatively prime to A by Lemma

2.2 (vi). This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition.

6. Double transitivity of G in the case e=l. As we have already noted at the

beginning of §4, the results of §§1-5 show that parts (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem C

hold for G and so it remains only to establish part (iv) of Theorem C. This we shall

do in the next two sections.

We thus have that G is a simple gD-group of characteristic power? which satis-

fies the conclusions of Theorem B and we now assume that £=1, where, by defini-

tion, q=e (mod4). Our results imply that E=A, that G is regular, that B=\,

and that A is cyclic of order a dividing £(?+1) (as e= 1). In particular, N=(JT) x A.

In this section we shall prove the following basic result:

Proposition 1. If e=\, G has a doubly transitive permutation representation of

degree q3 +1 such that if Gt denotes the subgroup leaving one letter fixed, then Gx

Aas a normal subgroup Q of order q3 which acts regularly on the set of remaining

letters and Gx/Q is cyclic of order (q2—\)/d with d=(q+ l)/2a.

We shall carry out the proof in a sequence of lemmas. However, we first collect

some known facts concerning A' and G, which we shall need. First of all, in view

of the results of Chapter III, we may, as usual, assume that ? > 5. We have

(1) JT/(xy~PGL(2,q)

and also

(2) |V| =2a?(?-l)(?+l).

Since G is regular, the degrees of the characters xi, X2, • • • in ^o(2, G) have the

following values:

A=q3,      f2=q2-q+l      f3 = q(q2~q+\),      A = q2~q,
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In addition, 8i = l, S2 = 83=— 1 (Proposition 3.3.1). Since b = e=\, Proposition

3.3.2* reads

(4) \G\=2aq3(q-\)(q+\)(q2-q+\).

Note that

(5) q-\=2»-ik,

where k is an odd integer.

Suppose that q=pm, where/» is a prime. Let g0 denote a Sylow/»-subgroup ofJT.

This is then a Sylow /»-subgroup of A. If JT=JT/(x}, then by (1), N,T(Q0) = Q0W,

where W is cyclic of order q— 1. It follows therefore from (1) that

NJT(Q0) = QoW,

where the complement W of g0 is an abelian group which is either cyclic of

order 2(q-\) or the direct product of <x> with a cyclic group of order q— 1. In the

latter case, as shown by (5), JT would contain an abelian subgroup of type (2n~1, 2).

Since n ̂  3, no such subgroup occurs in the Sylow 2-subgroup S of G. Hence we

have the former case. In particular, IF contains a cyclic subgroup of order 2".

After replacing g0 by a suitable conjugate, we may assume that S0 = <X> occurs

in W. Then IF=S0 x W0, where W0 is cyclic of order k and

NJT(Qo) = QoW= Q0(S0xW0).

Since N=(JT) x A, it follows at once that

(6) A^(go)= go(S0xIF0x,4).

Since q— 1 and a= \A\ are coprime, the group

(7) H = S0 x W0 x A

is cyclic of order 2(q— l)a.

It follows at once from the structure of PGL(2, q) that g0 is elementary abelian

of order q and that all elements of Q% are conjugate under the action of //. Since

<x> x A centralizes g0, it is now clear that W acts transitively on Q% with x the

only element of W* centralizing any element of Q%. In particular,

(8) d(g0) = g0x<x>x^i.

This is an abelian group of order 2aq.

Since E=A, we also have

(9) N(S) = SxA.

We also note that

(10) d(S0) = CN(y) = S0xW0xA

and that

(11) AT(S0) = <C(S0), z>.
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We now begin the proof of the proposition.

Lemma 1. If p0 is a prime dividing JT = (q—l)/2n~1, then G does not contain

elements of order pp0.

Proof. Let A be a Sylow /»„-subgroup of W0. Since k is coprime to 2, a, q, q+1

and ?2—?+1, it follows that P is a Sylow/»0-subgroup of G.

If w e A and u=£\, we have S0sC(w). Since (p0, a) = l, the equation (9) shows

that u cannot centralize a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Hence C(u) has the Sylow 2-

subgroup S0. If u is conjugate in G to u' e P, a Sylow group argument shows that

u and u' are conjugate in V(S0). Then (10) and (11) show that u' = u or u' = uz.

Also, since z normalizes S0, it normalizes W0 and P. A remark above show that z

cannot centralize any u+\ in P. Hence z inverts P and we have u' = u±1.

If i» e V(P), then for ueP, u and u" are conjugate and hence uv = u±1. If Mi and

w2 are nonidentity elements of P, then (u1u2)v = (u1u2):kl. It is then impossible that

u\ = Ux, u\ = u2 1. Hence v either centralizes all elements of P or v inverts all elements

of P. Since we have the latter case for v=z, we conclude that

N(P) = (C(P),zy.

We can now apply the results of [6, III, §IX with m=2, in particular (9A) and

(9B)]. It follows that the principal/»0-block B0(p0, G) consists of (\P\ + 3)/2 characters

Xo -1, #» f*       (i=l,2,...,(|P|-l)/2).

These are real-valued. There exists a sign S* such that

(12) fa(v) = 8*

for all /»0-singular veG. We have

8* + fa(l) = r\l)

for all i. Either fa(l) or </>H)(l) is odd. Now any real-valued irreducible character

of odd degree lies in A0(2, G), [6, IV]. Hence either fa or all <pm lie in A0(2, G).

Again the latter case is impossible for |A|^3, since Corollary 3.2.1 shows that

A0(2, G) does not contain two different irreducible characters of the same odd

degree. If |A| =3, we may interchange fa and i/ia\ if necessary. We can then assume

that then, too, fa e B0(2, G).

It is now clear that fa is one of the characters xi, X2, X3 in #o(2, G). If u ̂  1 is an

element of A, then, by (12)

fa(su) = fa(s2u) = S*.

Now, Proposition 3.2.2 implies that this is not true for fa=X2 or fa = X3-

Hence fa=xi- However, xi of degree ?3 has /»-defect 0 and vanishes for all /»-

singular elements of G. Now (12) shows that we cannot have elements of G which

are both /»-singular and /»0-singular. In particular, there do not exist elements of

order pp0 in G.
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Lemma 2. Ifu^l is a p-element of G then \C(u)\ divides 2aq3.

Proof. As we have already used, xi of degree q3 has /»-defect 0 and vanishes for

all/»-singular elements of G. Since 1 +Xi(M) = XU)(M) by Proposition 3.2.4, we have

X(1>(") = F We now find

fill |G|    xaKu) _    \G\       1     _2aq3(q-\).

K   ' \C(u)\     f \C(u)\q3 + l \C(u)\    '

(cf. (4)). As is well known, this expression is an algebraic integer. Thus, |C(w)|

divides 2aq3(q— 1). It follows from Lemma 1 that |C(m)| does not contain an odd

prime factor of q-l=2n~1k. If 4 divides |C(t/)|, then C(u) contains a conjugate

of Tor of <>>>. However, \C(T)\=2(q+l)a is not divisible by/». Neither is |d>)|,

cf. (10). Hence, 4 does not divide |C(m)| and |C(u)| must divide 2aq3 as had been

stated.

Lemma 3. If Q is a Sylow p-subgroup ofC(Q0), then Q is characteristic in C(Q0)

and

(14) C(g0) = gG4x<x».

Proof. Since g0 is abelian, we have g0 <1 C(g0) and hence g0£g. By (8),

<x> x A belongs to C(g0) and Lemma 2 shows that <x> x A is a Hall subgroup of

C(g0). If re(x}xA and if r has even order, then C(r)£C(x) = A and hence

C(r)=N. If r has odd order, then re A and if 1*9*1, by Theorem B, C(r)QN and

again C(r)=N. A Sylow group argument shows that if two elements rx and r2 of

<x> x A are conjugate in G, they are conjugate in A(S). It follows from (9) that

then ri = r2. We conclude therefore from Burnside's transfer theorem that <x> x A

has a normal complement in C(g0). Since this normal complement is a Sylow

/»-subgroup of C(0o) by Lemma 2, C(g0) has a unique Sylow /»-subgroup g

and g is characteristic in C(g0). Also, (14) holds.

On account of (6) and (7), H normalizes g0. Then H normalizes C(g0). On

account of Lemma 3, H normalizes g. Thus, we have

Lemma 4. The group Q is normalized by the cyclic group H of order 2(q—\)a.

We show next

Lemma 5. The group Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.

Proof. Suppose first that we had g= g0. By (14)

C(Qo) = Q0xAx(x}.

Since the elements of A(g0) normalize C(g0), they normalize <x>, i.e. they lie in

A. Then g0 is a Sylow /»-subgroup of A(g0). As g0 is certainly not a Sylow /»-

subgroup of G, this is impossible by the elementary properties of/»-groups.

Hence g0c g. Since g0 and g are normalized by H, the set g — g0 consists of

full classes of elements conjugate with regard to //. Suppose that u e Q - g0 is
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centralized by an element r /1 of H. Lemma 1 implies that r has order prime to k

and then (7) shows that r e S0 x A. If r has even order, then u centralizes x and then

ue Q n V= go, a contradiction. Thus r e A*. By Theorem B, C(r) = N and again

u e Q n V= g0, which is impossible.

Hence u e Q— Q0 is not centralized by any element r of H*. It follows that the

class of //-conjugates of u consists of |Af | =2(?- l)a elements. Hence |g| - |g0|

is divisible by 2(?— l)a.

Set |g:go|=Ah; *fcl. It follows that phq-q = 2(q-\)ac with integral c>0.

Then ? divides 2ac and as (?, 2a) = 1, ? divides c, say c=qc0 with integral c0>0.

We now have

/»"-l =2(?-l)ac0.

Since/»" — 1 is divisible by ?— 1 =/>m— 1, we see that A is divisible by m. Since a/1,

we have, />" -1 >pm — 1 and consequently A ̂  2m. Thus | g : g0| è/>2m=92 and there-

fore | g | j^?3. But now it follows from (4) that | g| =?3 and that g is a Sylow/»-sub-

group of G, as we wished to show.

Now Lemma 4 yields that

(15) N(Q) 2 QH

and that |V(g)| ^?32(?- l)a.

We are now in a position to establish Proposition 1. Since G has an irreducible

character xi of/»-defect 0, a theorem of Green (cf. [23] or [29]) implies that there

exists a Sylow/»-subgroup gi of G with g n gi = 1.

This implies that the ?3 groups g" with u e Q are distinct. Since these groups are

different from g, the set ii of all Sylow /»-subgroups consists of at least ?3 +1

members. On the other hand, |Q| = \G:N(Q)\, whence, by (4),

?3 + l Ú 2a?3(?-l)(?+l)(92-?+l)/|V(g)|.

Thus \N(Q)\^2aq3(q—\). Since we have proved the reverse inequality, we have

equality and (15) becomes

(16) AT(g) = QH.

It also follows that |Q| =?3+1 and that £2={g} u {Qt \ u e Q}.

Now Proposition 1 is evident. Indeed, if we let G act by conjugation on Q, we

obtain a transitive permutation representation A of G of degree ?3 +1. As G is

simple, this representation is faithful. The subgroup Gx of G fixing the element

g e Q. is A^(g). The normal subgroup g of N(Q) is transitive on the set Q-{g}.

Thus, A is doubly transitive. It is also clear that no element of

U-{0-{0f|«6ß}
is fixed by a nonidentity element of g. This means that g acts regularly on Q -{g}.

Finally, (16) shows that N(Q)/Q, which is isomorphic to Af, is a cyclic group of

order | Af | =2a(q-1), i.e. of order (q2-l)/d with d=(q+ l)/2a.

This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.
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Remark. It should be pointed out that work on a characterization ofPSU(3, q),

q odd, by means of centralizers of involutions was begun by Suzuki a number of

years ago. The earlier parts of the work had some overlap with Proposition 1

above and also paralleled that of an earlier, unpublished version of [8]. In particular,

he was able to construct a projective space on which the group G acted. However,

it was not possible to prove that the space was Desarguesian. It was his later

investigation [28] which enabled him to complete this portion of the work in the

case that the subgroup H above has order q2 — 1 (that is, q^ — 1 (mod 3) and d= 1)

using a nongeometric approach involving generators and relations for G. Using

the method of block designs, O'Nan [24*] has recently been able to treat the case

that \H\ =(q2— \)/d, where d=(q+ 1, 3). Combined with the results of the following

section, his work completes the characterization of PSU(3, q), q odd.

7. The value of d in the case £=1. In this section G will be a group which

satisfies the same assumptions as in §6. We shall use the same notation. To com-

plete the proof of part (iv) of Theorem C, it remains to establish that the integer

d=(q+1,3). Here

d=(q+\)/2a

with a= \A\ dividing (q+ l)/2.

Proposition 1. Letp0 bean oddprime which divides(q+\)/2. Ifp0¥'3, thenp0\a.

Proof. Let P0 denote a Sylow/»0-subgroup of J. Then |P0| is the highest power

of /»o dividing q +1. Suppose that p0 does not divide a. Then the formula §6, (4)

shows that P0 is a Sylow /»0-subgroup of G.

It follows from Lemma 2.4.2 that P0 is cyclic and that for a suitable choice of P0

N(Po) = <C(P0),yz),

where the involution yz inverts P0. Again, the results of [6, III, §IX] apply with

m = 2. The principal /»0-block BQ(p0, G) then consists of (|P0| +3)/2 characters

l.^i, #°       0'= l,2,...,(|P0|-l)/2).

These are real-valued. As |P0| ¥=3, </jx(1) is odd.

Again, it follows that >/ix is one of the characters xi, X2> Xz oftrie principal 2-block

P0(2, G). There exists a sign 8* such that

(1) 8* + ̂ (l) = 0«>(1).

For all /»o-singular elements u of G, we have

(2) &(«) = 8*.

The orthogonality relations applied to <l>x\Po then show that

(3) MY) = 8*   (mod |P0|).
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Since 9= — 1 (mod |P0|), we have

/2 = ?2-?+l =3,       /3=?(?2-?+l) = -3    (mod |P„|)

and on comparing this with (3), we see that fa¥^X2, X3- Hence fa=xu 0iO) =/i =<73

and (3) shows that 8*= — 1. Now, by (1)

f»(l)   =?3-l.

As a degree of an irreducible character, ?3-1 divides \G\. Then q2+q+l divides

\G\. However, ?2+?+l is coprime to q, q+l, and q2—q+l while the greatest

common divisor of?2+?+l and?—1 is 1 or 3. Since ?2+?-r-l >3, the formula

§6, (4) for \G\ yields a contradiction.

In the case p0 = 3, we have

Proposition 2. If q+l =0 (mod 9), then 3\a.

Proof. Suppose that a ̂  0 (mod 3). Let A0 be a Sylow 3-subgroup of C0. Then

the order |A0|=3'1 is the highest power of 3 dividing ?+l and, by assumption,

A ï;2. Since P0SA, by Lemma 2.4.2, P0 is cyclic, say, P0 = <«>.

Since i normalizes the abelian group C0, it normalizes P0. As y inverts P0^C0C\J

and inverts t (mod C), it follows directly that t centralizes P0.

Since t $ P0, the group P=(P0, /> is abelian of order at least 3ft+1. On the other

hand, formula (4) of §6 shows that 3h + 1 is the highest power of 3 dividing |G|.

Hence |P|=3" + 1 and P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Either P is cyclic of order

3ft + 1oritisoftype(3ft, 3).

All fusion in the abelian Sylow group P takes place in V(P). Since u and uy = u~1

are conjugate in G, they are conjugate in V(P) and N(P) contains a 2-element x0

which inverts u. Hence

V(P) 2 (C(P), x0> => C(P).

If P is cyclic, N(P)/C(P) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the multiplicative

group of coprime residue classes of integers mod 3h + 1. Since |V(P)/C(P)| is prime

to 3, this order must be 2 and x0 inverts P. Furthermore, |C(P)| must be odd;

otherwise P would centralize an involution and hence a conjugate of P would be

contained in V. However, under our present assumptions, P0 is a Sylow 3-sub-

group of V and, as |P0| < \P\, we would reach a contradiction. Thus |C(P)| is odd.

Since x2 centralizes P, it follows that x2 is odd and hence that x0 is an involution.

We shall show that the same conclusions hold if P is of type (3\ 3). We let

N(P) act by conjugation on P and obtain a faithful representation of N(P)/C(P)

by automorphisms of P. Since N(P)/C(P) has order prime to 3 and since A > 1 by

assumption, it follows that this representation is decomposable (cf. [19, Theorem

5.2.2]). Hence there exists a basis {w±, w2} of P, say with Wx of order 3" and w2 of

order 3 such that every element of N(P) maps w¡ on a power of wt (i= 1, 2). In

particular, this implies that w2 is not conjugate in G to a power of Wx-
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Furthermore, we see in this case that N(P)/C(P) is an elementary abelian 2-group

of order 2 or 4. However, if this order were 4, it would follow that |C(w2)| is even.

But then w2 would be conjugate to an element of A. Since P0 is a Sylow 3-subgroup

of A and Q1(P0) = <H'f'_1>, w2 would thus be conjugate to a power of wx, which

we have just shown not to be the case. Therefore |A(P)/C(P)| =2 and we conclude

that

AT(P) = <C(P),x0>,

where x0 is a 2-element which inverts P. We have just noted that |C(w2)| is odd.

Since xl centralizes w2, x% has odd order and so x0 is an involution.

Now the results of [6, III, §IX] can be applied and, as in the proof of Proposition

1, we obtain a contradiction. This establishes the lemma.

As before, let/»0 denote an odd prime dividing q+1 and let P0 denote a Sylow

/»o-subgroup of IF. ThenP0 is a cyclic group of order |P0| =/»§, where/»g is the highest

power of po dividing 9+1. LetPx denote a Sylow/»0-subgroup of A. Then |Pi|=/»o

is the highest power of p0 dividing a. Then Px, too, is a cyclic group. We shall

assume that Pi^ 1. As we have shown, this is so if p0¥i3 and if/>0 = 3 and A^2.

Since a\q+\, we have h^k. We setP0 = <M0>, Pi = <"i> andP=PixP2.

If v is an automorphism of P, we have formulas

V : u0 -> wg«?,       ux^uy0u{,

where a, ß, y, 8 are integers with a and y to be taken modulo />§ and with ß and 8

to be taken modulo po- We then have a representation of the automorphism group

of P by matrices

(4) ("   gj;   (a, y mod pi, ß, 8 mod/»g)

of this type. Since automorphisms of A(P) map ux on elements of order /»§, we see

that y is divisible by po~k, say,

(5) y = Pho'ky0.

In particular, if we let A(P) act on P by conjugation, we obtain a representation

A of A(P) with the kernel C(P). We prove

Lemma 1. The elements y and t belong to N(P). We have

(6) m = (-; \).
Set

Ifpo 5e 3, we must have h=k and

(7) 20Í+1 = 0,       as 8,       4ßy = -3   (mod /»§).
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IfPo = 3 andifh^k + l, then k=\, h^3, and

(8)       a = l+3h-1ao, y = 3"-Vo, a0 + ßy0 = 0, a0 =É 0    (mod 3),

where a0 is an integer.

Proof. Since y and t normalize C0=W0xA (cf. §1), they normalize the unique

Sylow /»o-subgroup P=P0xPx of C0. Hence y, t e N(P). The formula (6) is im-

mediate as y inverts W and centralizes A. Define a, ß, y, 8 by (4). Since t2 = t~l

(mod C) then

¡a2 + ßy,     (a+8)ß\

Also, ty=yt_1 (mod C) and hence

W( ,      /-«   |3\      D,  ,_x*      /-(«2+i8y),    -(« + 8)/S\

*»'(-,   s) = ^1) = (   (a+8)y, 82+J"

is,Thus,

a2+ßy = a, (a + 8)y = -y    (mod/»g),

(a + 8)j3 = -j3,        82+ßy = 8       (mod/»g).

Now R(t   x) can be written in the form

On multiplying with A(r), we find

a2-|Sy=l, (a-8)7 = 0    (mod/»g),

(a-S)j8sO,        82-/Sy=l    (mod/»g).

Before discussing these congruences, we observe that in (5), yo^O (mod/>0).

Indeed, suppose that y0 = 0 (mod/»0). The definition of A(f) shows that

u{ = UyoU6x.

Raising this to the exponent/»^1 and using (5) and y0=0 (mod/»0), we see that

if m* is the /»g " 1st power of ux, we have

(u*)* = («*)'.

Now w* is an element different from 1 of PX^A. Then C(u*) has the Sylow 2-group

S and since u* and (u*)d are conjugate in G, they are conjugate in A(S) = SC(S)

= SxE=SxA. (Here we have used Lemma 2.1.1 and Proposition 1.1 to determine

the structure of A(S).) Hence (u*)6 = u* i.e. t centralizes u*. But then by Theorem

B, t g A. This is not true as x'=xz. Thus, y0^0 (mod/»0).

As a second preliminary remark, we shall show that if 8 = 1 (mod p0), we have

jS^O (mod/)0). In order to do this, we form a linear character 8 of E=A whose
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value for a generator of A is a primitive p0th root of unity. Then 9 defines a 2-block

BB of G of full defect, cf. Chapter III, §5. Since N=TJxA by Lemma 1.1 as 5= 1,

8 can be extended to a character 9N of V which is trivial on TJ and which then is

trivial on SsTJ. Thus BB satisfies the condition (*) of Chapter 3, §6. Since ô#l,

Proposition 3.7.6 shows that Be has a minor subsection (x, A). Now Proposition

3.6.2 shows that t does not stabilize 9C. Here, 9C is trivial on P0 and if we set

A =Px x A*, 8C is trivial on the group A* of order prime to p0. On the other hand,

8c(ux) is a primitive p0th root of unity. Now

0c(f-1KoO = ec(ua0u() = Ôc(Uiy,       S^t-^uxt) = 8c(uluöx) = 9c(ux)à.

If we had ß=0 (mod/»0), 8 = 1 (mod/»0), we would have (8c\P)t~1 = 8c\P and as

8lc and 9C are trivial on the set of elements of C of order prime to p0, then 9*¿l = 9C,

a contradiction. Hence if S = 1 (mod/»0), we must have ß^O (mod/»0).

We now discuss the congruences (9) and (10). They imply that

(2a + l)(a - 1) = 2a2 - a - 1 =0    (mod /»g),

(2S + 1)(S-1) = 2S2-S-1 =0   (mod/»g).

Moreover, we have a2 = 1 +/Sy=S2 (mod/»{,), i.e. «= + 8 (mod/»g).

Suppose first that p0 =£3. Since the greatest common divisor of 2a+ 1 and a —I

divides 3, we have either a= 1 (mod/»g) or 2a= — 1 (mod/»g).

If a=l (mod/»o), (9) implies /Sy=0 (mod/»g). On account of (5), then ßyo=0

(mod /»£)• This is impossible since A:>0 by Proposition 1 and since we have shown

that /MO (mod/)0), y0^0 (mod/?0). (We here have 8=1 (mod p0).)

Thus, 2a+l=0 (mod/»g) or, if we use fractions (mod/»g), a=—\ (mod/»g).

Then 8=+«=+^ (mod/»g). Now (11) shows that we have S= — \ (mod/»g).

By (9),

ßy = a —a.2 = -f    (mod/»g).

It follows from (5) that h=k. This shows that the lemma holds for p0^=3.

Assume now that p0 = 3. If A ̂ 2, Proposition 2 shows that fc^l. For A = l,

we still have k>0 since we assume hj^k+l. It now follows from (11) that a=l

(mod 3), 8 = 1 (mod 3).

If A = 1, we must have k=l. It follows from (9) and (5) that

ßYo = ßy = 0   (mod 3).

This is impossible since, as was shown, ß^O, y0^0 (mod 3).

Suppose then A^2. Since a=l (mod 3), a —I and 2a +1 have the greatest

common divisor 3. Now (11) shows that a = l (mod 3"-1)orthata= — ̂(mod 3"-1).

Suppose first that «s -£ (mod 3h_1). By (9) and (5)

3"-fc|Syo = ßy = -i-i = -i   (mod 3"-1).
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If h > 2, then h—k=\, which was excluded. If h=2, we see that h =£ k and then k = 1,

i.e. we would still have h—k=\.

Thus, our assumption h-k^l implies that a=l (mod 3h_1). Set a=l+a03h~1.

Then by (9) and (5)

3h~kßy0 = a-a2 = -aoS""1    (mod 3").

This implies k= 1 and ßy0 = —«o (mod 3). Since ß£0,yo£0 (mod 3), we have the

situation described in Lemma 1 and the proof is complete.

As an immediate consequence of the lemma, we prove

Proposition 3. Ifq^-l (mod 3), we have d=\. Ifq+l contains 3 with the

exact exponent h>0, we have either d=3 or d=3h~1.

Proof. We know that d has the value (q+ l)/2a. It follows from Lemma 1 that

for any odd primepQ dividing q+1, the exponent h ofp0 inq+l and the exponent

k of po in a are equal. Hence (q+ l)/2a can only be divisible by the prime 3. For

/»o = 3, we have either h = k +1 and then d=3 or else k=\, i.e. d=3h~1.

In view of Proposition 3, either part (iv) of Theorem C holds or q+1 is divisible

by 3 to the exact exponent h>2 and d=3h~1. In the balance of the section, we

shall show that this case cannot occur by proving

Proposition 4. Ifq+l is divisible by 3, then d=3.

We shall carry out the proof by contradiction in a sequence of lemmas. Thus

we assume h>2 and d=3h~1. Since d=(q+\)/2a, this implies that a is divisible

by 3 to the first power only. We preserve the notation P0, Pi, P=P0xPx, u0, ux.

Under the present assumptions, P0 is cyclic of order 3h and Px has order 3 = 3fc.

By Lemma 1, g=<P, /> has order 3h+2. Formula (6.4) for |G| shows that g=

<P0 xPi, i> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G.

Furthermore, the proof of Lemma 1 shows that we have formulas

t~lUot = ulu{,       t~xuxt = ulul,

where

y = 3^0,       a = \+3h-1a0,       8 = 1   (mod 3),       «o+iSyo = 0   (mod 3),

and

y0 ^ 0   (mod 3),       a0 & 0   (mod 3),       ß & 0   (mod 3).

Since (j8, 3) = 1, we can replace ux by u{. Then ß is replaced by 1. We can also

choose 8 = 1. For simplicity, we set

(12) / = 3"-1.

Thus we have

(13) i-1H0r = "o+,a°"i,       t~luxt = uö,aoux.
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The proof of Lemma 1 also shows that

(14) y^oy = «o1,     y'^xy = «i,

and

(15) /w0i_1 = Mo + !a°"íl,        tUxt'1 = u'0a0Ux.

Note that formulas (13) and (15) remain the same when t is replaced by an arbitrary

element of tP= t(PQ x Px).

Lemma 2. We have g' = <w0, i/i> = ^(P) and Z(Q) = (u30y = O \P).

Proof. These assertions follow immediately from (12) and (13).

The next lemma is very close to Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 3.1fw is a nonidentity element ofP, then we have

(i) IfweP1; with v = 0,\,or -\, then C(w) = Nl\

(ii) If we V\P), then C(w) = (C, r>.

(iii) In all other cases, C(w) = C.

Proof. First of all, if w e Px, C(w) = N asG satisfies the conclusion of Theorem B

and (i) follows at once.

We can therefore assume that w $ Pf for any v. We set K= C(w), so that C=

C0T=(Wx A)T^K. Let A be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K containing A and suppose

A=>A. Since A is dihedral or quasi-dihedral, x(eZ(A) for some i, l^i'^3.

Since t cyclically permutes Xj, x2, x3, it follows that R1 = Rt'^N for some7=0, 1,

or — 1 and that Ai centralizes wt = wtj. But Aj => A and wx e P. However, by the

structure of N=(JT)xA, we clearly have CP(A1)=P1, whence WiePi and so

w e P{\ v = 0, 1, — 1, contrary to assumption. We conclude that Ais a Sylow 2-sub-

group of K.

Since w$Px, Lemma 2.4.2(f), applied to N/0(N) = N/A, implies that NnK

= CN(w) = C. Since w $ P[ or P{~ \ it follows similarly that C(x() n K= C, 1 g i ̂  3.

In particular, since 0(K) is A-invariant, it follows from the A-decomposition of

0(A) that 0(A) s C0.

Suppose first that K has a normal 2-complement, whence K=C0T=C and

t <£ K. Moreover, w $ (u%y = ü 1(P). Indeed, y inverts t (mod C), y inverts P0,

and i normalizes O X(P) = Ö 1(P0), which forces t to centralize ö 1(P0). Since t $ K,

the assertion follows and so (iii) holds in this case.

Assume then that K does not have a normal 2-complement, in which case

NK(T)^CK(T) = C and so t e K. Equation (13) now implies that w e <M3> = o\P).

Thus it remains only to show that (ii) holds in this case. We set K=K/0(K) and

apply the main theorem of [22] to obtain that K contains a normal subgroup L*

of odd index isomorphic to PSL(2, ?'), ?' odd. Since CK(x) = K n V= C, as we have

shown above, C£.(x)sC. However, CL.(x) is dihedral of order q' — e, where

q' = e   (mod4) and e'=±l  by Lemma 2.5.7(f) and consequently  Cz.(x) = T,
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whence q' — e'=4. Thus q' = 3 or 5 and it follows in either case that K=L* and that

C0 = l. In particular, C0 = O(A).

If q' = 3, then A=<C0, T, /> = <C, f> and (ii) holds. To complete the proof,

we show that the case q' = 5 cannot occur. Indeed, since CK(C0) = CK(0(K)) is

normal in A and contains T, the assumption q' = 5 would force CK(C0) = A inasmuch

as A/0(A) is simple. But then t would centralize C0 and so would also centralize

P, contrary to equation (13). Thus all parts of the lemma hold.

Lemma 4. We have Cc(i)£ g.

Proof. If false, t centralizes an element u* of C0 of prime order p*^3. The

Sylow /»*-subgroup P* of C0 is the direct product of the Sylow />*-subgroups P¿*

of W and P* of A, which by Proposition 3 are cyclic of the same order. We claim

that t centralizes A* = QX(P*). Indeed, t centralizes u* e R* ; so either this is true

or CR.(t) = <«*>. However, as y inverts t (mod C), CR,(t) is y-invariant. Since

A*/<i¿*> jias order />* and since y inverts t (mod C), it would follow in the latter

case that t centralizes A*/<m*>. But then as t is a 3-element and/»*,¿3, this would

imply that t centralizes A*. We thus conclude that t centralizes A* and hence

centralizes Af = Qj(P*). Since A* is normal in A and G = <A, /> by Proposition

3.7.8, A* is normal in G, contrary to the simplicity of G.

Lemma 5. We have

C(P) = C, N(P) = N(T) = <C, y, f>,

C(g) = Z(g),      A(g) = <g, z*>,

where z* is an involution of Cy which inverts P0 and centralizes Px.

Proof. Since C= C0T and C0 is abelian, C centralizes P. Since by Lemma 2 (iii),

C(u0) = C, we find C(P) = C. An element w of A(P) normalizes C(P) and hence the

unique Sylow 2-subgroup T of C(P) = C. Thus,

weN(T) = (C,y,t).

On the other hand, every element of N(T) normalizes C= C(T) and hence the

unique Sylow 3-subgroup P of C. Thus, N(P)=N(T).

We have g=<P, f> and so

C(0) = C(P) n C(i) = C n C(i) = Cc(t).

However, by the preceding lemma, Cc(?)£ g. Thus, C(g)=Z(g).

The subgroup Cg is normal of index 2 in A(T) = {C,y,t} and so by the Frattini

argument NNiT)(Q) contains an involution z*. Since t cyclically permutes the in-

volutions of T, clearly no involution of C normalizes g, so z* $ C. Replacing g

(equivalently t) by a suitable conjugate, we can assume without loss that z* g CD—C

= Cy. Thus, z* inverts P0 and centralizes Px.
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We have (Q, z*>s/VJV(r)(g), and we argue next that equality holds. Indeed,

either this is the case or there exists an element u* of C of prime order /»* / 3

which normalizes g. But t normalizes the unique Sylow /»*-subgroup P* of C

and consequently [t, u*] e Q nP* = l. Thus t centralizes u* and so u* e Cc(t),

contrary to Lemma 4. Hence

(16) Nmn(Q) = (Q, z*>.

Thus to complete the proof of the lemma, we need only show that A/(g)s V(A),

for then JV(g) = <g, z*> will follow from (16). Let w be a 3'-element of V(g).

Then w normalizes Z(Q) and, by Lemma 2, Z(Q) = (u3)y = 151(P). But Z(Q) is

a cyclic 3-group inverted by z*. Hence w either centralizes or inverts ö1(P); and

correspondingly w or wz* centralizes O \P). However, by Lemma 3 (ii), C(ü 1(P))

= (C, i>sV(A). Since z* e N(T), it follows in either case that we N(T). Thus,

V(A) contains every 3'-element of V(g). Since g is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G,

this yields the desired conclusion A/(g)sA/(A).

Lemma 6. If v e Q—P, then v is not conjugate in G to an element of P and, in

addition, C(v) has odd order.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists reG for which vr=u with

ueP. Then r can be chosen so that it transforms a given Sylow 3-subgroup A(1)

of C(v) into a given Sylow 3-subgroup A<2) of C(u). Lemma 3 shows that we may

take A<2) either as A or as g. Choose A(1> so that it contains the 3-subgroup

(v, Z(g)> of C(v). Then Z(g)rs g and, in particular, (u%)r e Q. This implies that

(ul)r e P and, as /= 3h~1 ̂  9, (w0)r is an element of order 3 in P. Thus,

(u0y = uiu[ jé 1       (i,j = 0,1, or -1).

By Lemma 3, ul0 is not conjugate to u?1 in G, hence iVO. Furthermore, by (13),

the element t or t'1 conjugates u%u{ with 7= ± 1 into u£l. Since te Q, we can

replace r by rt or rt ~1, if necessary, and so can assume without loss that

(u'oy = u¿>.

Hence either r or ry belongs to C(w0) = <C, r>. In both cases, r normalizes P.

We conclude that vr=ueP implies veP, a contradiction. This proves the first

statement of the lemma.

Finally, if \C(v)\ were even, v would commute with an involution. Then a

conjugate of v lies in N and hence some conjugate of v lies in P, as P is a Sylow

3-subgroup of V, which has been excluded.

Lemma 7. The element t can be chosen of order 3. If this is done and if we set

a* = l+2-3h~2a0, then

(17) (tu0u[)3 = u3<r

for all integral i, j.
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Proof. In any case, t3ePn C(t)=Z(Q) = (u3)}. We have

(tu0u{)3 = t2-t-XUoU{tUoU{tUoU{t-X-t.

Now (13) and (15) yield

(tUou{)3 = í2M0(1 + iVM¡lMoMíMo<i + 'VMl->

= t2u3oi + 2mot = t2ulia't.

Since ul eZ(Q), we obtain

(18) (tu0u{)3 = t3ulia\

As (3, a*) = 1 and t3 e <«g>, we may choose i such that uf* is the inverse of t3.

Since we can replace t by any element of the coset tP, we may assume t3 = \.

Then, for arbitrary i and / (17) follows from (18).

Lemma 8. If v e Q-P, then C(v) has the Sylow 3-subgroup iv, Z(Q)} of order 3h.

Proof. There exists a Sylow 3-subgroup P* of C(v) which contains <t», Z(g)>.

Since v3ePn C(v)=Z(Q), we have |<t»,Z(g)>| = 3-3*-1 = 3\ Suppose we have

|P*|>3\ There exists reG for which (P*)'çg, Because of our assumption on

|P*|, we have |(P*)r nP| >3*-1, and consequently there exists an element

w e (P*)r with w e P—Z(Q). Since vr e C(w), Lemma 3 implies that vr is conjugate

to an element of P. However, this is inconsistent with Lemma 6. Hence P* =

<t>, Z(g)> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(v), as we wished to show.

Lemma 9. Any two elements of Q—P that are conjugate in G are conjugate in

N(Q) = <Q,z*>.

Proof. Let vx, v2 be two elements of g—P that are conjugate in G. By Lemma 8,

C(vt) has the Sylow 3-subgroup (_vt, Z(g)>, (i= 1, 2). Hence there exists reG such

that v\ = v2 and <X, Z(g)>r = <i;2, Z(g)>. In particular, (u0)r e <i;2, Z(g)>. Now

Lemma 6 implies that (w0)rGZ(g), whence (u0)r = u0±l. Since C(ul0) = (C, f> by

Lemma 3 and y inverts ul0, it follows that r g <C, t, y} = N(T).

Now let H denote the normal 3-complement of the abelian group C. Then

C=PxH and H is normal in A(T). Since A(T) = <y>g//=<z*, g>//, we can

set r = rxr2 with rjG<g, z*> and r2eH. Then r-1¡;ir = t;2 implies rxivxrx = v2

(mod H). But rf1i»1r1eg, i>2 g g, and gn//=l. Hence rf1rir1 = f2. Since

rx e <g, z*> and <g, z*>=A(g) by Lemma 5, the lemma is proved.

As our final lemma, we have

Lemma 10. Ifv is an element of Q—P, then C(v) has a normal 3-complement.

Proof. By the focal subgroup theorem, it suffices to show that if i»i, v2 are two

distinct elements of the Sylow 3-subgroup P* = (v, Z(Q)} of C(v), then vx and v2

are not conjugate in C(v). Suppose to the contrary that r~1vxr=v2 with r g C(v).
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Since P* is abelian, we may asume that r normalizes P*. As in the proof of the

preceding lemma, it follows that r e N(T). If Af has the same significance as in

that lemma and if we set r=rxr2 with /-j e (Q, z*>, r2 e H, we again have rx1vlr1

= v2 (mod Af) and also rf xvrx = v (mod g).

Since g n Af = 1, we conclude as before that rxVxrx = v2 and r{ 1ur1 = v. By Lemma

6, C(v), and hence rl5 has odd order. Since rx e (Q, z*>, this implies that rx e g.

But g = <A, i»>, and so the intersection of C(i») with g is <Z(g), i»>=A*. Thus,

reP*. Since vx and v2 also lie in P* and P* is abelian, we have Vx = v2, a contra-

diction.

We are now ready to prove Proposition 4. If v e Q—P, it follows from Lemma 8

that the conjugacy class of v in g consists of 3h+2/3ft = 9 elements. Since |g'| =9

by Lemma 2, the conjugacy class of v in g is vQ'. Now Lemma 9 shows that the

intersection of the conjugacy class F(v) of v in G with g is equal to

(19) Y(v)nQ = vQ'KJv*'Q'.

We next note that z*~xtz* is an element of order 3 in g—P. It follows from

formula (17) of Lemma 7 that

z*-1iz*eig'u/-1g'.

If we had z*~1tz* e tQ', then z*~1tQ'z* = tQ' and the involution z* would central-

ize one of the nine elements of tQ'. This is contrary to Lemma 6. Hence

z*~Hz* e t~1Q' and then z*-1tQ'z* = t~1Q'. It is now clear that one of the

conjugate classes of g in (19) belongs to tP and the other one to t~1P.

We now work with columns belonging to the principal 3-block B0(3, G). In

particular, let X(r) denote the column whose entry for x e B0(3, G) is the value

x(r), r e G. In particular for r = v e Q — P, it follows from [6,1, §111] and Lemma 10

that X(v) is also the column of generalized decomposition numbers for the block

A0(3, G) and the 3-section of v. With the product of two columns defined in the

usual manner, we have

(20) (X(v), X(v)) = 3\

as the Sylow 3-subgroup of C(v) has order 3", (Lemma 8). If v' e Q—P and if v

and v' are not conjugate in G,

(21) (X(v), X(v')) = 0.

Finally,

(22) (X(l), X(v)) = 0.

Let A denote the linear character of g with the kernel P for which X(t) is a primi-

tive third root of unity p and form the column

(23) A = 3-(h+2) 2 X(u)(l-Xu)).
ueQ
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Since the entry of A for the character x e P0(3, G) is the inner product (x| g, 1 — A),

the column A is integral. Since 1 — A vanishes on P, it suffices to let u range over

g-P. Clearly, g-P is the union of the sets (19) for v = tu'0 with/'=0, 1,2,....

3" "1 — 1 and this union is disjoint. If u e tu0 Q', we have X(u) = X(tu0), and 1 — X(u)

= l-/j, while for k e (fw0)2*g', we have X(u) = X(tu'0), l-X(u) = l-p~1. As

|g'|=9, we find

jR = 3-(h + 2)   2   9X(tu0)(l-p+l-p-1) = 3-h + 1   2   xituo)-
i=0 1 = 0

Since (19) shows that the 3""1 elements tu{ lie in 3h~x distinct conjugate classes

of G, it follows from (20) and (21) that

(A, A) = 3-2h+2-3h-3h-1 = 3.

Thus, A has exactly three nonzero entries and each of them is ± 1. It is clear

from (23) that the entry RXo of A for the principal character xo of G is 1. Moreover,

if v e Q—P and if r is a 3-regular element of C(v), then by Lemma 6, vr has odd

order and then

i+Xiivr) = xa\vr)

by Proposition 3.2.4; (the notation xi, x(1) refers to P0(2, G)). Here x(1) has degree

q3+l=(q+ l)(^r2—ç+1), which is divisible by 3h+1, but not by 3h+2. Hence x(1>

belongs to a 3-block of defect 1. Now the main result of [5, II] implies that x(1 \vr)

=0, Xiivr)= — 1 and that xi 6 Po(3, G). In particular, xi00= — 1 f°r all t» g g-P.

Now (23) shows that the entry RXl of A for xi is — 1.

Suppose that the third character of P0(3, G) which gives a nonzero entry for R

is x,- Since xi(l)=#3> then (22) reads

1-<73±X/D = 0.

It follows that xy(l)=?3-1.

Then q3- 1 =(q- \)(q2+q+1) divides \G\=2a(q+\)(q- \)q3(q2-q+1).

However, q2+q+\ is coprime to q+\, to the divisor a of q+\, to q and to

q2— q+l. The greatest common divisor of q2+q+l and q— 1 divides 3. Since

q+1=0 (mod 3), we have (q2+q+1, q— \) = 1 and therefore q2+q+1 is coprime

to |G|. This is a contradiction and the proof of Proposition 4 is complete.

This completes the proof of part (iv) of Theorem C.

Remark. In conclusion, we should like to mention what remains to be done to

obtain the analogue of Theorem C for a simple gD-group G with wreathed Sylow

2-subgroup S. We have already pointed out in §2 that parts (ii) and (iii) of the

corresponding Theorem C will follow from the group order formulas for such a

group G provided G satisfies the conclusions of Theorem B.

As for part (i) (i.e. N=L and E=A), there are two reasonable approaches

to this problem. The first method would be to proceed as in the quasi-dihedral

case, which would require an analysis of certain 2-blocks of full defect, other than
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the principal 2-block, comparable to that carried out in §§3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 above.

A feasible alternative approach also exists. Since one will know at the outset that

5=1 (part (ii) of the corresponding Theorem C), which was not true in the quasi-

dihedral case, one can attempt to carry through the analogue of part (iv) of Theorem

C in the case q= -1 (mod 4) without assuming that E=A. If this can be done,

the desired conclusion E=A will then follow from the simplicity of G.

It should be pointed out that to complete the proof of the Third Main Theorem,

the case ?=1 (mod 4) must be shown to lead to the group A3(?). In the quasi-

dihedral case, we used a result of Brauer [8] to achieve this. The analogous result

for the wreathed case has at present been established only when V is isomorphic

to GA(2, ?) and remains to be completed when N is isomorphic only to a homo-

morphic image of GA(2, ?). Furthermore, if the second approach to the proof

that E=A is to be taken, it will also be necessary to extend this analysis to the case

E=>A.

Added in proof. The necessary work in the wreathed case has now been com-

pleted. Thus the analogues of our three Main Theorems hold for groups with

wreathed Sylow 2-subgroups. The proofs will appear in subsequent papers.
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